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Friendly Foe
When a new air defense missile is produced, its "kill

accuracy*' is theoretical until it is tested against a

realistic target under operational conditions. The new,

supersonic missile target, USAF XQ-4, is one of many
''friendly foes" developed by Radioplane to simulate

various air enemy threats.

Duplicating the performance and radar appearance of a

supersonic, high-altitude bomber, the radar-controlled

XQ-4 is designed to test the seek-and-kill ability of air

defense systems and their missiles.

As major advancements have been made in U. S. Armed
Forces air defense weapon systems, Radioplane has

designed and developed targets compatible with the

missions of these weapons. The XQ-4, for example, not

only imitates invading bombers, but tallies up the score

of hits and misses when fired upon.

Radioplane, the first to produce remotely controlled

target aircraft, maintains dynamic research programs to

seek low-cost solutions for tomorrow's defense problems.

Northrop Aircraft, Inc.

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA, AND EL PASO, TEXAS



records missile "history"

at giant new DATA

ASCOP M Series Ground Station at General Electric's Data Reduction Center

GENERAL ELECTRIC's new multi-million dollar Missile

Data Processing Center— one of the nation's largest —
is now engaged in advanced scientific computation and
evaluation of missile flight tests.

This giant Philadelphia center contains the most ad-

vanced automatic data processing and handling equip-

ment in use today. A completely integrated operation,

it greatly facilitates the speed with which vital data

can be made available for analysis.

Playing an important role in this strategic operation is

the ASCOP PW Data Reduction System which includes

monitoring facilities. An ASCOP Ground Station handles

many channels of low frequency data . . . simultaneously

reduces eighty-six data channels, held to a system ac-

curacy well within 1%. This data is originally gathered

in the missile by ASCOP airborne telemetering units.

The linearity and reliability of this ASCOP system is a

major factor in the advanced performance of the entire

installation. And, significantly, the modular-unit flexi-

bility of ASCOP equipment made possible delivery of

the system months in advance of the opening of the

GE Data Center . . . one more reason why it will pay
you to investigate ASCOP for your present and pro-

jected programs.

ASCOP M SERIES GROUND STATION
PLAYBACK AND MONITOR GROUP • DECOMMUTATOR AND TRANSLATOR GROUP

This ASCOP PW Ground Station is a complete "packaged"
system for data processing. Eighty-six Channels may be

reduced in real time from tape records. Utilization of

zero and full scale sensitivity reference channels affords

continuous automatic system calibration, avoiding fre-

quent manual adjustment and the need for critical

components. All channels may be visually monitored

simultaneously. Easy access to slide mounted chassis

is featured even during operation.

APPLIED SCIENCE CORP. OF PRINCETON
General Office and Plant: Princeton, New Jersey
EASTERN AND CENTRAL DISTRICT OFFICES: P. O. Box 44, Princeton, New Jersey

WEST COAST OFFICE AND PLANT: 15551 Cabrito Road, Van Nuys, California

SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT OFFICE: 1 N. Atlantic Ave., Cocoa Beach, Florida

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT OFFICE: Dallas, Texas Sales & Service Office Opening Soon
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"QUICK LOOK"
ASCOP Monitor Console provides a means of

rapid simultaneous inspection of all eighty-

six channels. Can also be supplied with a

Stripper Panel which makes possible the

inspection of selective channels as desired.

The ASCOP Monitor Console saves data re-

duction time and provides important main-

tenance advantages.



BARCO FLEXIBLE JOINTS

For Handling
High Energy
Fuels ....

liquid

oxygen, white

fuming and red

fuming nitric

acid, and JP 3,

4, and 5 fuel 180 flanged 6" Barco Ball Joint for use in loading

and unloading line handling liquid propellant.

-special de
and other

ns for LOX
ssile Fuels

Extensive design and manufacturing experience is yours to

call upon at Barco for the handling of special liquid fuels

in the aircraft, rocket, and missile industries:

— Flexible Ball Joints for metal loading lines handling corrosive fluids.

— Special flexible joints with leakproof seals for conveying fluids at

low temperatures down to 300 F. Also high temperature

designs up to t 1000 F.

— Special designs resistant to nuclear energy radiation.

Barco joints provide flexibility unlimited for piping and
tubing. Our engineers will be glad to work with you on
special problems and assist with recommendations.

Flexible Hydraulic Lines for Missiles, Aircraft

Barco produces high pressure

self-aligning swivel joint and
tubing assemblies for hydrau-
lic pressures to 4,000 psi,

and higher. Also a wide se-

lection of standard and spe-

cial swivel joints and as-

semblies for launching and
flight gear. Sizes V4" tol

ASK FOR NEW CATALOG 269-A.
MISSILE LAUNCHER

HYDRAULIC ASSEMBLY

BARCO Serving Industry Since 1908
MANUFACTURING CO.. 566K Hough St., Barrington, III
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that's the word, sir.

P>arker
Hydraulic and fluid

(system)components

Parker specializes in hydraulic and fluid problems

as these problems apply to your SYSTEM.

This is called "Parker's system approach." What does it

mean to you? Just this: Parker's leadership in experience

and design is at your disposal to make sure that your

fluid and hydraulic system components are exclusively

for your system

—

an integral phase of that system—

to make sure that the whole performs exactly to

requirements—or better! Why not ask us how the

Parker "system approach" can save you precious

engineering lead time and effort?

The Parker Team provides specialized

viewpoints to get the right answers. It's

the first step in the "systems approach"

. . . gives a Parker customer the plus value

of leadership in experience, for today's

AND TOMORROW'S fluid and hydraulic

problems.

check valves hvdraulic valves fuel valves

Parker Aircraft Co., Los Angeles 45, Calif. • Cleveland 12, Ohio
(Subsidiary of The Parker Appliance Company)
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ALWAYS DEPENDABLE IN DEFENSE AND INDUSTRY...

AIRCRAFT QUALITY STEELS* from

Prime and subcontractors of plane parts,

missiles and Jatos consistently find proper

heat treatment response in Acme-Newport

aircraft quality plate, sheet and strip, in-

cluding the essential chrome-molybdenum

AISI 41 30 type. The same experience, con-

trols and facilities that so admirably suit

these alloy and carbon steels to the vital

needs of national defense, also match the

requirements of general industry. Steel

users know that whatever the specification,

Acme-Newport products always are high

quality, uniform and dependable for their

intended use.

COMPANY
NEWPORT, KENTUCKY

A SUBSIDIARY OF ^"ME COMPANY
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Model II B Accelerometer

INERTIAL GUIDANCE . .

.

a Breakthrough by Bell Aircraft

I he high precision, II B linear acceler-

ometer, now in quantity production,

is one of many examples of the recent

dramatic progress of the Avionics

Division of Bell Aircr ft Corporation

in the field of inertial instrumentation.

With a range of +25 g's and a frequency

response of to 350 cps, its perform-

ance is rated by leading authorities as

exceeding all others now available.

As one comparatively small detail

in Bell's overall inertial guidance pro-

gram, the accelerometer is indicative

of much broader more advanced ac-

complishments by Bell's team of in-

strumentation experts. This and their

other successful developments . . . the

knowledge they have gained in over

20 years of work on inertial compo-

nents . . . are available to

other missile and guidance

system builders in advanc-

ing the frontiers of techno-

logical achievement. For
information write: Sales

Manager, Avionics Division,

BELL AIRCRAFT CORP., Post

Office Box One, Buffalo 5, N.Y.

BELL
Avionics Division

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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means utmost precision in slip ring assemblies

Engineered and built by an organization long known for

its "perfectionist" standards, Breeze slip ring assemblies

can be relied on for the utmost in electrical and mechanical

qualities.

Each assembly is custom designed and built by special-

ists, thus permitting individual design and structural fea-

tures best suited to the application.

We can supply units from 2-ring miniatures to 500 ring

giants . . . currents as high as 350 amperes continuous at

220 volts and 700 amperes overload at 220 volts. Special

designs for very high voltages . . . radio frequency assem-

blies . . . high speed rotation for strain gauge and thermo-

couple applications.

If you have an electro-mechanical problem that slip rings

can solve, consult our engineers.

m BREEZE
CORPORATIONS, INC.

700 Liberty Avenue, Union/ N. J.

a
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vco makes thin

Avco today

Avco makes the

"business end"

of the ICBM

How to keep the intercontinental ballistic nos

cone from blazing into white heat and vapor-

izing completely, as it re-enters the earth's

lower atmosphere, has been one of the biggest

problems facing missile developers. Avco

Research and Advanced Development scientist

have solved this problem in the laboratory.

With a device called a "shock tube," they hav

simulated 18,000 mph speeds and 15,000 degre

temperatures to study what happens to a missil

during re-entry. They have produced re-entry

information which has enabled Avco engineers

to design and construct an experimental nose

cone for the Air Force Titan missile. Another

breakthrough by the Research and Advanced

Development Division of Avco! What is Avco'

THIS IS AVCO

Avco today is a diversified organization whose

products include aircraft power plants and

structures, electronics for defense and industry,

and specialized home and farm equipment.

Avco's divisions and subsidiaries are:

Crosley—electronics and aircraft structures

. . . American Kitchens . . . Lycoming—
reciprocating engines and gas turbines . . .

New Idea and Ezee Flow—specialized farm

equipment . , . Research and Advanced

Development . . . Crosley Broadcasting

Corporation . . . Moffats, Ltd. (Canada)

—

commercial gas and heating equipment.

Scientists interested in unusual opportunities

for advancement can grow with Avco.

For Q copy of this Pursell illustration in full color, suitable

for framing, write to "Art Reprints Department" at Avco
Manufacturing Corporation, 420 Lexington Avenue, New Yort, N-.¥4

Avco Manufacturing Corporation

420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. V.
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SHARP EDITORIAL FOCUS
ON THE MISSILE MAN...

to meet the growing, highly-spe-

cialized demands of America's

newest marketplace.

To serve the missile man wher-

ever he may be, to maintain his

"reader-interest" at its most in-

tense, each issue of MISSILES
AND ROCKETS is devoted to one
specific segment of the many sided

missile market. Key your adver-

tising into these high-impact,

reader-oriented issues.
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FUTURE ISSUE THEMES

1957
OCTOBER:

NOVEMBER:

DECEMBER:

Missile Power of the Free World

Space Medicine and Human Factors

Education, Training and Employment in the Missile Age

JANUARY:

FEBRUARY:

MARCH:

APRIL:

MID-APRIL:

MAY:

JUNE:

JULY:

Ground Handling and Launching Equipment

First Annual Guidance and Electronics Issue (Special)

Missile Metals and Materials

Lunar Rockets and Space Vehicles

Annual Directory Issue

Missile Components and Sub-Systems

Missile Telemetry and Data Reduction

Second Annual Engineering Progress Issue (Special)

FASTEST GROWING MARKET . . . From a total of $2 1-million in 1951,

the missile market is well into the "billionaire" bracket today . . . more than

9500% increase in just seven years.

INDEPENDENT INDUSTRY... The missile industry is entirely inde-

pendent, cutting cleanly across established industry lines, controlled by men with

new interests, new influences. Only one magazine—MISSILES AND ROCKETS
— adequately serves this exciting new market . . . currently read by more than

15,000 subscribers.

MISSILES AND
ROCKETS

Published by American Aviation Publications, Inc.

— world's largest aviation publishers

New York — 17 East 48th Street — PLaza 3-1100
Cleveland — 1422 Euclid Avenue — PRospect 1-2420

Detroit — 201 Stephenson Bldg. — TRinity 5-2555
v

Chicago — 139 N. Clark Street — CEntral 6-5804

Los Angeles — 8943 Wilshire Blvd. — CRestview 6-6605

Miami — International City, 4471 N.W. 36th Street

Toronto — 12 Richmond Street East — EMpire 4-2001

Montreal — 1487 Mountain Street — HArbour 6898
Executive Offices: 1001 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D.C

STerling 3-5400
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. . . a guided missile component being machined at Diversey Engineering.

Another of the many missile hardware parts involving intricate and difficult

machining techniques. Diversey Engineering makes these and many other missile

and jet hardware parts. Some of these parts are midsections, accumulators,

bulkheads, rings, cones, and nozzles.

Have your work done at Diversey Engineering by skilled machinists who use

the finest and newest equipment, one of which is the very latest 48" Monarch
Air Gage Tracer Lathe. Nowhere else can you get such extensive facilities and
experienced machinists for contour machining of Titanium, Inconel, A-286,

Haynes Stellite, and Zirconium.

Write or phone for information regarding your designs and blueprints.

^^^ LEADERS IN CONTOUR MACHINING

iJul&fSfUM ENGINEERING COMPANY
10550 W. ANDERSON PLACE • GLADSTONE 1-0200

FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS • A Suburb of Chicago

FROM NOSE TO NOZZLE, FROM FIN TO FIN, CONTOUR TURNED PARTS-WITH PRECISION BUILT IN
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editorial

Let's Call In General Yates!

Cutbacks in military buying and manpower are under way,

with more coming. Arms cuts of major size are already in effect.

Defense spending will be cut from $40.2 billion to $38 billion or

less. Actually, this may be interpreted as an avalanche-type cut-

back, and it will be felt. The Army will feel it in terms of less

manpower; the Navy must mothball 60 major combat ships; the

Air Force will stretch out and cut orders for planes.

Businesswise, our missile programs will not suffer much, in

spite of such drastic cancellations as the death of the Navaho.
Those 12,000 or more people weren't all working on the Navaho,
were they? Furthermore, North American's facilities and engineer-

ing capabilities represent such an asset to the nation's missile

knowhow, that North American already is back in business. How-
ever, current defense cutbacks will mean a streamlining of the

missile program. This isn't to say that there will be a cutback in

terms of ultimate missile striking powers. But the White House
expects more and better missiles for less money. This makes
sense. We are beginning to learn.

Nevertheless, it remains a fact that the missile business is

still in quite a messy state. It is rather disorganized. Very few
people know very much about where we're going, nor the best

way to go about getting there. That's why the White House asked

for action. Reportedly, important decisions will be made next

month when the policy makers sit down and discuss where we're

headed, what should be cut and what should be done, in general,

to eliminate wasteful spending. In other words, decisions vital to

our current and future defense will be made.

In this connection, the spotlight will be on our new Secretary

of Defense. Neil H. McElroy is known as a man who wants facts,

not theories, from subordinates and associates. His approach prob-

ably will be much like Charlie Wilson's, viewing the job as a

business rather than a political or technical problem. He is known
to be digging hard for facts. He makes up his mind quickly, and
only new facts can make him change a decision.

There's nothing wrong with that approach, so long as fact

can be sorted from fiction. This hasn't always happened. Many
people lay claim to the role, but few are missile experts. Very
few. When McElroy starts digging for facts he most certainly

will have to turn to some of those few who know something about

missiles, those who have built and flown missiles successfully. And
they are not always where you expect to find them.

To arrive at the optimum of overall missile producibility and

operational effectiveness, the new defense secretary ought to call

in the man who knows more about Army, Navy and Air Force
missiles than anyone else . . . AF Maj. Gen. Donald N. Yates.

He is Patrick AFB's energetic, eager commander. He is the only

top military man who has had the opportunity—for several

years—to watch all the birds all the time, who has had daily con-

tact with the missile industry's researchers, designers and military

brass—even the push-button personnel—and who has built up a

truly vast scientific knowhow of our entire missile arsenal.

Gen. Yates is known as an efficient, hard-working military

man—working in the interest of this country's military strength.

He is a scientist as well. He is admired by his associates. He wears

the Air Force blue, yet he is popular with Army, Navy and Air

Force missile men alike. Call him in. Listen to him. It will pay.

Ertk Bergaust
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# NEW
PERFORMANCE

dim

M/DWESTERN
y

OSCILLOGRAPH

DIRECT READOUT WITHOUT PROCESSING

SELF-DEVELOPING • DRY • NO CHEMICALS

MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF CHANNELS 50 Channels

RECORD WIDTH 12 inches

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 200 feet

RECORD SPEED RANGE 0.0812 to—129.9 inches per second

FREQUENCY dc to above 3,000 cps

WRITING SPEED Above 30,000 inches per second

OPTICAL ARM 11 inches—

POWER REQUIREMENTS 115 Volts—60 cps

TIMING LINES 0.01 and/or 0.10 second interval

SIZE 11'/i6"xl6'yi6"x24Vi"

WEIGHT 130 pounds





HP

Honest John, Redstone, Asroc, Corporal,

Little John, Sergeant, La Crosse, Wag Tail. .

.

all with
Warheads by Honeywell
One big reason so many missiles carry warheads
made By Honeywell is that the Honeywell
Ordnance Division has the development and
production experience and facilities necessary

to handle warhead projects through their com-
plete evolution— from feasibility studies to

volume production.

Honeywell Ordnance is equipped for. and
has extensive experience in aerodynamic and
lethality studies and structure design. Also
helping to make Honeywell Ordnance a leading

supplier of warheads is the fact that all types of
fuzing, safing and arming devices can be devel-

oped and produced under the same roof.

If you require development work in the areas

of missile equipment, fuzing, fire control,

underwater ordnance or special products,

Honeywell Ordnance Division would welcome
your inquiry. Phone, wire or write to

Honeywell Ordnance Division, Dept. MI-9-225,
Hopkins, Minnesota.

Honeywell Diversified Systems Span Ihe Field

Warheads; Infrared detectors and systems; Test, checkout
and training devices; Transistor converters, inverters,

rectifiers; Thermal batteries; Mechanical, electro-

mechanical and electronic fuzing; Sonar detection sys-

tems; Fire control systems; Stabilized platforms.

Honeywell
Ordnance Division

aw



Challenging positions are now open at Phillips

Petroleum Company for scientists and engineers

interested in the rapidly expanding field of

rocket propulsion. The Phillips operated Air

Force Plant 66 near McGregor, Texas, provides

complete facilities for designing, testing, and

manufacturing propellants and rockets. Phillips

Petroleum Company has developed a whole new

series of low cost, petroleum-derived propellant s

which are helping to revolutionize the rocket

industry. There's a future with Phillips. Confi-

dential interviews will be arranged for qualified

applicants. Write for complete information

SCIENTISTS

AND ENGINEERS

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES

IN ROCKET

DEVELOPMENT
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Simmonds
LIQUID LEVEL

SENSING SYSTEMS
keep Rockets

ready for

INSTANT
LAUNCHING

Before the "FIRE" signal is given, a rocket or missile

stands ready on the launching platform, frequently for a

considerable time. Yet it must be ready to fire at any
time, in spite of the evaporation of the highly volatile

fuel and oxidizer liquids.

To keep fuel constantly up to capacity, Simmonds
Liquid Level Sensing System senses when the fuel goes

below a prescribed level. Automatically, the System then

actuates a valve to add more fuel, shutting off when "full"

level is reached. This process is continuous until the

rocket is launched.

These Simmonds Systems have no moving parts—are

shock, vibration and corrosion resistant—operate on low

power consumption. They operate in any aircraft fuel,

hydraulic fluid, jet engine oil and other liquids and

liquified gases, meeting all MIL specs. Detailed literature

on request.

immonds aerocessories, inc.

General Offices: Tarrytown, New York

Bronch Offices:

Glendale, California

Detroit, Michigan • Dayton, Ohio • Washington, D. C. • Dallas, Texas • Wichita, Kansas
Seattle, Washington Sole Conodion Licensee: Simmonds Aerocessories of Canada Limited Montreal
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cover picture:

Symbol of the LS position in

the field of liquid propellant

rocket engine development is

the flame and smoke of the
Titan ICBM engine undergo-
ing static test at Aerojet-Gen-
eral. The Titan engine, de-

veloped by Aerojet, is one of

the highest impulse engines in

the free ivorld. It is our re-

sponsibility to push the Titan
and Atlas ICBMs to completion
to counter the threat of Russian
supremacy in the arsenal of
'ultimate' weapons.
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Assure long-lasting protection of

vital connections under a wide range

of extreme environmental conditions

Currently establishing itself as a performance

leader in the missile systems field, Pyle-Star-

Line connectors offer engineers an entirely new
line of electrical connectors for universal mili-

tary and industrial use.

With characteristics of construction and per-

formance never before combined in compact,

rugged, lightweight standardized connectors,

they exceed NEC requirements and classes

A, B, C and E of military specifications MIL
C-5015C.

FEATURES
Tough, lightweight shell: Strength comparable to mild

steel, yet weighs only Vz as much.

Anodic coating: Gives shell toughness of case-hard-

ened steel. Takes up to 1800 volts to penetrate coating.

"Sandwich" insulation: Silicone laminate floats be-

tween two rigid discs. Silicone disc absorbs shock, lets

contacts align themselves freely; rigid discs impart just the

right amount of restraint. Gives all advantages of both

flexible and rigid mountings.

Chamber sealing: Silicone insulation disc positively

and completely prevents water, gas, moisture or dust from

passing into shell.

Wide range of pin and socket configurations:

Configurations from 2 to 100 poles available. Within each

form size all inserts are interchangeable and reversible.

Environmental Limits of Pyle-Star-Line connectors

Temperature — 80 F. to 225 F.

Pressure 300 PSI External, 200 PSI Internal

Chemical Resistance Most acids, most alkalis, oil

Corrosion Resistance Salt Spray: 300 days without failure

Dust Resistance Exceed requirements of MIL C-5015C

Shock Resistance 50G Minimum

Vibration Exceed 20G to Method II of Mil C-5015C

Humidity & Moisture Resistance Exceed Class E. Spec, of Mil C-5015C

Air Leakage Meet Class E Spec, of Mil C-501 5C

Write today for complete specifications.

the PYLE-NATIONAL company
Where Quality is Traditional

1353 North Koslner Avenue, Chicago 51, Illinois

District Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities of the United States

CONDUIT FITTINGS • CIRCUIT CONTROLS • LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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KEY TO FORGINGS
ILLUSTRATED

1. Jet Engine Pad — Titanium — 11 lbs.

—17 inches.

2. Jet Engine Vane — Titanium — 27

lbs. — 15 inches.

3. Aircraft Support — Aluminum — 20

lbs. — 49 inches.

4. Aircraft Fitting — Aluminum — 282

lbs. — 86 inches.

5. Aircraft Landing Gear — Aluminum

284 lbs. — 47 inches.

6. Missile Ring Splice — Aluminum — 54

lbs. — 20 inches.

7. Aircraft Spar Frame — Aluminum —
434 lbs. — 142 inches.

8. Missile Fin — Aluminum — 8 lbs. —
30 inches.

Faster and faster, higher and
higher— greater stresses, increased

temperatures — all leading to

continually increasing dependence
on forgings — and in the forging

field there is no substitute fo
Wyman-Gordon quality, experience
and know-how.

Wyman-Gordon Company
Established 1883

FORGINGS OF ALUMINUM • MAGNESIUM • STEEL • TITANIUM
WORCESTER 1, MASSACHUSETTS

HARVEY, ILLINOIS • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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SPEED YOUR MISSILl

Precision Weldments in Stainlesi

FROM THE LEADING PRODUCE!

Welding of all types on special steels and alloys can be contracted

confidently at the Jet Division.

Our experience in forming, welding, stress-relieving, and heat-treat

titanium, high-alloy and stainless steels for jet engine components

available to you now for your missile programs. Deliveries will be prom

quality will be to your required standards. Our engineering staff can a

help you design and engineer weldments of all types.

Machining of weldments can also be done right in our own plant

people accustomed to closest tolerances, unusual alloys and designs, 3

aircraft-quality standards.

Let the Jet Division supplement your own overloaded missile prod

tion facilities. Capital investment will be eliminated, the search for qu;

fied engineers and production people will be avoided. Delivery will

made to suit your production schedule. Write today for a Jet Divis

Sales Engineer to call.

SEND FOR BOOKLET MR-357
which describes the facilities and products of the

Jet Division in detail, shows how you can

use these facilities to best advantage. •

22
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For Precision Switching . . .

. . . try this Rugged and Reliable,

featherweight squib-actuated switch

Designed for use in guided missile and special weapons circuits, the "OM-300 Series"

Squib Switches are now available for general use wherever there is need for a compact,

reliable device to open and /or close up to four electrical circuits simultaneously.

The actuating squib is more sensitive than a delicate relay, yet switching action is

faster and more positive than that of a massive solenoid switch.

The OM-300 Series includes all possible combinations of normally open and normally

closed contacts in the four pole switch illustrated above. Switches of this series will

solve many problems for designers of warhead fuzes, missile control systems, aircraft

emergency systems, and missile telemetering systems.

• Size: J^" x 14" * (Terminals extend K") (Non-delay)

Weight: 280 grains (.64 oz.) (Non-delay)

Number of Poles: 4, any combination of open and closed

Current Capacity, Closed Pole: 25 amperes continuously

200 amperes for 100 milliseconds

•Voltage, Standoff, Open Pole: 500 volts minimum
Energy to Actuate Switch: With carbon bridge squib—500 ergs at 50 volts

(Minimum values recommended)
With wire bridge squib—5,000 ergs at 6 volts

(Minimum values recommended)

•Switch Actuation Time*: Less than 5 milliseconds
'Actuation Times as short as 0. 1 millisecond and as long as 20 seconds will be available.

Write today for additional data on this effective device.

LAS POWDER COMPANY
PARKE THOMPSON ORDNANCE SECTION

SAINT LOUIS 19, MISSOURI
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letters

Solid-fuel Issue

is Challenge

To the Editor:

Your magazine serves extremely use-

ful purposes. Not only does it keep the

layman up to date on a common sense

basis but it also provides information in

well co-ordinated comprehensive form a

businessman can understand.

But most important of all, the state-

ments in your magazine must be appre-

ciated for their authoritative value at a

time when advertising writers and cus-

tomers' men in brokerage offices have sud-

denly become experts on missiles, rockets

and jets and, with the help of a few chem-

ical terms, dispense so glibly an appalling

amount of hogwash that at best represents

25 per cent half-baked knowledge, 25

per cent imagination and 50 per cent

stupidity.

Your article on the solid fuel indus-

try is excellent in every respect and I am
looking forward with much pleasure to

your next issue which will discuss the

exotic fuels and their values, about which
there is so much controversy.

A. Swoboda
Securities Cycle Research Corp.

60 East 42nd St.

New York 17, N. Y.

A New Road
To Controlled Fusion?

To the Editor:

Here is an idea I thought of three

years ago. I have tried to make it several

times, but haven't succeeded yet.

The rocket works on the "hollow

charge" principle.

I thought that this engine would
increase the rocket exhaust velocity and
could be throttled. The directional con-

trol is similar to the air nozzle in the

Ator VTOL. Most important about this

is that you might be able to have a nu-
clear fusion reaction in the jet of the

rocket.

This could be done by having a
plasma jet of tritium and deuterium
focused so that the molecules collide

similar to a "hollow charge" which would
form tremendous heat to start the fusion
reaction.

The heat problem would be solved
because the fusion reaction is away from
the walls of the rocket chamber.

Russell H. Jones, Jr.

112 N. Abington St.

Arlington, Va.

To the Editor:

Our Society, the Asociacion Argen-
tina Interplanetaria, is a member of the
International Astronautical Federation and
has nearly 500 members of which about
30% are university graduates, 35% are
university students and the rest are ama-
teurs. We are organizing a big exposition
to be held in Buenos Aires, December
1957-February 1958 and expect to get

some material to be exhibited from foreign

countries. We will also exhibit some small

rocket motors built in this country and
some models of different satellites as well

as designs, graphs and photographs of

rockets.

We ask you to consider the possibil-

ity of sending us on a loan basis some of

the material you have exhibited at the

Sheraton Park exhibition hall. We are

sure you have many, very interesting

things to be exhibited in this great Latin

American city.

Teofilo M. Tabanera, President,

Asociacion Argentina
Interplanetaria

Buenos Aires
Argentina

We feel the best sources for you to

contact would be the American Rocket
Society, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York,

N. Y ., and the State Department, Argen-

tine Desk, Washington 25, D.C.—Ed.

SRO at m/r

To the Editor:

I have just received a two. year sub-

scription to your magazine and would
just like to say the first copy exceeded

my expectations. Keep up the good work.

I would like to know if the back
issues of m/r are available. My subscrip-

tion started with the July, 1957 issue.

Gene A. Lewis
15718 Mandalay Rd.
Cleveland 10, Ohio

Sorry. No back issues available. All

gone.—Ed.

We may have already solved
your flexible ducting problem

Flexible's been solving tough ducting problems in many different

fields for a great many years. And has engineered all kinds of
.

special shapes and tubings in a wide variety of fabrics and coatings

for unusual applications ... a starter duct for jet aircraft, for

example, as well as special ductings used in the missile field for

ground support. So it could be that we already have the answer to

your particular problem. If not, we'll put our research facilities,

including our brand-new laboratory, to work immediately. If silicone

ducting is called for, our special Silicone Department, working with

automated machinery, is prepared to meet your specifications.

To find out how Flexible can solve your ducting problems, write

us, outlining your requirements. Our engineers will be glad to put

their experience to work for you. Write to Dept. 219.

flexible TubinQ
CORPORATION

Guilford, Connecticut • Los Angeles 64, California
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If your company operates any form of aircraft or component test

facility, you should have this new bulletin. It's yours . . . with-

out obligation.

Entitled "VALID DATA, economically produced," this bul-

letin contains information that has never before been published.

Here are new facts on the economics and applications of dynamic
control to test facilities. This bulletin can give you insight into an
entirely new kind of thinking.

The information provided shows practical means to increase

the validity, output and dimension of test data.

Write, wire or telephone for your copy of Bulletin G-102.

Our Ed Gets New Look

To the Editor:

I am an engineering student and en-

joy your excellent magazine very much.
A group of my classmates and my-

self were discussing Missiles and Rockets
the other day. We agreed that one of the

best things about it is the column. Mis-

sile Business (formerly Aerophysics
1

),

written by Seabrook Hull. He is an ex-

tremely colorful writer. However, we

Circle No. 59 on Subscriber Service Cord.

Ed Hull: New Look Ed Hull: Old Look

were curious about what he was thinking

when his picture, which appears at the

top of the column, was snapped. We
made the following conjectures:

1 ) His wife had just run off with

another man.
2) She came back.

3 ) He had just given up smoking.

4) You are not paying him what he

thinks he's worth.

5) He had just been told by his

doctor he has to give up drinking.

6) He had been drinking too much
the night before.

7) He lost $200 on a horse.

8) Aviation Week scooped him.

9) The photographer reminded him

of his father whom he hates.

10) He hates everybody.

Tom Monahan

169 Bleeker Street

New York City, New York

Thanks for those kind words on

Seabrook (Ed) Hull's column. He's not

quite as mean as he looks. However, Ed

is such a busy man around here, we never

got around to having his picture taken,

so an old passport photo was used over

the column. But your letter did it.— Ed.

Future Lady Missileer

Wants Advice

To the Editor:

I am a junior in high school and am
very interested in astronomy, missiles and

rockets. 1 make A's in school and am tak-

ing phvsics. chemistry, and algebra as

well as other required subjects. I think

I would like to major in physics, since

1 am more interested in rockets and mis-

siles and actually going into outer space

than 1 am in just studying the stars. Could

you tell me what subjects 1 will need,

how to select a college for this, and any

other information I might need?

Miss Marsha Meador

625 9th St. N.
Columbus, Miss.

There are three basic subjects that

should be included in your high school

curriculum—Chemistry, physics and math-

ematics. There are many excellent col-

leges throughout the country that can

supph the required courses. We sug-

gest \ou contact your high school coun-

selor for individual guidance. If you are

18 years of age you can and should join

missiles and rockets



the American Rocket Society as a student

member. Good luck!—Ed.

in r Encyclopedia

for National War College

To the Editor:

The National War College has se-

lected the following item, among others,

as required reading during a five-week

course beginning Oct. 11, 1957:

First Annual Guided Missile Ency-
clopedia, MISSILES AND ROCKETS, Julv

1957.
Your advice is solicited with regard

to securing a minimum of 160 copies for

distribution to the students and faculty.

F. E. Fitzgerald

Faculty Service Consultant
The National War College

Washington 25, D. C.

Reprints are in the mail.—Ed.

A Question of Semantics

To the Editor:

There has been a rapid evolution in

the aviation industry which has affected

many fields. The latest to be affected ap-

pears to be semantics. Several times re-

cently I have seen the word "sophisti-

cated" used in aviation literature with a

new meaning quite at variance with its

original meaning. The latest such usage
that I have noted was in your June edi-

torial: "This Is Not the Time to Cut,"
where you refer to the "more sophisticated

Titan." Would you please enlighten me
as to your definition of this ubiquitous
adjective, and the authority for such a

definition.

R. B. Wall

6401 Lander Lane
Dayton, Ohio

Webster's states that one of the defi-

nitions of sophisticated is "deprived of
original simplicity, made artificial, or,

more narrowly, highly complicated, re-

fined, subtilized, etc." Use of the word
"sophisticated" in reference to the Titan

was simply to say that the Titan is con-
sidered to be more advanced and a more
complex missile, which is in accordance
with Webster's definition. Who started

using the word "sophisticated" in aviation

and missile circles isn't known, but usage
has spread.—Ed.

Not That Young

To the Editor:

The fifth paragraph in the July As-
trionics column is resented. Please be in-

formed that the average age of most
licensed, transmitting radio amateurs is

approximately 30 years. This makes your
reference to "high school kids and other
amateur hams" misleading to the reader.

I have enjoyed amateur radio as a hobby
since 1915 and have been licensed by our
federal government since 1927. My re-

sentment comes only from unfavorable
publicity the radio amateurs unjustifiably
receive. Let's hear more of the many
favorable things.

F. C. South W3AIR
Electronics Engr.
APL/JHU

We seriously respect the fine tradi-

tions of amateur radio operators and are
sorry if Mr. South mistook our intentions.
However, there are always some irrespon-
sible persons in every field. It is because
of this that the audio tones to be used are
secret.—Ed.

September, 1957

DESIGNS RELAYS

TAILORED FOR AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

. . . relays designed to overcome environmental problems for such
customers as: Boeing • Douglas Aircraft • Ford Instrument • Hughes
Aircraft* Lockheed Aircraft* Minneapolis-Honeywell • Radio Corpo-

ration of America • Reeves Instrument.

Now . . . Relays TAILORED for Flight Control • Automatic Approach • Engine
Control • Missile Guidance • Missile Stabilization • Bomb-Navigation • Inertial

Navigation • Fire Control • Automatic Flight.

Why not test Leach's ability to solve some of your toughest environmental prob-

lems? Please write Sales Manager, Relay Division or contact your nearby Leach
representative. Send for your copy of the Leach Balanced-Armature Catalog.

LEACH

CORPORATION

LEACH RELAY DIVISION

5915 Avalon Blvd., Los Angeles 3, California

District Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities of U. S. and Canad?
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Here G. D. Schott (right). Flight Controls Department head, discusses computer solutions of control and guidance problems with

E. V. Stearns (center), Inertial Guidance Department head, and J. E. Sherman, Analog Computer Section head.

Lockheed Missile Systems announces new positions in

MISSILE FLIGHT CONTROLS -the creative field for engineers

Few fields equal missile systems flight controls in the need for original thinking.

The ever-increasing performance of missiles presents problems that grow constantly

in complexity. At Lockheed, weapon systems programs demand important

advances in flight controls. Emphasis is on new ideas, new techniques.

Positions are open on the Sunnyvale, Palo Alto and Van Nuys staffs for engineers

possessing strong ability and interest in: Research and development of advanced

flight control systems for controlling missiles and rockets; system synthesis

by application of control system feedback techniques', analysis and design of nonlinear

servo systems; development of transistor and magnetic amplifier techniques in

the design of advanced flight control systems; analysis and simulation of the dynamic

performance of the guidance — autopilot — airframe combination; development

of systems utilizing advanced types of inertial and gyroscopic instruments;

analysis and design of hydraulic servo systems for controlling missiles at high Mach
numbers; environmental and functional testing of prototype flight control systems.

Inquiries are invited from engineers possessing a high order of ability.

Address the Research and Development Staff, Palo Alto 7, California.

SAN FRANCISCO
PALO ALTO

SUNNYVALE

TEST BASE

PALO ALTO—
f 32 MILES FROM
SAN FRANC(SCO

SUNNYVALE

-

i MILES FROM
SAN FRANCISCO

MISSILE SYSTEMS • a division of lockheed aircraft corporati

PALO ALTO • SUNNYVALE • VAN Nl'YS • CALIFORNIA



The first successful interception

of an aircraft by a guided missile

was achieved by the Lark— equipped
with a Raytheon guidance system.

Today Raytheon is the prime
contractor for the Navy's Sparrow III

and the Army's Hawk missiles.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS
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SIXTY SECONDS
TO CATCH A SUN FLARE

IGY leads off with an assist from CDC

Sunflares leap into space at velocities which stagger

the imagination. They occur without warning and last

but a few minutes. To get vital sunflare information

when it's available cdc rocket crews get the two-stage

research rocket off in sixty seconds ! Then, from an
80 to 1 50-mile-high vantage point, instruments in the

nike-deacon or nike-asp combination detect and
telemeter data on the sun's radiation — important new

^^TJB information to expand our knowledge
y**' of radio propagation.

cdc was awarded the icy Sunflare contract by the

Naval Research Laboratory, and was responsible for

modifying and assembling the two-stage rocket vehicle,

and building the instrumentation-telemetering head.

Here is another important activity where cdc skills

are helping speed the answers to questions

in high-altitude research.

OPER DEVELOPMENT CORP.

2626 S. Peck Road. Monrovia, California

Designers and builders of the asp — the world's

fastest single-stage solid propellant rocket.

Scientists and creative engineers . . . investigate

this field with a future. Challenging working
environment in Southern California.

missiles and rockets



when and where
SEPTEMBER

Society of British Aircraft Constructors,

Ltd., 18th Flying exhibition Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough.
Hampshire, England, Sept. 2-8.

International Union of Geodesy and Geo-
physics. General Assembly, (IUGG),
Toronto, Sept. 3-14.

American Physical Society Mtg., Boulder.

Colo., Sept. 5-7.

American Chemical Society Mtg.. Hotels
Commodore. Statler. Park Sheraton,

New York, N. Y., Sept. 8-13.

Second Annual Course on Investment
Castings, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology Cambridge. Mass., Sept.

8-13.

Twelfth Annual Instrument-Automation
Conference & Exhibit, Cleveland Au-
ditorium, Cleveland, Ohio. Sept. 9-13.

Damage Criteria for Shock and Vibration
Conference, Cambridge, Mass.. spon-

sors: AFOSR SRD (HOST) Interserv-

ice Technical Committee on Shock &
Vibration. Sept. 12-13.

OCTOBER
National Electronics Conference and

forum on electrical research, develop-

ment and application. Chicago, 111..

Oct. 7-9.

NACA Lewis Propulsion Lab. Triennial

Inspection, Cleveland, Ohio.. Oct. 7-9.

International Astronautical Federation, 8th

Annual Congress. Barcelona. Spain.

Oct. 7-12.

ARDO Fifth Annual Science Symposium.
Interdepartmental Auditorium (across

street from AFOSR hqs). Host Cen-
ter: AFOSR. Washington. D. C, Oct.

8-9.

Society for Experimental Stress Analysis
Nat'l Fall Convention. El Cortez
Hotel. San Diego. Calif., Oct. 9-11.

Canadia Institute of Radio Engineers Con-
vention-Exposition. Automotive Bldg..

Exhibition Park. Toronto. Canada.
Oct. 16-18.

ASME Conference on New Developments
in the Field of Power, Americus
Hotel, Allentown. Pa., Oct. 21-23.

Aeronautical and Navigational Electronics

4th Annual East Coast Conf.. spon-

sored by Baltimore Section. IRE and
the Professional Group on Aero-
nautical and Navigational Electronics.

Fifth Regiment Armory. Baltimore.

Md.. Oct. 28-30.

Association of the U.S. Army Third
Annual Mtg.. Sheraton-Park Hotel.

Washington. D. C. Oct. 28-30.

American Nuclear Society, Henrv Hudson
Hotel. N. Y.. Oct. 28-31.

NOVEMBER
Military-Industry Guided Missile Reli-

ability Symposium, Naval Air Missile

Test Center. Pt. Mgu. Calif., Nov. 5-7.

Third Aeronautical-Communications Sym-
posium, Utica. New York, spon-

sored by IRE-PGCS, Nov. 6-8.

IAS Weapons System Management Mtg..

Statler-Hilton Hotel. Dallas. Tex..

Nov. 7-8.

DECEMBER
ASME, Annual Mtg., Hotel Statler, New

York. N. Y.i Dec. 1-6.

American Rocket Society Annual Mtg..

Hotel Statler. New York Citv. Dec.
2-6.

ARS 1957 Eastern Regional Student Conf.,

sponsored by the Polytechnic Institute

of Brooklyn Chapter. Hotel Statler.

New York, Dec. 6-7.

» Inlet nose

Burner

Inlet cowling
Combustion chamber
and liners

Fuel system
Flame holders

Exhaust nozzle

Typical ram jet components produced

by Finn Aeronautical Division.

We specialize in

precision welded sheet metal components

for missiles, jets and ram jets

We have the experience, the equipment, the men and the

approvals to carry out your most complex experimental

welding and fabrication of jet, ram jet and missile engine

components.

Some of the superalloys we've worked and welded in-

clude N-155 . . . A-286 ... the Nimonics . . . Inconel-X . . . In-

conel-W. . . Hastelloy . . . Timken . . . and stainless steel. Our

welding department includes certified Sciaky spot weld-

ers, USAF certified heliarc welders and complete, USAF-

approved X-ray facilities.

For more detailed information, write, wire or 'phone us.

FINN AERONAUTICAL DIVISION

T. R. FINN & COMPANY, INC.

275 Goffle Road, Hawthorne, N. J.

>'-:orne 7-71 23
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NEW

Unhampered by traditional thinking, TELECHROME en-

gineers have developed an entirely new concept in tele-

metering equipment. Today's new environmental con-

ditions and distances for missiles require new designs.

TELECHROME units are unequalled in compactness,

ruggedness* and dependability. Because of their supe-

rior qualities these highly efficient units are replacing

equipment of other manufacture.

Direct FM Transmitters Crystal controlled 215-235 mega-
cycles. 125kc deviation.

Model 1462-6 x 4'/4" x 3%-

50 to 80 Watts

5<Vn" *

15 to 30 Watts

-4" x 1.5"

x 2.7

2 Watts

Model 1460-5 x 4Vs x 3iy,»-

RF Amplifier

15 to 30 Watts

SUB-CARRIER OSCILLATOR.
Deviation stability ±1%|
of band width. Deviation!

linearity less than 1% off
band width under all con-

ditions measured from a|
straight line drawn be-
tween end points.

Write for

Specifications

& Details

Model 800-4.5' x 1.3' I 1.4

HIGH POWER
IN SMALL PACKAGES

CHROME
/ INCGSPOftATtD

The Nation's Leading

Supplier of Color

TV equipment

28 RANICK DRIVE

AMITYVILLE, N. Y.

Lincoln 1-3600
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FOUR PROVEN ANSWERS
TO SWDraHDNI© PROBLEMS

Subminiature sealed switch

is environment-free; mounts
interchangeably with MS25085

MODEL EF-3

gle Pole, Double Throw
ve. Differential, .004 Mo*.
ertravel, .003 Min.

fcr. Force, 5 to .17 oz.
i ease Force, 60 gram
;c. Life Ratings:

,150,000 ops. @ 125/250 V. A.C.
2.5 AMP.

100,000 ops. @ 125/250 V. A.C.,
I 5.0 AMP.
I 50,000 ops. @ 30 V. D.C.,
b (2.5 AMP., IND.; 4.0 AMP., RES.)
lib. Temp., -65° lo +180° F.

Sealed in a corrosion-resistant,

treated aluminum enclosure,

this tiny switch is environment-

free; highly vibration and
shock resistant. It carries 5

amps, at 125/250 V.A.C. with

an electrical life rating of

100,000 operations. Low op-

erating force and small move-

ment differential make it ideal

for bi-metal temperature, dia-

phragm operated and other

"feather-touch" devices, while

small size permits mounting

singly or ganged in restricted

space. Rugged and dependa-

ble, it has positive snap action.

Iny 40 amp. basic switch has high

npacity, longer life and constant
lability of tolerances

r,asuring only l
3A" x 43/64"

1(5/64", the Electro-Snap G3-8

Isic Switch handles current rat-

i s up to 40 amps. A new

fcfhod of combining Electro-

lap's double-break action with

Iheavy-duty switching element

lures electrical and mechanical

I of 100,000 cycles at large

|>acities; also provides constant stability of tolerances and accurate

>eatability. New plastic compound case gives the switch an am-

nt temperature rating of —100° to +300° F. with extreme shock

istance. Small size makes it ideal for motor controls and compact

:omation set-ups. A wide range of actuators is available.

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

I

MODEL G3-8

Single Pole, Double Throw
40 AMPS @ 125/250 V. A.C.

@ 30 V. D.C. Res.

Oper. Force, 45 oz. Approx.
Overtravel, .015" Min.
Move. Differ., .055 ± .010

PRECISION SWITCHES

HERMETICALLY SEALED
LIMIT SWITCHES

CONFORM TO MIL & AN SPECIFICATIONS

Simultaneous triple-pole switch

interrupts 3-phase ac. circuits;

6-circuit control in a small package

Ik

m

MODEL K3-4

Triple-Pole, Double Throw
15 AMP., 125/250 V. A.C.
30 V., D.C. Res.

10 AMP., 30 V., D.C, Ind.

Overtravel, .015 Min.
Move. Diff., .028 ± .007
Mech. Life, 1,000,000 ops.
Elec. Life, 500,000 ops.

This Electro-Snap triple-pole switch

simultaneously reverses current flow

through three windings of a 3-phase

motor up to 1 H.P. and interrupts

other types of multi-switching in-

stallations. Instantaneous "make"
and "break" snap - action of the

three poles is independent of the

speed of actuation—even extremely

slow moving cams can be used.

The K3-4 Series offers designers

a wide variety of 3-phase circuit

hookups for servo-controls, to

limit movement of machine mem-
bers and as a start-and-stop switch

which formerly were possible only

with complicated relays or a num-
ber of separate switches. A large

selection of standard actuators
is available.

F2 SERIES

Small basic switch is

low cost; directly interchangeable

with AN3234 Specs

These Electro-Snap F2
Series snap action switches are

extra-compact with extremely

high electrical capacity for

their size. Mechanical and
electrical life at 1/32" over-

travel is 150,000 operations,

minimum, with accurate
repeatability and constant sta-

bility of tolerances. Self-aligning springs provide contact wiping
action rare in a switch of this size.

Durable case of special plastic gives the switch an ambient
temperature rating of —100° to +275° F. or +375° F. Avail-

able, at low cost, in three basic models with a wide selection

of actuators.

SERIES F2 BASIC SWITCH: F2-3: Single Pole, Double Throw
F2-2: Single Pole, Normally Open; F2-1: Single Pole, Normally Closed

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Electrical Rating: 10 AMP. 125/250 V. A.C. 60 cycles
30 V. D.C. inductive and resistive (6 AMP, 30 V. D.C. for Airborne Application)
Operating Force, 7 to 12 oz. Movement Differential, .011 ± .005
Reset Force, 4 oz. Min. Overtravel, 1/32 Min.
Pretravel, 3/64 Max.

SEND COUPON FOR MORE DATA

ELECTRO-SNAP SWITCH & MFG. COMPANY
4252 W. Lake St., Chicago 24, III.

Please send data sheets on switch checked:

M EF-3 — subminiature sealed

O G3 — 40 Amp. basic

Q K3 — Triple-pole

D F2 — Extra-small basic

NAME__

COMPANY..

ADDRESS

CITY -ZONE STATE_



MOTIONS-IN-MINIATURE
CLUTCHES BY FORMSPRAG

CHECK THESE TYPICAL
AIRCRAFT CLUTCH

EXAMPLES

small over-running clutches

Backstop Clutch for

Ammunition Feeders

Gas Turbine

Starter Clutch

Formsprag— pioneer in the development of sprag-type clutches— now offers a truly versatile

small clutch for a wide variety of aircraft applications.

In terms of your product's performance, Formsprag FS-02 and FS-04 Clutches provide unusual

compactness, utmost accuracy and torque, simple and dependable operation.

Shown is a standard model. However, inner and outer races can be machined to provide through

shafts, external gears, etc. Carefully controlled aviation quality and approved inspection

procedures insure outstanding precision.

HERE'S REAL COMPACTNESS
Bore Size O.D. Torque Over-running Speed

Model FS-02 114" 50 in. lbs. '2400

Model FS-04 3/»" and H" l
5
/a 200 in. lbs. "2400

'Higher speeds possible on special applications. Consult with factory.

Among other uses are backstop clutches on

positioning devices for electronic tubes and

automatic uncoupling for energy dissipation

on radar antennae drives. The FS-02 and

FS-04 series can be custom manufactured

in a variety of materials including stainless

steel or supplied in any specified rust

inhibiting process.

writ* for copy

MORE
INFORMATION?

Should you require details

on these Formsprag small

clutches as well as the

complete line, write today

forthis new 26-page catalog.

Over-Running, Indexing and Backstopping Clutches for aircraft, automotive and various industrial applications

FORMSPRAG COMPANY
23585 Hoover Road, Warren (Detroit), Mich.

World's largest exclusive manufacturer of over-running clutches

Distributors in principal cities
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Dickers
niaturized motorpumps

Numerous Vickers miniaturized hydraulic airborne components have

been successfully developed for missile use without sacrifice of

their inherent high efficiency and reliability. Representative of the

"packaged" approach to dependable missile hydraulic power is
.

the PFM-3906 constant displacement piston type pump shown here

mounted on an electric motor. The pump has a theoretical delivery

of 0.84 gpm at 7400 rpm and 1000 psi with a volumetric effi-

ciency of 95%. The explosion proof motor has 6.0 in. -lb. torque

from 6900 to 9000 rpm. The complete package weighs 8 lb. . . .

1 lb. for the hydraulic pump and 7 lb. for the electric motor.

The overall length is less than 10 inches. For further

information about Vickers miniaturized hydraulic components and

complete packages, ask for Bulletin A-5216.

7884

September, 1957

VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

Aero Hydraulics Division • Engineering, Sales and Service Offices:

ADMINISTRATIVE and ENGINEERING CENTER I TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA • 3201 lomila Boulevard

Department 1470 • Detroit 32, Michigan
;

P.O. Box 2003 • Torrance, California

Aero Hydraulics Division District Salei and Service Offices • Albertson, long Island, N.Y., 882 Willis Ave.

Arlington, Texas, P.O. Box 213
Seattle 4, Washington, 623 8th Ave. South

Washington 5, D.C., 624-7 Wyatt Bldg.

Additional Service facilities at: Miami Springs, Fla., 641 De Soto Drive

TELEGRAMS: Vickers WUX Detroit, TELETYPE: "ROY" 1149 • CABLE: Videt

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVE: The Sperry Gyroscope Co., Ltd.— Greot West Road, Brentford, Middx., England

ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS OF O/L HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT SINCE I92I
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jg|ne measure of tomorrow. .

.

Developments from the modern research laborato-
ries of Curtiss-Wright serve many industries today
— lay the groundwork for future achievements.

An airplane powered by a Curtiss-Wright engine has flown so

fast that a noon take-off in New York would land it in

California at 10:20 A.M. same day—turning back the clock!

A Curtiss-Wright nuclear gauge measures the thickness

of fast moving sheet materials during production

—

without touching them.

Curtiss-Wright produces a heat-registering paint for

recording the temperatures of working parts in action.

The fields of Curtiss-Wright activity are continually

broadening, and now include products for nearly every

major industry . . . products of imaginative engineering in

electronics, atomic power, plastics, metallurgy, ultrasonics,

aviation . . . products of Curtiss-Wright research that

continually take the measure of tomorrow.

RESEARCH DIVISION

Research by
CORPORATION • QUEHANNA, PA.

Divisions and Wholly Owned Subsidiaries of Curtiss-Wright Corporation:

Wkicht Aeronautical Division. Wood-Ridge, N. J. • Propeller Division, Caldwell, N. J. • Plastics Division, Quehanna, Pa. • Electronics Division, Carlsiadt, N. I.

Metals Processing Division, Buffalo. N. r. • Specialties Division, Hood-Ridge, N. I. ' Utica-Bend Corporation, Vtica, Mich, • Export Division, New York, N. X
Caldwell Wricht Division, Caldwell, N. J. • Aekophvsics Development Corporation, Santa Barbara, Calif. • Research Division, Clifton. JV. /. * Quehanna, Pa.
Industrial and Scientific Products Division, Caldwell, N. J. • Curtiss-Wricht Europa, JV. K, Amsterdam, The Netherlands • Turdomotor Division, Princeton, N. J.

Marquette Metal Products Division, Cleveland, Ohio • Curtiss-Wricht or Canada Ltd., Montreal, Canada • Propulsion Research Corporation, Sunra Monica, Coty.
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HITCO Insulation Products are

...temperatures up to 5000

HITCO designs and produces a complete line of

High Temperature Insulation Products for the

demanding requirements of Missiles and Rockets.

HITCO's THOMPSOglas is a formed High-Density

Fiberglas, designed for shock and vibration absorp-

tion and thermal protection of instrumentation and

missile guidance system components.

REFRASIL High Temperature Laminates and

REFRASIL Insulating Blankets are other HITCO
contributions to America's Missile Program.

Write or call our Research and Development

Engineers for help in solving your special missile

insulation problems.

WRITE FOR FREE NEW CHART!
Covers all basic types of fibrous

insulation and their temperature ranges

from -300° to + 3000" F.

H. I. THOMPSON FIBER GLASS CO.

1733 Cordova St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Phone REpublic 3-9161

WRITE OR CALL YOUR NEAREST REFRASIL REPRESENTATIVE:

EASTERN : TOM KIMBERLY, 38 Crescent Circle, Cheshire. Conn., BRowning 2-6544

MIDWEST: BURNIE L.WEDDLE. 3219 W.29th St., Indianapolis 22. lnd.,WA. 5-8685

SOUTHWEST: MARSHALL MORRIS, 3515 Covert Ave.. Ft.Worth. Texas. WA.3-8098

NORTHWEST: J. L. LARSEN, 5757 Oaklawn Place. Seattle. Wash., MOhawk 9311

CANADIAN PLANT: THE H.I.THOMPSON CO. OF CANADA LTD., 60 Johnston St.

Guelph, Ontario, Telephone: TAylor 2-6630

REFRASIL "Pre-Formed" and

"Wrap-around" Insulating

Blankets are preferred by

the majority of aircraft and

jet engine manufacturers all

over the world!

THOMPSOglas
Formed High-Density Fiber-

glas is designed for Thermal

and Acoustical Insulation,

and is a versatile protective

insulation Material for a

variety of Aircraft and
Missile applications.

HITCORE Honeycomb
In Stainless Steel and a

variety of other materials.

Various thicknesses, core

sizes and foil gages can be

combined to meet your spe-

cial requirements.

PRE- k

formed!

THERMO-COUSTI
Removable Insulating Blan-

kets combine top Acoustical

and Thermal insulating effi-

ciency with convenient flexi-

bility for ease of installation

and removal in jet airliners,

cargo and Military Aircraft.

REINFORCED PLASTICS
For Military, Industrial and

Commercial Products.
REF'RASIL Cloth, combined
with High Temp Resins, is

possible liner for Missile
uses. Typical High Temp Air-

craft parts shown.
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Power for the world's mightiest weapons:

ATLAS -THOR - JUPITER • REDSTONE
These are the names of the great

new missiles of America — defense

systems of unprecedented speed and
striking power. To feed their mon-
strous thirst for power, a new kind of

engine had to be created— an engine

with enough propulsive thrust to

drive tons of projectile in a colossal

arc upward from the earth's surface

to the bounds of atmosphere, and on
through space itself at thousands of

miles per hour.

The answer was the large, liquid

propellant rocket engine. Only a few

years ago Rocketdyne, directed by
the Air Force, set out on a program
to design and build these high-thrust

propulsion systems—a job that meant
starting from scratch, and writing the

book as they went along.

Today, Rocketdyne can report

that the power for these revolutionary

new weapons is ready. Engines for the

Armed Services' high priority missile

programs are being built in quantity

at two Rocketdyne plants— Canoga
Park, Calif., and Neosho, Mo.
The possession of such weapons is

of crucial importance to America.
Free men everywhere are entitled

to know that the power for our major

missiles is being delivered — on
schedule.

BUILDERS O F POWER FOR OUTER SPACE
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New Design Trends for

Harvey Aluminum Extrusions

To any experienced engineer or designer, aluminum extru-

sions are a common commodity. You don't have to tell him

that extrusions offer such advantages as ease of fabrication,

design flexibility, etc. He knows that. What he wants to

know now are the newest advances made possible by the

extrusion process.

Potential for new
configurations and applications

Typical new applications for Harvey Aluminum Extrusions

are illustrated below. The design possibilities for aluminum

extrusions are now practically limitless. Large heavy press

sections; unusually complex shapes; wide, integrally

stiffened skin panels; solid, hollow, and stepped extrusions;

and extra long thin sections can be obtained from Harvey

in all aluminum alloys. Heat-treated shapes can be pro-

duced in lengths up to 80 feet, weighing as much as 2,500

pounds. The maximum circumscribing circle diameter prac-

tical is 25/2 inches. For functional, structural, or decorative

applications demanding custom design plus light weight,

corrosion resistance, high strength, and a naturally attractive

finish, Harvey Aluminum Extrusions are first choice. And
remember, Harvey is traditional for high quality and service.

Harvey Aluminum
leads in extrusions

Harvey's completely integrated facilities include a large

complement of extrusion presses ranging in size from 1400

tons to 12,000 tons, stretch-straighteners up to 3,000,000

pounds capacity for lengths up to 105 feet, and the newest

supporting and finishing equipment.

If you have a problem with extrusions, thoroughly quali-

fied Harvey specialists are always ready to help you improve

your product. Write to Harvey Aluminum Sales, Inc.,

Torrance, California, or contact the nearest sales office listed

under "Aluminum" in your classified telephone directory.

INTEGRALLY STIFFENED SKIN PANEL is

produced in extra wide widths on heavy

presses. Combination of skin and stiffeners in

large panels minimizes machining, simplifies

assembly, improves performance of aircraft,

missiles, and military vehicles.

DECK COOLING PANEL for aircraft

carrier is extruded on heavy presses.

Light-weight, water-tight aluminum

panels circulate water to offset intense

heat generated against deck in jet

aircraft operations.

STEPPED EXTRUSION for aircraft

structural member eliminates

machining and reduces assembly

time. Aluminum part is lighter and

stronger than outmoded built-up

section formerly used.

Making the most of aluminum . . . for everyone

HARVEY ALUMINUM SALES INC., TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA

HARVEY
niuminum

Harvey is a leading independent producer of quality aluminum products in all alloys and sizes: Rod and bar, pipe, tube, hollow

sections, press forgings, forging stock, impact extrusions, structural, special shapes, extrusions, screw machine products and other

aluminum products. Harvey is also producing similar items in titanium and steel.
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One-Piece, One-Source Hydraulic Packages

by 5TR fl T P UJE

R

Package design provides optimum operation, minimum
weight and maximum reliability by eliminating a major

hydraulic problem . . . interconnection of dissimilar

units. Design matching and manifolding of all com-
ponents by the manufacturer simplifies trouble shooting.

Your package comes as a unit, tests as a unit and works
as a unit.

Package design by STRATOPOVVER offers one source

responsibility of design, development and manufacture.

As one of the largest manufacturers devoted exclusively

to aircraft hydraulic accessories, STRATOPOWER is

already volume producing many components at the rate

of thousands per month. By combining these installation-

proven components with other parts still in development

stages, STRATOPOWER can complete your package for

early delivery. For further information, contact The New
York Air Brake Company at the STRATOPOWER Sales

and Service office nearest you.

Sales and Service Offices

5058 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 19, California

3323 Grove Street, Dallas 35, Texas
P.O. Box 318, Bellevue, Washington

WATERTOWN division
THE NEW YORK AIR BRAKE COMPANY
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WHY DOUGLAS ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS GO FURTHER.

At DOUGLAS, you'll work to expand the

frontiers off knowledge in today's most
advanced missiles program

I.Nike 2. Honest John 3. Sparrow 4. ThorlRBM 5. Secret 6. Secret 7. Secret 8. Secret

It's no secret that we're in the missile business" to stay. . . with sixteen years
behind us and an ever-expanding future ahead

There can be no mightier challenge than to be

assigned to any one of the major projects now
under way in the Douglas Missiles Division.

Some — like Nike and Honest John — have
pioneered missile development. Others on which

Douglas engineers are engaged are extending the

horizons of present-day development... cannot be

mentioned for reasons of national security.7
GO FURTHER

WITH

September, 1957

These are the projects that require engineers

who are looking far beyond tomorrow. You will

use all of your talents at Douglas and have the

opportunity to expand them. Your only limita-

tions will be of your own making. Douglas is an
engineer's company . . . run by engineers. Make it

your working home and build an important and
rewarding future in your field.

For complete information, write:

E. C. KALIHER
MISSILES ENGINEERING PERSONNEL MANAGER
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, BOX 620-R
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

FIRST IN AVIATION
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Genisco G-Accelerators play vital role in ICBM development

Threading the needle half-way round the world leaves no room
for error.

Inertial guidance— self-contained guidance systems used to direct

huge ICBM's to the target— depends for its accuracy upon the degree

of internal instrumentation perfection. Switches, relays, delicate instru-

ments, and hydraulic and electrical systems must operate perfectly—
even while subjected to tremendous acceleration forces.

Testing components and complete asssemblies to simulated
operational G-forces, as required by MIL-E-5272A, before relying

upon their operation in actual flight is easily accomplished with
Genisco's G-Accelerators.

Genisco's precision centrifuges are available in five standard sizes—
from high-speed machines capable of high G-loadings, to large 12-foot

diameter machines capable of accommodating complete electronic or
electromechanical systems.

All models incorporate features necessary for critical laboratory
testing, as well as the ruggedness and simplicity of operation required
for production-line test programs.
Many automatic features minimize operator responsibility and

chance for error. Built-in safety features and integrity of construction
provide maximum protection to both personnel and machine.

Complete specifications on all machines and accessories are avail-
able. Write, outlining your specific requirements.

reliability first

2233 Federal Avenue,
Los Angeles 64, California
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MODEL B78
Accommodates
test objects up to

25 pounds; 1200
G-pounds max.

MODEL Ci59
Accommodates
100-pound test object

on each end of boom;
2000 G-pounds max.

MODEL D184
Range of 1 to 800 G's;

1000 G-pounds max.

MODEL El 85
Subjects two 300-pound
assemblies to 100 G's.

30,000 G-pounds max.

missiles and rockets



MISSILE ELECTRONICS

Another AAP First

Sums up to one half of this nation's missile expenditures are invested in

the electronics part of the business. With new, sophisticated guidance, tracking

and computing systems under way, missiles will become more efficient, yet

more complex. Thousands of engineers today—and many more thousands

tomorrow—will put their efforts into missile electronics for the sake of

advancing missile guidance, tracking, telemetry, data reduction, computing.

These thousands of engineers—comprising the missile electronics busi-

ness—have not been adequately served. After an extensive survey American

Aviation Publications, Inc. has decided to meet this challenge. It has decided

to cover the missile electronics market and its engineers and management

personnel with an up-to-date exclusive and extensive monthly presentation

titled MISSILE ELECTRONICS, starting October 1957.

This "magazine"—a supplement to MISSILES & ROCKETS—will be

published as a separate section within MISSILES & ROCKETS—at no

additional cost to our subscribers. The two-magazine-in-one approach to the

vast missile and astronautics field will enable us to serve our readers better,

in that we will cover the entire field to the very utmost extent.

For this important expansion program American Aviation Publications,

Inc., the world's largest aviation and astronautics publishers, will again in-

crease its staff of top-notch editors. Needless to say, MISSILE ELECTRONICS
and its readers will benefit from our worldwide staff facilities.

Your comments and suggestions as to how we can make MISSILE

ELECTRONICS useful to you would be welcomed and appreciated.

Watch for the first issue, next month—October.

WAYNE W. PARRISH,

President and Publisher,

American Aviation Publications, Inc.
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Shock ivai'e around a simulated missile

SUPERALLOYS for supersonic performance

We develop them. And through modern vacuum melting produce them
to the closest possible limits of chemical control and uniformity of mechanical
properties for use in such critical components as aircraft turbine blades,

buckets and skin material for missiles and rockets. UDIMET 500, one of

our well established vacuum melted alloys, combines unsurpassed
stress-rupture life with excellent ductility and fatigue strength in the 1200°F
to 1800°F range.' At 1200°F, for example, its tensile strength is 180,000 psi

—at 1600°F, 100,000 psi. For further information concerning

applications of these superalloys to your products, write to address below.

VACUUM MELTING
provides these properties

• High temperature
corrosion resistance

• Increased ductility

• Extreme cleanliness

• Precise chemical control

• Longer stress-rupture life

• Increased tensile strength

• Better fatigue resistance

• Greater yield strength

• Greater impact resistance

• Greater creep properties

UTICA METALS— KELSEY-HAYES
UTICA DROP FORGE & TOOL DIVISION <2X°X*^ KELSEY-HAYES CO., UTICA 4, NEW YORK

* k b o v •
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Is your Jet engine

RPM MEASUREMENT

Accurate

MMM.
The inter-relation of RPM to efficiency and thrust in jet engines is

fundamental. Proper adjustments for maximum thrust, maximum engine

life and maximum safety of operation can be made only upon accuracy

of instrumentation. The Takcal tests to guarantee that accuracy.

The new B & H Takcal incorporates a refinement of the frequency

meter principle. It operates in the low (0 to 1000 cps) range, reading

the frequency of the tachometer generator on a scale calibrated in

percent RPM corresponding to the engine's RPM. It reads engine speed

while the engine is running with a guaranteed accuracy of ±0.1% in

the range of to 110% RPM. Additionally, the Takcal circuit can be

used to trouble-shoot and isolate errors in the aircraft tachometer

system, with the circuit and tachometer paralleled to obtain simultaneous

reading.

The Takcal's component parts are identical with those used in the

J-Model Jetcal Analyzer. They are here assembled as a separate unit

tester and for use with all earlier models of the Jetcal Tester.

The Takcal operates accurately in all ambient temperatures from

—40 °F. to 140°F. Low in cost for an instrument of such extreme

accuracy, it is adaptable to application in many other fields.

For full information write or wire . .

.

B & H INSTRUMENT CO., INC.

3479 West Vickery Blvd. • Fort Worth 7, Texas

READS JET ENGINE SPEED to

GUARANTEED ACCURACY of

RPM in 10,000 RPM (±0.1 %)

i-yll CHECKS TACHOMETER
"vii.. "SYSTEM" ACCURACY.

ADAPTS TO ANY FREQUENCY PROBLEM!

Explosion-proof Takcal

for special applications.

Measures 200 to 7500
rpm, direct reading, with

±0.1% accuracy.

B & H makes the JETCAL 9 Analyzer

and TEMPCAL® Tester

Sales-Engineering Offices:

VALLEY STREAM, L. I.: 108 S. Franklin, LO I-9220 • DAYTON, O.: 209 Cc mmercial Bldg., Ml 4563 • COMPTON, CAL.: 105 N. Bradfield St., NE 6-8971
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Your project gets synergism under this roof
(as the Douglas DC-8 A-C generating system did)

Synergism gives you order instead of chaos in

electrical projects involving the power side of the bus

and beyond. No matter how often specs are changed.

At Jack & Heintz, we're set up for synergism—
under-one-roof co-ordination and co-operation. We
give you a personal co-ordinator . . . one of our

Project Managers is assigned to your job. It's his

job to accelerate your project quickly to top speed

by smoothly integrating action among all product
creating and producing phases. He acts fast when
specs are changed . . . can quickly unravel any

knotty problems created by a design change.

The result is true co-ordination of aircraft elec-

trical projects. It must be housed under one roof to

,
provide short lead time, prompt delivery and top

quality and reliability.

Perhaps Jack & Heintz synergism is the reason

why we produce the widest range of aircraft systems

and equipment available from any single source

under our one roof.

We invite your inquiry. Write to Jack & Heintz,

Inc., 17637 Broadway, Cleveland I, Ohio.
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NEWS AND TRENDS

Soviet IRBMs, ICBMs Jolt U.S.
A Soviet count-downer recently pushed a button that fired a ballistic mis-

sile probably between the small missile-launching island of Kolguev in the Arctic

near Novaya Zemlya, and the Northwest Pacific Sea of Okhotsk—apparently

the first intercontinental ballistic weapon anywhere in the world to go the dis-

tance (over 3000 miles). Furthermore m/r learns from reliable Norwegian sources

that the Reds have been launching intermediate range ballistic missiles from

naval ships in arctic waters for some months and continue to do so. And while

the Reds were impressing their missile prowess on the world, a group of top

U.S. missile producers met in Washington and formed the National Guided

Missile Industry Conference with an avowed purpose "of putting the U.S. missile

effort on a more rational basis."

On that Monday evening when the first banner headlines of Russia's

ICBM capability blared across the nation's front pages, none of the missile

businessmen had forecast Soviet ascendancy in long-range missiles, but frustra-

tion and premonition were common to everyone present—"We need missiles,

not politics and false economy."

On what indeed may be a fateful

evening in world history, these repre-

sentatives of American competitive free

enterprise decided that they, if nobody
else, would try to put order and effici-

ency into the U.S. missile effort. They
are convinced missiles require a differ-

ent approach from aircraft.

Those in at the founding represent

some of the most successful names in

missiles today—boast contracts on such

important projects as Titan, Polaris, the

Nike series, Lacrosse, Talos, Falcon,

and Hawk.
Their organization will work, with-

in the limits of security, to air basic

guided missile problems and their solu-

tion before Congress and the American
public; and to spread vital missile know-
how throughout the guided missile in-

dustry. A secondary, but still import-

ant emphasis of the group will be to

push producibility (low cost) as well as

availability and reliability of "in-serv-

ice" missiles.

In recent history, the record shows,

the Russians have never made an an-

nouncement such as this on the ICBM,
without there being a sound basis of

fact. Announcements of Soviet A-bomb
and H-bomb achievements are good ex-

amples of this. Besides, the ICBM is

not a big step from the IRBM—and

they have been firing these with alarm-

ing regularity.

The official TASS ICBM announce-

ment, as quoted in a Radio Moscow
news broadcast monitored by m/r de-

scribing the missile as an "over-conti-

nental ballistic missile, capable of de-

livering a nuclear warhead anywhere

in the world." The difference between

"inter-continental" and "over-conti-

nental" isn't clear, but it could imply

a range over the standard U.S. ICBM
figure of 5000 miles or could merely

have been a way of stating that the

missile was tested over the Russian

land mass. A tip-off to Western intel-

ligence sources that something big was

brewing could have been the Soviet

warning a short while back for all

foreign shipping to stay clear of the

Sea of Okhotsk, north of Vladivostok.

Furthermore, a U.S. missile en-

gineer just returned from Russia with-

in the last few days insists that the

Reds will launch an artificial earth

satellite before the end of September

—

probably on Sept. 17, the 100th anni-

versary of Tsiolkovsky's birth. Konstan-

tin Tsiolkovsky is generaly recognized

as "the father of space flight" for his

proposals on reaction-powered space

flight before the turn of the century.

Meanwhile, Scandinavian fisher-

men report having witnessed several

Soviet shipboard IRBM launchings this

summer. First reports of such firings

over a year ago suggested that the mis-

siles involved were Russia's 700-mile

ballistic missile, the Comet. More re-

cent reports indicate the missiles may
now have a much greater range—could

possibly be the 1800-mile T-2 (M-103).

Norwegian sources told m/r the

firings take place at night under bright

midnight-sun conditions when visibility

and optical tracking are perfect. In ad-

dition. Russia is known to have missile-

launching sites on the Kolski peninsula

as well as near Novaya Zemlya. Re-

ports have not been confirmed whether

Russia has launched any big missiles

from these land sites. Sea launching is

considered, however, to be much more
difficult. The U.S. has still not launched

any ballistic weapons from shipboard.

As reported in previous issues of

m/r Russia's long-range ballistic mis-

sile knowhow probably is on a par with

ours. Their guidance systems might be

cruder, but their production output is

in high gear. Ours is not. Apparently,

the Reds believe in a vast amount of

crude missiles rather than a few with

pin-point accuracy.
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Spectre: First Throttleable Production Rocket
LONDON— (JAMES HAY

STEVENS) In offering the Spectre

as a production HTP/ kerosene rocket,

The de Havilland Engine Co. claims

seven special advantages for the pro-

pellant choice: (1) automatic thermal

ignition—but not spontaneous combus-

tion; (2) catalytic decomposition of all

HTP entering engine—i.e. avoidance

of liquid injection with its explosion

risk; (3) low-loss turbine drive for

propellant pumps—its exhaust is used

as part of oxidant; (4) controlled

variable output over wide thrust range

—idling less than 5% of max.; (5)

ability to stop and re-start indefinitely;

(6) foolproof—designed as an airplane

engine with safety and long life; and

(7) self-contained—propellant pumps
and starting system are in the engine

and it uses turbojet fuel.

Although the first practical air-

plane rocket—the Walter 509 in the

WW-II Me 163 intercepter—was con-

trollable, the Spectre is the first

modern rocket to be throttle-operated,

as distinct from multi-barrel thrust

controlled.

Development by DH has con-

tinued for about ten years, starting

with the Sprite ATO unit for the

Comet 1. This was a 'cold' HTP unit,

using solely the energy released by

catalytic decomposition into oxygen

and superheated steam at 1,100°F

(600°C), publicly demonstrated at the

1952 SBAC Display. Next step was
the Super Sprite 4000 lbs. x 40 sec.

ATO pack for the Vickers Valiant,

which burns the decomposition pro-

ducts with kerosene.

Design and prototype construc-

tion of the Spectre took about two

years, with the first bench run in July

1953. This run was "cold"; the first

"hot" run not being made until the

early fall, an acceptance test being

made within a month. Design rating

of the Spectre D.Spe.l was reached in

July 1954. A water-cooled reaction

chamber and nozzle were used for

these early runs, but in November
1954 this was discarded and the engine

was run continuously for more than

one hour, using only the integral HTP
cooling system.

Initial flight trials in the belly of

an English Electric Canberra (B-57)

started cold last December, with the

first hot firings in January. Ground fir-

ings in the tail unit of a Saro S.R.53

were carried out in a rig at Hatfield

before the airplane itself flew on
May 16.

The advantages of being able to

use the same fuel as a turbojet are

obvious in terms of flight plan flex-

ibility and tactical supply in the field.

HTP is, at present, expensive to manu-
facture, but the method lends itself to

mass production as economical as

other oxidants. A practical design

feature is that the flame temperature

of HTP/ kerosene not only peaks at

the Stoichiometric ratio, which means
cold running in the event of control

valve failure, but its value of around
3600°F (2000°C) is about the limit

for present materials.

The Spectre is now on British

Security's Initial Publication List,

which means only externally obvious

features are revealed—dimensions but

neither weights nor performance.

It is a compact, completely self-

contained engine 56.5 in. long, 26.5

in. in diameter. The installation di-

• HEAVY DUTY LIMIT SWITCHES • FLAG TERMINALS

• SHUNTS-AMMETER • JUMPERS-BONDING, • ROTARY MULTI-POLE SWITCHES

• GENERATOR EQUALIZING RESISTORS DISCONNECT, POWER & ELECTRONIC • ANTENNA SHOCK LINKS

PHONE:

VICTORIA 9-2107
JANCO CORPORATION IWX

AND

THORHWALL 8-5792

3111 WINONA AVENUE w BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
BRB-7358

Circle No. 107 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Army to Supply Navy Polaris Test Motorameter over the three-point thrust

mounting is 32 in. The reaction-cham-

ber/expansion-nozzle assembly scales

44 in. long, with an overall diameter

of about 13 in. and a nozzle lip di-

ameter of some 10 in. The HTP sup-

ply pipe is nearly 2 in. in diameter,

that for the fuel, over 1 in.

The cylindrical reaction-chamber-

/expansion-nozzle assembly is bolted

together from three sub-units—a for-

ward end, ribbed central body and
the rear casing, which is almost half

the engine length. In order to achieve

efficient combustion over a wide thrust

range, it is necessary to use a high
pressure, around 500 lb/sq. in., hence
the ribbing.

The front of the Spectre is a gear-

box casing with a large oil sump hav-

ing a filler and sight level glass on the

left side. The position of the gearbox

suggests a turbine drive in the head
of the reaction chamber, probably of

impulse type and energized by a por-

tion of the catalyzed HTP.
At the front of the gearbox is a

vane-type, high rpm centrifugal pump,
which delivers HTP into a pipe run-

ning along the top of the nozzle cas-

ing. Beneath the fore part of the cas-

ing, there is a smaller external pipe

leading to the head of the reaction

chamber.

Kerosene is delivered by a cen-

trifugal vane pump on the left side of

the gearbox to a cylindrical fuel-cooled

oil cooler on the right side, after which
it again traverses the engine to a valve

unit on the left side of the reaction

chamber.

Most of the control cranks and
the various sequencing valves are on
the left side of the engine. On the

right, is a spherical accumulator

mounted atop a pump/ valve unit with

a manual actuating unit. Pipes lead

from the inlet side of the HTP pump
to the valve, thence to the top of the

sphere and from there to the reaction-

chamber casing.

Although performance and weight

data are classified, it is known that

the Spectre was made to the same
specification as the Armstrong Siddeley

Screamer. The latter is unclassified be-

cause it was axed when the Ministry

of Supply decided to abandon LOX
for manned aircraft rockets. A full

development story on the Screamer
was given by S. Allen, chief engineer

of Armstrong Siddeley's Rocket Divi-

sion to The Royal Aeronautical Society

on October 11, 1956.

The Screamer had a design sea

level static thrust range from 1000 lbs

to 8000 lbs; maximum thrust at 40,000
ft of 9500 lbs.
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The U.S. Navy's Polaris Fleet

Ballistic Missile program is still a joint

Army-Navy operation—in part at least.

Thiokol Chemical Corp. holds a con-
tract from Army Ordnance to supply
engines for Polaris test vehicles. This
is in cooperation with Lockheed Air-

craft Co., prime Polaris systems con-
tractor. These are full-scale missiles.

The firing schedule has all the ear-

marks of a crash program, with actual

flight tests to begin this fall. This
means Navy's already well ahead of

previously announced targets for get-

ting an operational FBM.
Navy, apparently, is taking full

advantage of the knowhow that has
been accumulated by ABMA at Hunts-
ville, Ala. Though Aerojet-General
Corp. is officially designated as the

Polaris rocket motor contractor, it is

not beyond the realm of possibility

that Navy is running a competitive

development program as between
Thiokol and Aerojet to see

.
who comes

up with the best solution to Polaris

propulsion problems. If so, look for a

later determination between the two,

as to just which one gets the final

production contract.

Little information is available as

to the exact nature of the Polaris

missile, except that it is to be a 1500-

nautical-mile ballistic missile, capable

of being fired from either surface ship

or a submerged submarine. It will be
powered by a solid-propellant motor
and be about eight feet in diameter
and 40-to-45 feet long. Every effort

will be made to keep its length down,
including such devices as the use of
multiple exhaust nozzles, say, four in-

stead of one. This configuration offers

other advantages as well, such as: im-
parting spin by canting the nozzles;

enabling any number of nozzles to be
fired as desired; and a possible gain in

efficiency as more complete burning is

achieved in the plenum chamber.

Stromberg-Carlson

Opens New Facility

Stromberg-Carlson, a division of
General Dynamics Corp., has opened
its new administration building and re-

cently purchased electronics center at

Rochester, N. Y. The facilities provide
an additional million sq. ft. to the com-
pany's expanding telecommunication
and electronics business.

ON MARK
quick-disconnect
couplings for

missiles, aircraft
and ground
support

equipment

Mark

Typical of the precision -built quick -disconnect couplings
designed and produced by ON MARK is Part No. 5-8016-12,
as illustrated. These efficient couplings range in size from %"
to 2" inside diameter, with sizes up to 10" or larger available
on special order.

Fluids handled are compressed air and gases, ordinary and
"exotic" fuels, liquefied gases, peroxide, ammonia, hydraulic
fluids, ethylene oxide, turbine exhaust gases and low pres-
sure cooling air. Operating temperatures range from —340° F.
to 1000° F., operating pressures from —14.7 psi to 3000 psi.

ON MARK quick-disconnect couplings utilize various
operating methods — disconnecting remotely by compressed
air, electrical solenoids, lanyard, pullaway, breakaway and
combinations of these methods. They can also be connected
or quick-disconnected with one hand in a single simple,
push-to-connect motion under full line pressure of 3000 psi.

For full information please contact

ON MARK COUPLINGS
4440 York Boulevard, Los Angeles 41, California

Telephone CLinton 4-2278

A Division of On Mark Engineering Company

Representatives: C4H Supply Company, Seattle, Washington, and Wichita. Kansas;
C. F, Russell Company, Bay Shore, Long Island, N.Y. ; Dayton; Ft. Worth; Denver
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Five reasons why Cherry

blO">ivets* give you

superior fastening

Strong Clinch

-IT
Positive Hole Fill

1. The "700" rivet design produces

sheet clamping action that is superior to

any other blind rivet. This same clamping

action guarantees consistent uniform head

seating.

2. Cherry "700" rivets provide a posi-

tive hole fill, even in oversized holes. Sim-

plifies hole preparation problems in the

shop and reduces hole drilling costs.

3. Wide grip range. One rivet can be

used for several material thicknesses, thus

reducing stock and lowering costs.

4. When installed, the wire-drawn por-

tion of the stem, as shown, indicates that

(1) a blind head has been formed, (2) the

sheets have been clamped together, and

(3) the rivet has expanded to fill hole.

5. High uniform stem retention is main-

tained within a greater hole tolerance

range because the stem always adjusts to

fill the hole.

Let us demonstrate the superior fea-

tures of the Cherry "700" rivet in your

shop on your trouble spots. Call or write

Townsend Company, Cherry Rivet Divi-

sion, P. O. Box 2157-Z, Santa Ana, Cal.

*Patents issued and pending

Wide Grip Range

16

#„MAX

T

-ijr

Positive Inspection

(

1

Uniform Stem Retention

CHERRY RIVET DIVISION
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

Townsend Company
ESTABLISHED 1816 • NEW BRIGHTON, P/

In Canada: Parmenter & Bultoch Manufacturing Company, Ltd
,
Gananoque, Ontario

X-17 Nose Cone

Has Mirror Finish

A ballistic missile test nose cone, with one

of the smoothest surfaces created by man,
has super buffing and polishing prior to flight

into the ionosphere on the Air Force's X-17

re-entry rocket. The AF said the X-17 has

brought many ballistic missile test nose

cones past the extreme re-entry temperatures.

Underground Factory

In the Works?
HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—A series of ob-

scure real estate transactions is now
nearing completion here. Execution of

the final deed to some remote moun-
tain property on the big bend of the

Tennessee River is expected to clear

the way for start of a much-discussed

but little publicized project believed to

involve American Machine & Foundry

Co., Redstone Arsenal and the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency. (See m/r,

May '57).

For almost two years now, a group

of citizens who work to bring new in-

dustries into this area has been quietly

buying up, in their own names or

through proxies, various parcels of land

scattered about nearby Green Moun-
tain. This is a big ridge, about 1500 feet

high and five miles long, a part of the

Blue Ridge-Smoky range that cuts

across Northeast Alabama to Birming-

ham. Green Mountain lies across U.S.

Highways 231-431 from Redstone

Arsenal and stops at the very edge of

the Tennessee River.

The men who have been buying

up the tracts of land on Green Moun-
tain are all members of the Huntsville

Industrial Expansion Committee. The

city being what it is—a rapidly-expand-

ing missile and rocket center—it has

been impossible to conduct such opera-

tions in secrecy.

There have been persistent reports

that AMF is planning some kind of
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THE ELIN

DK-102 PRECISION

For top precision performance in the oscillator field

it's elin oscillators that can speed your results, save

dollars! Ideal for pre-flight missile system checkouts,

precision 400 cycle gyro testing, special power sources,

time correlations, etc. — wherever you need "tuning

fork" Frequency Stability, Absolute Voltage values,

extremely low Output Impedance. Ultra-low Distortion

and High Power Capacity!

FREQUENCY
250 CPS. to 15,000 CPS.

POWER

2 Watts (DK-102, DK-102R).

6 Watts (DK-106, DK-106R).
SPECIFICATIONS:

Model DK-102R

VOLTAGE

10, 30 & 100 volts RMS.
All with floating, center tapped output.

DISTORTION

0.1% maximum harmonic content

0.05% maximum AC hum
0.01% maximum noise

The elin Precision Power Oscillator gives you all this

through an exclusive High-Q LC tuned circuit and
special voltage-sensitive bridge combined in a circuit

employing a large amount of negative feedback.

Standard model— 2 watts power output (6 watt model,
DK-106) and at audio frequencies between 250 to

15,000 cps. Special models available in higher power
capacities and at other frequencies or to customer
specifications. Write for literature TODAY!

FREQUENCY STABILITY

±0.5% maximum, under usual

ambient conditions.

=0.02% maximum, per ±10 volts

variation in line voltage.

±0.05% maximum, zero to full load.

AMPLITUDE STABILITY

±0.1% maximum, under usual

ambient conditions.

±0.02% maximum, per ±10 volts

variation in line voltage.

±0.2% maximum, zero to full load.

PRICE: $295.00 ( Subject to change without notice.

ELIN LEADS A "DOUBLE LIFE" of quick-change versatility providing fast modification

from a DK-102 (cabinet model) to a DK-102R for rack mounting! All models are smartly styled,

compact (5%"H x 9"D x 16%"W) and built to give reliable, trouble-free service. 115V AC

plug-in power is made to either lugs or AN adapter at rear of chassis!

elin /electronics international co.
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California

Special Products Division of International Electronic Research Corporation. Burbank, California
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Big B Rocket May be Major Breakthroughunderground factory in the mountain,

perhaps for the manufacture of missiles,

rockets and components. AMF officials

are here periodically for closed sessions

with officers at Redstone and ABMA
and the Industrial Expansion Commit-

tee. None will say anything publicly

about the Green Mountain reports;

neither has anyone denied them.

The latest acquisition of some 35-

40 tracts is said to clear the big prom-

ontory for whatever purposes are in

mind, although there is another report

that one more tract remains to be pur-

chased—one that is legally complicated

because it involves property that passed

to the Alabama State Board of Educa-

tion under a will. This transaction, how-

ever, is said to be virtually completed.

Earlier this year the same group

negotiated the purchase of some 200

acres on the river at the very end of

Green Mountain. This is now to be-

come the site of new state docks, pre-

sumably to serve the new installation

and also to help cart away the vast

quantities Of limestone that must be

excavated if the factory is to be built.

Informed sources say that some

explanation of all the mysterious moves

in and around the mountain may come

within six months.

Missile Submarine

Launched at Mare Island

The Navy's first submarine built

primarily as a guided-missile sub was

launched in June at the Mare Is-

land Naval Shipyard. Capable of

handling the Regulus missiles, the

Grayback (SSG 574) is scheduled to

join the fleet in July, 1958.

The two submarines now operat-

ing with the fleet as guided-missile

subs, Barbero and Tunny, were con-

verted to missile-carrying subs after

first operating as conventional subma-

rines. Two others being constructed

are the Growler, a conventional pow-
ered submarine and the Halibut, the

Navy's first guided-missile, nuclear

powered submarine, and the first ever

designed from the keel up as a guided-

missile carrier.

Funds for three additional nu-

clear-powered guided-missile subma-
rines have been requested in the fiscal

1958 budget.

Gilfillan Receives

Corporal Contract
Gilfillan Brothers, Inc. has re-

ceived a $695,000 contract for Cor-

poral ground guidance improvement, it

has been announced by the Department
of Commerce.

Primarily Army's Big-B and Big-B

Junior programs involve major de-

velopments in solid rocket propulsion.

Whether the knowhow is applied to a

2000-mile missile, a 750-mile missile

or a 12,000-mile missile is, for the

moment, academic.

The most important point is that

by the application of wholly new tech-

niques to conventional solid propel-

lants, considerable gains in mass ratio

as well as thrust, and possibly specific

impulse, are expected. Details of just

what these techniques are, is a closely

guarded secret. It is known, however,

that from a manufacturing point of

view, there are no really thorny prob-

lems in the way of rapid progress.

Static tests of the first motors are

expected to take place within a few
weeks.

Once the new state of the art has

been proved out, solid propellants for

large-missile applications will hold a

much more competitive position with

the liquid rocket engines that are now
doing the big jobs. Doing this work is

Thiokol Chemical Corp. at Huntsville,

Ala. This solid propellant breakthrough

is believed to involve several simul-

taneous approaches to different prob-

lems. One is believed to be concerned

with a new appreciation of the old

principle of several smaller nozzles re-

placing one and firing out of a high-

pressure plenum chamber—such as

Thiokol is supplying on its Polaris test

vehicle motors.

Electronics Spending

Predicted at $3.5 Billion

Military spending for electronics

may reach the $3.5 billion level by the

end of the current fiscal year, accord-

ing to an estimate made by the Radio-

Electronics - Television Manufacturers

Association. This will top by $700
million fiscal 1956's $2.8 billion ex-

penditures.

The estimate is based on the

premise that fourth quarter govern-

ment spending often approaches 60%
of the total of the three preceding

quarters. Through the first three quar-

ters this fiscal year military spent

$2,492 million.

the

A. W. HA YDON COMPANY offers a

COMPLETE LINE of STANDARD and CUSTOM
DESIGNED TIMING MOTORS and DEVICES!

for military and in-

dustrial applications.

Illustrated are some

of these units ...
any can be modified

to meet your specific

requirements if the

basic design Is not

adequate.

Shown below is the new catalog of the A.
W. Haydon Company describing all of the
basic types of units available and many
of the "specials". Included in this 25-page
catalog are 60 photographs of timers, 30

dimensional
drawings, and
50 charts and
diagrams. This
complete cata-
log will be sup-
plied on request.

Long a pioneer in the timing field, The A. W.
Haydon Company is prepared to assist you in
solving your timing and control problems.
When a solution to your problem has been
reached, The A. W. Haydon Company is pre-

pared to follow through with production geared
to meet your requirements whether a basic
timing unit or a highly specialized device is

required.

the A. W. HAYDON COMPANY
231 NORTH ELM STREET

WATER BURY 20, CONNECTICUT
Design and Manufacture of Electro-Mechanical Timing Devices
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• So basic are Eckel
contributions to the field of

small solenoid shut-off valves

that it is impossible to

match Eckel performance

without using Eckel features.

ILLUSTRATED

:

High pressure ethylene oxide

valve for missile applications.

|i / ~jm \ ENGINEERING BROCHURE
1

*'

\ showiny recent "made-to-

1 \ measure" Eckel valves,

:

'
. \ on request.

VALVE COMPANY
1425 First Street, San Fernando, California

Eastern Rep: Aero Engineering Co.
Offices in Principal Cities

Western Rep : The Walter J. Hyatt Co.
Box 943, Beverly Hills.Calif.
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New Building Spurs

Payroll at Redstone

HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—July's new
construction contracts awarded at Red-

stone Arsenal, Army Ballistic Missile

Agency and Ordnance Guided Missile

School bring the value of the building

program now under way. at this huge

Army rocket and missile center to more
than $24 million.

Temporary employment of some
1500 persons on the new projects has

boosted the work force at the three

installations to almost 16,000, the

highest total in its history. More than

14,500 people are working permanently

at the three agencies.

Largest of the new projects in-

volves five buildings for the Missile

School—three classroom and labora-

tory structures and two shop buildings

costing nearly $4 million. Blount Bros.

Construction Co. of Montgomery, Ala.,

contracted to complete this project by

June 1958 in time for the slated expan-

sion of the Missile School from its

present 1750 students to 3500 in 1958.

Other new structures at ABMA
include: a missile surfape treatment

facility, an acceptance test and quali-

fication building and an engineering

mission support building.

In varying stages of construction

now are: three static testing service

buildings, a $4,280,000 four-building

complex for structures and mechanics

use, a guided missile test shop, a mis-

sile assembly and inspection hangar, an

addition to a structural fabrication lab-

oratory and 270 family housing units.

4001Days to"Reach Mars

Army Scientist Says

HUNTSVILLE, Ala.—The first

projected time table for travel to and

from Mars has been set by Dr. Gilford

G. Quarles, scientific consultant at

Army Ballistic Missile Agency here.

An ionic propulsion ship, using an

earth satellite platform, would require

400 days to reach Mars, he says while

the return trip would take 300 days.

"Although interstellar travel must

await the development of more efficient

propulsion systems, such as the pho-

tonic system, interplanetary travel is

definitely within the scope of present

technological feasibility," he declared.

"Daffynitions"

Amuse Redstone

In the wake of Dave Morrah's

Saturday Evening Post comic series

on the mixture of German and Eng-
lish terms invented by his fictitious

Herr Schnibbel, it was inevitable

that the close co-operation between

former German scientists and U.S.

missile men at Redstone Arsenal

should result in their own glossary

of terms. Here are some "daffy-

nitions" concocted by bi-lingual

jokesters:

guided missile—das skientifiker

geshutenwerke firenkrakker

rocket engine—firesphitter mit

schmoken-und-schnorten

nuclear warhead—das eargeschplit-

ten loundenboomer
celestial guidance—das skrewbalische

schtargazen peepenglasser mit

komputenrattacen schteerenwerke

engineering department—das auf-

guefen grupe

project engineer—das schwettenouder

structural test engineers—das pul-

lenapardten grupe

security detail—das schnoopen

bunche
hydrogen device—das eargeschplit-

ten laudenboomer mit ein grosse

hollengraund und alles kaput.

Amoco Solid Rocket Plant

Nears Completion

Amoco Chemical Corp.'s new fac-

tory at Seymour, Ind., for the manu-
facture of solid-propellant starters for

jet engines, is expected to be finished

this November. Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana, a pioneer in ammonia-based

propellants, did the original research

work leading to development of the

solid propellant starters. The $3.5-mil-

lion Air Force production contract for

300.000 of the units is handled by

Standard's subsidiary, Amoco Chemi-

cal Corp.

Meanwhile, Standard's Research

Laboratories at Whiting, Ind., and Sey-

mour are continuing work under Air

Force contracts on solid-propellant

grain sizes for various purposes.

Martin Announces

Missile Cooling System

Baltimore, Md.—At a press con-

ference last week the Martin Co. dis-

closed the development of an advanced

missile cooling system. System was

designed to combat heating from aero-

dynamic friction in high-speed flight

and electronic components.

Main feature of the system is the

use of water as a cooling medium in-

stead of the frequently used ammonia
systems. Martin announced that the

system has undergone one year of

ground testing with an excellent per-

formance record. Advantages over

present cooling systems is its compact

size, low cost and ease of manufacture.

missiles and rockets



Your Copy Ready Now
As prime producers of unsym-Dimethylhydrazine . .

.

under the tradename DIMAZINE . . . Westvaco has compiled

and kept up-to-date all the data you need on the storage

and handling of this advanced rocket fuel.

The third edition of this useful book is just off the press and

available now. For your copy, return the coupon below.

DIMAZINE is Westvaco's trademark for unsym-Dimethylhydrazine

Gentlemen: Please forward a copy of your book,

Storage and Handling of Dimazine.

&

TITLE

COMPANY-

ADDRESS

CITY

m. Westvaco Chlor-Alkali Divisio
FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL. CORPORATION

c/iemicols
September, 1957

161 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York

BECCO® peroxygen chemicals • FAIRFIELD® pesticide compounds • FMC® organic Che

Industrial sulphur . OHIO-APEX® plastlcizers and resins • WESTVACO® alkalis, solven
Icals NIAGARA® insecticides, fungicides a

,
phosphates, barium and magnesium chemlc
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bringing new strength

to the armed forces

private industry

and

the free world
ERCO, long a leading contributor to the field ot air

power, as a major supplier of flight simulators, tactics

trainers*, weapons support systems, countermeasures

and extensive engineering and manufacturing facilities,

gains tremendous strength in combining with NUCLEAR

PRODUCTS. As a result of this combination the ERCO

facility at Riverdale (divisional headquarters) is now
supplemented by a plant in Buffalo and a complete

nuclear physicist-engineering staff in Washington, 0. C.

Today not only can you rely on ERCO to design and

build the same high quality equipments as it has in

the past, but you can expect an amazing range of new

products which will be made possible by the joint skills

of Nuclear Products and ERCO's engineering and pro-

duction teams Flight Simulators Nuclear

Research and Power Reactors Weapons Support

Systems and Equipment Nuclear Products for

Defense and Peace Electronic Countermeasures

Specialized Machinery for Automated Production

This is a new dimension in creative engineering

and manufacturing available to you through Nuclear

Products-Erco.

AI<ID BUfLT BY
;

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS - ERCO DIVISION. ClCF INDUSTRIES INC*, RIVERE^ALE, MARYLAN
AMERICAN CAR AND FOUNDRY - AVION -CARTER CA^ \^



news and trends

Jupiter Guidance Hits 99.98% Accuracy
A Jupiter-C test vehicle, consist-

ing of a Redstone first stage, cluster

of Recruits second stage and another

cluster of Recruits third stage, recently

flew 1200 miles and landed within

400 yards of its target. That works out

to about a 0.02 per cent miss error

—

or 99.98 per cent accuracy.

This was the Army rocket flight

that also achieved a 400-mile altitude

and a reentry velocity of 12,000 miles

per hour. Just prior to the warhead
hitting the Atlantic, a capsule was
ejected containing a letter addressed

to Maj. Gen. John B. Medaris,

Commanding, Army Ballistic Missile

Agency. This was recovered.

The reentry velocity was in the

same ballpark as that which will be

faced by ICBM and IRBM warheads.

It is significant that the nose cone
made the reentry flight down to the

ocean's surface intact. It is also sig-

nificant that this nose cone is reported

to have been a nonmetallic structure.

No statement, official or other-

wise, has been made as to the guid-

ance system used in this Jupiter-C

flight. However, it seems virtually cer-

tain that it was the radio-inertial sys-

tem developed under ABMA direction

jointly by Jet Propulsion Laboratory

and Motorola's Western Electronics

Division.

More Vanguard Details

Given to Congress

Incrementally, version by version,

the story on the Project Vanguard
satellite creeps out. With the recent

request to Congress for an additional

$34.2 million "to complete the pro-

ject", some additional facts were put

on the public record by Office of

Naval Research Chief, Rear Admiral
Rawson Bennett and others of his

staff, including Dr. John P. Hagen,
Project Vanguard Director, Naval Re-
search Laboratory. Amplification and
additional details, however, were
placed off the record.

In what for a Capitol Hill com-
mittee hearing was a mild session on
the record, Adm. Bennett placed the

blame for rocketing Vanguard costs on
the General Electric first-stage engine,

the Aerojet-General second-stage and

"some structural troubles with the

vehicle itself."

Near the end of the brief hearing,

Rep. George H. Mahon (D., Texas),

Chairman of the House Appropria-

tions Subcommittee on Defense De-

partment Appropriations, asked Adm.
Bennett about reports that the Army
had the capability for launching an

artificial earth satellite, and at con-

siderably less cost than Vanguard.

Adm. Bennett replied:

"I would like to answer that on the

record. The Navy Department was
selected by the Department of Defense

on the basis of the considered recom-

mendation of the Stewart committee,

a committee of nationally known ex-

perts, to do the job. This assignment

was made with complete knowledge of

the work which was going on in all

agencies. Therefore, we are proceed-

ing with it as best we can. (Discussion

off the record.) We were asked to do
a job to further science and we are

trying to do that. On that basis, we
have no comment on the rumors."

Clarification on the troubles with

the first-stage engine only serves to

muddy the waters. Again, quoting

Adm. Bennett from the hearings: "In

the case of the first-stage G.E. engine.

Dig This Crazy Shape

. . . Typical hand forging of a

hydraulic actuating cylinder housing

hogged out of 75 st billet.

Prototype Hand Forgings made

without dies from aluminum,

steel, stainless, etc.

We specialize in hand forgings of

any size or shape for air frames and

hydraulic servo systems—one or a

hundred in quantity.

We offer an unbeatable combination

of skill, quick delivery and lower

cost regardless of customer location.

A. E. Paxton Company
57-17 79th Ave.

Glendale 27, New York

Tel.: HEgeman 3-7080

HUNTER

fteAwmsystems
FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS

Hunter heating systems are used for a wide variety of military applica-

tions. They are standard heating and winterization equipment for many
types of mobile shelters, military engines, generator sets, etc. and are

designed to conform to military multi-fuel requirements.

HUNTER SPACE HEATERS
for mobile or portable military shelters, for

radio, radar and guided missile control and

maintenance installations.

HUNTER ENGINE HEATERS
for starting internal combustion engines at sub-

zero temperatures, for trucks, generator sets,

air compressors, etc.

HUNTER SPX TORCHES
for a wide range of applications at sub-zero temper-

atures. An unpowered open flame burner capable of

being lighted with a match and operated on conven-

tional fuels at temperatures down to 90° below zero.

Capacity range -from 15,000 to 200,000 BTU.

Write for Folder FB-N156 "Hunter Development and Production Facilities"

HUNTER Manufacturing Co.

30533 Aurora Rd., Solon, Ohio

Heating and Refrigeration Systems

Circle No. 121 on Subscriber Service Card.
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WHEN THE NEED
IS TO KNOW... FOR SURE

SPECIFY STATHAM

Accelerometers

Pressure Transducers

Load Cells

Catalog, complete with prices,

available upon request.

LABORATORIES
LOS ANGELES 64. CALIFORNIA

it seemed to burn out. A lot of work

was required to find out why, and

then to correct it. Briefly, the real

answer was that quality control: the

nozzles, the injectors, and other items

were not accurately enough made so

that unusual heats, that is, local heat

spots in the engine, would be pre-

vented. Once that was realized and

corrected, the first-stage engine was on

the beam."

This conflicts with other stories of

what happened to General Electric's

engine. GE engineers suggest that

the trouble with the first three engines

delivered to the prime contractor and

rejected was as follows: In subjecting

the delivered engines to hydrostatic test

prior to static test firing, water of in-

sufficient purity was used, and after-

wards the engines were not properly

cleaned. A period of time elapsed prior

to test firing. During that period, rust

spots developed which in turn resulted

in hot spots and burnout.

Second-stage engine experienced a

similar sort of trouble which was
eventually corrected. He pinned down
structural problems with the vehicle as

a "computational suspicion that vibra-

tion, etc., would set in within the

vehicle frame."

As a result of these and other

problems, as well as an initial inability

to estimate costs properly in advance

on such an unfamiliar project, "to

date, The Martin Co. estimates its

committed costs to be $47,581,000.

This figure has built up from an

original estimate of $28,649,000, made
in March 1956."

The total estimated cost of the

satellite program now stands at $110
million. These are directly chargeable

or traceable costs. Of this, the Navy is

responsible for supplying all but $13,-

874,000. The latter amount is being

supplied by the Defense Department
and National Science Foundation.

Adm. Bennett does not anticipate

any further major costly problems, but

doesn't rule them out either.

Vanguard Launching Platform Displayed

i3 Circle No. 65 on Subscriber Service Card.

VANGUARD launching and static test platform, manufactured by Loewy-Hydropress, as it

awaited shipment to Patrick AFB, where it has been installed for some weeks. (A) Pull-

away pickup points on which the rocket rests, (B) the tripod which supports the engine,

(C) pipe to carry exhaust to flame deflector, (D) one of four load cells to weigh rocket,

fuel, measure thrust and similar functions, and (E) weighing ring for the entire unit.

missiles and rockets



Rocket Trends
by Erik Bergaust

WASHINGTON IS WHISPERING ABOUT A POSSIBLE MERGER of the
Atlas and Titan programs. This comes sooner than expected and may be
nothing but a rumor. It is conceivable that Titan will be taken off the
super-priority list. In line with current streamlining and cutbacks, Air
Force might want to save some money on expensive overtime work etc.

LOOK TO TWO LARGE CHEMICAL FIRMS to enter the missile picture. One
is about to receive a dollar-per-year information contract. (Chose the

Air Force because of its open-minded attitude about proprietary rights.)

The other company has already spent considerable money in R&D on
new solid propellants for industrial uses.

THROTTLEABLE, INFINITE TIME, ON-OFF SOLID PROPELLANT SYS-
TEM is under test. The system does not employ an auxiliary liquid sys-

tem for throttling. Standard motor configuration is used for on-off opera-

tion. The system is being written into several drawing-board missiles.

JUPITER PROGRAM IS STILL HANGING FIRE. Ford's missile subsidiary is

trying to get this IRBM to keep its Chicago (near Midway Airport)

plant going. An alternate Ford site may be the Navy reserve engine plant

at Romulus, Mich. Meanwhile, Chrysler has lined up 180 potential large

vendors for Jupiter and is considering a solid-propellant back-up version

(to meet increasing solid demands from Redstone and to compete with
Aerojet's solid Polaris).

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM IS REPORTED AS NOT BEING TOO INTERESTED
in such high energy oxidants as ammonium perchlorate. Because Phil-

lips' process uses extrusion equipment, grain scale-up is probably now at

its peak. From publicly shown pictures, it looks like Phillips is not likely

to exceed %-million lb/sec for single grains.

AMERICAN POTASH & CHEMICAL HAS TAKEN ANOTHER STEP nearer

getting into the rocket picture. National Northern of West Hanover,
Mass. has been acquired by AmPot and will work on squibs, igniters,

gas generators, and solid rocket propellants. AmPot is a leading producer
of potassium perchlorate and the new lithium oxidants—the nitrate and
perchlorate. AmPot also is the nation's only large-scale producer of am-
monium perchlorate—which forms the basis for virtually all of our
present high-energy composites.

SOVIET MISSILE SPIES IN THE US must have an easy time. All one has to

do is drive down US Highway 70 toward Alamogordo, N.M. The Dart
anti-tank test range is clearly labeled and visible from the road. In addi-

tion, all targets are numbered (you can easily determine the distances

with your speedometer and take a jim-dandy picture with your camera),

so that width of traverse and range can be estimated.

DEATH OF LOKI HAS LEFT AMERICA OPEN TO ATTACK by low-flying,

enemy cruise missiles. Even effectiveness of Haivk (which will not be
operational for several years) , is questionable against modern low-alti-

tude jet planes or even sonic cruise missiles. A barrage flak rocket is still

needed in the defense picture and Hawk is designed for a fleet of large

bombers and not one single hostile airplane.

REACTION MOTORS INC. HAS DEVELOPED A PACKAGE liquid propel-

lant rocket system. The Navy has expressed considerable interest in the

system as a competitor for solid propellant systems. Major feature of the

system is its capability of providing a constant total impidse.

DIMETHYL ETHER COMPLEX OF BORON TRIFLUORIDE has been found
useful in a process of separating the isotopes of boron. The dimethyl
ether complex of boron trifluoride is converted to potassium fluoborate

by introducing the complex into an aqueous ethanol solution containing

potassium fluoride, expelling ether liberated from the complex and re-

covering the potassium fluoborate formed.
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TENSILE STRENGTH AT ELEVATED

TEMPERATURES FOR LONG TERM EXPOSURE
SO.OOO ( I I I

300 400 500 600 700

TEMPERATURE IN *F

Creep Resistance

at 300 -700° F.

In this temperature range, use the
thorium-containing alloys of magnesium.
They are the only satisfactory metals

which combine creep resistance with

good strength and light weight.

For designers of high speed jet planes,

rockets, and guided missiles, this solves

a problem. Formerly it was thought
necessary to use heavy materials. They
are less satisfactory than these mag-
nesium alloys.

Formerly available in the form of cast-

ings only, thorium-containing magnesium
alloys now come in rolled sheet. B&P's
mill produces this sheet.

B&P engineers will help you redesign in

magnesium. B&P offers the magnesium
industry's most complete facilities for
fabrication and assembly. Your inquiry
will bring a descriptive booklet.

BROOKS & PERKINS, Inc.

LIGHTNESS . . . PLUS!

1966 WEST FORT STREET

DETROIT 16, MICH.
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Space Medicine

By Hubertus Strughold, Ml).. PhD.

In a paper given at a symposium on astronautics in Cranfield,

England, in July, Dr. Hans G. Clamann from the School of Aviation

Medicine at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, dealt with the importance
of metabolic water production in the human body, for a closed cabin

system in space flight. In such a system, green algae could be used

to convert carbon dioxide and water into oxygen, and into food for

the occupants. But over a long period of time, through biological

oxidation which reconverts oxygen and food into carbon dioxide and
water, an excess of water is continuously produced in the human
body and would eventually accumulate in the cabin. This throws

cold water on the plans of those space enthusiasts who hope to go
into interstellar space, which takes much more than the time neces-

sary to complete this chemical transformation. Thus, in space travel

of long duration, the astronaut is faced with a new type of barrier

—

a "water barrier"-—within the closed ecological system of the cabin,

which can only be overcome by returning to the paleological stage

of an amphibian like the crocodile or by finding some method of

dealing with this excess water.

•

Two books have been published in the Soviet Union by Astron-

omy Professor G. Tikhov under the titles astrobiology and astrobot-

any. They deal essentially with the botanical aspect of life on Mars.

The greater part of Tikhov's discission is devoted to the optical proper-

ties (reflective and absorptive) of the blue-green areas on Mars, as

compared with those of terrestrial plants in the subarctic regions. Studies

of this kind are closely related to the work of the Institute of Aero-

photography in Leningrad.

•

The books report that a special institute, known as the Depart-

ment of Astrobotany, has been founded in Alma-Ata, Russia. It also

includes a description of an astrobotanical garden, in which hardy cold-

resistant plants from the Antarctic which may be possible on Mars,

are cultivated.

•

At the School of Aviation Medicine, Maj. Gen. Otis O. Benson,

Jr. has expanded the Department of Space Medicine considerably, so

that it can cope with all conceivable problems in missile and space

operations.

•

Several space medical papers will be presented at the annual

Congress of the International Astronautical Federation in Barcelona,

Spain, Oct. 7-12. Maj. David G. Simons of Holloman Air Force

Base, N. M., will discuss Medical Problems Involved in Sealed Gon-
dolas; Dr. Siegfried J. Gerathewohl will give a paper on producing the

Weightless State in Jet Aircraft; and Dr. Ingeborg Schmidt of the

University of Indiana at Bloomington, will present research on the

Visibility of Artificial Satellites.

•

The writer will attend the Barcelona meeting, representing

the Space Medicine Branch of the Aero Medical Association by request

of the president, Alfred M. Mayo of the Douglas Aircraft Co., who
cannot be present because of other commitments.

missiles and rockets



EDISON'S SIZE 11 GEARHEAD MOTOR

1000 TO 1

Typical of the specialized servo motor work done by the

Edison Instrument Division is a size 11 gearhead motor with

1000 to 1 gear ratio. This unit is currently being supplied

to Boeing for use in its newest missile project, the Bomarc.

This gearhead motor offers minimum size and weight for

GEAR RATIO UNIT systems designers, and extremely fast delivery schedules on

units of this type make its use mandatory wherever applicable.

USED IN
Edison's capabilities in servo motors, servo instrumentation,

and associated precision equipments and systems are the

j
result of years of cumulative engineering experience and the

BOEING S B OflfllARC '
3e$t

'
n moc'em macn ine sh°P and quality control facilities.

When critical requirements are necessary for servo motors or

allied components, or if you'd like to know more about Edison's

Systems work, write for The Systems of the Instrument Division.

SEND FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT

EDISON SERVO
MOTORS . . . TODAY I
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IpHftCUPSE-PIONEER SELECTED

SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES

E clipse-Pioneer Division of Bendix Aviation,

demands the ultimate in quality and perform-

ance for its 14104 Vertical Gyro.

This precise instrument requires extreme mini-

aturization of the slip ring assemblies for

minimum torque on its gimbal axes . . .

Generated noise levels have to be held to

extreme minimum . . .

Extremely close dimensions, tolerances, and

concentricity—strength and rigidity—coin gold

ring for wear resistance, tarnish resistance

and dielectric strength . . .

And what's more, all these requirements are

met at reasonable cost.

If you have need for high quality slip ring and

brush assemblies, commutators or other simi-

lar miniaturized components . . . whether it be

for design, prototype or production require-

ments . . . Write for the full story, now. Or, if

your need is urgent, call Prescott 2-8042,

today. Our teletype number is Blacksburg 42.

Photo courtesy of Eclipse-Pioneer Div. Bendix

Write today for

our four color

booklet.

Dl A I- W C R I 1 D f=

CORP.
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA

MINIATURIZED SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES • BRUSH ASSEMBLIES • COMMUTATORS
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
By Anthony Vandyk

Trainer Role for Britain's Fireflash Resented

The Fairey Aviation Co. is very

bitter at the British administration's

relegation of the RAF's first produc-

tion missile, the Fireflash, to a train-

ing role. The Weapon Division's

Executive Director, C. H. Chichester

Smith, says the Fireflash WS met all

its specification requirements—exceed-

ing several—and points out that it is

fully tested, tropicalized, winterized

and in production now, whereas de-

livery of the early operational models

of the D.H. Firestreak will only start

eighteen months from now.

Although tailored to the now
abandoned Supermarine Swift, the

Fireflash has been successfully adapted

as a two-missile installation on the

Hawker Hunter 6. The beam-riding

guidance of the Fireflash is an all-

weather all-altitude system, in contrast

to the infrared homer, which can be

foiled by thick cloud.

It seems likely, however, that RAF
Air Staff policy has changed on the

basis of two factors in beam-riding

guidance; (a) human error possibility

during period between launch and hit,

during which pilot must keep narrow
pencil beam aligned on target and (b)

the fact that pilot must continue to

head toward the possible explosion of

a nuclear bomb load.

It is also apparent that the ex-

ternal boost system used to accelerate

the Fireflash dart must have consider-

ably higher drag than an internal

rocket motor.

Description

The Fireflash WS consists of a

fighter plane fitted with a radar beam,
a gunsight, a simple "permission-to-

fire" computer, with aircraft-to-missile

services and a battery of missiles.

The missile itself is a cruciform

unpowered dart which is boosted to

maximum speed by two solid-propel-

lant rockets externally mounted on its

forward end. During the boost phase
the unguided missile is spun by offset

venturi nozzles to minimize dispersion

due to asymmetric thrust.

At burnout, an explosive separa-

tion device throws off the spent rocket

September, 1957

cases laterally, leaving the dart to coast

supersonically toward the target. The
rudders, indexed at 45° to the wings,

unlock at separation and the missile is

roll stabilized by aileron-type (differen-

tial) rudder action to a datum estab-

lished at launch.

As soon as roll error is reduced
to specified limits, guidance commands
are switched to the control blocks. The
missile's position relative to the axis of

the radar beam, measurable in polar

co-ordinates, is interpreted as Cartesian

linear errors resolved in the two con-

trol planes, pitch and yaw.
The pneumatic actuator, served by

electro-pneumatic relay valves, applies

rudder deflection which reduces linear

errors and returns the missile toward

the beam-axis. During this gathering

phase, clamping diodes limit maximum
lateral acceleration. The missile then

rides along the beam axis, following

any beam motion which may occur.

Thus accuracy of Fireflash is de-

pendent upon the accuracy with which
the beam is laid on the target. In day-

light the fighter pilot simply tracks the

target by keeping the image at the

center of his gunsight graticule. The
radar beam axis is accurately harmo-
nized relative to the gunsight axis, so

that the only significant guidance error

introduced is that due to the aim-
wander of the pilot airplane combina-
tion in tracking the target.

Development trials were carried

out by Fairey on suitably modified

NEW subminiature
high temperature

pickup

Smallest size yet in a
variable reluctance transducer—
Vi-in. diameter x 1-inch long.

Weighs approximately 4 1

i grams

• Translates mechanical motion into AC voltage
for telemetering and control

• Operates from near absolute zero to plus
500° F. ambient temperatures

• Moisture and oil resistant

Write for voltage curves, specifications, price today

Electro Products Laboratories
45 Jl -K North Ravenswood, Chicago 40, III.

Canada: Atlas Radio lid., TorontoTRANSDUCERS FOR COUNTING.
CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT

7580
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL PANEL AND TWO
COLD BOXES USED TO ATTAIN TEMPERATURES
FROM AMBIENT TO -65*F IN MISSILE CON-
TROL COMPONENTS.

HASKEL
ENVIRONMENTAL

HYDRAULIC
PNEUMATIC

TEST EQUIPMENT

VALVE ACCEPTANCE TEST PANEL FOR
PNEUMATIC MISSILE SYSTEM COM
PONENT TESTING

For precise testing of air-

borne components and
ground checkout of missile

and aircraft systems.

Custom designed test

equipment built to your
specifications, including
complete environmental
test facilities.

Brochure describing stand-
ard units available upon
request.

HASKEL ENGINEERING
& SUPPLY CO.

I 236 Soufh Central Avenue
G/enda/e 4, California

SOME TERRITORIES OPEN FOR REPRESENTATIVES

Cut-away view of FIREFLASH booster rocket and attachment fittings.
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Meteor 7 and Meteor NF 11. Suc-

cessful beam-riding has also been dem-
onstrated from a two-weapon instal-

lation in a Hunter. A third installation,

in a RAF squadron of Swift F 7

fighters, is currently operating as a mis-

sile training unit. Installations in other

planes are practicable and simple.

Construction

The Fireflash breaks down con-

veniently for ground handling into the

rear cylindrical portion of the dart,

which contains all the control, guidance

and power supply equipment, mounting
wings and rudders and an explosive

assembly comprising the warhead and

its fuse, the two boosters and their

separation gear. This assembly is simply

attached to the main body of the dart,

after it has been fully pre-flight tested

on a Fairey O.A.T.S. (Operational Air-

field Test Set).

Structurally, the rear body of the

dart is a magnesium-zirconium alloy

extruded and forged tube, into which
slides a two-rail chassis carrying the

internal equipment. The wings and
rudders are aluminum alloy precision

forgings machined only over their

attachment bosses.

The boosts are attached to each

other by a U-shaped separation unit

and fittings on the motors mate with

holes in the warhead case. The fuse

is attached to the warhead, and a

spacer device forward of the fuse tip

pre-tensions the assembly to make it

adequately rigid.

The separation gear comprises a

twin piston-cylinder breech block con-

taining 0.06 lb of cordite. The pistons,

attached to one motor, are held by
shear pins in the cylinders attached

to the other motor. A single igniter in

the base of the unit flashes to the two
separate charges in the two cylinders.

A pressure switch, which arms on
build-up of pressure in the boost rocket

case and fires when the pressure sub-

sequently falls to 250 lbs/sq in., is

located in the nose of each rocket.

These are series-connected, so that

when both boosts are all-burnt, a firing

pulse is passed to the igniter.

The pressure in the cylinders

builds up until the shear pins fail and

the boosts then separate relative to

each other and to the dart. The boosts

are fitted with stabilizing fins to prevent

toppling after separation, which could

cause deceleration fast enough to en-

danger the firing airplane.

Control and guidance components
mounted on the chassis, from front to

rear, list as follows:

• Forged light-alloy 3,000 lb/sq

in. air bottle, internal reducing valve,

electro-pneumatic stopcock.

• Lateral accelerometers measur-

ing in the two control planes.

• Air-blown gyro assembly: roll

displacement gyro, two rate gyros for

the two control planes. These are con-

A FIREFLASH is examined after it has been
exposed to a simulated dust-and-sand storm

for an hour.
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Flight-proved high temperature
FLUOROFLEX-T hose assemblies

THE VITAL DIFFERENCE

FLUOROFLEX-T:
Aviation's most
advanced hose

The Original

fluorocarbon hose

Patented tube compound

Greater flex life

Superior impulse life

Leakproof, blowoff-proof

fittings

Two years of flight experience now
stand back of this high temperature
3000 psi hydraulic hose . . . the best

proof of reliability.

This hose achievement reaffirms

that the Fluoroflex-T patented tube
does make a vital difference . . . afford-

ing corrosion-proof plumbing of high-

est integrity. The lines have solved the

fatigue problems met in many high

temperature high pressure applica-

tions. Their Resistoflex-designed fit-

tings locked tight to hose give complete

assurance against blowoff under se-

verest conditions.

These assemblies are the first to

pass the Wright Field high pressure,

high temperature hose tests.

VITAL FACTS ABOUT FLUOROFLEX-T

All Fluorofiex-T hose starts with

Teflon powder — which is only a raw
material. It's a known fact that com-

pounding ingredients and the fabri-

cating techniques used with Teflon

can vary properties in the end product

substantially. Therefore, the fabrica-

tor's integrity and experience are the

user's best assurance of performance
and reliability.

Many years of research and testing

went into the development of the

unique and patented Fluoroflex-T tube.

The 3000 psi hose assemblies empha-
size anew the conservative policy of

Resistoflex in presenting a product.

Long term testing and field service

were essential phases in the develop-

ment. Send for data.

Fluoroflex is a Resistoflex trademark. Teflon is a DuPont trademark.

Originators of high temperature fluorocarbon hose assemblies

CORPORATION
Roseland, New Jersey . Western Plant: Burbank, Calif. • Southwestern Plant: Dallas, Tex.
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tinuously blown while the missile is

attached to the airplane, but coast dur-

ing missile flight—the rate gyros have

speed monitors.

• "Receiver": electronic compo-
nent blocks predominantly interpreting

received guidance signals, plus control

system electronic components.
• Electric power supply assembly.

• Servo motor comprising actu-

ator, four pairs of piston-cylinder units

and four electro-pneumatic relay valves.

Russians Design

Burner Devices

"or Rock Boring

Russia claims to be pioneering in

the development of non-military uses

for "rocket" engines.

Scientists at Moscow's Bauman In-

stitute—an aviation research center

—

have designed burner devices for boring

granite and other hard rock with a

gaseous stream obtained by combustion

of kerosene. Sections of rock at which
the incandescent streams of gas are

directed are heated rapidly and un-

evenly. This causes the rock to break

up instantly into scales that are blown
out of the bore hole.

According to the Russians, this

method allows holes of various dia-

meters to be bored in the hardest rock

"many times faster" than by mechan-
ical methods. By reducing the exhaust

velocity of the gas, it is possible to

make a pocket for explosives.

Soviet reports say that this form
of heat boring is cheaper than any
other process and is being introduced at

quarries and pits. Portable "rocket

borers" are planned for mineral pros-

pectors.

Red Meteorite Probe

In Progress for IGY
The Soviets report that their IGY

study of meteorites is being concen-

trated in four observatories: at Khar-
kov in the Ukraine, Kazan on the

Volga, Tomsk in Siberia, and Stalina-

bad in Tadjikistan (Central Asia). Ac-
counts of this work are being made
public by Professor V. V. Fedynsky.

At Stalinabad, Pulat Babajanov, a

young Tajik scientist, is in charge of

meteorite work. He guides the "me-
eorite patrol," as the Russians call

heir meteorite-photographing camera.
As the result of the camera's continu-

ous performance, the Stalinabad obser-

vatory now owns hundreds of photo-

graphs of meteorites in flight. With the

aid of these photos, Babajanov and
his associates are calculating the me-
teorites' trajectories and speed.

New CPI thermal switch is

Light and Lively

This new lightweight (weighs less

than one ounce) thermal switch features an
operating differential of plus or minus only

one degree with extremely fast response.

With an effective calibration tem-
perature rating from —20 °F + 1000°F,

it will even operate accurately
when subjected to momentary

undershoots to —80 °F and
overshoots to as high as 2000 °F.

Wherever fast-acting, sensitive,

thermally responsive regulation is required
for control of dangerously high or

low temperatures, this "LIGHT and
LIVELY" switch will do the job

accurately, dependably.

Ask our representative to tell you how CPI
can help you solve your temperature control

problem—and remember—when temperatures

are high (or low) you can depend on CPI.

Write for complete engineering data.

Ask for catalog CA.

roducts, inc.
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helps to send

it on its way

Seal rings in pumps handling red

fnming nitric acid for rockets face a
most severe test against corrosion, es-

pecially since they may be in contact

with the acid for years before being

required to operate.

In one particular assembly, rings

were exposed to temperatures of 300°

under 45 psi face pressures while ro-

tating 17,500 rpm. The previously used
material lasted approximately 120 min-
utes. Then rings made of Kennametal
grade K501 were installed and one of

the world's leading designers and man-
ufacturers of aircraft components and
systems, reports average life of the
Kennametal rings as "over 120 minutes
to indefinite."

They state that "the Kennametal
rings sealing results have been far
superior with no indication of seal face
wear" and that "the Kennametal ring

has indications of less bending and dis-

tortion when installed between two
mounting faces making assembly
simpler and reducing assembly time."

This is only one of the dozens of in-

stances in the development of missiles

and rockets where getting a design off

the board and into the air depended on
finding materials with unusual prop-
erties. Kennametal has been usually
successful in filling these needs, pro-
viding not only corrosion resistance,
but heat and abrasion resistance, also.

Why not get full information . . .

and, if you wish, recommendations as
to which Kennametal type would best
fit your particular needs. Just write
Kennametal Inc., Dept. R, Latrobe,
Pa., and ask for our new 12-page
Kentanium booklet.

•Kennametal and Kentanium are the trademarks
of a series of hard carbide alloys of tungsten,
tungsten-titanium and tantalum. c soee

M INDUSTRY AND
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World Astronautics

By Frederick C. Durant III

The orbits planned for the Russian IGY satellite vehicles have

been reported to be "at a small angle to the meridian." Reliable informa-

tion just received indicates that the orbit will be about 60°. The U.S. orbit

selected will be about 35°. This choice by the Russians will permit viewing

of their satellites by a much wider portion of the earth than those of the

U.S. Areas which will be able to view the U.S.S.R. satellites include Great

Britain and all of Europe from Madrid to Oslo, the northern half of the

U.S. and most of the U.S.S.R.

Astronautical personalities from all over: Photon rocket pioneer

Dr. Eugen Sanger, Director of the Forschungsinstitut fur Physik der

Strahlantriebe e.V. Stuttgart, has been hospitalized for a cardiac condition.

First President of the International Astronautical Federation and a

rocket scientist for more than 20 years, Dr. Sanger's many friends wish

him a speedy recovery.

Len Carter, Secretary of The British Interplanetary Society, and

editor of the excellent journal of the British interplanetary
society for more than 10 years, is stepping down from his post because

of press of other Society duties. Carter rates a real expression of thanks.

Two recent birthdays are noted in Germany. Dipl. Ing. Leo Zans-

sen, former Major General at Peenemiinde, celebrated his 60th. Wel-
traumfahrt editor and ex-BMW rocket engineer and author. Dipl. Ing.

Heinz Gartmann celebrated his 40th. British physicist and top science

fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke writes from Colombo, Ceylon, where he

has been aqua-lunging, that he'll attend the IAF Congress at Barcelona

in October. His latest work, the making of a moon (Harpers), has just

been released. Former German rocket expert Dipl. Ing. Rolf Engel,

Technical Director of C.E.R.V.A., Heliopolis, for the past five years, has

left Egypt with combustion specialist Dr. U. T. Bodewadt. Engel is now
in Rome acting as a consultant to the Italian Ministry of Defense.

From Japan comes word that Mitsubishi Shipbuilding Co. is con-

centrating on liquid propellant research for rockets. Japan Oil Co., Asahi

Trans. Co. and Japan Carlit Co. are working on solid propellants.

The West German government has purchased 1000 jeep-launched

SS-10 anti-tank missiles from France. The similar anti-tank rocket

development of Bdlkow Luftfahrtenwicklungen, Stuttgart, is in the latter

stages of development.

Rocket motor tests of increasing size at the Deutschen Arbeitsgem-

einschaft fur Raketentechnik, Bremen, had to be shut down recently

because of "noise and danger" at the local airfield. This is an old story

to amateur rocketeers. New test facilities have been completed near

Oldenburg, about 30 miles west. Tests on the oil-spray rocket (m/r
April, p. 88) will be conducted on the nearby Zwischenahner Meer dur-

ing the DAFRA meeting this month.

Artemis Press, London, has recently published the fascinating

space encyclopedia. Eight well known authorities (including NRL's
Homer Newell and space medicine man Dr. Hubertus Strughold) have

written an excellent reference work. Details of guided missiles and

upper atmosphere research are uniquely combined with a survey of all

branches of astronomy.

missiles and rockets



"stcdt FOB ECLIPSE," a preliminary development by the creative team
of Simpson-Middleman, artists whose work is a penetrating expres-

sion of the forces and phenomena of the natural sciences. This

painting is one of the steps—ground structure—in which the ulti-

mate action will take place. Courtesy of John Heller Gallery, Inc.

Find the design of your future—at Boeing

Engineers and scientists at Boeing are today busy

determining the shape and nature of aircraft and

missiles for the years to come.

You could, among their advanced projects, find the

design ofyour future ... in such fields as inertial or

electronic guidance, chemical fuel propulsion, su-

personic guided missile weapons systems, or in any

of the myriad aspects of extreme supersonic flight.

There are challenging, and superior, openings at

Boeing now—not only in design and research,

but in production and service as well.

Drop a note now, to John C. Sanders, Engineering

Personnel Administrator, Boeing Airplane Company,

Department R-67, Seattle 24, Washington.
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ORDNANCE
The design, development and testing of

advanced ordnance products and sys-

tems is one of the principal activities of

the Research and Development group

at Rheem Aircraft Division. The techni-

cal capabilities of Rheem in this field

are evident in the extensive list of proj-

ects currently being conducted for the

military and their suppliers:

• MISSILE WARHEAD SYSTEMS
• FUZING
• EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
TESTING

• MINES
• GRENADES
• PRACTICE BOMBS
Rheem Ordnance Engineering is pre-

pared to conduct complete programs in

the field of ordnance systems including:

• concept

• systems analysis

• development & testing

• prototype

• production engineering

Ordnance research and engineering is

complemented by the production facili-

ties of the Aircraft Division of Rheem

Manufacturing. Numerous ordnance

products and systems are currently in

production.

1^
The Rheem developed Super Nike warhead

system being tested on rocket sled built by

Rheem.

Engineers: join Rheem in challenging tech-

nical work!

RHEEM MANUFACTURING CO./AIRCRAFT DIVISION

11711 woodruff avenue, downey, California
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AEROTEST
Single source

for all aircraft

equipment TESTINGBehind the Curtain

Bv Dr. Albert Parrv

"Our bombs and rockets are no worse than yours,'" said Nikita

Khrushchev to a group of American tourists in the Kremlin on July 24.

Note that Khrushchev did not claim their rockets are superior to

ours. Could be that he didn't then want to • alarm the U.S. into a re-

doubled effort to catch up with the Soviet Union. Only a week before,

an alarming report was published in the U.S. press that the Soviets

had been firing intermediate-range ballistic missiles for at least 18

months at a rate of more than five a month—this against our

successful testing of just one non-operational 1RBM, the Army's Jupiter.

Soviet policy is highly opportunist, however, attempting to

soothe or panic the world according to the political dictates of the

moment. Thus, the recent ICBM announcement comes at a time when
Russia wants no interference from the West in its efforts to grab off

Syria; just three weeks prior to the opening of United Nations debate

on Hungary; and near the end of deadlocked London disarmament talks.

Red policy is also contradictory sometimes, as witness the peace-

loving protestations of Russian scientists Anatoly Blagonravov and Yu.

Khlebtsevich on "soon-to-be-fired" Red moon rockets.

Contrary to certain American fears, they said in Trud, the

Soviets do not plan to appropriate the moon. Says Khlebtsevich. Chair-

man of Moscow's Scientific-Technical Committee on Radio-Tele-Guid-

ance in Astronautics: "The aim of the Soviet scientists is not at all to

establish military bases on the moon so as to threaten the U.S. from

there. Our efforts in astronautics are to penetrate the secrets of cosmic

space the soonest; to comprehend the measureless universe the deepest."

According to Professor A. A. Blagonravov, head of the Techni-

cal Sciences Division of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, the construc-

tion of war bases on the moon "is an absurdity to any sober-thinking

military expert in any country." The Soviets feel, declares Blagonravov.

that "the unfurling of any national flag on the moon should not at all

be the basic goal" of the world's astronauts.

To prove the peacefulness of the Red rocket-to-the-moon plans,

both Moscow scientists suggest that Americans join with the Soviets

in all research and rocket-building, not only with our brains but also

with our dollars.

The economy-minded among us are tempted by Khlebtsevich

when he insists that the Russian blueprints of such rockets and their

flights "will be far less expensive than American projects" of similar

enterprise. Let's start right away, Blagonravov urges. "We would be glad

to inaugurate a steady, firm contact with the scientists of the U.S. work-

ing in astronautics; also with American interplanetary rocket societies."

The official Soviet telegraphic agency Tass gives prominence to

unofficial information from Bonn that West Germany and Great Britain

have prepared a "secret" plan of collaboration in developing and pro-

ducing certain "modern types of weapons." including "guided missiles

and rockets with a distant radius of action."

The plan, says Tass, was slated for early discussion in London
by "military experts of both nations." The report adds that the West

German government has a similar cooperative plan with France.

With this report as Moscow's excuse, we may now expect more

of a Red admission that missile-and-rocket work is being carried on

bv the Soviets in East Germany.

PLANT. .. 13,000 sq. ft. of modern laboratory

and shop space, especially planned and designed

for aeronautical test activities.

EQUIPMENT

...Extensive facilities for the complete testing

of aircraft products. Huge temperature-altitude-

humidity chambers; hydraulic, fuel and pneumatic

test stands; shock and vibration machines-, explo-

sion chambers; fungus, sand, dust, and salt spray

chambers... and other special-purpose equipment.

PERSONNEL

... One of the most important Aerotest assets!

Professional engineers and highly skilled lab tech-

nicians capable of expert planning, execution, and

analysis of critical test programs; quality control

methods and procedures; design of specialized

test equipment.

Weslinghouse

EXPERIENCE

...Not only all-around testing experience but

years of successful experience with aircraft mili-

tary specifications and all types of aircraft parts

and complete systems . . . electrical and elec-

tronic, hydraulic and fuel, mechanical, pneumatic.

Aerotest is fully approved and recognized by

Government agencies. Security clearance, certi-

fied test reports, resident inspectors.

COMPLETE TECHNICAL AND COST PROPOSALS

SUBMITTED WITHOUT OBLIGATION

FREE !

Attractive designers wall chart

of useful handbook data. Conver-

sion factors, tables, etc. Write to:

AEROTEST, Dept. 2A

I2V-I I l8Th Ave.

College Pt. 56, N. Y.

c i u I CO I

LABORATORIES, INC.

College Pt. 56, N.Y.

FIELD ENGINEERS:

Cnmwell Bridge Rd. 43 Quaboag Rd.

Baltimore 34. Md. . West Acton. Mass.

VAIley 3-4629 Colonial 3-7146
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A
Volight

Vignette
NO. 5 IN A SERIES

Why the Missile Engineer Never
Missed Mail Call

Vought's Regulus II missile took shape just a

short walk from the desks of its developers. Engi-

neers handled the new hardware and monitored
tests in person— literally flying the big missile on
the ground at Dallas. It was a convenient arrange-

ment while it lasted.

Then a big USAF Globemaster landed and
taxied to Vought's Experimental Hangar. The mis-

sile was winched aboard and airlifted to a desert

site for flight tests. By nightfall there was a 1,000-

mile rift between Regulus II and home base.

Joe Boston was ready to step into this gap. As
Project Assistant for Field Liaison, he'd already
equipped Vought's desert crew for extensive flight

tests. Now he'd make sure that test data and hard-
ware flowed uninterrupted from the desert to

Vought. High-speed feedback of facts on one flight

could influence the success of the next.

Mail from the desert poured in to Joe at Vought.
From project men at the flight test site came parts

for immediate rework and return. From the flight

test crew's mobile ground station came rolls of tele-

metered brush records. From the recoverable
Regulus itself, came packets of oscillograph data.

And from Field Service— for repair or replacement— an occasional wrench or relay.

Joe served as clearing house and consultant.

Flight data was reduced and released to design and
support groups. It revealed not only missile per-

formance, but the temperatures and pressures of a

strange new environment. When data pointed
toward design changes, Joe's time and cost esti-

mates helped specialists reach decisions.

Thanks to Vought's fast overland relay of hard-

ware and data, the records of one flight were
decoded and digested in time to improve the next

hop. Dividends in performance and reliability were
obvious after six flights had been logged by
Regulus II.

All six had been flown by one vehicle.

Chance Vought uses comprehensive testing and data

analysis to assist the engineer through unexplored problem

areas. Test facilities strengthen every phase of the develop-

ment cycle, and procedures are aimed at feeding data

quickly into the engineering process. For details on select

openings, write to: C. A. Besio. Supervisor. Engineering

Personnel, Dept. MR-5.

C H A H C £ OUGHT J\Ift€JRJ1FT1
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Washington Spotlight

By Henry T. Simmons

Appointment of the Holaday-Schriever-Medaris committee to de-

termine the final configuration of the Air Force's 1,500-mile IRBM was

calculated to raise the decision from an interservice to a "national"

level, according to one Pentagon insider. He believes it may be the first

of a series of high-level actions aimed at eliminating sources of inter-

service wrangling over missile assignments. Though no decision has been

made at this writing, the odds apparently favor selection of the Thor

engine-airframe combination, with the decision as to guidance and con-

trol left open until a later date.

North American is scheduled to fire four more XSM-64 Navaho
test vehicles during the remainder of the research program authorized

by the Air Force. Landing gear will be removed and no attempt will be

made to recover the birds. Ironically, NAA's launching attempt last

month worked perfectly, following four successive failures. The test

vehicle reached design speed and altitude and covered a distance of 350

miles. The success came almost exactly one month after cancellation

of the project.

The Air Force's new "multiple-source" development policy will

have a greater impact on the missile industry than any other group of

defense contractors. As outlined by Assistant Air Force Secretary Rich-

ard Horner (R&D), the policy calls for joint development undertakings

by two or more companies in order to restrict outlays for new facilities.

This means a company proposing a technically superior solution cannot

expect USAF facilities support as in the past, but will have to enter into

licensing arrangements with another firm which does have the necessary

facilities. "We recognize our deficiencies in officiating at such a mar-

riage," Horner said, but declared there is "increasing evidence" that the

aeronautical industry will accept the new arrangements.

Most disconcerting exhibit on display at the D.C. Armory during

last month's Air Force Association convention here dealt with aviation

medicine. It showed a cutaway section of a rocket nose cone with cham-

bers containing models of two disconsolate monkeys. The simians ap-

peared to be making unearthly cries, but it was later discovered that the

noise came from a squeaking bearing in an exhibit in the next booth.

•

Rocket propulsion appears to be losing its monopoly in the

USAF's arsenal of airborne missile systems. The new WS-131B air-to-

surface missile, awarded to North American, will use turbojet propulsion.

Fairchild J83. General Electric J85 and other new engines have been sug-

gested. USAF weapon system planners believe that turbojet propulsion

offers more room for growth in certain missiles than rocket power.

•

A high-level civilian committee may be created in the Pentagon

in the near future to coordinate the release of missile technical data to

NATO countries interested in building U.S. missiles under license. The
committee would presumably control the types of missiles cleared for

use by the nation's foreign allies. The Navy's Sidewinder has been men-
tioned as one possibility for the NATO countries, and there have been

suggestions that Britain will build the Air Force's intermediate-range

ballistic missile when it is fully developed.

OptiTherm® Radiometers

first in Infrared

Radiation studies

A Barnes OptiTherm Radiometer
is essential for precise, quantita-

tive infrared radiation studies of

military targets or backgrounds.
These instruments are so rugged
and stable that they have been suc-

cessfully used in airborne as well

as field studies. Barnes equipment
was the overwhelming choice of a

majority of the participating
groups in the pioneering ARDC
Infrared Measuring Program.

Barnes 4" and 8" Radiometers
feature thermistor bolometers,
uniformly sensitive from ultravio-

let to far infrared : or cooled and
uncooled photoconductors for

specific wavelengths; an internal

black body reference standard, for

accurate absolute measurements:
single or dual channel operation.

Temperature differentials as small

as .001°C can be detected—with a

speed of response as fast as 16

milliseconds.

Advances in radiation and re-

mote temperature measurement
owe much to developments that

originated with the Infrared Divi-

sion at Barnes Engineering. They
are equipped and staffed to de-

velop your infrared systems.

// you are thinking of using infrared,

write for complete information on the

integrated line of Barnes OptiTherm
infrared radiometers, sources,

detectors and components.

BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY
Stamford, Connecticut

Are you on the mailing list for
TECHNIQUES? This publication,

devoted to developments in infrared

detection, will be sent on request.
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DESCRIPTIVE DATA

RANGE: Up to ±60 G full scale.

DAMPING RATIO: 0.6 ±0.2
(from — 65°F. to + 175°F.).

LINEARITY: 1 % of full scale.

PICKOFF: Can be provided with

2 potentiometer pickoffs

(center taps optional).

' SIZE: dia., 3'//' long.

•WEIGHT: 1 lb.

LINEAR ACCELEROMETERS

\ for Aircraft and Missiles

Series

r
oneywell Linear Accelerometers of the Type LA-500
are true linear, non-pendulous type instruments, inherently

Knsitive to cross-coupling accelerations. These instruments are

available in a variation of ranges from ±1 G to ±60 G and can be

provided with two potentiometer pickoffs. Essentially constant damp-
ing is maintained automatically throughout the entire operating range

of — 65°F. to + 175°F. No warm-up time is required.

The combination of constant damping, high performance, small

size and ruggedness makes Honeywell Linear Accelerometers
of the Type 500 Series ideally suited for aircraft and missile appli-

cations where the most severe environmental conditions are en-

countered. Write for Bulletin LA-500, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Bos-
ton Division, Dept. 45, 1400 Soldiers Field Road, Boston 35, Mass.

MINI N EAPOLIS H
74
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m/r exclusive:

Report on Our

Booming Missile Communities

a special service for m/r readers

During the last ten years a fabu-

lous chapter in the book of American
industrial expansion has been written.

This is the story of our booming mis-

sile and rocket communities, the mush-
rooming test, research and develop-

ment centers in the South, the West
and the East. This is the story of

the migration of scientists, engineers

and military men to arsenals and bases

that are sometimes hidden in a desert

or on a tropical island. Sometimes they

have sprung up out of nowhere: some-
times old war bases have been re-

activated and small towns and com-
munities have been completely re-

erected and re-organized to keep up
with the Klondike-type economic boom
that has always followed.

The missile industry is coming of

age. It appears to be separating itself

from the aircraft industry and is about

to outgrow it. In this respect, names
like Patrick, White Sands, Redstone,

Point Mugu, Palo Alto have become
significant. In a period when we wit-

ness cutbacks in manpower and arms,

when our aircraft and navel ship-build-

ing programs are being streamlined,

missiles are zooming ahead. Because
missiles form the backbone of to-

morrow's defense, the missile indus-

trial boom will continue. It probably

will continue indefinitely, for it is our
key to space flight and offers limitless

possibilities.

A phenomenon of the missile and
rocket industrial expansion in progress

throughout the U.S. is the trend of

many national nonmissile companies

to establish plants in the new missile

communities. Private contractors pav-

ing the way for small and large busi-

nesses, homes, schools, churches, fol-

low in the wake of Army and Air

Force bulldozers.

Missiles & Rockets has followed

this industrial boom closely, its editors

having traveled thousands of miles to

compile facts and figures on every

major missile industrial expansion area,

such as the areas around Patrick,

Huntsville and others.

As a special service to our readers

who might be considering moving
across the country to any one of these

missile Klondike areas, m/r introduces

in this issue (next page) the first in

a series of complete analyses of

our missile communities. Our editors

selected Patrick AFB and Cape Cana-
veral Auxiliary AFB as the first of

this series because of their current

importance as test sites for all three

services and because the Air Force

has just let new housing contracts in

the area representing many millions of

dollars.

U.S. Department of Commerce
figures show that in the 10 years

1946-55 Florida led the seven South-

eastern states in the amounts spent for

new industries, with a jump of 110%
from more than $50 million to upward
of $105 million. Georgia came next

with almost 100%, followed by Ten-

nessee, 82%; Mississippi 72% and

Alabama, 15.3%. The Florida Develop-

ment Commission, in a recent report,

lists 163 industries which, during the

first half of the year, announced plans

for new plants or expansion of exist-

ing plants, and this list does not in-

clude some of the more recent acquisi-

tions such as Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Division of United Aircraft, The
Martin Co., and others. Projected new
plants and expansions run to $200
million or more.

In forthcoming issues m/r will

present roundups on other missile

communities. This special service is in

accordance with m/r's editorial policy

and is possible because m/r editors

make it a point to travel extensively

and get on-the-spot news and first-hand

reports from the experts in the field.

The editors of m/r express their

thanks to the U.S. Air Force and the

Florida Chamber of Commerce, with-

out whose assistance, this first round-

up on Patrick AFB would not have

been possible.

The Editors
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m/r exclusivi

RICK AIR FORCE BASE

today and tomorrow

PATRICK AFB—Stretching along more
than 4 miles of highway A1A in Flor-

ida, Patrick Air Force Base occupies

the beautiful land area between the

Atlantic Ocean and the Banana River.

The long, narrow installation is one of

13 Air Force missile test center ac-

tivities and serves as headquarters for

the group.

Originally built as the Banana
River Naval Air Station, the post was
deactivated after World War II,

turned over to the Air Force in 1949,

and renamed after Major General Ma-
son Patrick, first chief of Army Air

Services. The base covers 1822 acres

and houses much of the administrative

and logistical functions of the test cen-

ter. Two runways are in operation at

the field, one of 4000 feet and one of

10.000 feet.

Organization

Maj. Gen. Donald N. Yates, who
probably knows more about missiles

than any other military man in the

country, assumed command of AFMTC
in July 1954, after four years of re-

search and development duty at Air
Force headquarters. General Yates, a

rated command pilot, has won the Dis-

tinguished Service Medal, Legion of
Merit, and the Air Medal. His foreign

decorations include the Degree of
Chevalier in the French National Order
of the Legion of Honor, the French
Croix de guerre with Palm, the Degree
of Honorary Officer in the Most Excel-

lent Order in the British Empire, and
the Ordem Militar de Christo of

Portugal.

The General is a former president

of the American Meteorological Society
and a member of the Institute of Aero-

By Erik Bergaust

nautical Sciences and the American
Rocket Society. He and his wife live

on the base.

The deputy chief of staff for oper-

ations directs the center's programming.
He makes policy, and provides program
guidance and information for budget

preparation. He is the watch dog of the

center's activities when it comes to re-

programming and establishment of pri-

orities. He decides what should be done
and when. He also sets up liaison with

foreign governments on down-range
matters, directs staff intelligence activi-

ties and conducts the manpower and
organizational programs.

The deputy commander for tests

has charge of guided missile test plan-

ning. He controls engineering evalua-

tion, data reduction, and photo lab

facilities through the test engineer-

ing directorate. Official contact with

the missile contractors is maintained

through the project offices of the dep-

Major General Donald Yates, USAF,
Patrick AFB. Commander.

uty commander for tests. He keeps in

close touch with testing agencies' ac-

tivities while at AFMTC.
The deputy commander for range

directs use of the AFMTC range. He
makes policy on its use and on safety

and sees that it is carried out. He as-

sists the commander in supervising the

activities of the range contractor and
supervises the directorate of range op-

erations and range development.

The deputy commander for sup-

port acts for the commander in ad-

ministrative and logistical support op-

erations of AFMTC. He commands the

air base group and is designated base

commander.
The director of range operations

heads up communications, instrumenta-

tion, aircraft and range facilities in di-

rect support of tests.

The director of range development

controls all nonstandard range com-
munications and instrumentation sys-

tems development for AFMTC. He
supports and watches over the range

contractor's development efforts.

The commanding officer of the

6550th Air Base Group is head man at

Patrick Air Force Base and provides

staff, administrative and logistical sup-

port to the command.
Missiles received at the center are

handled by the 6555th Guided Missiles

Squadron, which inspects, assembles

and launches missiles. It also introduces

military cadres to new guided missile

programs and implements and evaluates

firing procedures.

Logistical support for down-range

stations and aircraft and crew support

for the testing program is provided by

the 6550th Operations Squadron.

Actual operation and management
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of the various stations along the test

range, including the launching site at

busy Cape Canaveral, are the respon-

sibility ef Pan Ami-uiJif^v'orld Air-

ways and RCA. They maintain facili-

ties and equipment and plan range op-

erations to support missile test "data."

Various missile contractors have set up
field stations for missile testing.

Other operating units at the base

include Detachment 11, 4th Weather
Group, responsible for forecasting and

observing weather conditions in con-

nection with missile launchings; the

Patrick AFB detachment of the 7th dis-

trict, Office of Special Investigations;

the 2026 Airways and Air Communica-
tions Squadron; the Army Ballistic

Missile Agency; and the Naval Ord-

nance Test Unit.

Down-Range Station

The AFMTC neither builds mis-

siles nor fires armed missiles. It acts as

a test facility and evaluation center for

missiles of the three services. AFMTC
provides the test range, assures the

safety of the range area, and gathers

information on missiles in flight. It then

analyzes the data and determines

whether missiles meet established re-

quirements.

For several years, the AFMTC has

been firing missiles from Cape Canav-

eral to the first island station on Grand
Bahama, some 180 miles to the south-

east. At about the center of the island

is the Auxiliary Air Force Base, con-

taining radio facilities, range clearance,

inflight safety, weather reporting, tele-

metry reception, and radar and optical

tracking equipment. Beyond Grand Ba-

hama, other island stations are Eleu-

thera, San Salvador, Mayaquana.
Grand Turk, Dominican Republic,

Puerto Rico, St. Lucia. Fernando de

Noronha and Ascension Island. Each
station has both a military base com-
mander and a civilian commander.

The Cape

Cape Canaveral Auxiliary Air

Force Base consists of 12,160 acres

of government-owned land, 18 miles

north of Patrick AFB. The area is cut

off from the mainland by the Banana
River and until recently, its only land-

mark was a lighthouse. Today, the site

is as busy as any big air base.

Actual launching of missiles takes

place at the Cape. The first launching

from Canaveral was that of a V-2 on
July 24, 1950. The operation of Cape
Canaveral became the responsibility of

PAA in March 1954.

Facilities at the Cape include

launching areas with blockhouses, radio

transmitter and receiver sites, telemetry

receiver sites, radar, missile assembly
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buildings, guidance laboratories, LOX
plant, photo-theodolite and camera
sites, power supply buildings, motor
pool, dining hall and fire station.

All activities at the Cape are co-

ordinated at the central control build-

ing, three miles from the launching
sites. It houses the range clearing and
in-flight safety sections and the contact-

ing center for all down-range stations.

While in-flight safety functions are lo-

cated at the Cape, this function may be

transferred to any down-range station.

There is a skid strip on the base for the

recovery of missiles when possible.

Normally, the missiles are impacted into

the sea.

A submarine cable connects Cape
Canaveral to the down-range stations

as far as Puerto Rico and serves as a

key factor in transmission of technical

data during missile tests.

Housing

In addition to a few government
quarters, there are 680 Wherry hous-

ing units (built and rented by a private

concern) on the base. In the south

Wherry area is a new primary school

for the first through sixth grade for

children whose parents live on the base.

Congress has already approved 999
Capehart housing units for the base,

and the Air Force has requested an ad-

ditional 1000 units, bringing the total

to 2679 housing units.

Construction of the 999 authorized

units is expected to start soon. Bids

have been submitted by various contrac-

tors and details of the arrangements

are being worked out. In requesting

more housing, the Air Force certified

to the Federal Housing Administration

that the base would be in operation for

a longer period of time than that re-

quired for amortization of loans made
in connection for the Wherry housing

project. This means that the base will

have to be utilized for at least the next

20 years. One Air Force Colonel put

it this way, "The base is here to stay."

Air Force officials expect that

about 150 houses will be ready within

six months. These will be occupied as

they become available. An additional

400 are scheduled for completion with-

in a year, and the entire number within

18 months. The proposed housing area

of about 300 acres will be connected to

the base by an access road. Included in

the plans, are a commissary, a chapel,

and several recreation areas. The entire

project is under AF supervision.

The individual houses will be con-

structed of concrete block and brick

masonry, with terrazo floors and plas-

tered walls and ceilings. Heating and

air conditioning will be included in all
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units and each will have a garage.

Many of the houses, and perhaps all,

will have screened terraces.

The Capehart housing units will be

for military personnel, who will be

charged their quarters' allowance for

use of the house with all utilities

furnished. The housing quarters are be-

ing constructed under the government's

policy of aiding free enterprise by con-

tracting civilian companies for con-

struction whenever possible.

Approval and guarantee of the

construction mortgages will be pro-

cessed through FHA channels from the

Tampa field office. The contractor for

the Capehart units will finance the

project, while the AF will be tenants,

making monthly payments until the

mortgages are paid. The Air Force will

then be sole owner of the housing.

In addition to the Capehart proj-

ects, the AF will buy the 680 Wherry-

units from their civilian owner. Pat-

rick's Installations Office will begin a

renovation process on the Wherry units

and they will become quarters for mili-

tary and civilian personnel at AFMTC.
Except during the peak of the win-

ter season, small furnished apartments

and rooms are in fair supply. The bulk

of sale housing is newly built and at-

tractively planned, mostly concrete

block stuccoed, modern ranch-type

units. Of the many housing projects

under way in the area, most contain

their own shopping centers. A list of

real estate firms active in the area is

available from the local chamber of

commerce.
Present employment at AFMTC is

about 15,500, compared to 1955's 8500
and 1950's 1500. By the end of 1958,

the AF expects to have more than 18,-

000 employed at the base.

Of the 18 contractors at the base,

about 12 are considered "major". The
range contractors are Pan American
World Airways and Radio Corporation

of America. Others include Boeing

Convair, Douglas, General Electric,

Martin, Lockheed, North American,

Northrop, and Ramo-Wooldridge.
Over 9500 of the base personnel

are contractor personnel. Almost half

of the total expenditures at the base in

1956 was spent in Florida, with 33

per cent being spent in surrounding

Brevard County. The present AF pay-

roll at Patrick amounts to about $6

million monthly.

The 225 separate parcels of real

estate along the test range are the re-

sponsibility of the Air Force. Extend-

ing from the Florida coast to Ascen-

sion Island in the south Atlantic, the

easements and right-of-way making up
the 5000-mile range have been valued

at a net worth of $335 million.

Schools

Public schools in surrounding

Brevard County are operated on a full

nine-month term. Approximately 5000
children from the Cocoa area are en-

rolled in eight local schools, and school

bus service is available in all outlying

areas. No tuition and all text-books are

free. However, automobile owners are

required to purchase Florida license

plates if their children are enrolled in

the state's schools.

The high school is fully accredited

and offers courses in commerce, voca-

tional home economics and industrial

arts in addition to the regular academic
courses. The county adult education

program is one of the most progressive

in the state and offers a variety of

evening courses. It's enrollment is the

fourth largest in the state.

Churches

The twenty-two churches in the

Greater Cocoa area represent many
denominations. Assembly of God, Bap-

tist, Catholic, Christian, Christian Sci-

ence, Church of Christ, Church of

God, Episcopal, Lutheran, Methodist,

Presbyterian and Seventh Day Advent-

ist. Services for Jewish, Protestant and

Catholic faiths are held at Patrick AFB.
A complete list of churches is avail-

able from the local chamber of com-

merce.

Climate

Florida weather lives up to its bill-

ing: clear sunny days and pleasant cool

nights. The area has never experienced

sustained winds of hurricane force. A
constant breeze blows from either the

Banana or Indian rivers or the ocean.

Elevation ranges from sea level to 81

feet. Almost all types of soil are found

in the area although sandy loam is pre-

dominant and is suitable for the grow-

ing of many varieties of fruits and

vegetables.

Here are some attractive figures

from the U.S. Weather Bureau:

Normal Normal
Temperature Rainfall

January 62.2 2.72

February 63.7 2.83

March 67.0 2.81

April 71.4 2.25

May 76.2 4.00

June 79.5 6.20

July 81.2 6.37

August 81.5 5.43

September 80.0 7.30

October 75.5 6.59

November .... 68.4 2.17

December .... 63.2 2.52

Health

Wuesthoff Memorial Hospital, a

nonprofit community hospital located

at Rockledge, is a modern, well-equip-

ped fifty-bed hospital. In addition to

facilities at Patrick AFB for base per-

sonnel, the Cocoa area has fourteen

medical doctors, two chiropractors, four

dentists, two optometrists, and one

chiropodist. The Brevard County Health

Department has offices in Cocoa with

a resident medical doctor and a staff

of nurses. A doctor is on call at the

hospital at all times for emergencies,

and a list of local doctors available for

emergency calls, may be obtained from

the chamber of commerce.

Water Supply

Water for Cocoa and Rockledge is

secured from a clear lake through
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waterworks owned by tie city of Cocoa.

Water is filtered, fluoridated and
chlorinated. Capacity of the $485,000

plant is 2,115,000 gallons per day.

Average consumption is 900,000 gal-

lons per day. Water rates for Cocoa
are: 5000 gallons or less, $2.50; over

5000 to 10,000 @ 30tf per thousand;

over 15,000 to 20,000 @ 25* per

thousand; over 25,000 @ 20* per

thousand. Water is inclined to be hard,

but water softener is available.

Electric Power

The area around Patrick AFB and
Cape Canaveral is served by the Florida

Power and Light Co., which owns and
operates the generating and distribution

systems. The minimum electric bill in

incorporated areas is $1.25, and in un-

incorporated areas, $1.50. Rates scale

down to VA4 per kilowatt hour. Rate

sheets will be furnished by the local

office. The electric power is adequate

and dependable.

Economy

Extensive citrus groves produce

famous Indian River premium fruit,

and the Cocoa-Rockledge area is the

largest shipper of citrus gift packages in

Florida. There are six commercial pack-

ing houses that pack carloads of fruit

daily during the fruit season.

Vegetables are grown during the

fall and spring and such sub-tropical

fruits as mangoes, avocadoes, guavas,

papayas, and bananas grow well here.

Production of these on a commercial
basis is increasing.

There is extensive beef cattle farm-

ing in the area and thousands of acres

of land have been converted to im-

proved pasture. Other agricultural ac-

tivities include forestry, poultry, dairy-

ing, commercial gladiolus and gladiolus

bulb raising, honey production, etc.

There is an abundance of sea food

in commercial quantities, obtained from
both the ocean and two nearby rivers.

Fishing is a major industry, primarily

shrimp.

Fishing and Hunting

Fishing is probably the most
popular sport of the area. The ocean,

salt waterways, rivers and fresh water

lakes in the vicinity attract fishermen

from all over the country. Fishing

licenses are not required for fishing in

salt water. This includes the ocean,

Banana River, Indian River, and Sykes

Creek. The best fishing spots in the

rivers are from banks or bridges and
the most popular equipment is casting

rod with level-winding reel or fly rod.

Fish caught in the rivers are usually

large.

Trout, drum, bass and snook are

found in great quantities in the local

rivers, while the ocean surf yields

channel bass, blue fish, snook, flounder,

weakfish (salt-water trout), pompano,
drum, whiting, tarpon, sea bream,

triple tail, sheephead and mangrove
snapper.

A fishing license, costing $2.25

and obtainable at most boat rental and
bait houses, is required for fishing in

fresh water. Fishing for large-mouthed

black bass is very popular in nearby

fresh water bodies, such as Lake Poin-

sett, St. John's River, Lake Washing-

ton, and Lake Winder.

Duck and quail hunting is popular

in this part of the state during the

season, which lasts from about mid-

November to the end of January.

Deer and turkey hunting may be done

on hunting preserves with a license

obtainable from the State Game Com-
mission. Local hunting requires a city

hunting license.

Taxes and Citizenship

Insofar as the state is concerned,

a new resident of Florida is a citizen

of Florida (a resident being a person

domiciled in the state). One is not

eligible to vote, however, until he has

resided in the state one year and in

the county and precinct six months.

Declaration of intention to become a

citizen may be filed in person by a

new resident in any courthouse.

Florida has no poll tax.

Florida has none of the penaliz-

ing taxes now common to most states.

Its constitution prohibits the state from
imposing taxes on incomes (either in-

dividual or corporate) and on real

property and permits no state inherit-

ance tax, although sharing in that

which is federally imposed. The state's

finances originate solely from excise

and sales taxes, occupational and other

licenses of the usual character. The
state sales and use tax is similar to

that in effect in the majority of other

states. Exempt from sales tax are: food,
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medicine and some farm supplies.

There is no property (ad valorem)

tax in Florida on automobiles, but the

state imposes a license fee as follows:

weight up to 2000 lbs., $5.00; to 2500
lbs., $10.00; to 3500 lbs., $15.00; to

4500 lbs., $20.00; above 4500 lbs..

$25.00. House trailer tags are $10.00

when it is used on the highway; when
used as a home, it is taxed as personal

property (see below). Nonresidents,

entering children in public schools, are

required to purchase Florida tags for

automobiles used in the state.

Florida has a negligible tax on
intangible property. The tax is assessed

at full value and is 104 per $1000
on money and $2.00 per $1000 on
stocks, bonds, notes and mortgages.

This tax does not cover savings bonds.

Occupational and business licenses

are required by the state, counties

and cities. Other city and county taxes

are difficult to compile because of the

variety of conditions, localities, etc.

To secure information on these various

local taxes, the Florida Chamber of

Commerce suggests writing to the tax

assessor in both the city and county

in which you are interested, regarding

the following subjects: Real Property:

Counties and cities levy property (ad

valorem) taxes, but may not tax a

homestead except where the assessed

value is over $5000, and then only on
that part exceeding this minimum.
Personal Property: These are city and
county taxes and there is a $1000
exemption for the heads of families.

Taxation in the Patrick AFB
locality are approximately as follows:

Taxes on nonhomestead-exempt prop-

erty in Cocoa, 10 mills; state and
county 61.85; in Rockledge. 9 mills;

state and county, 70.35. On homestead-

exempt property in Cocoa, 2.7 mills;

Rockledge, none; state and county,

none. Property is evaluated at about

half its sales value*

Facts, figures and illustrations in

this article have been compiled and
digested by ml r from material and
statistics furnished by the Air Research

and Development Command, Office of

Public Information, HQ, Patrick AFB;
The Florida Chamber of Commerce,
Jacksonville, and the Greater Cocoa
Chamber of Commerce, Cocoa, Fla.



WHY ASTROPHYSICS?
Astrophysics applies the laws of

physics to the study of the universe,

according to the dictionary. But only

the history book reveals that it was
the study of the universe which gave

impetus to the development of

physics. The basis of all science is

precision measurement. However,
without the universe around us such

concepts as precise time and precise

position may never have evolved.

The ancients observed the regu-

lar motion of stars, caused by the

earth turning on its axis—uniformly,

with hardly any variation in the 24-

hour period. Nowhere on earth do

we have an example of such uni-

formity.

If we look at the history of

astrophysics, we find a number of

breakthroughs. Some are related to

the development of new instruments,

others are theoretical in origin. Our
ideas about the nature of the uni-

verse are based on what we see and

the better we see, the greater our

understanding.

The first and most important

breakthrough was the invention of

the telescope which, in the hands

of Galileo, led to the first real dis-

coveries in astronomy. In his "Side-

real Message" Galileo describes very

excitedly the "many great wondrous
spectacles" which he saw when he

first picked up his telescope.

His first discovery—the moun-
tains of the moon whose height he

measured very crudely; his next dis-

coveries—the moons of lupiter and

the phases of Venus, which proved

that other planets have satellites and

also give great impetus to the Kep-
lerian solar system theories.

Galileo was the first man to

view the Milky Way and recognize

that it is made up of countless stars.

Larger and larger telescopes have

evolved up to the 200-inch Mount
Palomar instrument which now looks

far out into space. Here in 1610.

physics, for the first time, advanced

astronomy.

The stimulating effect of the

astronomical discoveries on physics

itself must not be overlooked. No-
where on earth are there phenomena
as regular and therefore as simple

as in the workings of the universe,

especially in the solar system. Ob-
jects on earth never move under

gravity alone. There are always

winds, air friction and other disturb-

ing elements.

It is no wonder that Newton

formulated the simple law of gravi-

tation fin 1666) through astrono-

mical observations and only later

applied it to phenomena on the

earth. Now we use it to describe

the motion of earth satellites, and

ballistic rockets moving freely out-

side the atmosphere under the in-

fluence of the earth's gravitational

field alone.

The next great advance was the

invention of the spectroscope, the

instrument which can analyze the

light from celestial objects after it

has been collected by a telescope.

It is the instrument which tells us

what kinds of atoms contribute to

the light.

The spectroscope, first in the

hands of Kirchhoff who in 1862 ap-

plied it to the sun, has been and

still is the most important tool of the

astrophysicist. It has been used to

deduce the composition of stellar at-

mospheres and of interstellar gas.

It can tell us the temperature of

the earth"s atmosphere and the nature

of the surface of Mars and Venus.

Spectroscopy, however, really be-

came valuable only after the de-

velopment of modern atomic physics,

which provided the key to why atoms

emit light of particular colors and

with particular intensities.

Nuclear physics has also found

its application to astronomy, and a

very important one. It has given us

a means of understanding the ulti-

mate energy sources for the stars. We
now know what the interior of the

stars consists of, the relative abund-

ances of hydrogen and helium and

of the heavier elements and we can

calculate how rapidly these materials

are burnt up in order to provide the

energy.

We can even calculate the evo-

lution of stars, their past behavior

and past energy output and we can

predict their future behavior and

their eventual death. As a result of

our increasing knowledge of nuclear

physics we now know more about

the internal constitution of stars than

we do about the internal constitution

of the earth itself.

The development of radio as-

tronomy was a major breakthrough

closely tied to the technological de-

velopments of electronics. We can

now '"see" objects in space through

radio waves.

They are not subject to absorp-

tion by interstellar dust which limits

the visible light radiation. We can,

therefore, look much farther into

the region of the galactic center than

we can with optical telescopes. And
we can get new data on celestial

objects by studying their emission of

radio waves.

There have been discoveries of

new objects, such as the radio stars

which are slowly being identified.

There has also been much activity in

the science of magnetohydrodyna-

mics, one task of which is to ex-

plain the production of radio noise

in the universe as well as cosmic

ray origins.

But these advances are only the

beginning. A new tool of technology

has arrived which will push astro-

physics on to greater horizons—the

rocket. Already high-altitude rockets

have made pioneer explorations

above the ocean of atmosphere

which screens up from most of the

radiation coming from outer space.

We have already been able to

"see" the sun in its ultraviolet light

but only for short periods. The arti-

ficial satellite will eventually allow

long-term observations of solar ultra-

violet and X-rays. The Vanguard

project will be of major importance

for astrophysics. So will extensions

of the vertical rocket techniques to

extremely high altitudes.

The recently announced Project

Far Side will carry instruments to

unbelievable altitudes, measured in

earth radii, and eventually to the

limits of the earth's gravitational

field. To begin with, these observa-

tions will be crude and rather simple,

but as larger rockets are developed

the vehicles will become heavier and

more intricate and the instrumenta-

tion carried out into space will be-

come more elaborate.

In the meantime, the study of

the universe may give us another

insight into physics. Cosmology may
solve the most fundamental problems

of all; gravity and the ultimate na-

ture of matter. The steady-state

model of cosmology which assumes

that matter is created spontaneously

and uniformly throughout space may
in the end allow us to glimpse the

properties of subnuclear matter and

of antimatter.

Already theoretical speculation

is rife on whether antimatter obeys

the same laws of gravity as ordinary

matter. But this is a hypothesis

which we may never be able to test

in the laboratory. For confirmation

we must look to the cosmos itself.
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rocket engineering

1957 Liquid Propellant Round-up

By the Editors of in r

BY THE TIME our GALCIT Proj-

ect had formed and actually got

under way, the Germans had a head

start in liquid propellant rockets. By
1931 a 660-lb. thrust liquid engine had

been developed in Germany, and by

1934 a rocket using this engine was

successfully launched. Peenemuende
had developed a 3300-lb. thrust engine

by 1939.

It was not until 1939 that the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory undertook the

development of liquid propellants. On
July 1, 1940, JPL started work on nitric

acid systems. The aim: develop a liquid

propellant rocket to deliver 1000

pounds of thrust for one minute. Start-

ing with gasoline as fuel, ignition prob-

lems and combustion instability were

encountered (the engine worked prop-

erly about 80% of the time).

At about the same time, a group

of researchers at the Naval Experiment

Station (Annapolis, Md.) also had the

same combustion trouble with a nitric

acid-gasoline combination. It was found

that aniline was spontaneously com-

bustible (hypergolic) with red fuming

nitric acid.

In April, 1942, an A-20A attack

bomber was equipped with a 1000-lb.

thrust acid-aniline rocket. During the

tests some 44 successive runs were

made without any misfires or explo-

sions. This marked the first liquid pro-

pellant rocket assist takeoff (RATO)
in the U.S.

After the successful RATO, Aero-

jet Engineering Corp. (now Aerojet-

General) took over to manufacture

liquid units. However, liquid engine use

was dwarfed by the efforts devoted to

solid RATO and artillery rockets.

A Signal Corps assignment in 1944
required a rocket to carry 25 pounds

of meteorological instruments to an alti-

tude of at least 100,000 feet. JPL
started to work on this project by first

firing a missile booster (Baby WAC)
in July, 1945. Test of the WAC Cor-

poral was made in autumn 1945. The
engine, delivering 1500 lbs. thrust for

45 seconds was an acid-aniline engine

built by Aerojet.

On the East Coast the scene was
somewhat different. A number of ar-

dent American Rocket Society members
(Lovell Lawrence, Jr., James H. Wyld,
John Shesta, and Franklin Pierce) had

been conducting Sunday afternoon

rocket shots. They formed Reaction

Motors, Inc. in 1941 and by Novem-
ber, 1942 successful runs were made at

over 1000-lb. thrust. They upped this

to 3400 pounds by May, 1943.

The end of the war, however,

showed that the U.S. was lagging far

behind in development and production

of large liquid rockets. The V-2 was
immediately accepted as the workhorse

around which additional developments

nucleated. There then followed a grow-

ing number of government, industry,

and research groups (Tables 2, 3 and

7). A rundown on the latest activities

follows

:

aerojet-general corp. Working
on the Titan (LOX), second-stage Van-

guard (acid) liquid rockets. Also Aero-

bee-Hi (acid) and liquid underwater

units (lithium). Now building three

acid-JP rocket sleds.

AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY
co. Working with ethylene oxide and

alkyl nitrates for ICBM APUs at its

Pacoima, Calif., facility.

American rocket co. Recently

entered the liquid rocket field with a

new monopropellant combination. Also

working on new high energy fuels.

armour research foundation.

Extensive research work on stabiliza-

tion of liquid ozone. Also: chemistry

of the boron exotic fuels.

bell aircraft corp. Developed

powerplant for Nike Ajax (acid) and

liquid rocket for Rascal.

CALIFORNIA RESEARCH CORP. Work-
ing toward improvement of properties

of nitric acid systems.

curtiss-wright corp. Developed

a LOX-gasoline ATO and a throttle-

able motor for Bell X-2. Thrust is

12,000 pounds. Major propellant em-
phasis: LOX.

ethyl corp. Doing research in

development of monopropellants and

fuels. Products: alkyl nitrates and alum-

missiies and rockets
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TABLE 1

ON THE SHELF LIQUID ENGINES

. S

4i

g
H

Length

(Overall)

(to.)

Diametci (Maxfmu

(in.)

Weight

(Dry)
(lb.)

B

HO

Be"

.3

E? ti

idizer —
Model 3 a

05

«M
2 O Notes

A L WA erooee-fii 4>10U 33 A NA AY Niafrak nozzle, ceramic lined.
A l^A 1 B-47 RATO (2 retractable chambers on

/4 45 A NA JP each side of fuselage).
AT lA.'JA 130 t c A NA Aerobee liquid booster.
T D £3 ATI 144 ii A NA IP F-84 RATO & Auxiliary Thrust ( 1 per-

manent chamber in tail).

5t>
1 Q 210 6,000 RMI LOX ALC Used on X-l, JJ-558-2, and Xr-91. 4

VT Dirt
cylinders.

OCA OA AAA20,000 60 RMI LOX ALC Viking engine.

50,000 8 NAA LOX ALC Edwards Sled engine.
Atlas AAA133,000 1 QA180 XT A AJNAA LOX Uses two tandem boosters.

1 AA AAA100,000 LOX JP? Sustainer.
iCorporal R NA XY

132 32 60 4,000 C-W LOX JP a Hrv\AIL).
12,000 C-W Bell X-2 engine, stop, start, throttles.

A 1Al 13,000 GE LOX ALC Hermes 1 engine.
ISlKc 2,600 35

T>D NA Nike A sustainer.
Redstone 75,000 NAA LOX ALC Redstone engine.n AAA27,000 1 CA130 GE LOX TD

J r Stage 1 Vanguard.

7,500 100 A NA U-LIMrl jiage - v anguara.
Jupiter 135,000 NAA LOX Jupiter engine.
Titan O AA AAA300,000 A LOX

Sustainer.
T"a*-

60,000
TPM 4,250 50,000 g RMI HP JP-4 Transonic pusher engine for Edwards

150,000 track, uses 3.

SPM 14,300 62,000 9 RMI HP JP-4 Supersonic pusher engine for Edwards
500,000 track, uses 8.

AJ 10-28 160 35,000 A RFNA JP-X SNORT engine, uses 1.

AJ10-36 196 35,000 A RFNA JP-X SNORT engine, uses 1.

AJ 10-33 233 35,000
105,000

A RFNA JP-X SNORT engine, uses 3.

X-15 60,000 60-180 RMI Motor for NAA X-15.

A: Aerojet-General.
RMI: Reaction Motors, Inc.

NAA: North American Aviation,

R: Ryan.
C-W: Curtiss-Wright.

B: Bell Aircraft.

GE: General Electric.

UDMH; Unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine.

RFNA: Red fuming nitric acid.

HP: Hydrogen peroxide.

JP-X: 40% UDMH, 60% JP-4 with aniline-rurfuryl alcohol starter fuel.

JP-4: Kerosene.
ALC: Alcohol (ethyl).

XY: Xylidine.

NA: Nitric acid.

LOX: Liquid oxygen.

inum organics.

experiment, inc. Engaged in re-

search on liquid propellants.

food machinery. Its Becco Div.

is a major supplier of high strength

hydrogen peroxide while Chlor-Atkali

Div. supplies UDMH fuel.

Garrett corp. Has specialized in

liquid APUs (viz. alkyl nitrates).

general electric corp. With re-

search in all phases of propulsion, GE's
major propulsion task is to develop and
produce first-stage Vanguard engine

(X405). Operates large static test stand

at Ballston Spa, N. Y. Major propel-

lant emphasis: LOX.
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP. NOW

developing its own central California

research facility and construction of

large-scale static test facilities.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

Big gun in liquid rocket field, has liquid

powerplants for Atlas, Navaho, Red-
stone, and Thor. Operates huge stands

in Santa Susana Mountains. Building

Atlas engine plant at Neosho, Mo.
Major propellant emphasis: LOX.

OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORP.

Now aligned with RMI under OMAR
program. Major propellant tasks: pro-

duction of hydrazine and derivatives,

and Zip fuels.

pennsalt chemicals. Pushing de-

velopment of fluorine and fluorine

chemicals for liquid rockets.

reaction motors, inc. Active in

liquids for aircraft propulsion, ATOs,
and launching systems. Also working

on two large rocket sleds for Edwards

AFB track.

ryan aeronautical co. Producing

Corporal rocket engines.

WYANDOTTE CHEMICAL CORP. This

producer of ethylene oxide is now en-

tering production of auxiliary propul-

sion systems using this material.

Liquid Status

During the twenties, thirties, and

early forties of this century, the basis

for all our liquid rocket systems was
established. There was Goddard and
the VfR with liquid oxygen, Walther,

BMW, and JPL with hydrogen peroxide

and nitric acid. With the exception of

hydrogen peroxide, the LOX and acid

systems power all our present "modern"
liquid rockets. Of these combinations,

LOX has emerged as the liquid king.

It may seem incredible that our
modern missiles are powered by ancient

propellants. Modern solid systems, a

scant ten years old, are competing hard

and heavy with these liquids in per-

formance, scale-up, and reliability. The
difficulty has been not so much in the

inadequate liquids themselves but in

finding better replacements. Thus, be-

cause of the lead time required for new
systems, these present liquids, as bad as

they are, simply could not be dropped.

The properties of the liquid twins

(LOX and nitric acid) have been known
for some time (and this includes per-

formance characteristics). Continuing
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efforts have gone into improving and

enhancing properties. However, most of

the efforts have gone into time-and

dollar-consuming engineering—that is,

translating an expanding propellant sys-

tem into an expanding missile system.

LOX is now the undisputed liquid

king. Its realm is the IRBM. ICBM and

the first-stage Vanguard. Although per-

formances have been increased some

50 seconds since World War II, the

greatest triumph has come in the evolu-

tion of mighty engines.

Both government and industry feel

that these large engines will probably

form the propulsion basis for man's

first real trip into space—at least for

establishing the manned satellite and

the first rocket to the moon. However,

it has cost us ten years to do this. It

may be another ten years before liquid

ozone or fluorine systems start dis-

placing LOX.
The hot-tempered nitric acid sys-

tems have not been so regal. Nitric acid

has had early favor. For example, the

Nike (now Nike Ajax) liquid system

was ready about ten years before the

overall system (including guidance)

caught up with it and was ready for

operation. This overall systems difficulty

has been responsible for the slow liquid

progress.

Although the bugs in the acid sys-

tems had been pretty well worked out

by the Germans, it remained for us to

inherit two major difficulties. One, the

matter of scale-up, is now near solution.

The other—storage and handling—is

about to put nitric acid systems into the

"use as soon as possible" category.

One major lag in the advancement

of liquid systems has been the failure

to evolve a practical monopropellant

suitable for primary propulsion of large

missiles. All present monopropellants,

hydrogen peroxide, alkyl nitrates, tetra-

nitromethane, and ethylene oxide have

failed for big unit consideration. Only

one, hydrogen peroxide (as a bipropel-

lant system), is now going into a

medium-thrust engine. The rest of the

monopropellant lot have turned to the

gas generator realm for their continued

existence. Thus, a major breakthrough

is needed to stimulate the monopropel-

lant picture.

Hardware developments have come

as a result of slow-plodding rather than

breakthroughs. Thus, the thrust levels

have gradually crept up. Ten years ago,

the 35.000-lb. thrust V-2 engine was a

monster. Today's ICBM engines pro-

duce thrust at about four times this

level. However, the average liquid

rocket (viz., the IRBM and the two

liquid Vanguard engines) operate at

much lower levels. Thus, by grouping

or modifying existing engines using

existing liquids, our hardware needs

may be solved for future applications.

As the newer propellants come

along they can be evaluated and ap-

plied in available engines with or with-

out modification. Liquids have estab-

lished a good growth pattern that has

not been duplicated in solid engines.

Although liquid rockets have estab-

lished a scale-up technology and have

also provided for performance in-

creases, the handling and reliability

problems will continue to plague

liquids.

The handling problem of liquids,

bad as they now are, may tend to

worsen with the two potential oxidizer

contenders—ozone and fluorine. Both

can be handled safely but require ex-

TABLE 2

GOVERNMENT LIQUID ACTIVITY

Group Location Activity

Air Force
Flight Test Center

Holloman AFB
Missile Test Center

Wright ADC

Army
Redstone Arsenal

White Sands Proving

Ground

NACA
Lewis Flight Propul-

sion Lab.

Navy
Air Rocket Test Station

Missile Test Station

Ordnance Test Station

Edwards AFB, Calif.

Alamogordo, N. M.
Cocoa, Fla.

Davton. Ohio

Huntsville. Ala.

White Sands, N. M.

Cleveland. O.

Dover, N. J.

Point Mugu. Calif.

Inyokern, Calif.

Rocket aircraft and
test stand work.

Flight tests.

Static & flight tests.

Propellant evaluation &
static testing.

Propellant evaluation &
static testing.

Flight & static tests.

Propellant evaluation.

Large test stand.

Flight tests.

Research & development.

34

treme care. Whether these two can be

engineered to a "Gl-proof" status is

difficult to say. However, improvement

of the handling characteristics may al-

ready be under way in classified work.

Despite handling improvements, it

is doubtful if ready-to-go, long-storage

capabilities comparable to the new
solids can ever be expected. The liquids

have only been favored where the

highest performance is the most im-

portant parameter.

It is in the reliability department

that even the best possible liquid sys-

tems can be considerably improved.

Present reliabilities are on the order of

95-97% with the hope that 98-99%
can eventually be achieved. For manned
craft even this may not be enough. It

should be noted that the U. S. still is

only in the research vehicle stage in its

liquid propellant rocket aircraft.

What of the ultra-energy liquid

systems such as free radicals? Although

research in this field is still embryonic,

it is unlikely that handling will be

materially improved. As a matter of

fact, it looks like the solid and liquid

fields will merge here—solid storage

and liquid or gaseous use.

The applications picture for liquids

is such that they will continue to grow

but are lagging somewhat in the special-

ized race with solids. Of course, the

future applications for all rocket power

are expanding at such a rate so that it

would be hard to say whether solids or

liquids would be winning sales-wise ten

years from now.

The liquid rocket industry has ac-

complished a herculean task—trans-

lating the hot laboratory combinations

into workable systems. Now that the

pattern is established, liquids will con-

tinue to push toward the limits of

chemical propellants.

Liquids Growing

During World War II and the

bustling period immediately afterward,

about $1 billion went into liquid pro-

pellant rockets. In the ten years since

the war another billion has been spent.

At the present time, the liquid rocket

business is worth about a billion per

year, and it may double in another two

to five years. Unofficial estimates break

down the annual liquid rocket industry

as follows:

Millions

Nose cone, payload, and guidance $650

Airframe 100

Powerplants 100

Propellant chemicals 100

Other chemicals and materials

Miscellaneous 25

This includes research, develop-

ment, production, training and testing,

and maintenance.

In addition to the industry lineup

missiles and rockets
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Company

Aerojet General Corp.
Azusa, Calif.

Sacramento, Calif.

American Machine & Foundry Co.
New York, N. Y.
Pacoima, Calif.

American Rocket Co.
Wyandotte, Mich.
Ypsilanti, Mich.

Armour Research Foundation
Chicago, 111.

Bell Aircraft Corp.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Wheatfield, N. Y.

California Research Corp.
Richmond, Calif.

Continental Aviation & Eng. Corp.
Detroit. Mich.

Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Woodridge, N. J.

Ethyl Corp.
Detroit, Mich.

Experiment, Inc.

Richmond, Va.
Food Machinery & Chemical Corp.
New York, N. Y.
Becco Chemical Div.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Westvaco Chlor-Alkali Div.,

S. Charleston, W. Va.

HQ R D P T

X X X X

Company

Garrett Corp.
Los Angeles, Calif.

General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Ballston Spa, N. Y.
M. W. Kellogg Co.

Jersey City, N. J.

North American Aviation, Inc.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Roc.vetdyne Div.,

Canoga Park, Calif.

Santa Susana, Calif.

Neosho, Mo.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
New York, N. Y.
Lake Charles, La.
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Pennsalt Chemicals Corp.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Propulsion Research Corp.
Santa Monica, Calif.

Reaction Motors, Inc.

Denville, N. J.

Dover, N. J.

Ryan Aeronautical Co.
San Diego. Calif.

Wyandotte Chemical Corp.
Wyandotte, Mich.

HQ R D P T

XXX
X X

XXX

X X X X

X

X X X

X X X X

X X" X
X

X
X.

X X X X

X X X X X
HQ: Headquarters
R: Research

D: Development
P: Production

T: Testing-

TABLE 4

DEMAND VERSUS SUPPLY
LIQUID OXIDIZERS & FUELS

Rocket &
U.S. Missiles

Production Use, 1956

1956 (est.) (est.)

Material (short tons) (short tons)

Oxidizers:

Alkyl nitrates 100 10
Ethylene oxide 500,000 100
Liquid fluorine (capy) 40,000 25
Hydrogen peroxide (100%) 24.000 1.000
Liquid oxygen (95%) 742.000 10,000
Liquid ozone 1 1

Nitric acid (100%) 2.500.000 15.000
Tetranitromethane 10 10

Fuels

:

Ammonia ( 100%

)

2.800.000 10
Ethanol (100%) 1.000.000 1.000
HEF (alkylated boranes) 10 10
Hydrogen (100%) 900 1

Hydrazine 100 15

Hydrazines, alkylated 2.000 1.500

JP' (4&6), USAF only 7.000.000 1.000

RJ-1 (petroleum ramjet fuel) 1.750 1,750

RP-1 (petroleum rocket fuel) 1.750 1,750

TABLE 5

CALCULATED PERFORMANCES OF LIQUID
PROPELLANTS

Oxidant Fuel
Oxidizer/Fuel

Ratio

Specific

Impulse
(sec)

LOX-LOZ JP-4 2.3 253
(70-30)
LOZ (100%) JP-4 1.9

LOZ (100%) Hydrogen 3.2
Fluorine JP-4 2.6
Fluorine Diborane 5.0 291
Fluorine Hydrogen 4.5 352

TABLE 6

BEYOND CHEMICAL COMBINATIONS:
THE FREE RADICALS

Combination
(on a mol volume basis)

Theoretical Specific Impulse
(sec)

2.8H+1NH
2.2H+1BH
5.0H+1CH
0.5H+1H
H (alone)

410
420
492
1040
1280

The tables on this page present the U.S. liquid rocket industry in a statistical nutshell.

Listed in Table (3) above are 21 companies in the liquid propellant rocket business. All-

told they have offices and facilities at 34 locations around the United States. Their

activities range from work on gas generators with a few pounds thrust to ICBM motors
whose thrust runs into the hundreds of thousands of pounds. If any doubt still remains
that the chemical industry has a big stake in the business of missiles and rockets. Table

(4) should dispel it. The other two tables give an idea of what's in store for the future.
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TABLE 7

LITERATE LIQUIDS AT THE UNIVERSITIES

rocket engineering
shown in Table 3, most aircraft firms

are engaged in various rocket activities.

This trend has recently spread to the

automotive and chemical industries. The

employment force for liquids, therefore,

is much larger than for the solid rocket

industry.

When all supporting personnel (in-

cluding administration and research)

are included, an estimated 100,000 to

200,000 people are working on liquid

missiles and rockets. In two years the

figure may increase by another 25,000

and in five years the total force may be

near 500,000. Most of the new per-

sonnel will be coming from colleges

and universities and from the aircraft,

automotive, and chemical industries.

Table 4 lists some of the major

liquid oxidizers and fuels going into

rockets. Major efforts are now going

into LOX expansion since all the

ICBMs and IRBMs will use this

oxidizer. Production of liquid fluorine

and ozone is still very small. Nitric

acid capacity is still far ahead of use

(as is the case for liquid ammonia);

however, use of nitric acid seems on the

downgrade. Other oxidizers are being

made and used only in very small

amounts. Petroleum-based fuels are still

far out in front over others and still

increasing in use despite the new HEF
entries.

Hardware Heavy

Since the war a large amount of

hardware has become available (Table

5). Thrust levels range from the early

4000-lb. ATO units to the 135,000

ballistic missile booster engines. Burn-

ing time ranges from 8 to 180 seconds.

It is thus probable that the designer

now need not look for completely new
engines for future applications.

On the shelf rocket engines are

available even for the beginnings of

space flight. Tried and proven engines

may be clustered or staged to give

almost any desired thrust program. Not
only will today's liquid rocket engines

help to establish the first earth satellite,

but it is predicted that they will:

1) establish a manned satellite,

2) impact the moon,
3) make an unmanned circum-

lunar flight.

Limit Near

Despite the many possible liquid

oxidants, only LOX, peroxide, and ni-

tric acid systems have large-scale ap-

plication. Of these, only LOX systems

give the highest performance, at the

price of non-storability and messy
handling.

Nitric acid, though manageable,

gives rise to a host of handling and
storing problems. It now looks like

acid systems are on the way out. Per-
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University

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, Calif.

University of Detroit

Detroit, Mich.

Johns Hopkins University

Baltimore, Md.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass.

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Ohio State University

Columbus, O.

Princeton University

Princeton, N. J.

Purdue University

West Lafayette, Ind.

oxide, costly and heretofore relegated

to auxiliary propulsion, is hanging in

the balance. Present liquid systems are

now at the 220-240 sec level. And sol-

ids are already nipping at liquids in

this range.

What of the new line? There does

not appear to be any breakthrough in

storage and handling of the new high-

energy combinations. Therefore, the

big push will be for performance. The
liquid people are hanging their hats

on two techniques for raising specific

impulse.

By using hotter burning fuels and
building hardware which can take care

of higher temperatures and pressures,

an upping of some 25-50 seconds may
result. A more promising technique will

be to switch to new oxidizers.

Research is now under way with

the two most promising prospects—flu-

orine and ozone. Both may put the

liquid rocket near the limits of chem-
ical propellants. Thus, an increase of

some 50 seconds may be in the offing

(Table 6). This push will be a long and
costly one. It won't come in a year but

may be with us in ten years.

Activity

With the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
the student has an opportunity to

work in the missile field while learn-

ing. JPL also carries out an exten-
sive program in all areas of liquid

propellants—research, development,
and testing.

Operates Missile and Rocket Section.

Offers student training and conducts
research projects in liquid propellants.

Operates the Applied Physics Lab.
at Silver Spring, Md. APL is active

in research, development and testing

of liquid rockets.

Has available a static test facility

operated by MIT Rocket Research
Society.

Operates a propulsion laboratory for

liquid rockets.

Research and development of pre-

mixed propellants and liquid hydro-
gen rockets.

Its Forrestal Research Center ad-

ministers Project Squid. Has static

test stands and is doing work on
liquid ozone.

Rocket laboratory conducts research
in liquids—mainly nitric acid sys-

tems.

Liquids have managed to keep ahead

of solids by virtue of only two major

parameters—scale and performance.

Solids are now scaling up fast. Liquids

can thus keep ahead only by keeping

ahead in performance. With this stimu-

lus the picture should prove very in-

teresting.

In the future the greatest hope for

a propulsion breakthrough lies in free

radicals or nuclear processes. In free

radical propulsion, fragments of chem-
ical molecules recombine to form the

original molecules, with heat releases

much greater than conventional com-
bustion processes (Table 6). For ex-

ample, combining atomic hydrogen to

give molecular hydrogen could give

some 90,000 BTU/lb.
The big problem in free radical

propulsion schemes seems to be two-

fold: storage in large amounts (present

technique is to cool to near absolute

zero) and the high temperatures of re-

combination (up to 12,000°F). Then,

fission one pound of uranium 236
gives

off about 1 billion BTUs and in ex-

panding hydrogen could give a theo-

retical I sp of about 900 seconds.*

missiles and rockets



Special 111-conductor Rome cable solves

tough guided missile problem

When project engineers at North

American Aviation, Inc., needed a

special telemetering cable for their

advanced guided missile work at

various missile test centers, Rome
Cable Corporation was asked to

make it.

The cable was a tough one to

manufacture. The specifications

called for exacting dielectric re-

quirements, low-loss character-

istics, adequate service life—and
a total of 111 conductors—all

contained by one heavy-duty

jacket.

Because Rome Cable engineers

are accustomed to solving tough

cable problems like this, they read-

ily produced the cable which met

North American's rigid specifica-

tions. Rome RoLene—a polyethyl-

ene compound—proved perfect for

insulating the 37 triplets inside the

jacket, and it easily met the specifi-

cation requirements calling for con-

trolled capacitance and uniform

wall thickness. Rome Synthinol, a

tough polyvinyl chloride com-

pound, proved to be an excellent

jacket material.

Rome Cable can also help you

You can turn to Rome Cable with

confidence for the right solution to

your special cabling problems.

Rome's competence in its field is, in

part, a function of the following

factors:

1. Engineering experience. Rome
engineers regularly handle com-

plicated specification problems.

They've had years of experience

dealing with electronic circuit prob-

lems.

2. Complete production facilities.

The completeness of Rome Cable's

manufacturing facilities is unique.

3. Uncompromising quality con-

trol. Latest devices, like the photo-

electric gauge, are regularly used to

assure highest quality. This particu-

lar gauge enabled Rome to maintain

an exacting control on the diameter

limits of insulations and jacket for

this special cable.

Rome Cable's engineers can prob-

ably be of real help to you on your

next cable problem, especially if it

is a really tough one. For more in-

formation as to what we can do to

help you, simply contact your near-

est Rome Cable representative—or

write to Department 850, Rome
Cable Corporation, Rome, N. Y.

Rome Synthinol jacket

r each triplet

Rome RoLene insulated triplets,

twisted with fillers

Tinned copper shielding braid

Heavy Rome Synthinol jacket

ROME CABLE
CORPORAT I ON
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Variety— you can choose from a wide range of finishes for magnesium

Smart, modern furniture is just one example of how finishes

for magnesium are widening design horizons. Whether for

appearance, protection, or a combination of both, the right

finish is available. Magnesium can be painted, chemically

treated, electroplated, and coated with plastic or rubber.

To meet the rigorous standards set by the aircraft industry,

there are air dried and baked paint finishes with excellent

adhesion, maximum imperviousness and good wear resist-

ance. Various types of chemical pickling provide the right

paint base. Anodizing provides exceptional corrosion, heat

and abrasion resistance. In addition, any metal which can be

applied by electroplating may be deposited on magnesium.

What about your products? If you're not making use of mag-
nesium lightness, strength and durability—and the variety of

finishes for magnesium—there's no better time to start than

right now. Contact your nearest Dow sales office or write

to us for more information, the dow chemical company,
Midland, Michigan, Department MA 1405G.
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By Alfred J. Zaehringer

BORON FUELS: A BILLION DOLLAR MARKET in ten years is the prediction by

Olin Mathieson. OM's S5.5 million pilot plant is now delivering high energy

fuels to USAF. Second plant, three times present size, will be "on stream"

this year. Third plant (S36 million) will start operating by end of 1959. OM is

said to be shooting for a fuel price of SI gal. in ten years. Meanwhile, there

is talk that Olin and U.S. Borax will get together and form a company for re-

search and production of boron and lithium compounds.

NEWEST BORON COMPOUND is trimethyloxyboroxine. Anderson Chemical offers

the liquid—containing 18.7% boron—in carload quantities. Suggested applica-

tions include: jet fuel additive, neutron detector.

ATOMIC OXYGEN, found at high altitudes, could be used as a super "fuel" by jets

or ramjets, says USAF. Cambridge Research Center has found a catalyst which

kicks atomic oxygen into molecular oxygen with a large energy release.

CHLORYL FLUORIDE has been prepared and studied by chemists in Argentina. The

compound. C102F. is a powerful oxidant. A similar oxidant, perchloryl fluoride

(CIO3F) is available in pilot plant quantities from Pennsalt.

DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF ROCKET EXHAUST VELOCITY has been de-

veloped at Ohio State University. Seven optical probes are used with a 10 meg.

6-channel chronograph to measure time (in steps of 0.1 microsecond) for a

luminous wave to pass between probes. The system is calibrated by means

of a gaseous mixture of known detonation velocity. Good checks have been

made when compared to other measuring systems.

NOW A ROCKET ENGINE FOR STUDENTS. A group of Aerojet-General engineers

have built the "Spark I," LOX-watered alcohol rocket engine of 400 lb. thrust.

The regeneratively-cooled motor has an L P of about 227 sec. and is designed

primarily as a training tool.

CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES using solid propellants are in for study and test

by Microloc Corp. of Los Angeles. The Army Ordnance contract comes from

Frankford Arsenal. The Conax Corp.. Beckman-Whitley. et al. have long been

producing explosive actuated valves for missiles. Now a new entry: Atlas

Powder Co. is producing a squib-actuated missile switch.

MORE SOLID PROPELLANT ACTIVITY in the Midwest. Standard Oil Co. (Ind.)

is expanding lab facilities at its Seymour, Ind. (USAF Freeman Field) plant;

completion date is this fall. Olin Mathieson is adding to its high-energy solids

facility (Ordhill Works) at Marion, 111. Propellex Chemical Corp. has moved

to a 100-acre site at Edwardsville, 111. The facility will permit preparation

of ammonium nitrate and cast double base propellants to grain sizes of up to

250 lbs.

SHIELDING OF PROPULSION REACTORS is still a big problem. While boral or

the boron stainless steels do cut off neutrons, they are still transparent to gamma
rays. Even the lead plastic compounds, effective gamma shields, are not the

optimum for airborne use because of the very high density. There are now
indications that metal-organics or complex organics in combination with light

metal carriers may prove effective gamma-ray shielders.

RESEARCH ON FROZEN FUELS has been reported. The technique is to freeze a

gas (such as hydrogen) and to use solar energy to melt and evaporate it into

a combination chamber. Such frozen fuels might be conveniently stored in

space (near absolute zero) and used for space rockets. Work is also underway
in determining the physical properties (tensile and compressive strength) of

such "iced" materials at these very low temperatures.

ANTI-MATTER may be possible. Just as anti-particles exist for electrical matter,

some scientists have theorized that a negative gravitational matter concept

may explain several analomies in existing theories.
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m/r's personal report from . . .

Rocketeer Sam Hoffman
For Big Jobs Re-use or Controlled Flight

Liquid Rocket Engines Now Lead the Field

Manager of North American Aviation's Rocketdyne Divi-

sion and a member of the American Rocket Society's

National Board of Directors, Samuel K. Hoffman oversees

design and production of Atlas, Thor, Jupiter and Redstone

liquid rocket engines.

QMr. Hoffman, can you give us an indication of
* the measure of effort Rocketdyne is putting into

liquid propellant engines?

A. We employ about 10,000 people. Of these,

roughly 4000 are in our Engineering Department.

In facilities, we have about 600,000 square feet of

floor space in the San Fernando Valley, 130,000 of our

Slauson facility in East Los Angeles and 220,000 in our

plant in Neosho, Mo. Our test areas include the 1700-

acre propulsion Field Laboratory in the Santa Susana

mountains and a 200-acre complex in Neosho.

Our purchases are running at slightly better than

$70 million a year and the weekly payroll is about

$1,250,000.

Q. Mr. Hoffman, will you please outline the role

of liquid propellants in the field of missiles today?

A. Liquids today are the predominant type of pro-

pulsion in large missiles where their unlimited thrust,

relatively small size, precision cutoff, high specific impulse,

variable thrust and gimballing ability are particularly suited.

Liquids are also being used in some small missiles

where a need for one of their unique characteristics out-

weighs the simpler structure of solid propellant motors.

I think there is no question in anyone's mind that

present liquid propellant engines are capable of putting

us into the space flight business. Certainly, the refinement

of our present power plants is making a large contribu-

tion toward that future. The question of when is largely

one of money.
Another application for the liquids is in the field

of manned aircraft where the characteristics of long

duration operation, safety, repeated on-off operation, thrust

control and re-use are vital.

Q. Is this the X-15 sort of thing you're talking

about in manned rockets?

A. Yes, the X-15, glide or skip bombers, rocket

boost takeoff for some future ramjet airliner maybe

—

any use where the rocket motors are recovered or brought

back for re-use.

Q. The Cook rocket test sled used a Rocketdyne

engine. Isn't this a good example of a re-usable engine?

A. Yes. The best information we have is that it

made over 100 runs with only routine maintenance—no
major replacements. And in 130-to-140 runs the only

failures were a couple of valves.

Q. This is quite a testimonial on the re-usability of

liquid rocket engines, isn't it?

A. Yes. When we delivered the engine, we pre-

dicted 300 runs before it would wear out, and it could

well be a lot more than that.

Q. What about the cost of liquid propellant engines

compared to solids?

A. For present one-shot applications, it depends

largely on how the engine is to be used, which is cheaper.

However, when the day comes that you can recover or

desire to recover a missile powered by a rocket engine,

the liquids will really come into their own. Then they'll

be quite cheap. Like your automobile, you put fuel into

it and run it; you make one trip and come back, fill

it up with fuel again and then get on your way.

Q. Doesn't this seem to indicate that insofar as any
possible potential commercial application of the chemical
rocket propulsion is concerned, liquids are well in the lead?

A. I believe so, and I believe there'd be general

agreement on that.

Q. Do you have any trouble turning a liquid rocket

on and off?

A. When you say you have no trouble doing any
of these things, it's a relative thing. The engines we work
with today are sort of in the Model T stage. There are

still troubles, but they are a lot different today than

they were two years ago. And progress will be much
faster because we have more engines to work with, more
experience. Progress, insofar as reliability is concerned, is

going along at a tremendous rate.

Q. Within the limits of security, for which missiles

is Rocketdyne making engines?

A. We are building liquid propellant engines for

the Convair Atlas, Douglas Thor, Army-Chrysler Redstone,

Army Jupiter and until recently, the Air Force Navaho.

Q. Well, doesn't Rocketdyne supply the entire power
package—engine, pumps, fuel tanks, valves, etc?

A. No. We supply the engine itself and its im-

mediate supporting equipment. Somebody else supplies the

tanks, lines leading to them, valves, etc.

Q. Does Rocketdyne have any licensing or ex-

change know-how agreements with any companies abroad?

A. We have a license agreement with Rolls-Royce.

They have a license from us to build our engines.

Q. You are restricted by security on just what plans

and specifications you can supply under such an agree-

ment, aren't you?

A. Yes.

Q. What is the largest liquid propellant engine

NAA has fired—in terms of straight thrust—in terms of

specific impulse?

A. We are not in a position to give you the highest

thrust or specific impulse figures that we have reached,

but we can tell you we have produced an engine with the

highest thrust rating that we know of to date—and by

a considerable margin.

Q. Can you comment on the cost of liquid pro-

pellant motors?

A. Costs today, even in small quantities, are some-

thing on the order of one third of what they were when
production first started. They may go down still more. Basic-

ally, cost is associated with quantity. If Ford were mak-
ing 1000 cars a year instead of in the millions, we couldn't

afford to buy one. And that's about the same situation
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here. Quantities are so small that high production tech-

niques are just not applicable.

Q. Is Rocketdyne doing any research and develop-

ment on solid propellant rocket motors?

A. Yes, during the past five years we have engaged
in several developmental projects and subsequent pilot

production programs.

Q. Can you give us some estimate of the measure

of improvement in specific impulse and mass ratio in liquid

propellant engines by the use of additives?

A. The first thing I think we should do is define

the term "additive". We will assume that an additive will

constitute no more than 20 per cent to 30 per cent of

the propellant into which it is placed. With this definition

in mind, performance gains, in the order of 3 per cent to

5 per cent, may be realized through the use of additives

in certain fuels and/ or oxidizers. This gain in specific

impulse performance would correspond roughly to 10 per

cent in mass ratio for missiles of the intermediate and
intercontinental ballistic type.

Q. What are some of the more promising additives?

A. The probable future trend in rocket fuels and
oxidizers will be toward increased hydrogen content in

fuels and increased fluorine content in oxidizers. On that

basis, promising additives would include hydrazine and
other compounds with concentrations of either of those

two elements.

Q. What's the general consensus on the future role

of fluorine, boranes, etc?

A. It is probable that the trend in oxidizers will be

toward increased fluorine content. With boron, a great

deal of experimental and analytical work faces us before

we can be certain of the gains to be had.

Generally speaking, there are inherent problems in

the future use of high-energy propellants, but we certainly

can't rule them out on chemical grounds. The engineering

problem of adapting them to reliable powerplants, or

powerplants to the propellants, is not insurmountable.

Q. We understand that the temperature limitations

of materials place an absolute limit on improvement of

specific impulse of 40 per cent compared to current levels.

Is there any known device by which this ceiling may be

breached with liquid propellant motors?

A. The energy limit which has been quoted widely

recently—and we refer to it as being a possible improve-

ment of 50 per cent rather than the 40 per cent you men-
tioned—deals with molecular species and the energy de-

rived from their normal chemical, or valence, bonds. The
limit is one of propulsive energy rather than temperature.

For instance, the combustion temperature of the highest

specific impulse theoretically available—that of 373 theo-

retically possible through the combination of fluorine and
hydrogen—burns with a temperature of about 5100°F.

The second highest, in these theoretical tables, is specific

impulse of 364 by oxygen and hydrogen, with combus-
tion temperature even lower—that of 4500°. In contrast

to this, the lower specific impulse of 316 from fluorine

and hydrazine would develop combustion temperatures of

nearly 8000°. The key to the limit of propulsive energy

is not temperature but the best combination of high com-
bustion temperature and low molecular weight of products.

It is true, of course, that more energetic fuels and
oxidizers, because of their weak bonds and relatively high

vapor pressures, will be progressively less capable of handl-

ing the high thermal loads which will be impressed upon
them in the regenerative cooling passages of future engines.

The ability of the engine materials to withstand the

high combustion temperatures associated with the highest

performance chemical propellants is not fundamental by
limitation in liquid rocket engines since cooling methods
are characteristic of this type.

If energy sources other than chemicals are em-
ployed, material temperature limitations are a major prob-

lem.

Q. Is any consideration being given to develop-

ment of electromagnetic thrust chambers and nozzles—
along the principles of the "pinch" effect that's being
worked on for controlled thermo-nuclear rockets? Could
this principle be successfully applied to chemical rockets
and would it be worth while in terms of mass ratio (con-
sidering need for high wattage electric power source, etc.)

for large, long-range space vehicles—or do other systems
promise more efficiency?

A. It is conceivable that the principle of an electro-

magnetic thrust chamber based on the "pinch" effect could,

someday in the future, be used for propulsive purposes in

conjunction with a liquid propellant rocket. I wouldn't

want to rule it out.

Other systems of electromagnetic motors are also

possible. We, for instance, are working for the USAF on
a feasibility study of an ion propulsion system using

charged ions accelerated by high voltage electrodes to very

high velocities.

Q. What effect will the Navaho cancellation have
on Rocketdyne?

A. This cancellation has had a relatively light effect

on Rocketdyne, due to the fact that we are currently

engaged in four other major rocket engine programs. Less

than 500 persons, or roughly 5 per cent of our work
force, were layed off as a direct result of the cancellation.*

We have a license with Rolls-Royce.
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From Gaslight

IN 1902 Flexonics

Corporation began ifs

experience in thin wall

assemblies with the

manufacture of

"Kantleke" gas tubing

a product still

manufactured and
widely used on

gas heaters.

IN 1 957 IN THE HEART OF THE VANGUARD,
a high performance flexible connector by
Flexonics. Proofed at 1500 psi, it will go
to work in the first stage of the earth satellite

launching vehicle in the International Geo-
physical Year.

•Do Pont trademark,

licensed by Resistoflex Corp.

FLEXONICS
st in Fluid Flow

As a pioneer in the design and fabrication of light weight
flexible metal connectors and ducting assemblies, Flexonics
Corporation is proud to be the supplier of critical assemblies

for many of the nation's most advanced aircraft, rockets and
missiles.

The unmatched experience of Flexonics Corporation is

available to help you in your problems of unusual design

parameters, with applications incorporating the newest proven

techniques and the most advanced thinking of the industry.

Included among Flexonics products are metal, synthetic and

Teflon* hose . . . flexible ducts . . . liquid oxygen lines . . .

gimbals . . . pinned joints . . . high pressure ducting . . . thin

wall tubing.

For engineering assistance, call or write, today.

t*\ Flexonic
10 plants to serve you /
in the United States /

and Canada

AIRCRAFT DIVISION

1414 S. THIRD AVENUE • MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

In Canada: Flexonics Corporation of Canada, Limited, Brampton, Ontario
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What's all

this tal\ about

EXOTIC
PROPELLANTS ?

By John F. Tormey

Chief, Research, Rocketdyne

[T IS ALMOST impossible to trace

the time when the words exotic pro-

jellant first rose full-blown from the

jrow of a mesmerized rocket engineer.

\merican rocketry has no historian and

ittle recorded history after Goddard.

One recollection of the birth of

:xotic propellants goes back eleven

rears to 1946. It was customary then

:o assign an advanced study unit the

:ask of creating, almost out of nothing,

i list of all the liquid propellant fuels

ind oxidizers that could be purchased,

iound in handbooks, or conceived of

yy stretching molecular structural norms
:o their conceivable limits.

When the lists were prepared, well

yver half of the chemicals were known
ind available—alcohol, aniline. 70 per

:ent hydrogen-peroxide, ammonium ni-

rate, etc. The rest appeared to be new,

infamiliar compounds, products of un-

nhibited and sometimes inspired think-

ng. Such compounds as polyatomic

pxygen (00, hydrogen molecules con-

aining several atoms, and assorted

lalogen complexes were typical. Liquid

I'Zone was a regular. Rather than list

hese things—of which he was gener-

lly a little self-conscious in 1946

—

long with the more regular and famil-

ir chemicals, the rocket propellant re-

earcher invariably made a second list

I'hich he titled "exotic," primarily be-

ause the testing fitted so well Web-
jier's definition of exotic

—
"introduced

jrom a foreign land." It was as if by
ubelling them exotic he had freed him-

ilf from any technical responsibility

b defend or deliver them.

As is usually the case with the

rong word (exotic is no adjective for

a chemical) it found immediate and
ready acceptance, appearing in numer-
ous reports.

Examples of exotic chemical com-
pounds outside of rocketry abound
everywhere. The application of silicon

in the solar battery is a case where
physical structure alone brought about

something new and exotic. The success-

ful formation of the first synthetic dia-

monds was an application of a chemi-

cal innovation and belief in principles

in the face of difficulty.

The free radical particles pro-

duced under the Bureau of Standards'

current program of fundamental re-

search in that field have brought to

light materials which might be defined

as exotic both because of irregularity

of formation, and also because of the

magnitude of energy possible through

the recombination of the freed par-

ticles. Tetraethyl lead, liquid helium,

the boron hydrides, the classic freons.

the bubble-forming isocyanates, now
rather standard items of chemical com-
merce, were once exotic by definition.

And so it was also with many of

the exotic propellants listed so light-

headly in 1946. They, too, were once

exotic. The now familiar 90 per cent

hydrogen peroxide was exotic in 1941,

when 81.5 per cent produced in Ger-

many was regarded as the highest con-

centration possible. Liquid flourine met

the exotic definition until 1951. These

and other exotic propellants are pass-

ing from a state of seemingly won-
drous alchemy to practical chemical

and rocket engineering.

But what of these exotic fuels?

Are they above our ordinary consid-

erations in every respect? Hardly.

Rocket propulsion principle gives no
reason to assume that because a ma-
terial has been labelled exotic it need
no longer obey the thermodynamic
principles of rocket combustion and
expansion in a nozzle. Like their less

sensational brothers—oxygen, hydro-
gen, peroxide, jet fuel, alcohol and the

rest of the other familiar liquid rocket

propellants—the exotic species must
square with the law which says that

performance is a function of the square

root of combustion temperature divided

by the molecular weight of the prod-

ucts of the reaction. The theory says

that the rocket propellants, exotic or

otherwise, convert their internal energy

into kinetic energy through the for-

mation of energetic exhaust gases. The
theory states that this energy will be
derived primarily from the exchange of

reactant bond energies for the bond
energies of the reaction products. The
rocket theory states that the molecular

weight of the exhaust products is a

factor in determining performance.

Rocket theory also says that most
rocket propellants will be formed from
the first two periods of the periodic

table.

Here, then are our ground rules.

Regardless of the bizarre nature of the

exotic propellant, regardless of any
incredible property it may have, re-

gardless of the persuasiveness of its

advocates, when the exotic substance

goes to work in a rocket combustion

chamber, it has it no better nor worse

than any other propellant because,

exotic or not, each must follow the

same physical laws, make generally
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similar exhaust products, and be

bounded by the same temperature and

molecular weight conditions.

The exotic propellant has no

special license to run up a high molecu-

lar weight in its exhaust products. It

cannot generate exhaust products

whose molecular weight is higher than

20 and it had better generate exhaust

products whose molecular weight is

less than 10, if it wants to keep its

reputation.

On the matter of combustion

chamber temperature, the exotic pro-

pellant must generate high tempera-

tures at least equal to those generated

by conventional propellants (5500°F)

and yet its exhaust products must

either resist dissociation or be of such

chemical composition that a maximum

of energy can be withdrawn from them

prior to the atmosphere.

Each exotic propellant must be

judged strictly on its merit. Now this

is a pitifully obvious remark, but the

exotic has been known to dim man's

reason and blunt his judgment. It is

well to keep in mind that there is no

easy street in liquid rocket chemical

propulsion. No matter how exotic the

material may appear on paper, it still

has two jobs to perform, to live in our

environment and generate thrust on

demand.
Exotic propellants can be thought

of in the same way one considers ex-

otic foods. To some, escargots ala

Francois is a most exotic entree, par-

ticularly to the eye and the palate.

To stomach acids the once exotic

escargots are now a collection of mixed
polypeptides ready for energy release

and tissue building.

During the past two years there

has been a renewed interest in exotic

propellants. Where does all this interest

come from? Its primary source is faith,

a faith which the majority of us have

in the propellant chemists and the

chemical industry to create rocket mir-

acles. This faith can be touching

(H.O.), futile (CJL), or profitable

(UIMH), as the case may be, both for

the exotic propellant named and the

chemical manufacturer in question.

Exotic propellants are probably

our best path for substantial increase

in power delivery. All manner of rocket

power plants exist today, but if today's

liquid rocket power plants are designed

much beyond their present power level,

we must go to higher performance
propellants. The surest path for maxi-

mum increase will lie in the application

of exotic propellants.

The same reasoning holds in the

solid propellant field. If solid propel-

lant power packages are to shake them-

selves loose from their present base at

the impulse of 225 to 240, incorpora-

tion of new materials in the solid pro-

pellant matrix is probably the only

solution to this problem.

Although there is no real and

present reason to bring skepticism to

bear on the field of exotic propellants,

a few precautions are necessary. Anyj
propellant can have hidden disadvan-

:

tages which are not apparent to the

over-enthusiastic. In the case of exotic

plants, exotic furniture, exotic drinks

and exotic places, what is irresistible

at first glance proves later to be mun-
dane and even dangerous.

Each new exotic rocket propellant,

either solid or liquid, which appears

on the scene should be probed cau-

tiously by the conscientious. The ex-

otic material must be subject to unim-

peachable thermodynamic calculation

to determine if it will deliver the prom-

ised power. It then should be subjected

to unbiased laboratory tests to deter-

mine thermal stability, toxicity, resist-

ance to decomposition, and the char-

acter of its combustion products.

It should be subjected to small

scale motor firings to assay its general

feasibility in real rocket applications.)

It should be thoroughly discussed with(

practical, down-to-earth, profit-moti-

'

vated chemical firms. Can they make:

it? Do they want to make it? Do they'

have the plant to make it in? When
J

could they make it? At what cost?

An exotic propellant must be
j

shaken down before it can take its:

place with our other regular rocket'

propellants.*

missiles and rockets



DOING JOBS EVERY DAY THAT ETALS ALONE CAN'T DO

NEEDS

You can depend upon versatile

NARMCO FORMULA PUTTIES

In designing access doors for landing gear pods on

the mammoth C-133 Military Transport, Douglas Air-

craft Company's Long Beach Division engineers faced

a familiar structures problem . . . how best to attach

critical fixtures to a sandwich component at points of

high stress concentration.

To anchor hinges to the severely contoured door

required 40 through-sandwich attachments; the lock-

ing mechanism required 20 blind attachments . .

.

and, in each case, it was essential that stresses be

dispersed into the surrounding core. A laminated fiber-

glass cross-stiffener also required a medium to disperse

loads into the core.

The design solution? Easy-to-handle, room temper-

ature setting Narmco Formula Putties. Hinges are

secured by nut and bolt attachments through plugs cast

of Narmco putty which, in shear tests, outlasted the

sandwich structure itself! Locking mechanisms are

secured by Shur-Loks anchored in Narmco Formula

Putty and cross-stiffeners are securely attached to the

core with these same high-performance putties.

In fact, every through-sandwich access door attach-

ment on the C-133 utilizes strong, dependable Narmco

Formula Putties!

Facing a sandwich attachment problem? Let

Narmco Formula Putties help point the way to an

economical, performance-tested solution.

TYPICAL THROUGH ATTACHMENT

LANDING GEAR POD ACCESS DOOR, C-133

CONOLON 501 INTERIOR

SANDWICH FACE
(ADHESIVE-NARMTAPE 102-JSj

fPRIME-METLBOND

2105-30)

CONOLON 50T EXTERIOR

SANDWICH FAZE

(SAME PRIME « ADHESJVEf

STIFFENING CHANNEL TO CORE ATTACHMENT
CONOLON 50f

INTERIOR FACE

LAMINATED CONOLON 501

STIFFENING CHANNEL

NARMCO FORMULA 3119

SEALING PUTTY

TYPICAL BLIND ATTACHMENT

CONOLON 501

EXTERIOR SANDWICH FACE

1

PIONEERING THROUGH RESEARCh

Write today for specific perfoTmance and fabrication

data on NARMCO FORMULA PUTTIES. Narmco tech-

nical field representatives throughout the United Stales

and Canada can assist in solving your structural design

problems quickly, efficiently, economically.

NARMCO RESINS & COATINGS CO., Dept. 29, 600 Victoria Street, Costa Mesa, California

Los Angeles Seattle Fort Worth Dayton Tulsa Philadelphia Toronto
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Individual Initiative in Research and Engineering

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has brought together an

outstanding staff of engineers of exceptional talent and

ability. Working individually within the group these men now

comprise a highly progressive and productive entity.

A recent survey of this staff indicated that the most impor-

tant reason for their preference of JPL as a work center is

the high degree of responsibility and freedom given the in-

dividual to pursue his own assignments. The intriguing nature

of the work, challenging problems, professional association,

fine residential location, pay scales and opportunities for

Career

Opportunities

Now Open in

These Fields

ELECTRONICS - PHYSICS - AERODYNAMICS MATHEMATICS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING - CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

96

career development were also important considerations.

This appreciation, from within, of the Laboratory's prin-

ciple of recognizing ability and talent and allowing it to oper-

ate with freedom and confidence under its own initiative is

a gratifying tribute in itself.

Working for the U.S. Army on a research and development

contract with many ramifications, JPL has broad interests

and constantly searches for new approaches to modern

technical problems. This provides exceptional career oppor-

tunities for those qualified individuals who are interested.

JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY
California Institute of Technology

PASADENA • CALIFORNIA
missiles and rockets



FLUORINE . . .

Tamed for Rockets
By Dr. H. R. Neumark and Dr. F. L. HoUoway

General Chemical Division,

Allied Chemical and Dye Corp.

rHE POTENTIALLY high perform-

ance characteristics of elemental

luorine as an oxidizer in rocket propul-

ion systems have generated a great deal

if interest.

However, until the beginning of

Vorld War II elemental fluorine was
>repared solely on a research scale,

"hen the development of atomic en-

rgy led to large scale production of

luorine for the manufacture of ura-

lium hexafluoride.

Private industry recently entered

he field of large scale fluorine produc-

ion with the announcement by Gen-
eral Chemical Division, Allied Chem-
cal & Dye Corp. of a contract with the

Atomic Energy Commission to produce
>000 tons per year of uranium hexa-

luoride. This will require production

acilities for about 1000 tons per year

)f elemental fluorine.

Further expansion is simply a

unction of demand. The plants would
equire no more lead time than other

ypes of industrial facilities given simi-

ar priorities. Fluorine is no longer a

aboratory curiosity. Today it is a com-
nercial chemical which can be pro-

luced by industry in large tonnages just

is liquid oxygen, hydrogen peroxide,

titric acid, or other oxidizers.

Until this year, the shipping regu-

ations for fluorine limited its use. ICC
•egulations formerly restricted shipment
}f the gas to six pounds of fluorine in

i 200-pound cylinder under 400 pounds
sressure. The uneconomical weight ra-

io of 1 pound of gas to 33 pounds of

:ontainer virtually ruled out shipment
md use in large tonnage applications.

Slow, however, General Chemical's de-

velopment and practical demonstration
)f an ICC licensed tank system, which
lermits bulk storage and shipment of

iquid fluorine, has materially changed
he picture.

The U.S., Canada and Mexico
lave ample reserves of fluorspar to take

pare of any emergency military require-

ment, in addition to an expanding civil-

ian market for flourine-based products,

[fo quote from the testimony of Mr.

peptember, 1957

Josephson, Chief of Construction and
Chemical Materials Branch of the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, before the Senate
Committee on Strategic Minerals, Feb-
ruary, 1954:

"Fluorspar reserves containing 35%
or more calcium fluoride would include

nearly all the known deposits that are
workable under present economic and
technological conditions. Reserves of
domestic ore containing more than 35%
calcium fluoride are estimated by the

U.S. Geological Survey to total 15,000,000
net tons, not considering development of
latent reserves.

"If reserves of Mexico and Canada
are added to those of U.S., the total ore

containing 35% CaE. is estimated to be

Selected Physical Properties of

Fluorine

Chemical symbol F-

Molecular weight 38.00

Melting Point

-219.62°C. (-363.32°F)
Boiling Point

-188.14°C. (-306.55°F)
Heat of Vaporization at normal b.p.

1564 ± 3 cal/mol

Vapor Pressure Range:

Melting point - 53.54°K to 90°K
Log P = 7.08718 -

357.258 - 1.3155 x 1013

T T8

P= mm of Hg, T = °K
Entropy of Vaporization at

boiling point and 1 atm
18.38 cal/mol °C

Critical Temperature — 129°C
Critical Pressure 55 atm
Liquid Density (g/cc at 81.0°K)

1.539 - 0.002

Gas Density (0°C and 760mm)
1.696g/l

Viscosity of Liquid (80.9°K)

2.75 centipoises

Viscosity of Vapor (°C and 1 atm)

218 micropoises

Thermal Conductivity (gas, 0°C
and 1 atm) 5.92 x 10"6 cal/cm

degree sec

Surface Tension (liq. at 81.0°K)

14.6 dvnes/cm

23.000.000 N. T. An additional 500,000
N. T. are estimated for other known
Western Hemisphere deposits on a like

basis. U.S. reserves of material contain-

ing 15-35% CaF; are estimated to be

20.000,000 N. T."

This means about 12 million tons

reserves equivalent to acid-grade spar

are equivalent to 6 million tons of fluor-

ine. An emergency need for 100 tons

of fluorine per day over a period of

two years equals 70.000 tons of fluor-

ine, or only 1.15% of our total re-

serves.

Chemical Properties

Fluorine is the most powerful ox-

idizing agent known, reacting with prac-

tically all organic and inorganic sub-

stances. The heats of reaction are al-

ways high and most reactions take

place with ignition.

The few exceptions are the inert

gases, metal fluorides in their highest

valence state, and highly-fluorinated or-

ganic compounds such as Teflon, Ge-
netron* Plastic H-L, or Kel-F. Even
the latter may ignite in a fluorine at-

mosphere if contaminated with a com-
bustible material or if subjected to high

flow velocities of fluorine.

The reaction of fluorine with most
metals of construction is slow at room
temperature and often results in the

formation of a metal fluoride film on

the surface of the metal. The charac-

teristics and adherence of this metal

fluoride film determines the resistance

of the metal to fluorine.

Fluorine reacts with water, form-

ing a mixture containing principally

oxygen and hydrogen fluoride plus small

amounts of ozone, hydrogen peroxide

and oxygen fluoride. Fluorides exhibit

abnormal solubilities and high complex-

ing power and, of all the halogens, the

fluoride ion has the highest heat of hy-

dration.

Fluorine and oxygen, gaseous or

liquid, are miscible in all proportions,

with no reaction taking place between

* Reg. Trade Mark Allied Chemical & Dye
Corp.
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CRYOGENICS
VALVES AND PUMPS

With the facilities and experience to meet the growing requirements

of cryogenics, Stratos is at work on a number of interesting projects

in the low temperature field. Besides a basic background in the aircraft

accessories field, Stratos engineering department includes specialists

in cryogenics — men who have broad experience with gases at very low

temperatures and with liquefied gases.

Among the cryogenic facilities at Stratos is a test installation recently

completed at the Western Branch plant Manhattan Beach, Calif. This

facility can test valves up to 12" diameter and achieve flow rates above

11,000 gpm.

Inquiries on valves, pumps, controls and systems are invited.

Schematic of the new Cryogenics Test

Facility of Stratos Western Branch

A DIVISION OF FAIRCH I LD ENGINE AND AIRPLANE CORPORATI

Main Plant: Bay Shore, Long Island;

Western Branch: 1800 Rosecrans Ave.,

Manhattan Beach, California.
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them either at ordinary or very low

temperatures.

Materials for Handling Gaseous

and Liquid Fluorine

Most common metals and alloys

such as nickel monel, steel, stainless

steel, brass, copper, aluminum and mag-
nesium are quite satisfactory for han-

dling fluorine at room temperature. At
elevated temperatures, the use of nickel

and its alloys and stainless steel is pref-

erable. Monel proves to be the most
satisfactory metal for all-around appli-

cations at low and high temperatures.

Safe Handling of Fluorine

Fluorine can be handled without

undue hazards if proper precautions are

taken. In order to minimize the risks

involved, the following measures should

be observed:

1) In handling fluorine under pressure,

remote-controlled valves should be

used, preferably those operated by man-
ually actuated extension handles pass-

ing through suitable barricades.

2) Double valving should be employed
in all cases where large quantities of

fluorine are being handled such as with

manifold cylinders or liquid fluorine

tanks. Double valving is also recom-
mended for pressure reduction of high

pressure fluorine cylinders.

3) Any equipment to be used for fluor-

ine service should first be thoroughly

cleaned, degreased and dried, then

treated with fluorine gas so that any
impurities may be reacted without the

simultaneous ignition of the equipment.

4) Clean Neoprene gloves must be

worn when handling equipment con-

taining or contaminated with fluorine.

This precaution not only affords pro-

tection against fluorine but also against

hydrofluoric acid which may be formed

by escaping fluorine reacting with mois-

ture in the air. Neoprene coats and
boots may be worn to afford overall

body protection for short intervals of

contact with low-pressure fluorine or

splashes of liquid fluorine. All such pro-

tective clothing should be designed and
used, however, in such a way that it

can be shed easily and quickly.

5) Safety glasses should be worn at all

times. Metal frames are preferable to

plastic which are a fire hazard. Face
shields should be equipped with clear

Kel-F or Genetron HI Plastic.

In addition to these special safety

measures important for the safe han-
dling of fluorine, common sense safety

precautions necessary for the handling

of any toxic or reactive material should

be followed.

Barricade, Remote Control Systems

Barricade systems will vary widely

depending on the buildings available.

In general, the function of the barri-

cade wall is to dissipate and prevent

the breakthrough of any flame and/or
flow of molten metal which could issue

from any part of a system containing

fluorine under pressure. Quarter-inch

steel plate, brick or concrete walls are

adequate for cylinder amounts of fluor-

ine (nominally six pounds).

Remote control can be achieved

Possible Fluorine Oxidizers

CHLORINE TRIFLUORIDE—CIF3
Molecular Weight 92.46
Melting Point -76.32°C
Boiling Point 11.75°C
Critical Temp. 153.5°C
Liq. Dens. (8/cc at 0°C) 1.885

BROMINE PENTAFLUORIDE—
BrF;

Molecular Weight 174.92
Melting Point -62.5 °C
Boiling Point 40.3 °C
Critical Temp. ca. 197°C
Liq. Dens, (g/cc at 1°C) 2.547

OXYGEN FLUORIDE—OF2

Molecular Weight 54

Boiling Point -144.8°C

Critical Temp. —55.6°C
Liq. Dens, (g/cc at B. P.) 1 .496

These compounds, like fluorine

itself, are thermodynamically stable and
exhibit an indefinitely long storage life.

by a wide variety of conventional de-

vices. A common means of opening

and closing cylinders is through a right-

angled transmission of torque- along

supported rods by means of a beveled

gear arrangement. Devices using uni-

versal joints can frequently be used to

advantage. Needle valves can usually

be positioned so that single straight rod

manipulators can be used.

Decontamination Procedures

Any equipment that has contained

fluorine must be thoroughly purged

with a dry inert gas such as nitrogen

and evacuated prior to opening or re-

filling unless the system is used ex-

clusively for fluorine service. A soda

lime tower followed by a drier should

be included in the vacuum line to re-

move trace amounts of fluorine in

order to protect the vacuum pump.

If large quantities of fluorine are

to be purged, the disposal system

should include a fluorine-hydrocarbon-

air burner, scrubber and stack to pre-

vent any exit hazards.

Liquid fluorine spillages should be

neutralized with sodium bicarbonate.

Dry chemical type fire extinguishers

employing bicarbonate well-suited for

this purpose. This material not only

neutralizes the fluorine, but also assists

in extinguishing any secondary fires

caused by the reaction of fluorine with

combustible material.

Packaging and Snipping

Gaseous fluorine is packaged and

shipped in returnable ICC seamless

high pressure cylinders #3AA-2400;
these are 10 5/8" outside diameter and

55V2" long without the valves. They
are equipped with Chlorine Institute

Valves having a %" male pipe thread

cylinder connection and a left hand

Materials for Fluorine Service

Gaseous Service Liquid Service

(1) Lines and Fittings Nickel, Monel, Copper Monel

(2) Storage Tanks

(3) Valve Bodies

(4) Valve Seats

(5) Valve Plugs

'(6) Valve Packing

(7) Valve Bellows

(8) Gaskets

Brass
Stainless steel 304, 347
Aluminum 17, 24, 52, 61
Mild steel (low pressure)

Stainless steel 304, 347
Aluminum 61
Mild steel (low pressure)

Stainless steel 304
Bronze, brass

Copper
Aluminum 2S
Brass
Stainless steel 304, 347
Monel

Copper braid backed with

Tetrafluoroethylene

polymer
Stainless steel 347
Monel
Aluminum 2S, Tin, Copper
Tetrafluoroethylene polymer Copper

Lead
Red rubber ( < 5 psig)

Stainless steel

304, 347
Copper
Aluminum 17, 24, 52
Monel
Stainless steel

304, 347
Aluminum 61

Monel
Stainless steel 304
Bronze
Copper
Aluminum 2S

Stainless steel

304, 347
Monel
Tetrafluoroethylene

polymer

Stainless steel 347
Monel
Aluminum 2S
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IERC Heat-dissipating

plug-in'' Tube Shields

for Printed Circuits!

cast socket & leads

ERC shield & base

Solves Design Problems of

Electron Tubes Associated with

Printed Circuit Boards!

IERC's latest heat-dissipating tube shields for round button and flat

press subminiature electron tubes solve design and performance prob-

lems of tubes associated with printed circuit boards. Standard socket

and an Epoxy resin are integrally cast to the shield base. Socket leads

extend from the Epoxy casting 90° to plane of base permitting direct

plug-in to printed circuits for hand or dip-soldering of connections.

Bulb temperatures are maintained to within 5°C of the heat sink

temperature per watt of heat-dissipation when shields are attached,

as suggested, to a heat sink of proper thickness for conduction or hollow

duct types permitting air or liquid circulation. IERC's patented design

provides maximum cooling, excellent tube retention, shock and vibra-

tion protection under severe conditions. Pertinent dimensions are to

.1 inch grid layout.D J Palcnted and Palenis Pending

International
electronic research corporation
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California

IERC Research and Engineering experience on
improving electron tube life and reliability has
won industry-wide acceptance and established

IERC as the Authority for the best answers to

your tube failure problems. Write today for free

information on IERC tube shields — the only
complete line available for new equipment and
retrofitting programs.

Heat-dissipating electron tube shields for miniature, subminiature octal and power tubes

Circle No. 71 on Subscriber Service Card.
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outlet thread with a nominal diameter

of 1.030". The cylinder tare weight is

approximately 195 lbs.; net weight is

six lbs. The gas is shipped under 400

psig pressure.

Tonnage quantities of liquid fluor-

ine are available in tank trucks,

under a special ICC permit issued to

General Chemical Division, Allied

Chemical & Dye Corp., authorizing

shipment of the product in cargo tanks

designed in accordance with company
specifications.

The tank system developed for

storage and shipment of liquid fluorine

is basically very simple. However, it

required more than two years of re-

search and development to perfect a

system which did not involve any mov-

ing parts or mechanical refrigeration.

The tank system consists of three

horizontal tanks, one inside the other.

The innermost tank contains fluorine,

which is kept in a liquid state by liquid

nitrogen in the second tank. The space

between the second and third tank

serves as an insulating shield for the

nitrogen. It is filled with pearlite or

santocel and evacuated.

The workability of this design

principle is based on the low boiling

point of liquid nitrogen (—320°F)

which is 14° below the boiling point of

liquid fluorine (—306°F). This rela-

tively small temperature difference per-

mits keeping the fluorine liquid under

a slight vacuum in an entirely loss-free

system.

As long as there is liquid nitrogen

in the second tank, there is no possibil-

ity of a pressure build-up in the fluorine

tank. The insulation of the liquid nitro-

gen tank is so efficient that nitrogen

losses are maintained at a very low

level. No replacement of the coolant is

required for a period of several weeks.

The tank system is designed to be used

either as stationary storage or as a bulk

shipping container when mounted on

trailer transport chassis. It is also de-

signed to be mounted on a railroad car.

Every conceivable safeguard has

been provided to assure safe filling

storage, transportation and discharge o)

the tank system. In order to prevent

discharging liquid fluorine in the case

of accidental rupture of a fluorine line

each entry into the product tank
|

made through the top.

Double valving is provided fo

both gas and liquid fluorine service it

order to prevent leakage into or fron

the tank. The discharge of the liqui-

fluorine can be either carried out b

standard practice of pressurizing th

tank with helium or through a pressur

build-up coil which would pass warr

nitrogen through a vaporizing coil

mersed in liquid fluorine. The heliur

pressure discharge method is consic

ered simpler and considerably faster.'

missiles and roclce-
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Liquid Rocket Engine Control

By Rudolf H. Reichel

Bell Aircraft Corp.

IN RECENT YEARS the develop-

ment of large liquid rocket power-

plants has followed a path similar to

that of reciprocating engines, turbo-

jets, and ramjets. Problems that were

at first rather limited have increased in

number and complexity leading to a

more complicated engine configuration.

The improvement of performance has

led from simple adjustment and cali-

bration methods to the application of

control engineering philosophy. This

trend has been primarily influenced by
the following:

(1) Maintaining or varying the

thrust vector and the combus-
tion chamber pressure, accord-

ing to a predetermined charac-

teristic.

(2) Maintaining the propellant mix-

ture ratio (oxidizer weight -

fuel weight).

(3) Maintaining the dynamic sta-

bility of the propellant feed sys-

tem as well as the stability of

the combustion process.

(4) Maintaining or varying major
parameters according to a pro-

gram such as combustion cham-
ber pressure and mixture ratio

for static firing test purposes.

(5) Compensation of transient or

steady state errors resulting

from manufacturing tolerances.

( 6 ) Simplification of operation of

the powerplant.

For airborne purposes, two basic

parameters, mixture ratio and thrust

can be automatically controlled.

Mixture Ratio Control

Automatic control of the mixture
ratio is required in order to obtain a

maximum cut-off velocity as the cri-

terion for rocket performance. Its exact

observance during the burning time will

guarantee maintaining the optimum
specific impulse and the complete
emptying of both propellant tanks.

With this a decrease of burning time
as well as an increase of the total

rocket mass at cut-off, is avoided.

The mixture ratio can be affected

by several influences. Considering some
different rocket propellant combina-
tions as presented in Fig. 1, the density
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characteristics of fuels run approxi-

mately parallel to each other within a

usual operational temperature range be-

tween —40°F and -f-120°F, as do the

characteristics of oxidizers. However,
the slopes of the two propellant groups
are different. Therefore, a change in

temperatures can lead to a noticeable

deviation from the design point.

Further alteration of the mixture ratio

is possible by incorrect propellant

weight flow rates due to incorrect

pump characteristics or manufacturing

tolerances of the various components.

Finally, because of the effect of the

missile acceleration on the propellant

columns of different height and density,

a deviation from the mixture ratio set

point may also be expected.

A suitable control system which

will consider these influences is repre-

sented in Fig. 2. The basic method is

to measure oxidizer and fuel flow rates

and to compare their ratio with the set

Figure I

ETHYLALC (75*251— ETHYLALCOMOL

RANGE OF JP-4

-40 -SO SO 40 60 90 100 ISO

TEMPERATURE CFI

Specific gravity of some typical rocket

propellant components vs. temperature

Figure 2

*lve for r

.IZER

coucimi; 'finTrtu/iTif r-r

VALVE
AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER

value. Any deviation causes a control

command by which the control valve

will be operated until this deviation

becomes a minimum. The control valve

can be installed either in the oxidizer

or the fuel side. For automatic control

purposes, continuous or discontinuous

control systems can be used.

For the Viking high altitude rocket

which has a vertical trajectory during

the burning time, an automatic mix-

ture ratio control system was developed

with the differential pressure measure-

ment of the propellant columns in the

tanks. Fig. 3.

In order to demonstrate the im-

portance of the mixture ratio control

with respect to rocket performance, the

ballistic single-stage rocket correspond-

ing to Table 1 may be taken for com-
parison purposes. The cut-off velocity

value is based upon a vertical and drag

free trajectory". It is obvious that design

parameters can be maintained only

Figure 3

Arrangement of an automatic liquid

rocket mixture ratio control system.

Mixture ratio control system or the sounding

rocket VIKING, (a) oxidizer tank (b) fuel

tank (c) differential pressure sensor (d)

mixture radio controller (e) actuator (f)

control valve (g) combustion chamber.
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Figure 4 Figure 5
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INACCURACY OF THE MIXTURE RATIO (%)

Loss of cut-off velocity and peak alti-

tude, respectively, due to the inaccur-

acy of the mixture ratio using the

propellant combination C(N02) 4./JP-4.

when the powerplant is accurately con-

trolled. Fig. 4 shows the variation of

the cut-off velocity v c and the obtained

peak altitude h, with deviation from the

mixture ratio design value. The pre-

dominating influence for fuel rich com-
bustion is easily explained by the high

weight portion of the oxidizer. With

respect to the cut-off velocity we find

a diminution of about 5 per cent if the

mixture ratio is only 2 per cent fuel

rich which corresponds to a loss of 8

per cent of peak altitude.

In order to get a better idea of how
missile acceleration affects the mixture

ratio, the above-mentioned rocket can

be taken as an example. In this case

the predetermined mixture ratio varies

from 4.52 to 4.9 under launching con-

ditions, attaining 4.2 at cut-off. This

corresponds to 9 per cent fuel lean

and 7 per cent fuel rich, respectively.

Such alterations of the mixture ratio

cannot be accepted for large vehicles.

Thrust Control

The importance of automatic

thrust control depends on the required

performance output characteristic of

the rocket engine. In ballistic rockets,

thrust will either be controlled to meet

a specified acceleration requirement, or

a constant thrust output will be main-

tained. However, the latter operating

technique gives the best possible con-

version of the propellants into rocket

energy only if a drag free flight path

Figure 7

Thrust control system of a bi-propellant pump-
fed powerplant with gas generator control

for thrust level adjustment with the chamber
pressure Pc as the control variable (dashed
line: using thrust F as the control variable).
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t= const.

Ae const

Parameters of a fixed expansion nozzle.

is assumed. Therefore, this operating

restriction can be applied only for the

upper stages of multiple-stage rockets.

For all other cases the aerodynamic

drag requires an optimum thrust pro-

gramming in order to get highest pos-

sible cut-off velocity.

With respect to supersonic winged

missile applications, the requirements

of optimum thrust programing are

similar. In many cases the propellant-

wasting climbing phase will also be

eliminated by launching from another

ship. After release, the missile will

then be propelled either by a quasi-

Figure 8

constant thrust or the flight path will

consist of a primary high thrust booth

phase followed by an optimized lower

thrust level cruising phase.

If a fixed expansion nozzle is

used, Fig. 5, any off-design operation

means a decrease of the specific im-

pulse. For control purposes, the nozzle

has to be designed so that with decreas-

ing chamber pressure due to the

throttling of the flow rate, shock condi-

tions do not develop in the operating

range. This occurs when the exit pres-

sure becomes less than about 0.4 of

the ambient pressure.

With a common injector, a de-

crease in injection differential pressure

tends toward decreasing system stability

even at a constant mixture ratio. This

Figure 6

High thrust powerplant applying three com-
bined rocket units. The master controller Cj

of unit I mixes the signals received from the

other controllers C2 and C 3 and compensates
for the deviation according to the thrust set

valve. Separate governor control loops are

required to maintain stable conditions during

starting transient. (PV — prop, valve; GG
= gas generator; T — turbine; FP — fuel

pump; OP = oxidizer pump; G — governor.)

P= const

p,rvonoble \

Parameters of a variable expansion nozzle.

is due to the alteration of the injection

flow pattern and the efficiency loss in

propellant preparation for combustion.

The use of several independently con-

trolled injector groups may solve this.

With a variable throat area, Fig. 6,

the operating conditions correspond to

the fixed nozzle design at full thrust,

i.e., when the throat plug is in position

1. For maximum throttling position 2,

the limitation of the expansion nozzle

area ratio is similarly affected by the

critical pressure ratio due to the shock

criterion. In order to control the en-

gine, the throat plug position must be

varied to maintain constant combustion

chamber pressure with corresponding

charge in the propellant flow rate.

The major design problem in

volved here is the high rate of hea;

transfer to this complex throat ares

control device. Similar to the fixed ex

pansion nozzle design, heat transfei

problems for the combustion chambei

walls may also arise due to the de

creasing propellant flow rate at lowe

thrust level.

The control procedure for a pres

missiles and rocket;



NITROGEN TETROXIDE (N:0.<)

Oxidant for liquid

rocket propellants

Mixed Oxides are versatile, easy to handle

Propellant chemists and thermodynamic engineers seeking an oxidant uniquely

suited to a wide range of rocket operating requirements find that Mixed Oxides
offer these outstanding advantages:

Versatility — provides high specific impulse with many rocket fuels, including

Triethyl-Trithiophosphate, Methyl Alcohol, 50% Ammonia and 50% Methyl

Alcohol, 63% Triethylamine and 37% Orthotoluidine, Turpentine, Ammonia
and Ethylene Oxides • Freezing Point — as low as — 100°F, depending upon
mixture • Density — compares favorably with other oxidants • Easy Handling
— can be shipped, piped, stored in ordinary carbon steel • High Stability —
non-corrosive, can be stored indefinitely in rockets maintained "at ready."

Mixed Oxides, containing 70 or 75% N2O4 and 25 or 30% NO, are eco-

nomically available in large tonnages from Nitrogen Division's plant at Hopewell,

Virginia, and for experimental purposes, in valved 1 25-lb. cylinders and 2000-
Ib. containers.

Molecular weight

Boiling Point

Freezing Point

Latent Heat

of Vaporization

Critical Temp.

Critical Pressure

Specific Heat

of Liquid

Density of Liquid

Density of Gas

S2.02

21°C

-11.3°C

99 cal/gm

@21°C

0.36 cal/gm

-10tc20°C

1.45 at20°C

3.3 gm/liter

21°C,atlatm

Vapor Pressure 2 atm at 35°C

Photo cour

Dept. NT 2-40-2

emicai

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.

ptember, 1957

'• Rocketdyne, c Division 0/ North American

Ethanoiamines* Ethylene Oxide* Ethylene Glycols* U re a* Formaldehyde* U. F. Concen-
trate— 8 5 • Anhydrous Ammonia* Ammonia Liquor« Ammonium Sulfate • Sodium Nitrate

• Methanol • Nitrogen Solutions • Nitrogen Tetroxide • Fertilizers <Sc Feed Supplements
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Figure 9

Block-diagram of the high thrust powerplant according to Fig. 8 with several "in-

ternal" loop actions and cross-connections. Probable mixture ratio control is disregarded.

surized system using a fixed expansion
nozzle motor can be performed by con-

trol valves arranged in the main pro-

pellant line. In case of more complex
powerplants like those using a turbine-

pump system, the propellant flow rate

variation can also be achieved by auto-

matic control of the turbine speed and
the pump head, respectively, Fig. 7.

In this case the combustion chamber
pressure is the control variable. This

method has this advantage: Any altera-

tion of the mixture ratio will be limited

due to the mutual dependance of both

pump characteristics on speed. To
compensate for the thrust increase due
to the decreasing ambient pressure with

altitude, the atmospheric pressure can
be applied as an auxiliary control vari-

able. This can be considered directly

when the thrust force itself is used as

a control variable (dashed line). For
special requirements, it is possible to

take the magnitude of missile accelera-

tion as a control variable.

Figure I I

The automatic control system has

to avoid any excess of turbine speed
overshoot, say more than 5 per cent,

and has to stabilize the engine opera-

tion at any dictated thrust level. It is

obvious that these requirements need a

close knowledge of the various para-

meters involved.

For high performance require-

ments multiple engine powerplants can

be expected. Here, the thrust chambers
will be arranged around a center line.

Exact thrust control of any one cham-
ber with respect to the others is re-

quired to avoid unsymmetrical thrust

forces. In Fig. 8 such a high thrust

engine unit applying three rocket

motors is presented schematically. The
extreme complexity of such a propul-

sion system can be seen by its block

diagram, Fig. 9, disregarding the auto-

matic control of the mixture ratio.

Mixture Ratio and Thrust Control

Considering a powerplant. Fig. 10,

Figure 10

SPEED
GOVERNOR
MIXTURE RATIO
CONTROLLER

THRUST
CONTROLLER

Rocket powerplant with turbine/-

pump-unit including automatic
thrust and mixture ratio control.

from the control engineering stand-

point, several closed loops can be

recognized which represent a dynamic-

ally complex system with correlative

influences due to the cross-connections.

Fig. 11. The thrust here is controlled

by the chamber pressure, the mixture

ratio by the fuel flow variation, and the

gas generator system which is supposecj

to drive the gas turbine, by the turbintj

speed. Together with the feedback acl

tion of the chamber pressure, six closec

loops result. The various pressure coni

trailers, as usually arranged within thtj

engine system, represent minor contro

loops which in case of instability acj

as disturbances on the major loops.

Combustion Stability Control

One of the major problems <

rocket development is the dynami
stability of the combustion process evei|

when an automatic control system

applied. Several investigators hav

pointed out that not only the configur;

Figure 12

I

r
L-

r—i

!

l i i J

Fig. I I. Block-diagram of the rocket powerplant according to Fig. 10 with six closed-loop actions. Fig. 12. Experimental arrangement f

automatic control of combustion chamber pressure P c and mixture ratio, (a) oxidiier (b) fuel (c) combustion chamber (d) pressure picki

(e) transmitter (f) pressure control unit (g) control valves (h) thrust measurement device (i) sensing elements (k) transmitter (I) mixtu
ratio controller (m) computer for the determination of the mass flow rate (n) computer for the determination of the exhaust velocii
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Further technical data, prices

and delivery information — on
the 5490, 5495 Console Record-
ing Systems and two- to eight-

channel 5475/5480 Systems
are available on request
from your Sanborn Sales-

Engineering Representa-
tive or the Industrial
Division in Waltham.

for

analog computer
readout:

modern, compact, mobile

SANBORN
CONSOLE RECORDING SYSTEMS

Up to eight problem variables can be recorded in inkless, permanent,
rectangular-coordinate tracings — with Sanborn's improved six- and eight-
channel 156-, 158-5490 Console Systems. Less than four feet high and about
two feet in width and depth, these Systems are completely mobile and de-
signed for maximum operating convenience. Controls and indicators on the
sloping top panel include individual-channel attenuation, position, balance,
sensitivity and stylus heat adjustments; switch for turning off B+ of output
amplifiers; chart drive motor switch (can also be remotely controlled); code
marker and/or one-second interval timer stylus switch. The Recorder unit,
either six or eight channels, features paper loading from the top, and nine pre-
cisely controlled speeds from 0.25 to 100 mm/sec. Four dual-channel DC Driver
Amplifiers of current feedback design are housed below the Recorder, and are
mounted on a chassis which may be withdrawn for inspection.

Electrical specifications of the Console Recording Systems include a basic
sensitivity of either .01 volt/chart division (5490 types) or 0.1 volt chart division
(5495 types); linearity of 1%; drift less than 1/2 chart division/hour (5490), less than
1/20 chart division/hour (5495); flat frequency response to 20 cps, down 3 db at 60 cps
for all amplitudes to 5 cm peak; either single-ended or push-pull input signals of 5
meg. impedance (each input lead to ground).

A useful companion instrument is the new Sanborn Model 183 Programmer, de-
signed to provide a connecting link between an analog computer and the Console Record-
ing System. Shown mounted at the top rear of the Console, the Programmer operates
the Console in the following automatic sequence: turns recorder drive on— feeds calibra-
tion signals to all channels -reads initial DC levels of computer — closes contacts to start
computer problem -records computer output for a preset chart length—turns off recorder
drive and resets itself for another cycle.

SANBORN COMPANY
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

175 Wyman Street, Waltham 54, Massachusetts

eptember, 1957 Circle No. 41 on Subscriber Service Card. 105



rocket engineering

Initial weight 53,600 lb

Empty weight 9,500 lb

Mass ratio 5.64
Propellant weight ... 44, 1 00 lb

Set value for

mixture ratio 4.52
Thrust 132,500 lb

Specific impulse 210 lb-sec/lb

Cut-off velocity 9,460 ft/sec

Peak altitude 303 miles

Burning time 73 sec

Table I—Data for a single-stage

ballistic rocket using tetranitromethane

as the oxidizer and JP-4 as the fuel.

tion of the combustion chamber and

the injector, the chemical and physical

properties of the propellants, but also

the effect of dead time and non-linear-

ity within the process, the stiffness of

the structure including propellant tanks

and lines, the propellant compressi-

bility and aerodynamic forces, repre-

sent a complex system affecting the

combustion stability.

Up to the present, the low and

high frequency combustion instability

problem must be handled more or less

in an empirical manner although there

are several theoretical papers which

propose methods for the automatic con-

trol of low-frequency combustion in-

stability. These control methods are

not yet of any practical use.

Automatic Control Methods for

Static Firing Test Purposes

It is an essential task of the static

firing test to check design parameters

and to examine propellant combina-

tions. Common methods to determine

the plot of specific impulse I sp vs. mix-

Figure 14

Test arrangement for the stability investigation

of a mono-propellant pressurized system,

(a) propellant tank (b) piston pulser to

generate a harmonic disturbance (c) com-
bustion chamber (d) injection pressure Pi

(e) chamber pressure 9, (f) amplifier (g) os-

cillograph (h) P, as the input variable (i)

Pc as the output variable (k) time mark.
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ture ratio step by step within a test

series using manual control procedure,

include some difficulties, especially

when optimum conditions (e.g., con-

stant chamber pressure) should be

maintained. By application of auto-

matic control methods, the function

Isp=f (mixture ratio) can be determined

within only one run. This method re-

sults in saving of time and propellant

expense, and improves the accuracy

especially when oxidizers with a corro-

sive effect are used.

Using an automatically controlled

arrangement according to Fig. 12, the

following problems can be solved:

(1) I8P vs. mixture ratio with the

chamber pressure as the par-

ameter, Fig. 13, solid lines.

(2) I8p vs. combustion chamber
pressure with the mixture

ratio as the parameter, Fig.

13, dashed lines.

(3) Combustion chamber pressure

and mixture ratio are held

constant. This method cor-

responds to an acceptance test.

The last step would be to evaluate

the test values by means of computers
and to record the results even as the

test run is being carried out. Besides

the usual data such as tank pressures,

thrust, propellant flow rates, and com-
bustion chamber pressure, other values

can then also be evaluated immediately

after the run. To perform all required

calculations computers are needed as

plotted by dashed lines, Fig. 12.

The Experimental Investigation of

The Dynamic Stability

Theoretical papers try to repre-

sent the dynamic system, e.g., Figs. 10

and 11, by means of linear differential

equations of the closed-loop or by the

transfer function. However, for prac-

tical purposes there are limitations since

the theoretical representation of the

dynamic system and therefore the in-

formation on coefficients and disturb-

ances, is hard to realize at the design

stage.

Besides the experimental dynamic
stability investigation of pressure regu-

lators, turbine-RPM-governors, or any

other control arrangements known in

common control engineering, the in-

vestigation of the complete propulsion

system is of a special interest. To con-

sider a simple example of overall sta-

bility, a mono-propellant pressurized

system is represented in Fig. 14. The
investigation has to be performed under

actual conditions with installed com-
bustion chamber, lines, values, propel-

lant tank, etc. Because there is an "in-

ternal" feedback action here due to the

combustion chamber pressure, it is not

possible to get open-loop conditions for

investigation purposes. The only possi-

Figure 13

Automatic control of P c = constant and mix-

ture ratio = constant, a to c are curves of

three different Pc values as parameters.

S = area covers the tolerance for an accep-

tance test.

bility is to feed the propellant feed

system or even the combustion chamber
with a harmonic disturbance. As an
example we can disturb the propellant

flow rate by means of a piston pulser

(input variable) and record the cham-
ber pressure response (output variable)

depending on the frequency, in order

to get the stability margin. Unfortun-

ately, up to the present time it is very

difficult to measure flow rate fluctua-

tions reliably. For that reason we only

can measure the injection pressure and

determine whether there is any critical

amplitude ratio (chamber pressure in-

jection pressure ratio) within the re-

quired operating range.

In the case of a bi-propellant

rocket, this method has to be applied

accordingly, however, the harmonic

disturbances are to feed in such a way
that any alteration of the mixture ratio

will not influence the overall stability.

As another example a thrust and

mixture ratio control is considered. The
dynamic overall stability can be de-

termined when the thrust control loop

as well as the mixture ratio control

loop are to be cut and considered as

open loops, points A and B, Fig. 15.

The investigation then can be accom-

plished subsequently by feeding the

loops with harmonic disturbances ac-

cording to the operating conditions. *

Figure 15

OK CONTROL WUVf

:nts ~V , :cwtwoluj
~^

Test arrangement for the stability inves-

tigation of a bi-propellant rocket power-

plant with a thrust and mixture ratio

control loop. At A and B the loops

can be cut for investigation purposes.

missiles and rocket
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Because in missiles and jet

aircraft everything has to work the first time

have been chosen for use in the majority

of our latest aerial weapons.

Type: C-1874 400 cycle 3 phase AC Motor

and Clutch. Weight: 4.5 lbs. Voltage: 200
volts. Output: 650 watts. Intermittent

duty: 12,000 rpm. Meets Military Speci-

fication MIL-M-7969A (ASG).

Type:- D-751 DC Motor. Weight: 20 lbs.

Duty Cycle: 5.2 hp at 2100 rpm (inter-

mittent) on 26 volts DC; 3.5 hp at 2200
rpm (continuous) on 26 volts DC.

Meets Military Specification MIL-M-8609.

Type: D-899 400 cycle 3 phase AC Motor.

Weight: 11.25 lbs. Volts: 200 volts,

lload: 2.75 hp continuous output. RPM:
3140 rpm output at gear box. Power
facttr; 83%. Overall efficiency: 76%
for.entire unit. Meets Military Specifica-

tion MII-M-7969A (ASG).

ver the years the precision,

ruggedness and reliability of EEMC0

products has been proven time and

time again. The consistent, excep-

tional performance of these low-

weight, high-output motors, a few of

which are illustrated, has earned

EEMC0 industry-wide recognition. In

this highly specialized field, where

perfection is imperative, the wide-

spread use of EEMC0 motors and of

EEMCO's equally reliable actuators is

eloquent testimony.

Type: D-932 DC Motor. Weight: With

radio noise filter— 13 lbs., without same

-12.4 lbs. Terminal voltage: 27.5 DC

plus or minus 1.5 volts. Load: From .5

hp minimum to 2.6 hp maximum. Speed:

Continuous at 12,000 rpm, plus or minus

.005%. Speed Control: By frequency

regulator supplying control field. Meets

Military Specification MIL-M-8609 (ASG).

Type: D-638 400 cycle AC Motor. Weight:

17.5 lbs. Voltage: 200 AC, 20 amps at

6.5 hp. Duty cycle: 3.0 seconds at 6.5

hp, 15.0 seconds at 1.5 hp. Maximum
capacity: 6.5 hp. Continuous rating: 5

hp at 2300 rpm, 15.8 amps, 200 volts.

Meets Military Spec. MIL-M-7969A (ASG).

Type: D-800 400 cycle 3 phase AC Motor.

Weight: 8.75 lbs. Voltage: 208 volts.

Horsepower: 2.5 hp. Continuous Duty:

11,300 rpm; Equipped with thermal pro-

tector. Meets Military Specification

MIL-M-7969A (ASG).

Type: D-927 DC Motor. Weight: 7.25 lbs.

with 2-circuit noise filter for ungrounded

systems. Weight of filter: 1 lb. Terminal

voltage: 27 volts, 18 amps. Load: 0.5 hp.

Speed: Continuous at 9900 rpm. Meets
Military Specification MIL-8609.

JEEMCo)) ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.
46 1 2 West Jefferson Boulevard, Los Angeles 16, California— Telephone REpublic 3-0151

DESIGNERS AND PRODUCERS OF MOTORS, LINEAR AND ROTARY ACTUATORS ... EXCLUSIVELY

!

3-sso



ENGINEERS &

TECHNICIANS

For ideal working

conditions with a

dynamic, creative

organization, send

resume to Chief

Engineer

8352 Brookhurst.

Anaheim, Calif.

Hallamore's doing it now
Hallamore Electronics Company is currently working in 5 segments of the electr

field essential to the success of our national defense program: 1 . Missile and aircraft test and grou

support equipment (development through installation); 2. Missile instrumentation and

guidance systems; .!. Advanced communications systems; ( Magnetic amplifier products

(autopilots, power supplies, etc.); 5. Electronic components. The Hallamore team, approxima'

1/3 engineering personnel, passed the 1150 figure in March of 1957 at its fast expandin

new Anaheim, California facility... a dynamic, do it now organization.

ELECTRONICS COMPA

a division of the SIEGLER CORPORATION



MAN INTO SPACE.

Liquid Propellants

for Manned Rocket Aircraft

rHERE IS A MILITARY NEED
for manned rockets. Guidance

lone may never measure up to the job

if bringing in the shot on a pinpointed

irget. At 150 lbs. a pilot represents

prtain guidance functions that all the

ectronic gear in the world couldn't

aplicate. The pilot could act as ver-

ier guidance to rain a whole fleet of

|:her guided missiles on particularly

Dscure targets.

There is also the most exciting

>le of all, the passenger and cargo

^rrymg rocket. It does not seem likely

tat a chemical rocket will ever propel

an over interplanetary distances, nor
'en to the moon. That seems to be a

b for the nuclear rocket.

North American has announced
eir forthcoming X-15 with speeds

omised in excess of those achieved to-

ay. The propellants for the X-15 are

I

lannounced but the others employ
'fluid oxygen and ethyl alcohol. This

i >mbination has done yeoman service

i the early missiles such as the V-2
lid the Viking. While LOX and ethyl

Icohol fulfill today's needs, they will

fcptember, 1957

By William Mitchell

Reaction Motors Inc.

not do for tomorrow's job.

The manned rocket of the future

will fall into one of the three classes

already mentioned: the military rocket,

the commercial rocket, the research

rocket.

Propellant Requirements

The propellant requirements for

each of these will in some ways vary

from each other and from guided mis-

siles. In most qualities the require-

ments of manned and unmanned
rockets will be the same. The major

difference between a manned and un-

manned rocket is the need to return

the pilot. This means some form of

airfoil device to permit a glide return

which results in a drag increase for a

manned rocket greater than that of an

equivalent impulse guided rocket.

The pilot must be protected from
aerodynamic heating, so an additional

cooling problem is impressed on the

manned rocket. In addition, the pilot

cannot withstand the same accelera-

tions that can be tolerated by instru-

ments, airframe and warhead. He must

have oxygen, be protected from toxic

leaks, and some sort of atmospheric

pressure must be supplied. The hard-

ware weight in a manned rocket will

tend to be higher than is necessary

for a guided rocket.

On the plus side, however, the

manned rocket will require little or

no guidance, although the pilot may
depend to a large degree on data and
instructions from electronic gear. The
pilot is a reliability promoter and can

correct some failures if they occur. In

general, his ship should be less com-
plicated in system concept than a

guided missile.

For any rocket, manned or guided,

high boiling point and low vapor pres-

sure are desirable propellant char-

acteristics: the propellant can act as

a heat sink without boiling or requir-

ing very high propellant pressures to

remain liquid. Liquid temperatures

can easily approach 300°F in super-

sonic dashes as a result of aerody-

namic heating. On top of this—the

regenerative cooling requirement of

heat flux in excess of 10 BTU/sec-ft2
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DB AXIAL-FLOW BLOWERS
SMALL -LIGHT WEIGHT- RELIABLE

for

AIRCRAFT and ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS

Bl^am We welcome inquiries—
DEAN & BENSON RESEARCH, INC.

16 RICHMOND STREET CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

PHONE GKe Ory 11600

Circle No. 72 on Subscriber Service Card.

ENGINEERED FACILITIES

FOR HIGH RELIABILITY

RESISTOR PRODUCTION ONLY!
(Environmental production testing optional, but recommended)

• Hermetically Sealed Deposited Carbon Resistors • Sealed Resistor Networks

• Encapsulated Precision Wire Wound Resistors

MEPCO INC., MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY
| IQ Circle No. 73 on Subscriber Service Card.

— °F—the temperature requirements

of the propellants can easily be raised

to 500°F. It is a natural desire on the

part of the designer to reject to the

propellants the heat liberated in cool-

ing the passenger of the manned
rocket. So still another heat load is

added to the propellants.

The ideal property of high boiling

point is even more desirable for the

manned rocket than for the guided

missile. In all of today's manned
rockets the liquid oxygen oxidizer is

a totally worthless propellant in view

of the high boiling point requirement.

The other half of the propellant team,

ethyl alcohol, is more noted for its

cooling properties and thermal stability

than as an energetic fuel.

Low Freezing Point

Propellants that do not meet
freezing point requirements can some-

times be rendered usable by the use

of additives such as ammonium thio-

cyanate added to hydrazine or water

to hydrogen peroxide. Usually, the use

of an additive to improve one property,

such as freezing point, will result in

the deterioration of another desirable

property. For example, while the freez-

ing point of hydrogen peroxide can

be improved by adding water, the re-

sultant solution does not have the

oxidizing power that neat peroxide!

enjoys. Mechanical aids can be used

to overcome high freezing point suchi

as heating blankets, blowing warm airii

around a propellant tank, or storage!

of propellants in heated areas. All or

these add to the complexity of han-|j

dling equipment.

The desirable property of lowj

freezing point can be somewhat sacrii

ficed by limiting launching operation!)

to tailor-made installations or temper-

ate climates. While this may be toleri

ated for research vehicles, it woukj

hardly be a worth while sacrifice fo|

fleets of military rockets and it woul>J

exact a severe logistic penalty fo|

future commercial operations.

A low value of viscosity plus

flat viscosity vs temperature curve

desired. Low values of viscosity ar

necessary for the small, superspee

pumps that are being designed int

missiles. Lacking temperature indf

pendence of viscosity, the rocketet)

must then accept engine performancj

variations or else build in a compli

cated compensation system.

As in the case of freezing poin

the designer of a manned rocket m|
accept a relaxation of this requiremec

because in the pilot he has a guidan*

computer that can readjust to compe
sate for temperature variation. Tl

pilot may be able to adjust the tr

jectory or the rate of propellant flc

missiles and rocke



HAWS Eye and Face Wash Fountains and
Drench Showers provide emergency relief in

seconds, where seconds count! Handlers of toxic

or corrosive propellents or other dangerous chem-

icals must have immediate first aid in case of con-

tamination. HAWS Emergency Eye and Face

Wash Fountains permit instant washing of affect-

ed areas with controlled streams of water—span-

ning the danger period until medical aid arrives.

HAWS Drench Shower sends a sudden torrent of

water to rid body or clothes of contaminating

material, before permanent damage can result.

Strategically placed in danger areas, HAWS
Emergency Facilities have simple fool-proof op-

eration—hand valve, foot treadle or pull chain.

Models are available with eye-wash fountains

separately or in combination with face-wash

and/or drench shower. For particular applica-

tions, models will be fabricated to specification.

HAWS Emergency Facilities now serve at num-

erous jet, missile and research installations. They

serve both for emergency first-aid, and also as a

routine precaution by which employees period-

ically rinse away foreign materials.

immediate
first aid for

contain

4i Install Safety in your Operation!
GET THE FULL DETAILS TODAY

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY
Fourth and Page Streets, Berkeley 10, California

I want more information on HAWS Emergency Facilities for my installa-

tion. Please send literature.

NAME_

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY
FOURTH AND PAGE STREETS • BERKELEY 10, CALIF.

Telephone LAndscape 5-3341

September, 1957

COMPANY-

ADDRESS

—

CITY

I I I
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ENGINEERS...
MAC presently has stimulating

engineering positions available

in a great variety of fields in-

cluding:

Internal Aerodynamics

Design Engineering

Structures Engineering

Electronic Component Engi-

neering

Aerodynamics

Structural Dynamics

Electronic Packaging Engi-

neering

Operations Engineering

Electronic Circuit Analysis

Digital Systems Engineering

Dynamics

Airloads and Flight Criteria

Aircraft Fire Control Systems

Aeroelasticity and Flutter

Thermodynamics

Wind Tunnel Test Engineering

Flight Test Engineering

Reliability Engineering

Telemetry Systems Engineering

Flutter and Vibration

Ground Support Equip. Engi-

neering

Liaison Engineering

For more information about our

company and community, write

in confidence to:

R. F. Kaletta

Technical Placement Supervisor

P. O. Box 516

St. Louis 3, Missouri

McDonnell
-^ircraj^t C^orporation

to maintain the planned mission for

the vehicle.

The missile designer is constantly

faced with a choice between high den-

sity or high impulse, rarely does he en-

joy the advantage of both. Fuels usually

run to densities less than 1.0 gm/cc

—

more often than not around 0.8 gm/cc.

Oxidizers are heavier, running from

around 1.14 gm/cc for liquid oxygen

to 1.55 gm/cc for red fuming nitric

acid and fluorine. Practically all rocket

propellant systems use more pounds

of oxidizer than pounds of fuel, and

this is a distinct advantage in lowering

tankage weight.

In the past most of the rocket

chemist's attention has been devoted to

rocket fuels, but in the past few years

there has been a switch to more re-

search in oxidizers. Fuels still command
the lion's share of propellant R&D.
Oxidizers offer a promising field for re-

search, since most oxidizer molecules

are dense, and rocket engines always

operate most efficiently on the fuel rich

side. It is through oxidizer research that

the present bulk densities of propellant

systems can be raised from the prevail-

ing range of 1.0-1.2 gm/cc to the 1.5

gm/cc range.

High density for the manned

rocket is a must or else the rocket is

forever chained to sub-space flight. The

silhouette must be kept small so that the

rocket can be launched from a mother

vehicle. Ground-launched, manned

rockets require a glide vehicle for

the pilot's return. The added drag of

the return vehicle must be compen-

sated by high propellant density and a

subsequent lowering of drag area

through compact tankage.

Present-day manned rockets utiliz-

ing LOX and ethyl alcohol are in viola-

tion of the high density principle. These

rockets are very limited in flight ca-

pacity.

Nontoxic Requirements

Aviation gasoline, jet fuel, and

liquid oxygen must be considered toxic,

or at least dangerous propellants, by the

usual methods used to determine toxi-

city. Beryllium, now labeled danger-

ously toxic from its history in the

fluorescence field, is practically ignored

as a fuel atom.

Meanwhile boron is the subject of

a great deal of experimentation, al-

though beryllium has at least as bright

a theoretical future. Such taboos can be

overcome as indicated by the rise in

liquid fluorine and liquid interhalogen

research as rocket oxidizers. With ma-

terials research and handling techniques

constantly lessening the danger of acci-

dents, it is not unlikely that dangerously

toxic materials will be tolerated for

manned rockets of the future.

Toxic propellants can be controlled

1 12

through adequate containment and toxic

exhaust products can be vitiated by

treatment or firing in remote places.

Noncorrosive Factor

There are no "ordinary" materials

capable of containing some of today's

corrosive propellants. Today's rocketeer

talks of stainless, inconel, aluminum,

silver, nickel, monel, teflon, Kel-f, fluor-

lub, etc. These are now "common"
materials. The program leading to the

synthesis of a new propellant quite

often touches off an equally large pro-

gram in the synthesis of a new alloy

compatible with the propellant or its

combustion products.

Liquids that can propagate ex-

plosions in the liquid phase are con-

sidered unsatisfactory for any kind of

rocket, since involvement of the entire

propellant supply in the tanks is pos-

sible.

The field of shock sensitivity is

still far too much in the realm of clair-

voyance. There are many propellants

moderately labelled shock sensitive that

await standardization and interpreta-

tion of tests. This is one facet of propel-

lant chemistry that is receiving a great

deal of attention today. The very nature

of the molecular instability is an advan-

tage when one considers the propellant

from the viewpoint of wanting high

specific impulse. A definition of toler-

able limits is needed.

The requirements for a manned

rocket are no different in this respect

than for a guided rocket, unless, as in

the case of corrosivity, a little extra is

required.

Ease of Ignition

There is probably no area which

has been more of a headache to the

combustion chemist, the thrust cham-

ber designer, and the test engineer

than accomplishing safe, positive, re-

petitive starts and maintaining smooth

combustion. Since it is impossible to

predict combustion kinetics, propel-

lants are evaluated and chambers are

designed on equilibrium conditions and

a number of ignorance factors com-

monly called "experience."

The size of the combustion cham-

ber and the injection arrangement is

usually finalized after hundreds of hot

tests, some of which result in harder

starts than the test chamber can stand.

There are spark igniters, glow plugs,

pyrotechnic squibs, hypergolic leads

sequenced operations, injector face

shutoff valves, splash plates, and other

sundry rocket engine tricks to over-

come our lack of knowledge of com-

bustion kinetics and droplet burning.

Since these problems are not likely to

be solved soon, we must fall back on

"experience."

A rocket industry innovation is

missiles and rockets



HONEST JOHN, complete except for propellant, warhead
and fins, is built of steel by ALCO under prime contract.

STEEL MAKES A BIRD

Alco's unparalleled experience in steel fabrication aids in producing missiles

For more than a century Alco has been

fabricating steel plate — first into locomo-

tives, then also into heat exchangers, pipe,

diesel engines; now into the strong and
critical shapes of missiles. Alco brings to

this new problem the special competence

I
that only an experienced steel-plate fab-

ricator can offer.

A long history of defense production —
both under prime contract and subcon-

tract — is another Alco asset. Just com-
pleted is a contract for M48A2 tanks, now
in production is Army's Honest John, as

well as Air Force Snark components. On
another frontier, Alco recently completed

the Army Package Power Keactor on

prime contract ; leads in supplying nuclear

components under subcontract.

Seven plants in five states, with a ma-
chine tool inventory of over $50 million,

make Alco defense products. For more
information, including a new brochure,

"What does it take to make a missile?,"

write Defense Products, Dept. ONM-2,
P. 0. Box 1065, Schenectady 1, N. Y.

ALCO PRODUCTS, INC.
NEW YORK

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

Locomotives Diesel Engines Nuclear Reactors Heat Exchangers Springs • Steel Pipe Forgings Weldments Oil-Field Equipment

September, 1957 Circle No. 43 on Subscriber Service Card. 113
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the hypergolic pair, in which the fuel

and oxidizer ignite on mutual liquid

contact. Hydrazine and red fuming

nitric acid (RFNA) are such a typical

pair. Fluorine and nearly any fuel is

another pair, while hydrogen peroxide

can accomplish ignition with many
fuels because the exothermic decom-

position of the peroxide provides tem-

perature as well as free oxygen.

The ignition delay of a hypergolic

pair must be short enough (less than

50 milliseconds, preferably less than

20) so that propellant cannot accumu-

late in the chamber to create an ex-

plosion.

Good ignition and combustion is

a must for manned rockets.

High Specific Impulse

This is the most important prop-

erty of all, for it is in the bond en-

ergies of the molecule and in the re-

sultant combustion product that the

chemical energy is converted to kinetic

energy. The parameter specific impulse

is usually defined as the pounds of

thrust per pound per second of propel-

lb.

lant flow or L,. =F/W= =sec.

lb. 1/sec.

The propellants react in the cham-
ber to produce heat and gaseous prod-

ucts. The products expand through a

nozzle, converting part of their heat

energy to kinetic energy, and are ex-

hausted. The specific impulse of a

rocket motor depends only on the na-

ture of the propellant, the chamber
pressure and the exhaust pressure. The
only properties of a propellant that

affect specific impulse are empirical

formula and heat of formation.

There appears to be a limit of

about 400 seconds to specific impulse

for chemical rockets. It is unlikely that

a manned rocket will ever achieve this

since this high a value will probably

require high heat of formation propel-

lants which lowers sensitivity and
thermal stability.

Specific impulse is a measure of

impulse per unit weight. The term
density impulse has been created to

represent a measure of impulse per unit

volume.

impulse
L„ =

unit weight

unit weight
bulk density =

unit volume
Therefore.

(I. P )(bulk density)
impulse

unit volume
A high density impulse is desir-

able in reducing silhouette for manned
rockets, but not at the expense of low
specific impulse coupled to a high

density propellant combination. The
weight of the pilot plus the special

hardware and glider requirements repre-

sent a fairly heavy payload and high

value of specific impulse is a must if

the rocket is to be propelled very far.

Therefore, the manned rocket has the

same requirements as the long-range,

heavy payload guided missiles, namely

high specific impulse. On top of this it

has the further requirement of high

density to trim silhouette, so that it

will fit in the mother ship necessary

for launch, or, barring that, will pre-

sent a low drag area for ground
launched vehicles.

High Thermal Stability

If any rocket motor is to survive

for very long with combustion gas

temperatures of 4000 to 10,000°F, it

must be cooled, or else the burning

time is restricted to seconds, not

minutes. The heat is usually rejected

to one or both of the propellants. In a

manned rocket, the extra cooling re-

quired dictates a need for thermally

stable propellants.

To be thermally stable, a propel-

lant should not decompose exotherm-

ically, or become excessively shock

sensitive as temperature increases. To
maintain satisfactory cooling of the

rocket chamber, the propellant must
stay below the critical temperature, and
remain a liquid in the cooling passages

without resorting to extremely high

fluid pressures.

High impulse fuel usually dictates

materials that are inherently sensitive

due to high heats of formation, and
this basic sensitivity cannot be over-

come by additives. A compromise must
be made between performance and
sensitivity. One such compromise is the

case of unsymmetrical dimethylhydra-

zine (ULMH) over hydrazine. Another
is liquid oxygen over liquid ozone.

The requirement of high thermal

stability is more necessary for the

manned rocket then the unmanned
rocket; however, some degree of in-

stability must be tolerated to gain per-

formance. There is a great need for

propellant research in producing ther-

mally stable propellants that pack per-

formance. If none are found, manned
rockets will never be much more than

a dangerous research tool.

The accompanying list and table

gives an approximation of the qualities

of some of today's propellants.

Jet Fuel and LOX
Combustion difficulties and hard

starts are known. Specific impulse is

better than average but not good. Bulk
densities are low. Thermal stability of

the jet fuel is good and may be used

as a regenerative coolant. This propel-

lant combination would support today's

manned rockets, but density, specific

impulse, and combination qualities are

not up to tomorrow's needs. Avail-

ability and cost will always make this

combination attractive.

Ammonia and LOX
These are readily available; cost

only slightly greater than jet fuel and
LOX. Specific impulse is about the

same. The low density of ammonia is

even more of a penalty than is jet fuel.

While ammonia ignition is difficult,

combustion is smooth and hard starts

are rare. Ammonia is. a good regenera-

tive coolant and endothermic decom-
position is an advantage. Satisfactory

for current needs only.

Hydrogen Peroxide and Boron Fuel

Boron fuels have been announced

as a future jet fuel. Therefore, it is a

reasonable assumption that they will

also be among future rocket fuels.

Specific impulse is moderately high.

Bulk densities are good. Cooling may
be a problem, but both materials may
be used as coolant. Costs are apt to be

moderately high. No cryogenic fluids

in this system.

RFNA and Amine

Acid density is very high. Hyper-
golic starts and smooth combustion pre-

vail. Cost presently is fair, and may be

relatively good in the future. Specific

impulse is on the low side. Availability

is good. Cooling can be achieved by

both fuel and oxidizer. Low impulse

will limit lifetime.

Hydrazine Liquid Fluorine

This is the ultimate in today's

propellants for density and impulse. It

employs hypergolic ignition. Very high

flame temperatures and the uselessness

of fluorine as a coolant plus the margin-

al thermal stability of hydrazine will

probably mean a third fluid as a cool-

ant. Cost will be high, and handling

will be dangerous. This is one of the

few materials that measure up to to-

morrow's needs from the impulse and

density view.

Liquid hydrogen appears to have

no place in the manned rocket field

due to extremely low density. Liquid

ozone is far too unstable. Normal
propyl nitrate and nitromethane lack

impulse and present sensitivity problems

for manned rockets. Ethylene oxide

also lacks impulse, but may be used as

a gas generator for turbopumps and

auxiliary power units.

The field of propellant chemistry

must produce the high specific impulse,

high density and thermally stable ma-

terials that tomorrow's manned rockets

need. If not, the answer must be sought

in nuclear rockets or space particle

rockets, or else man will have to be

content with flying up to a few hun-

dred thousand feet and then gliding

back to earth.*

14 missiles and rockets



NOW FROM FORD INSTRUMENT

ALL-SILICON-TRANSISTORIZED

EXHAUST TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

Developed for Navy BuAer

For first time commercially available

Actual size of instrument face.

Check These

Ten Superior Features

» Self-contained

» Instantaneous warm-up

» 2 sec. full scale response

» Wide environmental range

I No vacuum tubes used

b5°C accuracy

> Integral lighting

Extreme compactness

i Integral power failure indicator

No calibration required.

Ford Instrument's Engine Exhaust
Temperature Indicator was devel-

oped for the Navy Bureau of Aero-
nautics and is now available to other

users. It is a self-contained unit
which continuously displays tem-
perature over a 200- 1000 °C range
with ±5°C accuracy. Of extremely

compact construction, it has less

than one-third the volume and
weight of comparable vacuum tube

units. Silicon transistors are used
throughout, enabling the ETI to

withstand a wide range of ambient
temperatures. Weight of the unit is

only 16 oz.

High Applicability

Coupled with precision measurement

Miniaturization provides a 2" diam.

x 6" long self-contained unit.

(Unit is shown with case removed.)

FICo's ETI is packaged in a

single hermetically sealed case.

The FICo ETI is used for measuring

exhaust temperature in turbo props,

turbo jets—or in any other gas turbine

within its range. It is a panel-mounted

unit. Its high accuracy enables the pilot

to closely observe engine temperature

to ensure safe and efficient engine

operation.

The fast response of the ETI makes
it highly suitable for multiple thermo-

couple installations. It can be used as

a monitoring unit with any number of

chromel-alumel thermocouples in con-

junction with a suitable switching de-

vice.

The ETI is highly applicable to labor-

atory flight test applications. In addi-

tion, with modification, it can be used

in conjunction with airborne time-tem-

perature recorders.

FORD
INSTRUMENT CO.
Division of Sperry Rand Corporation

31-10 Thomson Avenue
Long Island City 1, New York

California Office

260 South Beverly Drive

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Dayton Office

29 West 4th Street

Dayton, Ohio

FORD INSTRUMENT CO.
Department ETI

31-10 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Please send me your brochure on the Exhaust Temperature Indicator

Name Title

Company.

Street

City
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rocket engineering

DIMAZINE . . .

comes of age as rocket fuel

UNLIKE THE physically refined,

naturally occurring hydrocarbon

fuels, Dimazine is a specific synthetic

chemical compound. Because it is a

pure compound, produced under con-

trolled conditions, its physical and

chemical properties are constant. It is

a clear, colorless, hygroscopic liquid

with a rather sharp ammoniacal or

fishy odor, generally characteristic of

organic amines.

Its structural formula is (CFL)

:NNH ;, and its molecular weight is 60.

It has a specific gravity of 0.795 at

60°F/60°F and weighs about 6.64

pounds per gallon. It boils at 146°F

and freezes at —71°F. The material

is reasonably volatile, having a vapor

pressure at 70°F of about 120 mm,
or one-sixth atmosphere.

It is miscible in all proportions

with water, ethanol and most petroleum

fuels.

Dimazine has a flash point of

34°F and flammability limits in air

from 2.5 to 95 per cent by volume.

The autoignition temperature in air is

482°F.

Dimazine reacts with carbon di-

oxide to form a salt. Extended exposure

of it to air or other carbon dioxide-

containing gases could lead to eventual

precipitation of the material. Dimazine

By William G. Strunk

Westvaco-Chlor-Alkalai Div.

Food Machinery and Chemical Corp.

reacts slowly with oxygen or oxygen-

containing gases at ambient tempera-

tures to form several products.

For flammability safety considera-

tions, Dimazine is stored under nitro-

gen and under these conditions we
have observed no formation of gums
or other solids, even after sustained

storage.

Range-forming work on high

temperature stability has been carried

out by heating small quantities of

Dimazine in glass capillaries to succes-

sively higher temperatures. Essentially

no decomposition was observed below

the critical temperature of 482°F, or

during thirty minutes at 550°F.

Some carbonization appeared at

700-800°F accompanied by a decrease

in liquid volume upon cooling at am-

bient temperatures. Inclusion of nickel

and stainless steel specimens in the

capillary containers had no obvious

effects. Further work investigating the

high-temperature characteristics of Di-

mazine is under way. Dimazine mix-

tures have been used as regenerative

coolants in rocket motors.

Dimazine is not shock sensitive.

Work by the Bureau of Mines has

demonstrated that Dimazine could not

be detonated even after deliberate con-

tamination with classical sensitizers.

Dimazine is shipped in special tank cars to eliminate hazards of this sensitive fuel.

such as rust, copper and magnesium

turnings and aluminum powder.

Materials of Construction

Metals. No known limitation

exists on the use of nickel, Monel or

Types 303, 304, 316, 321 and 347

stainless steel in contact with Dimazine.

Aluminum and its alloys and mag-

nesium (Dow metal 302) are good.

Commercial Dimazine does not attack

aluminum even with several per cent

added water; however, some attack of

aluminum has been observed by dilute!

aqueous solutions of Dimazine.

It should be noted that Dimazinej

typically contains about 0.1 per cent

water. Easy Flow #45' silver solder

appears satisfactory for use in brazing)

applications associated with Dimazine.

Copper and high-copper alloys should

be tested under proposed use conditions

because we have observed corrosion of

copper by refluxing Dimazine, although)

brass was essentially inert under these

conditions.

Elastomers

Compatibility of Dimazine with ifl

large number of non-metallic material!

of construction has been checked. Thii

best materials include Teflon2
,
unplastil

cized Kel-F3
,

polyethylene, Garlocll

gasket 9004
,

Hydropol rubber
5
, ami

graphite, but even less resistant elasi

tomers are being used successfully ii

certain applications. Promising result

are being obtained in a program de

veloping fuel cells and bladders fo

Dimazine and Dimazine blends.

O-Rings. Westvaco manufactui

ing facilities have used Garlock 90

gaskets with very good service. Poly<

thylene and Teflon have proven exce'

lent as gaskets for shipping container

Hose. The type of hose recon

mended will depend on the specif

service intended. Flexible stainless ste

and polyethylene hoses have been use)

for some applications. In view of tH

inertness of Teflon and unplasticizei

Kel-F, hoses properly fabricated <>

these materials would be serviceable;



rocket engineering
Pumps and Packing. Conven-

tional centrifugal pumps with graphite

impregnated asbestos or braided Teflon

packing is used in most instances.

Chempumps 6
(sealless, centrifugal

pumps) can also be recommended.
Sealants and Lubricants.

Xpando 7 and Q-seal8 have given satis-

factory service as pipe dopes in pro-

duction facilities. Because of Dimazine's
excellent solvent properties, no com-
pletely satisfactory lubricant has been
found. The current best recommenda-
tion is a mixture of Apiezon L8 and
graphite.

Drums. No unusual practices are

indicated for the unloading and han-

dling of sound sealed drums of Dima-
zine. If a leak results from damage of

a drum in transit, the spilled material

should be washed away with water

before salvaging the remaining Dima-
zine.

It is recommended that drums of

Dimazine be left sealed, just as re-

ceived, pending need for transfer of

their contents. Before unloading, the

drums are conveniently emptied by
either pump or gravity flow.

If the drum is to be emptied in

a single operation, it can be vented
during withdrawal by loosening or re-

moving the plug from the opening not

used for the liquid discharge. It is

normally unnecessary either to main-
tain a nitrogen atmosphere or to dry
the air that is drawn into the drum
as the liquid contents flow out. It

should be pointed out, however,* that

an explosive mixture may be present
in the vapor space of the drum if air

is allowed to displace the contents.

Neither oxidation nor moisture

pick-up should be significant under
these conditions. Before discarding, the

empty drum should be flushed

thoroughly with water to remove any
small amount of Dimazine remaining.

For drums being only partially emptied,

the most conservative method requires

that an atmosphere of inert gas be
maintained within the vapor space as

the contents are withdrawn.

Storage

There appear to be no critical limi-

tations on storage environment. Mild
steel tankage is satisfactory. Tests have
shown Dimazine to be thermally stable

it temperatures well above those nor-
mally encountered in the atmosphere,
ft freezes at a very low temperature.

From a practical viewpoint, stor-

ige should be maintained comportably
3elow the boiling point of the material
146°F). A limit of 120°F as the peak
emperature for sustained period is

•ecommended. Large quantities should
be stored in comparatively isolated
ireas, and oxidants such as nitric acid,

Large quantities of Dimazine must be stored in isolated areas, and away from oxidants.

hydrogen peroxide and halogens should

be kept out of the immediate storage

area.

Studies suggest the use of hori-

zontal cylindrical tanks, maintained
under a slight pressure. Mild pressuri-

zation under an inert gas, rather than

atmospheric breathing, is favored for

reduction of Dimazine losses from
periodic fills and withdrawals and from
daily changes in ambient temperature.

Fire Hazards

As noted earlier, Dimazine is

flammable. Open fires, sources of

sparking etc., should be avoided and
all equipment in which it is handled
should be electrically grounded. Explo-

sion-proof wiring, lighting and motors
are indicated for areas in which it is

to be handled.

A flammable mixture is present in

the vapor space whenever Dimazine is

handled under air. This is not unique
to Dimazine, but is characteristic of

a number of other chemicals and fuels

frequently handled under air. Some of

these materials that form flammable
vapors with air at ambient temperatures

are ethanol, methanol, acetone, ether

and IP-4 jet fuel. As a safety consider-

ation, the use of a nitrogen atmosphere
is recommended over Dimazine.

Dimazine fires should be com-
batted with large volumes of water.

This achieves both dilution and cooling

effects. Liquid Dimazine burns smooth-
ly and cleanly, and is readily extin-

guished on dilution with two or more
volumes of water per volume of Dima-
zine. Much higher concentrations in

water will support combustion, al-

though flame intensity is progressively

weakened as the Dimazine concentra-

tion of the solution is lowered.

Carbon dioxide and water fog are

also effective in extinguishing Dima-
zine fires. Chemical foams are not

recommended since Dimazine tends to

deactivate the foam-forming surfactant

and to destabilize the foam.

Toxicity

The acute toxicity characteristics

of Dimazine are similar to those of

hydrazine, and moderate care must be
exercised in its handling. Westvaco has

been producing substantial amounts of

this chemical for several years, and
has had no case of acute poisoning or
evidence of chronic poisoning.

Our medical surveillance program

MIL-F-25604 Typical

Specification Dimazine

99.2
Specific Gravity @ 25/4°C 0.783-0.786 0.7845
Distillation Range

145°F
147°F
-73 °F

Color (light transmittance) 90% minimum 96%
Water Content, wt. % 0.1%
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includes a pre-exposure physical ex-

amination. Personnel exhibiting anemia

or evidence of liver disease are not

used on the operation. Hemoglobin and

white blood cell counts are made at

intervals of six weeks.

The safety precautions recom-

mended for our plant operators are as

follows: (1) If the odor of Dimazine

is apparent, use a respirator equipped

with an ammonia canister. (2) Wear
splash-proof goggles and vinyl-coated

gloves. If possibility of gross splashes

exists, suitable splash-proof garments

are recommended. (3) If splashes do

occur, wash thoroughly with water and

launder clothing and other protective

equipment before re-use.

The most complete studies on the

acute toxicity of Dimazine have been

made at or under contract to the Army
Chemical Center where they are cur-

rently studying the effects of chronic

exposure.

Propellant Applications

One of the outstanding propellant

characteristics of Dimazine is its hyper-

1 1
1 1

TEMPERATURE, -40° F

PRESSURE. 1 ATM

1 1

WATER IN UDMH %

Table showing overall effect of water in

UDMH on ignition delay with IRFNA.

JP-4 IN FUEL . WT %

Ignition delay of JP-4/UDMH mixtures with

IRFNA showing delay in milliseconds.
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golicity with fuming nitric acids and

the very low ignition delay when used

with this oxidizer. The ignition delay of

this system is the shortest of any known

—only a few milliseconds. It also has

been satisfactorily used as a fuel with

liquid oxygen. This system is not hyper-

golic but smooth burning results once

ignition has been initiated.

The hypergolic character of Dima-

zine is utilized in a variety of ways.

Propellant systems using only Dima-

zine and fuming nitric acid have been

used very successfully. In other sys-

tems, a "lead slug" of Dimazine has

been used to give reliable ignition to

another nonhypergolic fuel system.

Dimazine has been used in blends

with other fuels such as hydrocarbons

to promote smooth burning. Rocket

systems using Dimazine include the

Army's Nike Ajax, the Air Force's

Rascal and the Navy's Vanguard.

The results of a study of the hyper-

golicity of IDMH with IRFNA was

reported by Potter and Byington at a

meeting of the American Rocket Society

in September, in 1956. They reported

the following conclusions: (1) At atmos-

pheric pressure, the ignition delay of

UDMH in fuming nitric acid is very

short, i.e., of the order of a few milli-

seconds. (2) Dilution of UDMH by up

to 5 wt. per cent of water increases the

ignition delay a small amount at

—40°F. (3) Temperature, over a range

of -65°F to 100°F, has little effect

on the ignition delay of the UDMH-
IRFNA system. Dilution with jet fuel

(IP-4) increases the ignition delay only

modestly at 70°F with a value of 30

milliseconds observed for a blend con-

taining 40 wt. per cent UDMH. At
—40° F the ignition delay of these

blends rises rather sharply as the

UDMH concentration is reduced.

Specifications and Analysis

A military specification, MIL-F-
25604 (USAF), has been issued by

WADC for unsym-dimethylhydrazine.

We collaborated with WADC in devel-

opment of this specification. Its key re-

quirements are compared with typical

Dimazine as shown in table.

Dimazine consistently complies

with this specification and we see no
economic penalty in maintaining this

standard as opposed to turning out a

material of lower quality.

We have proven the precision and

accuracy of analytical methods for de-

termining the properties listed in the

above tabulation and will be pleased

to supply copies of both the methods

and the technical reports supporting

them to those interested.

Supply Logistics .

The basic raw materials for

To the

ENGINEER
off high
ability

The most important engi-

neering assignments are now
being placed with companies-

which can point to superior

accomplishments not only in

research and development, but

in production of the end items.

Because of this, engineers inter-

ested in aircraft and missile com-

ponents and systems will find

outstanding opportunities at the

Garrett Corporation. Our prime
areas of operation include the

following

:

air-conditioning

pressurization

heat transfer and cryogenics

pneumatic valves and controls

system electronics, computers

and flight instruments

gas turbine engines and

turbine motors

The Garrett Corporation also has

made important advances in prime

engine development and in design

"of turbochargers and other industrial

products.

Our engineers work on the very

frontiers of present day scientific

knowledge. We need your creative

talents and offer you the opportunity

to progress by making full use of

your scientific ability. Positions arc

now open for mechanical engineer;

. . . mathematicians . . . specialists ii

engineering mechanics . . . electrica

engineers . . . electronics engineers

For further information regarding

opportunities in the Los Angeles!

Phoenix and New York areaH

write today, including a resum

of your education and experience

Address Mr. G. D. Bradley

CORPORATIOI

9851 S. Sepulveda Blv

Los Angeles 45. Calif

divisions:

AiResearch Manufacture
Los Angeles

AiResearch Manufacturi
Phoenix

AiResearch Industri

Rex— Aero Engineerii

Airsupply — Air Cruise

AiResearch Aviati

Service
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For control system applications...

the AiResearch time dwell
electro-hydraulic servo valve

New design results in high spool control forces

with positive switching action

The AiResearch Time Dwell Servo

Valve is a two stage switching type

electro-hydraulic valve. It converts

low level electronic signals into

hydraulic energy which actuates

mechanisms to steer or control mis-

siles, aircraft, and ground control

and similar equipment.

Weighing only 1*4 pounds, this

AiResearch valve has the following

characteristics:

Spool velocity rather than posi-

tion is the control parameter.

Spool centering springs are not

required.

Performance is maintained even

with contaminated oil.

It is unaffected by accelerations

to 50G in any direction.

It is insensitive to varying spool

friction loads.

It has a wide temperature range

of efficient operation.

In combination with a matched

actuator, the Time Dwell Servo

Valve gives true 1/s2 dynamic per-

formance. This allows the servo

systems engineer to achieve system

response, resolution and stability

previously unattainable.

• Outstanding opportunities for qualified engineers

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

Designers and manufacturers of aircraft systems and components: refrigeration systems

AIR COMPRESSORS • TURBINE MOTORS * GAS TURBINE ENGINES • CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLS * HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT

MATIC VALVES AND CONTROLS • TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

ELECTRO- MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT • ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND CONTROLS
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t BERYLLIUM
FOR INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEMS . .

miniature, light-weight, highly accurate controls

are possible through use of

BRUSH QMV BRAND BERYLLIUM

The unique physical properties of
BRUSH QMV BERYLLIUM
contain bonus values for designers

of missiles and missile guidance
devices.

RIGIDITY, DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY and MACHIN-
ABILITY allow design and
manufacture of highly accurate
systems without the bulk and weight
usually associated with guidance
accuracy.

HIGH STRENGTH and LIGHT
WEIGHT permit design of
components and structures for best

fuel efficiency and increased payload
of the missile.

HEAT CAPACITY, THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY and HIGH
MELTING POINT make
BERYLLIUM ideal for use under
intermittent or steady thermal loads.

RIGIDITY— 44.3 * 10 6 psi

LIGHT WEIGHT- 1.85 g/cc

TENSILE STRENGTH— 45,000 psi

GOOD CORROSION RESISTANCE

EXCELLENT STABILITY

HIGH HEAT CAPACITY

COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRENGTH- 30.000 psi

HIGH THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

LOW NEUTRON-CAPTURE CROSS SECTION

HIGH NEUTRON-SCATTER CROSS SECTION

HIGH MELTING POINT— 2345°F

GOOD MACHINABILITY

CO-EFFICIENT OF EXPANSION— 6.4 I 106 in/in/°F

BERYLLIUM METAL

BERYLLIUM COPPER
BERYLLIUM MASTER ALLOYS

BERYLLIUM OXIDE

THE BRUSH BERYLLIUM COMPANY, 4301 PERKINS AVE., CLEVELAND 3, OHIO
Circle No. 74 en Subscriber Service Card.
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UDMH are coal or natural gas, wate
and air. Salt must also be included as ;

source of chlorine if a modified Ras

chig synthesis is used. Dimethylamine
one of the building blocks for UDMH
is made from methanol and ummonii
and the second nitrogen in TJDM1
is also fundamentally derived fron

ammonia.
The equivalent of two moles o

each of these chemicals appears ii

each mole of UDMH. When proceed

ing through the nitroso route, hydrogei

is required to convert the nitroso ti

Dimazine. In the modified Raschij

process, the ammonia is oxidized b;

chlorine. Chlorine and hydrogen an

cheap, readily available chemicals whicl

present no serious limitations to pro

duction.

Less than one per cent of am
monia-methanol capacity would be re

quired to make 50-million pounds 01

UDMH annually. The processes in

volved in the manufacture of UDMH
are of a type that are readily adaptablt

to large volume production.

It has been Westvaco's policy t<

maintain capacity substantially in ex

cess of demand. Engineering studie

have been completed which will pel

mit prompt expansion of our facilitie

if and when increased demand appears

The price of UDMH has bee

steadily decreasing during the relativ«

ly short time it has been in commerci;

production. Prior to 1954, the price c

UDMH was about $15.00 to $30.0

per pound. In 1954 and 1956, this wi

reduced to less than $4.00 and le:

than $3.00 per pound, respective!

Current price for tankcar quantities

under $2.00 per pound.

Our engineering studies indica

that a selling price of about $.50 p
pound should be possible if large-seal

sustained production is achieved. Th
includes amortization of the investmel

and a modest profit.*

Footnotes

1) Registered trademark of Handy a

Harmon, 82 Fulton St., New Yo
N. Y.

2) Registered trademark of du Pont C
Wilmington, Del.

J) Registered trademark of Minnesi
Mining and Manufacturing
St. Paul, Minn.

4) Registered trademark of Garlock Pa
ing Co., Palmyra, N. Y.

5) Registered trademark of Phili

Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla
Supplier; Quaker Rubber Coi
Philadelphia, Pa.—Fabricator.

6) Trademark of Chempump Co
Philadelphia. Pa.

7) Registered trademark of Xpai
Corp., Long Island City, N. Y,

8) Trademark of Quiglev Co., New Yi

N. Y.

9) Registered trademark of Apiezon I

ducts Ltd., England; sold by Jai

G. Biddle, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Inertial navigation: the new art of guiding aircraft

to a pinpoint . . . without stars, radar, or human help

Aircraft will soon be flying so fast, so far, so

high that present systems of navigation will be

hopelessly obsolete. The need has long been urgent

for a new method that doesn't depend on star-fixes

or earth signals.

Ten years ago the Autonetics Division of North

American Aviation began an all-out effort on the

development of inertial navigation. For the great

advantage of this method is that it is entirely self-

contained, depending on nothing outside its own
precise components . . . retaining its accuracy re-

gardless of weather, magnetic storms, or jamming.

An inertial navigation system continuously deter-

mines an aircraft's position. Because it knows where
it started from and how fast it is going, it always

knows where it is. Everything is done automatically

by an ingenious crew of accelerometers, gyroscopes,

computers, servomechanisms.

Early pioneering and consistent follow-through

by Autonetics has resulted in the greatest total

accomplishment yet made in this new science. From
the beginning. Autonetics has emphasized opti-

mum reliability under actual field conditions.

Today Autonetics is producing in quantity the

electro-mechanical systems it designs: inertial navi-

gation systems, flight controls, armament controls,

computers, and other complete automatic control

systems for the military and industry.

Autonetics
A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS MAN HAS NEVER BUILT BEFORE
ptember, 1957 Circle No. 45 on Subscriber Service Card.



GET EXACTLY 400 CYCLES PER SECOND WITH

HOBART SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR GENERATORS

L
FEATURES:

• Simplified Design
• Rugged Construction

• Dependable Performance
• Ease of Installation and Maintenance

USES:

• Aircraft Test Checkouts
• Flight Control Stations

• Communication and Navigation Systems
• Instrument and Maintenance Workshops

Model 1048-18.75 KVA

HOBART
. . . Foremost in Ground Support Power Supplies—Whether d.c. or a.c.!

Impressive in power and performance, Hobart Ground Power Support Units (d.c.) are known through-

out the world as the chosen ground power unit in the commercial aviation field.

With the advent of jet aircraft, the merits of an a.c. electrical system is unquestionably the right

choice, so the need for 400 cycle power is urgent. Research by Hobart indicates that units ranging

from 3.75 KVA to 125 KVA are required. Design, development, and production of these new units

are in progress at M.G.C. The Hobart d.c. line will, of course, take care of the limited supply of low

voltage d.c. requirements on certain jet aircraft.

LOOK TO HOBART FOR . . .

Induction motor-driven generators— direct drive

Induction or synchronous motor-driven generators— belt drive

Induction MotoDrive generators (380 to 420 cycles)—vari-speed drive

Synchronous motor-driven generators—direct drive

Engine-driven generators, self-propelled—gasoline or Diesel

Trailer-mounted engine generators—gasoline or Diesel

Truck-mounted engine generators— gasoline or Diesel

Model 3008-P

37.5 KVA Checked to your specifications . . . Shipped to your schedules!

REGARDLESS OF COST . . .

you can't get a better frequency changer than Hobart because of these

outstanding features:

* Complete instrumentation

• Magnetic type load contactor

• Voltage regulation is by a magnetic amplifier

* Overload relay opens the main contactor on overloads

• Over-voltage relay protects the aircraft in case of excessive voltage
* Transient voltage, output voltage modulation, response time, and wave

shape are held to the closest possible limits

TO OPEN THE WAY TO FASTER FLIGHT SCHEDULES, SMALLER FLEET REQUIRE-

MENTS AND INCREASED PROFITS — WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

INCLUDING DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE DETAILING CONSTRUCTION, RATINGS,

TYPES, SIZES, AND SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS.

MOTOR
Box MI-97

GENERATOR
Troy, Ohio

CORPORATION
(Hobart Brothers Affiliate)

HOBART
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Propulsion Systems Evaluation

By George P. Sutton

Chief, Preliminary Design Section

Rocketdyne

AN EVALUATION of future pro-

pulsion systems for space travel is.

at best, highly speculative at this time.

The technology of some of the more
advanced propulsion systems needs con-

siderable research and development.

Some of them may prove to be funda-

mentally restrictive.

Analytical studies indicate that a

number of propulsion devices, which

will permit space travel, are theoretic-

ally possible. Those giving high per-

formances will require a larger amount
of energy expenditure per unit thrust.

This implies that the problems of some
of the more advanced propulsion sys-

tems will be more intimately associated

with the energy source, rather than the

thrust-producing device.

Many of the propulsion problems

become more difficult when the mission

requires a pilot or a passenger. Safety

provisions, acceleration limits, hazard

of radiation, or check-out procedures

become more involved. From the pro-

pulsion standpoint, therefore, unman-

ned space flight will be easier to

achieve at an early date.

The evaluation of the relative

'merits of one propulsion system over

another and the selection of optimum
jpropulsion system parameters will re-

quire the examination of many factors,

some of them still unknown. There-

fore, it is not possible at this time to

make a general statement as to the op-

timum powerplant for space flight.

Very likely the vehicle will be a mul-
ciple-stage space ship and carry more
:han one type of powerplant, each to be

Jtilized for a specific portion of the

light. A relative evaluation of the op-

imum powerplant, therefore, will re-

quire an evaluation of specific missions.

For takeoff from the earth and
)ther large heavenly bodies, and in

nany cases for landing also, a relatively

ligh acceleration is required. For these

"unctions, a liquid propellant rocket
nay well be adequate. A notable con-

tribution to space flight can be made

September, 1957

by improving and refining existing make flights around and to the Moon,
chemical rocket engines. Mercury, Venus, and Mars theoretically

Presently known devices appear to feasible. Multiple-stage devices being
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Ratio of thrust to weight versus specific impulse, sec, of different propulsion systems.

Mechanics Walter Pressir and J. W. Stewart set water-flow control valves on Rocketdyne's
high flow bench used to test fuel control components in large liquid fuel rocket engines.
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MULTIPOLE

PDM TELEMETERING
COMMUTATORS

45 contacts @ 20 RPS

90 contacts @ 10 RPS

30 contacts @ 30 RPS
(Only 3%"x 3%"x 6V2" for 4-Poles)

Featuring

:

LOW NOISE - 20 microvolts into

high impedance.

LONG LIFE - 500 to 1000 hours of

trouble-free operation.

NO BOUNCE -bou nce-free through

entire life.

Precision Design:
• Brushes supported on jewel pivot bearings.

• Brushes rotated by a 400 cycle, 1 1 5 volt,

single phase 20 watt synchronous motor.
• Commutator fully undercut between seg-

ments, internally segmented.
• Cylindrical sections present only highly

polished precious metals to the brushes.
• Internal wiring Teflon insulated and

shielded.

• Entire case hermetically sealed.

Special Construction:
The multipole 45 x 20 and/or 90 x 10 PDM
commutator is the newest 1DL high speed,

long life switch. Note these special con-

struction features:

• Factory alignment of inter-pole phasing is

provided to meet the I RIG Telemetry
Standards.

• Pulse segment widths of 700 micro-sec*
onds is a typical value for IDL manufac-
turing procedures.

• Pulse rise times of a few micro-seconds
indicates the cleanness of "making."
Either shorting or non-shorting operation
can be provided.

• All contacts can be made available at the
connectors for any desired external inter-
connections.

• Designed for missile and aircraft environ-
mental conditions.

Write for further information regarding

specific application to your requirements

INSTRUMENT
DEVELOPMENT

g*jgBK| LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED

An Affiliate of Royal McBee Corporation

63 Mechanic St., Attleboro, Mass., U.S.A.

Circle No. 75 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Pipe lines from three multi-stage centrifugal pumps on Rocketdyne's test unit. Harold Hupp
sets one of the valves on the equipment, the largest of its kind in the free world.

conceived can, with reasonable flight

times, make it theoretically possible to

fly missions to Jupiter and Saturn.

There is no known powerplant today

which would permit trips to Neptune
or Pluto, or which would permit escape

from the solar system in any reasonable

length of time.

Several different propulsion sys-

tems will be considered here in very

general terms.

Liquid Propellant

The liquid-propellant rocket today

is well developed and relatively well

understood. It uses a chemical fluid and
a chemical liquid oxidizing agent to

create thermal energy which, in turn,

is converted into a kinetic energy in a

nozzle. Apparently there are no funda-

mental limitations as to size of this

propulsion device. Many different forms

and types have been produced.

Rockets which produce only a few

pounds of thrust, as well as those pro-

ducing many tons of thrust, are entirely

feasible. The operating duration is gen-

erally short (less than 5 minutes) and
the accelerations are relatively high, yet

adequate, for giving good maneuver-
ability in space flight. Takeoff and land-

ing accelerations of 0.12 to 2.0 g's and
space flight accelerations of less than

0.25 g are considered practical.

The liquid-propellant rocket is ex-

cellent for take-off from a body of

large mass, such as the earth, moon, or

the planets. A vehicle designed for

these takeoff and return missions and
for limited space travel to nearby

planets will very likely require mul-

tiple stages.

The high-energy liquid-propellant:

rockets are very similar except theyl

give a somewhat higher performance.!

These rockets permit fewer stages or

an improved vehicle mass ratio for aj

given mission, but they do present prob-i

lems in logistics and engine design.

Nuclear Energy

A nuclear energy device achieves

its reaction by ejecting a heated work-

ing fluid such as ammonia, helium oi

hydrogen. The energy released by the

fission of uranium in a reactor is trans-

ferred to the working fluid which
|

vaporized by heating. The performance!

is limited by the maximum tempera

ture that the nuclear reactor materia

can stand.

The radiation hazards inherent irfl

this device from gamma rays, neutrons^

and alpha particles require speciatj

shielding provisions, particularly for aplj

plications where people are to be transM

ported. Nuclear reactor heating offerf

a potential specific impulse improve!

ment over the chemical propellanjj

rocket by a factor of two or three. Iv
j

missiles and rocket



WHEN YOU WANT IT...

A DEPENDABLE SOURCE OF AUXILIARY POWER

A leader in the development of reliable, light-weight, self-contained

monofuel auxiliary power systems for guided missiles and piloted

high performance aircraft, Kidde now offers its combined engineer-

ing talents and precision manufacturing resources to firms inter-

ested in advanced applications of auxiliary power systems.

At present, Kidde has available turbine-driven units with horse-

power of up to 200. These high speed units are designed to supply

accurately regulated power at mean altitudes of 40,000 feet and up.

However, they may easily be made environment-free, permitting

airframe builders extremely wide latitude in systems design.

As a part of its power system development program, Kidde has

gained wide experience with many monopropellants. These include

ethylene oxide, hydrazine, hydrogen peroxide and propyl nitrate.

Whatever your present or future auxiliary power requirements,

Kidde is ready to develop, test and manufacture equipment which

will meet your exact specifications. For full information, write

Kidde today.

eptember, 1957

Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., Aviation Division

920 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J.

Walter Kidde & Company of Canada Ltd., Montreal

District Sales Engineering Offices: Dallas, Tex. — Dayton, Ohio

Seattle, Wash. — St. Louis, Mo. — Van Nuys, Calif. — Washington, D. C.
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Bench-Top Proving Ground for Missile Controls!

Directional controls for guided missiles . . . tracking and scan-

ning devices . . . cameras . . . range finders—how well they

work depends greatly on the efficiency of their optical systems.

Recognition Contrast Rendition equipment at B&L com-

pletely eliminates human error in measuring optical effi-

ciency- Its direct-reading scale automatically rates how well

an optical system can "see" under lighting conditions of

variable intensity, as experienced in actual use. Accuracy:

I. 40th of a wavelength of light!

This instrument is not for sale. It is

part of the unique quality control

system that has made Bausch & Lomb

the dependable optical source.

WRITE FOR COMPLIMENTARY

COPY OF LIMITED EDITION,

"OPTICAL COMPETENCE"

(on official letterhead,

please, indicating title.)

Bausch & Lomb Optical

Co., 87021 St. Paul St.,

Rochester 2, New York.

BAUSCH & LOMB
SINCE^^^ 1 8 5 3SINCE mJW 18 5 3

general, the nuclear rocket appears to

offer the same areas of application as

the chemical rocket, except that the im-

proved performance would permit a

lower vehicle mass ratio and a smaller

takeoff weight.

Free Radicals

If it becomes possible to store ac-

tivated species of propellant, such as

nitrogen or hydrogen, then it may be

possible to attain a further improve-

ment in performance by augmenting

the energy release and reducing the

molecular weight.

Solar Heating

The solar heating device collects

radiation from the sun by means of a

large optical system and converts this

radiation to thermal energy. This en-

ergy is then permitted to heat a work-
ing fluid, such as hydrogen, to a

temperature high enough to produce a

reaction thrust.

This device has very low accelera-

tion potential and a relatively low
thrust output per unit of propulsion

system hardware weight. They are not

suitable for flight propulsion in the

proximity of the earth or the planets.

Acceleration will last over long periods

of time and the thrust magnitude will

probably always be relatively small.

This fact limits the solar heating device

to interplanetary space missions, and

possibly to satellite sustaining missions.

Arc Heating

Electrical energy is discharged in

an electrical arc which heats a working

fluid, which is then expanded through

a nozzle. The energy for the arc could

emanate from various sources, such as

captured solar radiation, a nuclear re-

actor, or batteries. Its thrust per unit

engine weight is believed to be lower
|

than that of the solar heating rocket.

Ion Rocket

Charged atoms (ions) are acceler-l

ated by electric fields to very high

velocities. The electric energy is ob-

tained from a nuclear reactor, batteries
J

or a solar radiation system. The thrust-i

to-weight ratio is probably even smaller

than that of the arc heating or solar

heating device and the rocket is againi

limited to space missions.

Should the specific outputs of the

powerplants mentioned be limited tol

perhaps twice their present value, theni

it follows there are no existing power-[

plants which would make possible travel'

to another star or even travel to the)

outer planets within the lifetime of as

man in a space ship. The crew would]

die before the journey was even halffe

completed. It will be necessary to de
i

vise new, more powerful, rockets tcj

achieve flight to the stars*
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From radar antennas to "readout" equipment...

AMF has experience you can use
• On land and sea, radar antennas made by AMF play a vital part in the nation's defense

system • And converting the incoming radar signals into instantly understandable infor-

mation are brain-like AMF Electronic Data Display Systems. The ultimate in "readout"

equipment, these compact console units accept either analog or digital information, instantly

convert, coordinate, and display the data on the face of a cathode-ray tube. Incoming

signals can be interleaved with synthetic symbols for immediate reference, and any segment

of the display can be offset and enlarged whenever desired. • See for yourself why, for

radar control of air, ground, and harbors, or for general-purpose computer reading, AMF

has the experience and equipment you can use.

• Arrr.amenI

• Ballistics

• "Radar Antennas

• Guided Missile

Support Equipment

iary Power Supplies

• Control Systems

DEFENSE
Defense Products Group

AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY
1101 North Royal Street, Alexandria, Va.

Asbury Park • Atlanta * Boston » • Dallas • Daylo Los Angeles Seattle • Tucst Washington, D. C.
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POWER
UNLIMITED . . .

Big missiles mean big engines. And big engines mean big tesl|

facilities. TITAN is a big missile—an ICBM designed to carry 300,'

pounds or more of thermonuclear warhead some 5000 miles. Aerojei:

General Corporation, TITAN prime propulsion contractor, has builil

eight giant static test stands like those shown here at Sacramentci
Calif. Immediately above is the simulated high altitude test ehambe>
Other views on this page show actual tests under way. Aerc;,

jet is not allowed to comment on whether any are TITAN engine



It doesn't take much examination of these

iiietures to see that rockets are an expensive

usiness. The tons of concrete and close-

olerance, high strength structure, water sup-

>lies for cooling the blast deflectors and all

he measuring and calibration equipment
lake these multi-million dollar monsters. The
est stand to the right, shown both by day
nd night, can take engines of over one mil-

on-pounds thrust. It cost $3 million to build,

hough no one-million-pound thrust engines
iave yet been fired, it may not be too long

iefore this is done. Unofficially, it's been
tated that liquid engines of over 300,000-

ounds thrust have already been tested,

^nd elsewhere in this magazine, it is stated

hat engines of virtually any thrust that may
5e required can be constructed. From a

tate-of-the-art viewpoint, there's no limit.



TO
NOURISH
AN IDEA

Dr. Peter J. W. Debye, professor emeritus of chemistry at Cornell

University, and Dr. Lloyd P. Smith, President, Avco Research
and Advanced Development Division, discuss the Avco research

program prior to Dr. Debye's recent colloquium at the Division's

Lawrence, Massachusetts, headquarters.

Pictured above is our new Research Center now under construc-

tion in Wilmington, Massachusetts. Scheduled for completion in

early 1958, this ultramodern laboratory will house the scientific

and technical staff of the Avco Research and Advanced Develop-
ment Division.

Avco's new research division now offers unusual and ex-

citing career opportunities for exceptionally qualified and
forward-looking scientists and engineers in such fields as:

Science:

Aerodynamics • Electronics • Mathematics • Metallurgy

Physical Chemistry • Physics Thermodynamics
Engineering:

Aeronautical * Applied Mechanics Chemical • Electrical

Heat Transfer • Mechanical • Reliability • Flight Test

Write to Dr. R. W. Johnston, Scientific and Technical Relations,

Avco Research and Advanced Development Division,

20 South Union Street, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

The full impact of science on man and his economy is

beginning to be realized. Past achievements, translated

today's technology, are transforming the world.

In the dynamic environment man has created, his civilizE

cannot stand still. He is committed to move forward to

scientific breakthroughs that lay the foundation for a st

economy based on advanced technical achievement.

Creative scientists and engineers, working together in an i

lectual environment where ideas can be freely expressed

freely explored, will shape this new economy. Avco is ere;

the environment in which uninhibited thinking men can sei

out new problems and work toward their solution. A new resej

center will provide a physical environment, facilities and cot'

with stimulating minds to nourish the best ideas that each

;

contributes.

Some of America's foremost scientists and engineers are at

here. Consultants, like Dr. Peter J. W. Debye, contribute thrj

colloquia and the stimulation of the inter-disciplinary cur)

imperative to high-level scientific performance.

Avco's scientific approach to urgent national defense protl

has already brought advances in high-altitude, high-speed fij

missile re-entry, aerodynamics, heat transfer, materials and <

areas. Practical problems have been solved; scientific horjj

have been widened. But the greatest challenge at Avco lies

work yet to be done.

RESEARCH & ADVANCED DEVELOPME

I
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LOX . . .

Mainstay Oxidizer

for the Missile Age
By William H. Thomas, Assistant General Manager

Process Equipment Division, Air Products, Inc.

TOMORROW'S DEFENSE depends

on a wide variety of highbrow

systems. With scientific and industrial

tools accompanying advanced military

units in so many ways, cryogenic

liquids such as oxygen and nitrogen

have become as familiar in today's

armed forces as ham and eggs.

LOX occupies a position of leader-

ship mainly because it does one job

supremely well. As missiles continue

to influence our major defense efforts,

only those systems with the highest

performance capabilities may be con-

sidered for certain key jobs.

For packing energy into small

volume with minimum mass, nothing

yet developed can successfully chal-

lenge liquid propellant rocket systems.

High specific impulse and ease of stor-

ing liquids in irregularly shaped spaces

provide a very potent missile com-
' bination.

Why should one oxidizer stand

out among the wide number of avail-

able liquids? The answer is practic-

ability. In addition to high perform-

ance, LOX answers more of the cost,

storage, handling, safety and logistics

I requirements than perhaps any other

material contemplated for volume ap-

I plication.

More for Less

Available for pennies per pound,

I

LOX costs less than coal in many areas,

i Few oxidizers are equally available

L for purification and refrigeration (at-

mospheric air is available everywhere),
i hence more reasonable in their cost

I than LOX.
Insulated storage facilities are

I available for LOX which limit losses

I to Vi to 1 per cent per daily use both
I for hauling and stationary storage.

If Storage aloft is not a serious problem
I

I

as the rate of consumption in most
missile equipment is so rapid that

vaporization losses are inconsequential.

Handling LOX is similar to han-
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dling other fluids of high vapor pres-
sure. As in any other such liquid sys-

tem, for example, gasoline, absolute
sealing can invite dangerous pressure
buildup. Simple venting is the rule.

LOX may be pumped, valved, filtered,

vented and even spilled like most other
warm or cold liquids. LOX has been
handled commercially and profitably

for a long time. Techniques developed
over long years in the commercial
oxygen industry are successfully prac-
ticed today throughout the military.

Safety is a critical factor in selec-

tion of materials and methods for de-
fense. Systems so hazardous to person-
nel as to include high risks of non-
performance could be catastrophic in a
time of real emergency.

LOX has a proven record of safe
storage and handling. Warm vapors
emanating from LOX are breathable
and noncorrosive. Oxygen is used as

a therapeutic agent in hospitals and
is assuredly not poisonous. Combus-
tion products of LOX with most fuels

are also generally nontoxic and safe
for breathing, so that personnel need
not be restricted from access to a
launching site because of atmospheric
contamination.

No fuel-oxidizer combination is

of any value unless available when
and where it's needed. Success of any
military operation depends on the ef-

fectiveness of supply lines and freedom
from dependence upon questionable
supply sources.

Today, LOX is available wherever
standard highway trailers can be put
down on a firm footing. Portable LOX
plants, currently in production, are
available for generating LOX from
diesel fuel and atmospheric air any-
where on the face of the globe.

The efficiency of LOX production
facilities today is such that one pound
of diesel fuel may produce two pounds
of LOX. Once a portable LOX facility

is installed at an advance base, further
problems of supply amount to the ef-

fective delivery of standard diesel fuel.

In summary, LOX is available at

very low cost, may be handled and
stored effectively by routinely trained

personnel, and may be produced any-
where in the world where a supply of
fuel is available for an internal com-
bustion engine.

On-Site LOX Generation

For many years, most oxygen was
manufactured in central generating
plants, compressed as a gas and dis-

tributed in heavy cylinders. Later, liquid

LOX became commercialized because
it afforded more efficient distribution.

However, despite handling economy,
delivery costs still soared as a result

of extensive manpower needs and high
labor costs.

Improvements in manufacture and
the development of advanced types of
on-site oxygen generating equipment
brought a significant change in the
shipping and storing of oxygen. Today,
most large industrial consumers prefer
to establish oxygen generators within
the boundary limits of their own plants,

saving transportation costs and utilizing

free local air.

LOX requirements, dating back to

Goddard's experiments on rocket en-
gines and missiles in the early '20s,

were supplied in relatively small quan-
tities from commercial sources. As the

U.S. military missile program gained
momentum, it soon became apparent
that vast quantities of LOX would be
required at areas remote from existing

large oxygen producing locations. Thus,
the on-site generator, born of industry's

needs for cost reduction, came to serve

military requirements.

Military 75 Ton/Day
LOX Generators

These units are designed for meet-
ing the following basic requirements:

1) Low cost and high operating
efficiency.
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2) Minimum of utilities.

3) Reliability for continuous op-

eration.

4) Transportability.

Large LOX producing facilities

which meet the above requirements are

currently "on-stream." Each facility is

made up of individual LOX generating

units which are considered to be a

maximum size compatible with railroad

and highway transportability or pack-

aged components. Each LOX generating

unit produces 75 tons per day of liquid

oxygen simultaneously with 7.5 tons

per day of liquid nitrogen, each at 99.5

per cent purity.

Multiple LOX generating unit facil-

ities are currently in operation and

under construction at stations in Cali-

fornia, Florida and Colorado.

The 75 ton/ day LOX generator

employs a high pressure cycle, with

certain process and equipment innova-

tions designed to combine lowest initial

investment with highest operating effi-

ciency.

Filtered air is compressed in a

multi-stage compressor to 2000-3000

psig. Between the second and third

stages of compression, the air is passed

through a caustic scrubbing system to

remove carbon dioxide from the air

stream.

Air leaving the fifth stage of the

compressor passes through a desiccant-

type drier system to remove moisture

from the air. After the air drier, the

air stream is split. One stream passes

through the main heat exchangers, be-

ing cooled by effluent gases from the

distillation column and is expanded

through a valve in the high pressure

column.

The other portion of the air stream

is expanded from compressor discharge

pressure to an intermediate pressure

through a reciprocating expander,

warmed through coils in the main heat

exchanger and expanded into the high

pressure column through a centrifugal

expander.

A double rectification column is

used. Crude liquid oxygen from the

high pressure column is passed through

hydrocarbon absorbers before being ex-

panded to the low pressure column.

Liquid nitrogen product is withdrawn

from the stream which also provides

liquid nitrogen reflux to the low pres-

sure column.
Liquid oxygen is withdrawn from

the bottom of the low pressure column.

Effluent nitrogen-rich gas from the low

pressure column is warmed in the main

heat exchangers against incoming air

and discharged to atmosphere.

A portion of the warm, effluent

gas is used to load the centrifugal ex-

pander and is then used for reactivating

the air driers, hydrocarbon absorbers

and reciprocating expander oil filters.

Actual operation of 75 T/D LOX
generators have resulted in an over-all

cycle efficiency (power cost) of approxi-

mately 780 Kwh/ton of LOX plus

liquid nitrogen. Actual operating costs

for large quantity production rates have

been reduced to approximately 0.7

cents per pound of delivered LOX and

liquid nitrogen.

The 75 T/D LOX generator is de-

signed to operate with electrical power

as its only essential utility.

It is required that these LOX
generators operate in remote areas,

often where no cooling water is avail-

nnn,COMPRESSOR
jj}

TO ATMOSPHERE

Flow diagram of 75 T/D LOX Generator. It's said to cut big quantity production rates

to about .7# per pound of LOX and liquid nitrogen. Designed to run by electric power.
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able. Therefore, the air compressor is

equipped with large air-to-air inter- and

after-coolers. It is important that the

generator have a high reliability factor.

Several units have been in opera-

tion for over a year with very high

"on-stream" factors. Actual production

has been about 10 per cent over the

rated capacity.

Because the use of the LOX may
be cyclic with high peak requirements

and also periods of full storage, it is

very important that the generators can

be taken "off-stream" and put back

"on-stream" with a minimum delay in

production.

Experience has shown that ap-

proximately five hours are required for

a single warm generating unit to be

placed in full production. Approxi-

mately one-half is required to re-estab-

lish production from a "cold" start.

Occasionally, any high pressure

cycle LOX generating unit requires de-

frost of the main heat exchangers. This

unit is designed so that the heat ex-

changers can be defrosted independently

of the main cold equipment. The total

time required to defrost the main heat

exchangers, and cool down again to

normal LOX production, is five hours.

The size of the LOX generators

developed for the Air Force missile pro-

gram was dictated by the transport-

ability factor. Even though the gen-

erator is large, the components includ-

ing "factory packaged" cold boxes are

all capable of transport by rail or low-

bed trailer which permits a minimum
of erection time and reduces erection

costs. It is estimated that the cost of a

factory packaged cold box of this size

is about 75 per cent of the cost of a

field assembled cold box.

The importance of LOX in this

)

country's missile program is firmly

established. It is already being produced
j

in large volume for the missile program

by the most modern and efficient type

of equipment available and at a cost

which assures its expanded use.

Vast improvements have been

made in rockets and missiles since Ger-

many, in military desperation, launched

its first V-2 rocket against England.

The efficiency of a missile depends on

many things. Not the least of these if

the fuel oxidizer. It must fulfill man}

exacting requirements.

Technological advances in low tem

perature processing have brought LO>
production to a high point of safetj

and efficiency. It can be produced any

where and transported safely in larg'

volume. We at Air Products are prou<

to be a part of our country's missil

program—and look forward to new de

velopments in the field of applied cryc

genics as it affects this vital defens

effort*

missiles and rocke
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is 2:42 A.M. and somewhere a man lies awake, men-

ly developing endless equations—studying prints and

lematics his tired but sleepless mind projects upon his bedroom ceiling,

rhaps he is the man who will be responsible for a missile of unbelievable range

,d accuracy—for a faster, better aircraft to make possible the peaceful sleep of

jantless millions.

(ere isn't much glory in the work he is doing. He wears no wings pinned to his

|rt as he bends over his drafting board. He never makes the headlines nor is his picture

jread in the news magazines. Day after day, people pause momentarily—look up—but seldom

: lize the vapor trail they see in the sky once existed only in the mind of a man—an engineer with vision.

!i salutes the engineers of the nation, dedicated to the task of building a stronger, happier America. We at Sun join

h the aeronautical and astronautical industries in urging young men and women to prepare themselves for this

I
at .profession—now on the threshold of challenging the universe! Sun is proud, too, of the role it is playing in the

I ft progress toward aeronautical and outer space supremacy—helping to make the engineer's job easier by furnishing

fx with vital testing tools and equipment. If You have a testing problem—if You need the right equipment to make
r job easier—we suggest you put our engineers to work.

E I- 3B3 <Z2T JEZ I <Z3

CORPORATION
1

Designers and Manufacturers of Aeronautical, Astronautical, Automotive and Industrial Testing and Service Equipment

CHICAGO AERONAUTICAL DIVISION: 6323 Avondale Ave., Chicago 31, Illinois

LOS ANGELES AERONAUTICAL DIVISION: 6701 Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, California



LEFT—The huge Winien polyethelene balloon, with Major Simons

suspended in capsule, rises out of open pit iron mine in Minn.

ABOVE Porthole view at instant of launch. Crewmen are Winzen

Research technicians. Man in center is holding capsule antenna.

PRELUDE
to SPACE

Mirrow mounted outside porthole afforded Major Simons a i

balloon and chute shroud lines (upper) and ballast can llol

An infrared view of the earth between Wadena and Fergus, MJ

A
ed view or me eaim -— - - «

taken on the first day. Temperature device is seen atjower^l

Temperature within the capsule was held near

flective insulation, an air circulator and an

constant byji

electric hes



ixhausted and disheveled, Major Simons

eceives a blood test from an Air Force

urse shortly after landing. The capsule lies

in its side where it toppled during land-

ig. Shortly after boarding the pickup heli-

opter, he succumbed to a much needed
Although he had planned to take

hort naps during his balloon flight, the

lany duties required kept him awake.

er a short sleep, Major Simons eats ham-
ger while calling his wife in Alamogordo,
M. Scott William, 3, sitting by Mrs.
ons, holds father's cap. Standing, left

"ight, are Samuel J., 9, Susan Ann, 10, and

ffy Jo, 8. Major Simons' remark upon en-

ng the phone booth: "Another capsule!"



CURE FOR CRAZY MISSILES
Once airborne, "sick" autopilots are a cinch to spot. Even
the boys at the roadblocks can spot them. The trick, of

course, is to design those bugs out of the guidance system
long before the count-down. It's easy to say. And it's easy

to do too . . . with the SERVOSCOPE® servosystem analyzer.

You "fly" the complete system through the entire perform-
ance envelope, and spot all of the weak points in no time
flat with Servoscope.

That's why it's SERVOSCOPE everytime. That's why
SERVOSCOPE is THE standard. Most missiles, and nearly
every control system, are checked-out with the SERVO-
SCOPE.

SERVOSCOPE is the only servosystem analyzer that per-
forms all of the checks necessary for guidance systems . . .

an equivalent check-out with other means takes at least six

separate instruments and assemblies. That's why you'll find

the leading missile builders and suppliers using Servo
Corporation's units in their plants.

An entirely different part of the missile's speed record is

set by the SERVOBOARD8 electromechanical assembly kit.

This portable, versatile arrangement expedites mock-ups
of any Servosvstem and slashes transition time from drawing
board to missile "shoot."

Servoscopes and Servoboards can play vital roles in all

types of servosystems. Want a demonstration? More data?

Just send your request to Technical Information Group,
Room B, Servo Corporation of America, 20-20 Jericho

Turnpike, New Hyde Park, New York.

SERVO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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missile production

Non-Metallics for Missiles

Non-Metallics Take over

Where Metals Leave Off
By John H. Lux* and Robert L. Noland*

THE RAPID GROWTH of the

rocket and missile field has placed

a great emphasis on production. Severe

environmental conditions have resulted

in a heavy emphasis on non-metallic

parts as construction material. These
can stand higher temperatures, are

lighter in weight, better insulators,

easier to fabricate, and have a wider

variety of properties than metals.

Among the missile non-metals are a

family of proprietary materials made
by Haveg Industries, Inc., and its

wholly owned subsidiary Reinhold En-
gineering and Plastic Co. These are

now used for components in 17 differ-

ent types of missiles.

Proprietary materials such as

Rocketon and Missileon are fabricated

in pieces from W-inch in dimension,

weighing only a fraction of an ounce,

up to single pieces weighing as much
as 50,000 pounds each. They may be
finished by standard metal machining
procedures and, in general, tolerances

are fairly close to those encountered
in the metals machining field.

Properties of these materials at

temperatures about 14,000°F are still

undisclosed, but in tests conducted,

performance was considerably better

than for magnesium oxide. During a

20-second run at temperatures ranging

from 9,000°F up to 12,000°F, a half-

inch thick disc of this material showed
very little erosion and no cracking.

This suggests the material could play

a major role in the solution of severe

reentry problems.

Haveg compounds are not metals,

plastics nor ceramics, but a combina-

tion developed for high temperature

operation. At high temperatures, the

organic binder is pyrolyzed or reacts

slowly with the high melting inorganic

silicates, giving a surface which has

the ability to resist erosion and the

conductance of heat while most of the

energy is reflected from the surface

and subsurface back into the flowing

stream of gases.

Among the items made on pro-

duction schedules at the present time

are blast tubes for use at temperatures

approaching 6000°F., insulators, in-

sulator adapters, motor cases, rupture

discs, throats, jet vanes, jetevators,

combustion chambers and nose cones.

Production techniques already en-

able nose cones up to 108 inches in

diameter to be fabricated on regular

plant equipment. Several of these can

be made daily and at very low cost.

Production Techniques

There are at least ten different

methods of handling the materials; ex-

trusion, internal spinning, external

spinning, indenting, casting, pressure

molding, transfilling, hand lay-up, bag
molding and filament winding. In addi-

tion, there are the same finishing op-

erations used for metals, such as cut-

ting, turning, threading, drilling, tap-

ping, planing, milling, grinding, and

coating.

While extruding is familiar to

everyone in the metals and thermo-

plastic industry, it also works with

thermosetting materials such as Rocke-

ton and Missileon. The compound is

forced through a cold or heated die

or mandrel to form the shape desired,

and the material cures on, or shortly

after, emerging from the die. This is

used, for example, in making blast

tube insulation.

Units up to 12 inches in diameter

and up to 20 feet in length may be

produced in this manner either batch-

wise or continuously. In instances

where post curing or post forming is

desirable, this type of operation may
be followed by pressure molding, in-

denting or other processes.

For large insulation systems or

blast tubes up to 12 feet in diameter,

extrusions are not feasible. Internal

spinning is necessary. Here high tem-

perature compounds are "spun" to an

outside mold surface and compacted

by centrifugal force or by pressure.

Pieces may be used in the steel

structure in which they are spun, or

may be removed by means of mold
release and utilized unsupported. An
example of process was in the coating

with Missileon of the interior of a

steel missile tube six feet long and six

* President, Haveg Industries, Inc. * Exec-Vice President, Reinhold Engineering and Plastic Co.

Left, Rocketon liner for solid propellant motor nozzle. Right, equipment now in place

as it may be used for mass producing high temperature reenty nose cones for ICBMS.



missile production

TYPE

Rocketon

Missileon

Planeton

Satellon

Orbiton

Mercuron

Terran

Reinhold Epoxies

Reinhold Diallyl

Plthalate

Reinhold Phenolic

Glass

Reinhold Filament

Wound

MATERIAL TYPES
USES

Missile Insulation

Insulator Adapters

Blast Tubes
Nozzles

Flame Deflectors

Same as Rocketon Pro-

tective Insulation

Jet Vanes
Jetevators

Same as above

Missileon reinforced

with glass cloth

High temperature elec-

trical insulation, Jet

insulation

Adhesive for assembly

of insulating ma-
terials to steel

Structural parts in mis-

sile and aircraft ap-

plications

Reinhold Polyesters Same

Electronic parts where

low dielectric con-

stant and low water

absorption are re-

quired

Same as Rocketon

High strength of struc-

tural parts in missile

and aircraft applica-

tions

CONDITIONS

Up to 6000°F., several

minutes, up to 3000°F.,

for one hour. Mach 0.1

to Mach 1

Capable of standing much
higher temperatures than

Rocketon at low gas flow

Up to Mach 3 with tem-

peratures in range of

5000°F., permanent op-

eration at 550°F

Higher temperatures op-

erations than Planeton

but for lower gas veloc-

ities

Same as Missileon

Designed for permanent
operation at 700°F

In conjunction with in-

sulating materials has

withstood the same con-

ditions of the above in-

sulations

Environment temperatures

under 300°F

Environment temperatures

under 200°F

Temperature under 200°F

Up to Mach 3 with tem-

peratures in range of

4000 to 5500°F, Con-
tinuous operation at

450°F

Airborne Ultrasonic

Liquid Level Sensor

r

Here is a new light weight, highly

accurate liquid level point sensor for

aircraft, missile fuel and oxidizer sys-

tems, and propellant control. Designated
Model RC-IA, it operates on ultrason-

ic principles to detect the presence or

absence of liquid at a predetermined
level. The basic sensor consists of a

miniaturized hermetically sealed ultra-

sonic probe, measuring approximately
2" in length and I 1/16" outside diam-
eter. The probe weighs only one ounce
and is always at the ambient temper-
ature of the liquid being gaged.

FEATURES

A response time of less than
10 milliseconds

Negligible power drain
Accuracy better than 1/64"
Sub-miniaturized
Light weight
Absolutely no spark or radiation

hazard

An associated plug-in hermetically

sealed control unit contains a sensitive

relay capable of performing a control

or indication function. Weight of this

unit is only six ounces.

Various modifications are available to

meet your particular needs. Probes
capable of sensing cryogenic, highly

corrosive, or radioactive liquids are
available. Let us knew your specifica-

tions. There's an Acoustica "representa-
tive to help you anywhere it? the U. S.

and abroad. Mail your request for

information with your Name, Position,

Company, and address to:

DEPT. MR

ACOUSTICA ASSOCIATES
Glenwood Landing, Long Island, N. Y.

Phone—Oriole 6-0370-1-7.-3
Circle No. 77 on Subscriber Sorvico Card.
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inches in diameter with a closed end.

The spun interior was cured and ma-

chined right in place and then for-

warded for loading with propellant. In

both internal and external spinning, an

outstanding resistance to erosion is de-

veloped by virtue of the fact that the

filler structure is oriented circumferen-

tially to the direction of gas flow

through the tubes. Erosion resistance is

improved up to ten times previous best

values.

In contrast to internal spinning,

there is no limit in size to external

spun pieces. For example, the whole
8-foot length of a rocket unit was
coated with Missileon V2 inch thick

(including the nose cone), followed by

a polishing operation which provided a,

brilliant marble-like highly reflective!

surface. Rolls, 12 feet in diameter,

have also been coated. Venturi sections

up to 20 feet in length have also beer!

made, and shapes such as elbows an:

missiles and rocket



TALK ABOUT MINIATURIZATION!

. . . Giannini has really hatched one this time.

almost spaceless . . . almost weightless

THE "ONE CUBIC INCH" PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
— so small that 93 instruments won't quite cover this

ad — packs king-sized performance in its l'Vside case.

Developed for the Vanguard Earth Satellite, this

potentiometer output transducer provides a high level

output proportional to absolute, differential or gage
pressures to 50 psi. Resolution is better than 300 wires

(0.337c) and weight is less than 3 oz.

For full details, irtease write for Data Sheet

No. 451218, the "Cubic-finch" Pressure Transducer.

CHICAGO, ILL., 8 South Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK 1, N.Y., Empire State Bldg.

.PASADENA, CALIF., 918 East Green St.

GIANNINI & CO., INC. • 918 EAST GREEN STREET

| 957 Circle No. 50 on Subscriber Service Card.

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
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THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

land POWER takes on new offensive strength by employing surface-
to-surface missiles to pinpoint retaliatory blows against aggressors
and destroy selected land targets.

air POWER is made more formidable by use of air-to-air missiles
to intercept the high-speed attacks of enemy jet fighters or bombers.

SEA power is strengthened and its range extended by surface-to-

missiles designed to intercept attacking aircraft far from our shor

MISSILES:
On their precision may rest

the fate of the world

No matter how many missiles a nation builds, no matter he

much they cost, the effort is useless if they fail to deliver',

warhead squarely on the target. On the other hand, the nati'

possessing missiles of known precision has one of the great

powers on earth to prevent wars. No aggressor could affc!

the swift and deadly retaliation such missiles assure.

Whether a missile is designed to intercept a bomber at sh

range — or demolish a target in another hemisphere —
effectiveness depends to a large extent on the performance ;

the gyroscopic, electronic, hydraulic and mechanical syste

which guide it. With new missiles capable of reaching 5,(

mph within seconds after blast-off, these ultra-sensitive cc

ponents must survive violent stresses and hold the missile

its true course to the exact moment of impact.

Through the foresight of America's military strategists rl

missiles now constitute a strong power in maintaining wcjfl

peace. Our immunity to attack will continue, however, onh^l
long as their precision remains superior. Sperry's contributi si

to our missile program range from instrumentation and cciJ

ponents through major subsystems like radar and ineril

guidance, to complete missile weapon systems and autom c|

checkout equipment.

SPFRRY
emscopi compmk

Great Neck, New York

DIVISION OF SPERR Y RAND CORPORATION



easily converted by spinning first in

one direction and then changing the

axis and completing the job. External

spinning also allows one to build up
the strength by adding additional wall

thicknesses or by inclusion of reinforc-

ing materials such as glass cloth or

other fibrous materials.

Indenting is a general process

where a clay-like high temperature

compound is forced, under low pres-

sure, to conform to an irregular shape.

Using these techniques, such peculiar

devices as angular exhausts, angular

tail cones, reversing chambers, auxili-

ary tubes and igniters may be installed

in rocket motor systems.

Casting techniques are useful for

filling a shape for either protection

from heat to provide electrical insula-

tion or to provide extra strength or

rigidity.

A large amount of engineering

and technical effort has been directed

toward the development of high pres-

sure molded parts containing large per-

centages of inert fillers, such as glass

and asbestos. In the fabrication of

these parts, hardened chromium-plate

match-metal steel dies are employed.

These dies are usually designed to

yield parts that conform to the draw-
ing requirements without subsequent

machining operations. By proper con-

trol of the die design it is possible to

mold satisfactory parts having very

close dimensional tolerances. For ex-

ample, with high pressure molding,

Planeton has replaced a molybdenum-
tipped graphite jet vane. The molded
vane is not only more economical to

produce but also has superior per-

formance characteristics in the jet

stream.

Many other rocket and missile

parts are being produced by high pres-

sure molding operations, such as nozzle

and throat sections, exit cones, heat in-

sulators and various other motor inter-

nal components. Molding requires high

temperatures and pressures varying

from 100 to 15,000 psi. The actual

molding pressure, temperature and
cycle is a function of the parts design

as well as the type of molding material

utilized. This method is particularly

valuable for mass production. The size

can vary from a few grams to as high
as 450 pounds.

Great strides have been made re-

cently in the molding of close-toler-

anced parts for the electronics industry.

For example, in one large electronic

molding there are approximately 100
rare-metal plated inserts positioned rel-

ative to each other by close (less than
.001 inch per inch) dimensional and
angular tolerances. The tolerances are
such that it is necessary to maintain
tolerances of less than .001 inch per

September, 1957

inch. This part was put in production

at a cost far less than that of the hand-
fabricated part.

In areas where a moderate num-
ber of parts are needed (normally 50-

100), it is too costly to buy a complete
match metal die mold and to set up on
a production basis. These units may be
made by buying an inexpensive steel

mold which is then filled by transfer-

ring the proper amount of compound
by means of a hydraulic ram. Once the

mold has been filled under pressure, it

may be moved to curing ovens for

final completion.

When it is impossible to utilize the

existing mechanical techniques because

of the size and shape of a unit or for

the fabrication of a single model unit,

hand lay-up is often the simplest.

Skilled operators, using melamine,
epoxy, phenolic or polyester resin, im-

pregnated upon glass or other fibrous

materials, actually make the compound
conform to the shape of a surface or

mold, and put on as many thicknesses

as desired to build up the desired sur-

face. Shapes 250 feet long and 20 feet

in diameter are common. In such a

process it is easy to install honeycomb
and other inserts.

Bag molding is a process of press-

ing a previously prepared lay-up be-

tween a fixed form and a flexible bag
by application of vacuum to the area

between the mold and the bag or by
use of steam or other fluid pressure.

Both wet and "prepreg" type lay-ups

may be used. In contrast to match
metal die moldings, where both sides

are finished to good surfaces, only one
side is in the finished state. Heat ex-

changer ducts, for example, can be

manufactured this way.

Filament winding consists of feed-

ing resin-impregnated continuous glass

filaments to a rotating mandrel, with

the external dimensions of the mandrel
conforming to the requisite internal

dimensions of the desired part. By use

of the continuous glass filaments it is

possible to realize structural strengths

considerably higher than those obtained

by other fabrication methods where
glass filaments are utilized. It is pos-

sible to realize tensile strength as high

as 150,000 psi under ideal conditions

where the filaments are all aligned in

the same direction.

By varying the alignment of the

filament in the fabricated structure, it

is possible to alter its structural charac-

teristics. For example, the 150,000 psi

strength condition is achieved in a

cylindrical vessel where the fibers are

oriented to resist only hoop loads. For
a closed end pressure vessel, it is pos-

sible to align the fibers in the direction

of the principal stress and thus obtain

the ultimate structural use of the glass

filaments. The resulting pressure vessel

TRANS-SONICS

PRECISION TRANSDUCERS

for measurement and control of

• TEMPERATURE
-400F to +2000F

• PRESSURE
0-5 to 0-5000 psi

to meet strictest requirements of

• TELEMETRY

• MISSILE RESEARCH

AIRCRAFT CONTROL

an example of

TRANS-SONICS
ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION

OPEN TEMPERATURE
PICKUPS

The illustrated OPEN TEMPERATURE
PICKUPS are precision platinum resistance

thermometers capable of high-speed tempera-
ture measurement of gases and non-corrosive

fluids. Resistance winding, supported on
ceramic-insulated posts or on card, is in direct

contact with environment to be measured, and
can have time constants as fast as 50 milli-

seconds. Full-scale output voltages of 5 volts

can be delivered directly to telemetry commu-
tation circuits. Units operate" over selected

ranges from —320F to +750F (~«00C to

+400C), with accuracy better than ± 1% of full

scale and repeatability of ±0.2%. Calibration

Certificate giving precise 5-point calibration

supplied with each unit. Stainless steel ease
and rugged construction withstand 1500 psia

pressures, ±25 g vibration, and 60 g shocks
under MIL-E-5272A. Send for Technical
Bulletins 11S2 and 1350.

TRANS-SONICS
INCORPORATED
Burlington, Massachusetts

Circle No. 80 on Subscriber Service Card.
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missile production

CALL ON

Irich specialists!

We can handle your short or extensive-run machine

operations requiring shop equipment for producing

medium to large units to extreme precision

specifications. We are currently doing specialized

machine work on prototypes and quantity

production of accessories and components tor

leading western companies engaged in rocket

and propulsion projects.

Let ua know your requirements -send prints for bids.

20 page brochure on our focilffcei sent on request-

write TODAY!

MILLRICH ENGINEERING CORP.
175 West Magnolia Boulevard
Burbank, California

Subscriber Service Card.

OPEN DEWAR
FLASKS

For Low-Temp Liquids

Exclusive Radiation

Shield Keeps Low Boiling

Point Liquids Longer

These sturdy, shielded-arc welded all stainless

steel (18-8 type 304) open Dewar Flasks attain

the highest degree of structural strength and

thermal efficiency. The internal wall surfaces are

treated for optimum reduction of radiant heat

transfer. In addition, these flasks feature an

exclusive radiation shield which is also treated

on both sides, effectively reducing the remaining

radiant heat transfer by approximately 50/o.

With a hard vacuum of 10"*, of Hg or less the

effectiveness of Hofman Dewars, in containing

liquid air, oxygen, nitrogen and argon is unsur-

passed by any other open vessel.

Send for our new 16 page catalog LOW TEMPERATURE APPARATUS

226 Emmet St.

Laboratories/ Inc. Newark, N. J.

West Coa

ho|vma/*v
st Agent: BLAIR-MARTIN CO., INC., 1010 Fair Oaks, So. Pasadena, C

Circle No. 79 on Subscriber Service Card.

can have a hoop-burst strength as high

as 80,000 psi, the limiting design fea-

ture being the method by which the

end closures are attached to the cylin-

drical section of the vessel.

Since the glass filament wound

structures have a low density, approxi-

mately .067 pounds per cubic inch, and

relatively high strength characteristics,

they can be utilized to great advantage

in missile and aircraft applications. For

example, Reinhold designed, developed

and put into pilot production, an all-

plastic, small caliber ordnance rocket.

Its performance characteristics were far

superior to those obtained with a

similarly designed all-metal round. The

effectiveness of the all-plastic round is.

demonstrated by its reaching a burnout

velocity of 3800 fps as compared to

2300 fps for the metal round.

This method of fabrication makes

it possible to obtain excellent produc-

tivity. Of 8000 four-inch diameter

couplings currently no units have failed

the 100 per cent hydrostatic pressure

test. This unit will satisfactorily with-

stand an external pressure in excess of

5000 psi.

Production methods and costs

often depend on quantity. For example,

a prototype might me made for $100
;

by an indenting process using a cheap

wood mold. Following the success of

such a unit, 50 might be made for $50

each, using a low cost metal mold.

Finally, production of 5000 units would

be carried out at $20 each using a

match metal die mold in a large auto-

matic press. Haveg's large stock of

over 30,000 different molds enables

them to make almost half their new

items with an insignificant mold charge.

For machine finishing, cemented

carbide tools of the harder grades and

coarse abrasive wheels are preferred.

Common tool steel may be used, but it

dulls rapidly. Another technique is to

finish each part independently, assemble

in the plant and then perform a second

finishing operation. Blast tubes can be

cemented into the steel chambers by

means of Terran flexible cement. The

joint between the two insulation ma-

terials is then made by indenting with

Rocketon cement which is of the same

composition as the insulation and will

withstand operation up to 6000°F., a

sonic velocities.

These materials have many ad-

vantages over graphite as a material of

construction. Probably their most im-

portant property is their high degree

of reflectance at high temperatures.!

Since a major portion of the heat tranl

fer at temperatures above 2500°F. i^

by radiation (note the high value of the

T4 factor in the Stefans-Boltzman

equation), the degree of whiteness or.

blackness is extremely critical. While

missiles and rocket:
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THIS
JOB
CAN'T
WAIT!

The computer system for the Intermediate Range and
^continental Ballistic Missiles being built by Remington Rand
ivac is vital to national defense.

The United States must be ready to deliver a swift and
>hing counterpunch in case of enemy attack. The Univac®
tern would guide such missiles as the Air Force's TITAN
: THOR on their missions of retribution.

There is immediate need for qualified men in Univac's highly

:ntial ICBM program. Here is your opportunity to take

t in a fascinating, crucially important project . . . your

'ortunity to find a permanent position and limitless

ire with Univac— world leader in the field of

tronic computers.

Immediate Openings for:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS for

component engineering, transistor

circuit applications, circuit analysis

and design, reliability, engineer-

ing test, component evaluation,

quality control and specifications.

MATHEMATICIANS, BS, MS, and PhD levels for

programming, math research, statistical analysis,

data conversion. One to seven years' experience.

PHYSICISTS, BS, MS, PhD levels for research and
development of systems and circuitry of digital

computers, for evaluation of component relia-

bility, and for physical research including evapo-

rative thin film research and other solid state

phenomena.

Also, other non-miliiary career openings at our

/aborafon'es in Philadelphia, Pa., Norwalk, Conn.,

and St. Paul, Minn.

J complete resume to:

D1VISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

MR. H. A. POENACK
Dept. S8-39

Univac Park • St. Paul 16, Minn.

.'ered U S Pnt.m rCn



missile production

When tomorrow's rocket takes off for a destination in space,

its propellant will undoubtedly be a high energy
fuel-oxidant system . . . and the oxidant may well be ozone.

In the comparatively short period since the development
by Welsbach of dependable tonnage ozonators, the
applications of this versatile low-cost oxidant have
broadened to include practically every industry. It is

recognized for its specificity and purity in chemical synthesis

reactions and has made possible increased yields of high
quality products from cheap and abundant raw materials.

Specific uses for Welsbach ozone include the production
of lubricants for high-speed motors and jets and the
oxidation of corrosive chlorides in nitric acid recovery
following atomic fuel extraction. Ozone also effectively

removes phenol and cyanide from industrial wastes, and
improves the oxidation characteristics of mineral oils.

These and numerous other uses indicate that the scope
of applications for Welsbach ozone is unlimited. Through
constant research, Welsbach continues to enlarge the field

for ozone as an oxidant. With an unparalleled background
in the design and construction of tonnage ozone
plants, Welsbach offers you a long and varied experience
in ozone application.

Call or write us today for help in solving your
oxidation problem.

Write for this booklet on Wels-
bach Ozone Generation for In-

dustrial Application. Please in-

dicote company and title.

/ATHE WELSBACH CORPORATION
~^fc/zONE PROCESSES DIVISION

DEPT. 604, 15th & WALNUT STS.

PHILADELPHIA 1, PENNSYLVANIA
Circle No. 91 on Subscriber Service Card.
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the reflectivity of most materials ranges

from 40 to 70 per cent, Rocketon and
Missileon have reflectivities of 95 per

cent or above at 3000° to 5000T. This

compares with a factor of 50 per cent

to 52 per cent for graphite under the

same conditions.

A further advantage is that Haveg's

insulating value is many thousand times

better than graphite so that in addition

to not absorbing the heat, any heat

which is absorbed is not passed on to

cause deterioration to other parts.

Other advantages over graphite in-

clude: Brinell hardness of about 42
where graphite is so soft that it does

not even appear on the scale; fabrica-

tion into an unlimited number of shapes

and sizes; thermal shock resistance

—

pieces of Haveg have gone from room
temperature to 5000°F., in a period of

a few seconds, in many hundreds of

tests without failure.

Molded pieces of Haveg may be

joined to other pieces or have igniters

or other units cemented in after forma-

tion. For example, where it was de-

sired to place an igniter in an afthead

insulator of Rocketon, all that wasi

necessary was to drill a hole in the

Haveg of the proper size, insert a small]

2-inch Haveg tube and then apply

Haveg Rocketon cement. In one hour

the job was complete and ready for

use. With most other construction ma-
terials, this is an impossible feat.

Another limitation of graphite is

its use with chemicals. Haveg is com-

pletely resistant to most of the chemi-

cals used in both liquid and solid pro-

pellants. Its silicate structure is chemi-

cally inert to everything except hydro-

gen fluoride. And, in instances where

HF is encountered, there is a grade ol

Haveg which will also give satisfactory

performance here.

Finally, it is well-known thai

graphite, in an oxidizing atmosphere

reacts to form CO 2 or CO and thi|

reaction begins at 500°F., in air-

700°F., in steam and 900°F.. in carboil

dioxide. Rocketon and Missileon ar;

unaffected by either oxidizing or reduci

ing atmospheres up to 5000°F. Beyonj

that temperature, little is known.

Rocketon for nuclear application!

has been tested at 109 roentgens for I

period of several months. Examinatio}

of the test samples showed no ajl

preciable change in chemical or physicii:

properties. Oak Ridge National Labor;;

tories predict that Haveg Rocketon wii

withstand higher levels of radiation. Ifi

equipment exposed to low level radi

tion, the strength approximate)

doubles.

A big advantage of working wit

a family of materials is the fact th;

properties can be varied over a wi<£

range to suit requirements.*

missiles and rocke



Solar Advanced Technology

All-metal honeycomb sandwiches
solve aircraft heat, weight problems

Aircraft and missile

designers continu-

ally increase their

demands for lighter,

heat-resistant mate-

rials. Solar technol-

ogy is helping to solve this heat-weight

problem with all-metal honeycomb sand-

wiches. The new product—called Solite®

—is a strong, fatigue-resistant structure

of foil-thin ribbons bonded between
metal skins.

Large new electric furnaces were de-
signed by Solar to braze these sandwich
structures. Capable of operating at high

temperatures with extreme purity of at-

mosphere, the furnaces incorporate many
features which make them virtually

unique.

Tailor-made for use in advanced air-

craft and missiles, Solite offers a practical

solution for exacting heat and weight
requirements. For 3C years Solar has

pioneered in welding and brazing high

alloy steels that will stand up under
extreme service conditions. Perhaps Solar

can bring a fresh viewpoint to your
difficult metal-working problems. Write
Dept. D-78, Sokr Aircraft Company,
San Diego 12, California.

SOLAR
AIRCRAFT COMPANY

ENGINEERS WANTED Unlimited oppor-

tunities, challenging projects, good living

with Solar! Write for new brochure.

New "Solar Advanced Technology" facilities brochure is of value to you . . . Write for it.

DESIGNERS, DEVELOPERS AND MANUFACTURERS • GAS TURBINES • AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE COMPONENTS • BELLOWS • CONTROLS • COATINGS • METAL ALLOY PRODUCTS
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Missile Business
By Seabrook Hull

A DECISION ON WHO GETS WHAT in the way of big missiles is due within
weeks—by the end of September in fact. Announcing the results of the
evaluation now under way will be the first major missile action of the
new Secretary of Defense, Neil McElroy. The currently appointed evalua-
tion committee consists of Defense Department missile czar Wm. H.
Holaday, AF ARDC Ballistic Missile Division chief, Maj. Gen. Bernard
A. Schriever, and Maj. Gen. John B. Medaris, head of Army Ballistic

Missile Agency. The latter two officers and their respective panels of

experts are currently studying each other's knowhow and achievements.

The original date for settlement was, until recently, October 15, but a

variety of factors—deteriorating interservice politics; the international
need for the West to have operational ballistic weapons at the earliest

possible date—have forced a decision to be made sooner. As a result, a

crash program has been instituted. Congress, the Defense Department
and General Schriever & Co. have paid extensive visits to ABMA in an
attempt to find out just exactly what is going on in the missile field.

FACTORS AFFECTING JUPITER-THOR DECISION are many and sometimes
conflicting. On the record to date, Jupiter is the superior system: it has
flown its design distance three times; its guidance has demonstrated a

suprisingly high degree of accuracy. Despite its troubles, AF has con-

sistently called Thor a production missile and has expended considerable
funds on tooling, etc. If the decision is for Jupiter, as it appears it must
be, Thor production facilities can be turned over to other projects—or

Douglas might be appointed "second source," though it's doubtful if the

volume of the order would justify this.

ONE OR THE OTHER MUST BE CHOSEN. This is certain. A combination is

impracticable. The only part of the two systems that is common to both
is the NAA liquid-propellant motor, and in each case this is completely
trouble-free. Aerodynamic configuration, guidance, control, warhead, etc.,

are all different for Thor and Jupiter. A missile is a highly integrated

system. This comes only with the expenditure of money and time. Start-

ing anew, for example, to work Jupiter guidance in with Thors control

system, would dangerously delay operational IRBM.

THE NOD WILL GO TO JUPITER. At least this will be the case for this

country's earliest IRBM. Later versions may combine both Thor and
Jupiter, but any effort to combine the two systems now will only serve to

delay the time when this country will have an IRBM by many months,
if not years. Whichever way the decision goes, somebody will be embar-
rassed—either AF or Army. The basic national need for a usable weapon
in this category is so great that politics, etc., will be laid aside.

BRITAIN WILL BUILD ITS OWN LONG-RANGE MISSILES. Tip-off is licens-

ing agreement between NAA Rocketdyne and Rolls-Royce for RR to

build large liquid-propellant engines. In fact, this could have been
guessed. Britain cannot afford (politically) not to build big weapons.

CLEAN-UP OF CONTRACT PROCEDURES continues as Congress questions

recent military service practice of terminating contracts "at the conveni- I

ence of the contracting authority." Between Jan. 1, 1954 and April 30,

1956, of the 13,711 contracts terminated, 91 per cent were terminated

under the convenience authority. Of the 13,711 contracts (worth nearly

$4 billion) terminated, 12,502 employed the special authority. House
Military Operations Subcommittee considers that this special termination

authority has been overused by Army, Navy and Air Force.

PROGRESS PAYMENT ALLOWANCES HAVE BEEN CUT on all price-type

contracts. These are being cut back in an effort to minimize the effects (

\

of military spending program reductions. Defense Department directive,™

detailing new formulas for progress payments, is No. 7800.5. It applies. I

primarily to new contracts, though those in force now with optional
|

clauses will be adjusted downward accordingly.
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HOT COMPONENTS
for the powerpknt industry

The Aircraft Division of Rheem is currently delivering

production quantities of high temperature non-rotating

components for many of the most recent jet engines.

Rheem's production capabilities are now being applied

to the requirements of the powerplant industry ... on

the specialized problems associated with the fabri-

cation and assembly of heat resistant materials.

Rheem's experience and facilities are available for

application to new challenges in air breathing and

rocket powerplant production.

Our Marketing Department will answer your inquiry

promptly.

View of Rheem Downey facility

to jet engine production

' now devoted

RHEEM MANUFACTURING CO./AIRCRAFT DIVISION
1 17 1 1 woodruff avenue, downey, California

The research and development activity at Rheem is engaged

in the conception, evaluation and design of • Drone and

Small Missile Systems • Explosive and Ordnance Products

• Propulsion System Analysis

Engineers: join the 600 Rheem engineers in challenging

technical work. Send resume to Personnel Manager, Aircraft

it'., Rheem Mfg. Co. All inquiries held strictly confidential.

September, 1957



missile production

Photography by

Art Papke and E. Hull

Machining for Missiles
The greatest single need in missiles today

|

prod ucibil tty, repetitive-but-reliable mass pro

duction of complex close-tolerance parts,

curse and a beauty of missiles and rockets i

that they are not like airplanes—a curse be

cause we now try to build them as though the

were; a beauty because, we start to realize, wi

don't have to. Once the first design tangle

are out of the way, missiles are susceptible t

the same kind of production knowhow tha

works so well for highly competitive consume
products. This mea ns: The expensive, exoti'

sophisticated, often preposterous missile <

today is subject to cost-cutting technique

never yet available to military aircraft. I

takes some getting used to, but is begir

ning to be applied at the bits, parts an<

pieces level. And what the vendors and sub

contractors have begun will become commo
to the whole industry—for they now figur

on trying for some missile systems contractl

I



To the left, J. H. Kauffmann, President, Diversey Engineering Com-
pany, Franklin Park, ML, admires the dye mold for a HAWK nose
;one. . . . Beyond, a solid propellant rocket nozzle is checked -for

surface finish— 16 microinches on production items is not unusual,

attained in the regular machining operation without additional pol-

ishing. . . . The smaller dye mold in this series is for the SPARROW.
Immediately below, tke core mold for a solid propellant rocket

motor requires intricate close-tolerance tapered contours . . . while

above right-, Monarch air tracer lathes, a mainstay of missile metal

machining, cut missile adapter rings out of solid stock. Plus-or-minus

one thousandth of an inch over a 24 inch diameter, is a standard

missile tolerance. Missl-le metals range through the temperature

series from aluminum to molybdenum. Repetitive near-automatic

machining is a must. New tools are being devised, as often by the

machine tool user as by the manufacturer. Missile machining is

highly competitive. New methods are being perfected, and certain

aspects of missile production begin to take on the air of a Detroit

assembly line. Of the 15 missile machining companies in the

country, Diversey, which also does rocket motor assembly, is largest.



NO PLACE TO HIDE

They can run but they can't hide from

this akma Defensive System — the

guardian of the B-52.

Called the MD-9, this weapon is

just one of ahmas "sixth sense"

systems . . . systems whose "sensing"

abilities derive from the integrated use

of gyroscopics, radar, optics, computing,

pneumatics and hydraulics.

And these "sixth sense" projects pro-

vide exciting new areas for engineers.

akma . . . Garden City, N. Y.

Circle No. 52 on Subscriber Service Card.



By Henry P. Steier

The Army has done it again! Recent "mail delivery" flight of

Jupiter missile points up delivery accuracies achievable with Army's
basic guidance system technical philosophy. The flight "delivered" a

letter to Maj. Gen. Medaris, Commander, Army Ballistic Missile Agency.
After a flight to a couple of hundred miles altitude, and covering

a range of about 1200 miles, the missile reportedly fell within a pre-

dicted 400-yard circle and the letter was easily recovered.

Not bad! And, it brings to mind the undercover war that has

been waged between Army and Air Force guidance experts on relative

merits of air-bearing versus hermetic-integrating gyros (liquid-floated

to cause rotor weightlessness) as sensing elements in inertial guidanee

systems for Army's Redstone, Jupiter missiles and AF's Atlas, Thor,

Titan, missiles.

Army's marriage to air-bearing gyros probably reflects strong

influence of gyro philosophy held by German scientists in Army's
employ. The philosophy began with design of German V2 during

World War II. V2 used air-bearing gyros. Basic idea of using air for

a bearing is to reduce friction at the bearings supporting the gyro rotor

and thus remove error induced by unwanted friction torque.

On AF side Ramo-Wooldridge Corp. is reportedly pushing use

of HIGs as the answer. However, rumors state R-W believes HIG
gyros supplied by Minneapolis-Honeywell are "too good". They are

good, and apparently are the mainstay of inertial navigation systems

for aircraft where problems are somewhat different than in missiles.

Some indication of reliance the AF is placing on its gyro phi-

losophy is indicated by recent reports of a switch from radio-inertial

to pure inertial for the Atlas. Titan reportedly also uses pure inertial,

although the Thor is radio-inertial.

Attack on the basic parameters of bearing friction was begun
by Sir Isaac Newton near the end of the 17th Century. Newton learned

some basic facts when he experimented with resistance to motion of

two concentric cylinders turned relative to each other while submerged
in a liquid. He observed that for a constant temperature, the frictional

force was proportional to the speed of rotation and to the swept area,

and inversely proportional to the radial clearance between the cylinders,

providing this clearance was small. The equation Newton got from
this theory was demonstrated to be accurate when applied to air-lu-

bricated bearings by Albert Kingsbury, an American, in 1897.

Surprisingly, top-quality air-lubricated bearings can be purchased
at the local drug store. Dry hypodermic syringes are excellent journal

bearings that run very well with air as a lubricant under ordinary

hydrodynamic conditions. When air is introduced into bearings hydro-

statically at elevated pressures, load carrying ability is very good.

Some basic papers on air and water bearings in the 1941-1945
period work of the Institute for Technical Physics at the Technical Higher
Institute, Darmstadt, Germany indicate intense German interest in such
bearings for gyros during the war. These probably influenced V2 design

and seem to be still influencing U.S. designs. Sperry-Gyroscope was a

major early producer of air-bearing gyros in the U.S. and still produces
them through its Ford Instrument Co. division for the Jupiter. Just

recently, Sperry began production of HIG type gyros of latest design

for AF navigation systems.

Whatever comes out of the "gyro-war", the Army has estab-

lished a very handy standard of reference with its recent Jupiter flight

and the results should be interesting to watch.

If you need a new source that knows

slip rings inside out — with the capacity

for any quantity — and a proven rec-

ord in aviation, ordnance and marine

needs, then send for the Electro Slip

Ring Brochure.

Your one-source slip ring

specialists—designing—sand

casting—die casting—plastic

molding—stamping—machining—

wiring — assembly.

ELECTRO
MECHANICAL
PRODUCTS CO.

32700 FORD R D.

GARDEN CITY, MICH.
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Missile Miscell

How miscellaneous can you get! Defense Department learns of Army's
year-old ability to launch a satellite with off-the-shelf hardware and
issues direct order to ABMA's Gen. J. B. Medaris not to do so; dispatches
auditors to Huntsville to see how Army missile money's being spent—and
Likes $29-million Vanguard to an admitted $110 million. AF telephones in

cancellation of Navaho—cost to date, $690 million—and "dead" bird makes
perfect Mach 2-plus flight. ARDC officially defines space flight as dirty
word; orders its Office of Scientific Research to deny any-and-all contem-
plation of moon rockets—then puts on gala show for AF Ass'n meeting that's
all space flight, including spacemen spielers in passionate pink uniforms
and star-gazing quotes galore from AF generals. And now a $139-million
production contract for Bomarc even though missile's yet to meet design
requirements for operational reliability at range. Your turn, Mr. McElroy!

And who popped up the other day but a friend asking m/r: "Why don't you
glaze your articles a little bit, like other magazines do?" In reply:

We roam, report and reflect and where the chips fall, we leave them, m/r'

s

life and primary interest is the missile industry and for this reason we

must serve as conscience, executioner and numoer one salesman. Footsy,
glazing and other connivery remain the privilege of the old, established
and subsidized. We don't want missile business to rust prematurely . . .

CX—This page heard wrong (it's human): Armv, not AF, worked out anti-slosh
devices that took teeter out of Jupiter. Even so, AD' argues any combination
IRBM be called Thorpiter instead of Thupiter , as suggested, because "we
think we deserve more credit ..." And further proof that there's still humor
(and hope) in the missile business, a quip from Redstone Arsenal: "Retreat,
Hell! Those are our rockets."

A hint to the "Surfcasting, Long-Lens and Birdwatchers League" at Cape
Canaveral: Thiokol's Polaris motor has been dubbed an octopus with the bends.
More on propulsion: Advances in solid thrust, mass ratio and specific impulse
now under static test may result in giving current Far Side configuration
moon impact capability. NACA has proposed afterburning as a way to give
ramjets thrust control over a wider range. Despite all the talk, zip fueled
ramjets still haven't been flown because of lack of knowledge because of
lack of boranes. New production methods should hike supply; cut costs.

Any industry is made up of companies, and there, trends reveal the future:
A hotshot management team's being dispatched from Ford Aircraft Engine
Division to already competent Aeronutronics

.

And just a few miles south,
NAA's de-Navahoed Missile Systems Division wins AF long-range WS-131B air-
to-surface missile contract, but continues to peptalk its salesmen on fact
that Army and Navy also have some missile money to spend. Meanwhile, OMAR
the first of the missile "groups" lingers in a kind of suspended animation.
And from an old Chinese rocketeer, vendors will become primes if they're
careful and sharp; primes will become vendors if they're not. More philo-
sophy: Reliability and producibility go hand in hand. They do. They do.

For a Full House we now have several companies working on an anti-anti-
missile-missile missile . . . hyper-muzzle velocity bullets may be the best
answer yet for bomber anti-missile defense . . . Polaris won't get Bob Truax
(or vice-versa) after all—Gen. Schriever talked Navy into extending his
AF ballistic missile tour . . . Motorola's tube rejection rate in Terrier black
box assembly line was \% compared to 10% national average and has achieved
Ivory soap in-flight reliability for its units . . . careful tests by some
guidance system manufacturers show contract specifications may exceed actual
operational environments by 1000%—know what this costs? . . .
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want a
better end

for
your ideas?

"They spend a fortune to find us-and
then relegate us to meaningless detail!'

Familiar? Too familiar— but these are

words you'll never hear at Firestone's

Guided Missile Division. Your ideas,

your talent, your genius-in-the-making

won't end up in routine rehashing of

run-of the-treadmill rudiments.

Why ? Part of the answer lies in

Firestone's small-project, select-team

approach to large-scale engineering

problems. Part lies in over half a century
of intelligent and successful

administration of scientific efforts.

The large-scale engineering problem in

our Los Angeles headquarters is the

continuing development program for

the Army's Corporal. In Monterey-
Carmel-by-the-Sea, our new Engineering
Lab is busy plotting new directions for

guided missiles. And while you're making
the most of your professional ability,

your family (and you) will fall in love

with the Golden State of living

!

Write us today for the best of all possible

ends for your ideas in:

A eronautics
Structures Air Frame
Stress A nalysis
Propulsion System & Component Design
Materials & Process

RESEARCH
IDED MISSILE DIVISION

DEVELOPMENT • MANUFACTURE

OUR FUTURE AT FIRESTONE • LOS ANGELES • MONTEREY
WRITE: ENGINEERING STAFF DIRECTOR. LOS ANGELES 54. CALIFORNIA
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Next logical step after

THE FAR SIDE OF

Vanguard?

THE MOON

We don't know what we'll find there-it's the

side of the moon we never see.

Yet, after Project Vanguard, a flight to the

moon'-and a look at its far side-would be the

next logical step in our penetration of outer

space.

To make this step, we must solve the problem

of guidance: How do you direct a rocket out and

around the moon and then back to earth?

The most promising method to date would in-

clude the use of inertial guidance systems such

as Honeywell has helped pioneer and develop.

Honeywell's inertial guidance systems consist

of ultra-precise gyros, accelerometers, com-

puters and associated electronics that enable a

missile to know where it is and how to reach its

destination by "remembering" where it started

from and where it wants to go. It provides

guidance far beyond the reach of radio or radar.

Pioneering in the research, design and pro-

duction of airborne controls has given Honey-

well Aero the advanced technical competence

you can rely upon in the solution of your air-

borne control problems. Contact Minneapolis-

Honeywell, Aeronautical Division, 2600 Ridg-

way Road, Minneapolis 13, Minnesota for valu-

able assistance-from original planning to final

production.

ance system will guide stages one and two of

the Martin -designed earth satellite launching

vehicles. Third stages will then cut loose to

position satellites in their orbits.

Actual photo of

the Honeywell

space reference

system design-

ed for Project

Vanguard. This

Honeywell iner-

tial-type guid-

Honeywell





temperature detectors

eliminate

signal

amplification

EDISON'S resistance

MODEL 235N90-35
Designed for fast response and high resistance to the
corrosive effects of rocket fuels used In guided
missiles.
SPECIFICATIONS!
Stem-sensitive.
Useable temperature range —70° to +200°C.
Exponential time constant In agitated waterbath 0.8
second. Maximum hydrostatic pressure on stem: 7S0
psl at 100"C.
Basic resistance at 0°C = 90 ohms.
Hermetically sealed.

MODEL 242P
This Detector can be operated In live steam or high
temperature atmospheres up to 1300°F.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Stem-sensitive.
Useable temperature range —70° to +750*0.
Maximum hydrostatic pressure on stem: 300 psl at
750°0.
Basic resistance at OX = 100 ohms.
Hermetically sealed.

MODEL 230N
A general purpose Detector for temperature measure'
ment and control in industrial processes.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Stem-sensitive.
Basic resistance at 0°C = 120 ohms.
Hermetically sealed.

MODEL 166NC
Element is concentrated In tip for sensitivity to sut
face temperatures in motor bearings, etc.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Tip-sensitive.

Useable temperature range —70° to +300°C.
Basic resistance at 0°C = 120 ohms.

Thomas A. Edison
INDUSTRIES
INSTRUMENT DIVISION — WEST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

Circle No. 53 on Subscriber Service Card.
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INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT
By Norman L. Baker

Boron Plays Lead Role in HEF Development
Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Olin

lathieson predicts that the production

high energy fuels, demanding boron
impounds as the basic ingredient, will

ach the $1 -billion figure within ten

ars. For a field in such short exist-

ice, its present rate of growth is

markable. This expensive infant,

ruggling for recognition in an in-

lstry dominated exclusively by hydro-

rbons, is emphasizing "performance

fore cost." Officials in the industry

e very optimistic about its future.

t Age Provides Impetus

The emphasis on boron was a

rect outgrowth of the search for an
sal fuel for high performance jet

gines. Requirements for this ideal

el are:

1) high energy content per unit

ight

2)

lume

3)

4)

The

high energy content per unit

easy handling

low in cost

long standing hydrocarbons,

rfoming efficiently as aviation fuels,

uld not meet all these requirements,

le HEFs that "have been developed
d recently placed in limited produc-
n will encompass all these require-

:nts. The most important require-

BORAX
CONVERSION
TO BORON

INTERMEDIATES

ment is the BTU/lb. value, which is

the characteristic that separates the

high energy fuels from the hydrocar-

bons. Aviation gasolines have a heat-

ing value of about 18,500 BTU/lb.
while HEFs are in the range of 25,-

000 BTU/lb. It has long been known
that hydrogen-carrier compounds pos-

sessed the highest heats of combustion.
Liquid hydrogen, when considered for

its heat content, would be an ideal

fuel. This element was quickly elimi-

nated due to its low density and the

extreme difficulty in handling. Beryl-

lium, the next element to be con-

sidered, has a heat content of 29,000
BTU/lb. This element was not very

promising because it is rare and expen-

sive to process.

Boron, with 26,000 BTU/lb., pre-

sented a much different picture. Here
was an element that was very plenti-

ful and would fit into a mass produc-

tion processing operation. This non-

metallic element exists only in combi-
nation with other elements. Boron, next

to lithium, is the lightest element to

combine with hydrogen.

Borax Basic Ingredient

The principal source of boron
was available in unlimited quantities

in the compound borax (Na»B40?).

For many years a household item, this

crystalline salt is mined extensively in

the U.S. and South America. The use

of borax for production of HEF com-
mands only a small percentage of the

borax industry but in a few years this

market could easily be the most im-

portant.

A Big Three in borax production

supply the free world's needs:

U.S. Borax and Chemical Corp.

(also Pacific Coast Borax) : Supplies

70% of domestic borax production.

World's largest mines at Boron, Calif.,

contain finest deposits of boron com-
pounds. Originally underground, mines
are now open pit.

American Potash and Chemical
Corp.: Supplies 20% of domestic borax
production. Borax is recovered from
brine deposits of Searles Lake near

Death Valley.

Stauffer Chemical Corp., West
End Chemical Div.: Supplies 10%
of borax requirements. Recovers borax

from brine deposits of Searles Lake.

Intermediates Expensive

Once the basic boron-carrier

compound had been found, the next

step was to "alloy" the boron with

hydrogen. In this way the optimum

REDUCING
AGENTS

DISTILLATION

REDUCTION OF
INTERMEDIATES

TO DIBORANE

PENTABORANE

DECABORANE

ALKYATION

if
HEF-2

ORON DISCOVERY

BORON RESEARCH HISTORY

GERMAN
INVESTIGATION

U. S.

INVESTIGATION

DISTILLATION 4 ALKYATION

BRITISH U. S. INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION RAMJET ROCKETS
RAMJET-LIQUIDS LIQUIDS, GAS AND SLURRIES

HEf-3
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Comparison of heat output from various types of borane used as rocket propellants.

could be obtained in heat content,

handling characteristics and manufac-
turing economy. The borax was first

converted to a useful boron com-
pound known as an intermediate. The
preparation of the intermediates ap-

parently is the more complex and ex-

pensive of the operations.

HEF producers are currently using

outside purchased intermediates. Boron
triffuoride, boron tribromide, and
boron trichloride are the three out-

standing intermediates now being used

for HEF production. Leaders in the

production of intermediates j

Stauffer, Metal Hydrides, Americ
Potash, Chemecon, Delta, Gener
Harshaw, K & K Labs., Ohio Cher
cal, and Pilot Engineering.

Propellant Processing

The intermediate is reduced
either sodium borohydride or lithh

hydride to obtain diborane, the k

borane propellant. Diborane, a gas,

unsuitable as a propellant due to s

bility and logistical involvements.

The processing from this stage

can follow more than one route,
j

the application of heat the dibora

can be converted to either pentabora

or decaborane. When deriving pen
borane it first goes to the unstal

form (B:HU ) which then reverts

the stable pentaborane (BeHu).

Although pentaborane has reasc

able physical properties (BP 140°

sp. gr. 0.61) it is possible that it w
be limited to moderate speed ranj

due to aerodynamic heating. The so

state decaborane (BuHu), on the otl

hand, has a melting point of 211
and a boiling point of 415°F. The or

problem here is to get it into suspe

sion in the fuel.

Performance figures released

Olin Mathieson, indicating a reductii

of 10-20% in aircraft or missile ran

SDD needs an aeronautical engineer who might aptly be

described as a specialist in the element of choice.

He will be required to evaluate equipment

and equipment systems for purposes of incorporation

into a major nation-wide system.

The position requires general familiarity with a wide

range of technical subjects, including missiles,

interceptor aircraft, and electronic systems, with

recent specialization in at least one of these.

The ability to think in broad concepts, while

retaining mastery of subordinate but complex factors,

is also necessary.

THE ELEMENT OF CHOICE
This engineer must be qualified to keep up with

advancements in his field, through liaison with other

departments and companies.

Call collect or write for more information.

System Development Division

The Rand Corporation

2414 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. GRanite 8-8293, Extension 53 or 54
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Getting Talos Off to a Good Start

DESIGN

ENGINEERING

DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTION

For its initial flight, the XX*-ton Talos ram-jet missile is pushed

skyward by a powerful booster rocket. In a split second.from

launching, internal pressures are up to XXXX* psi . . . nozzle

temperatures to XXXX* F. To design and produce a unit to

endure such sudden torture called for an unusual combination

of specialized engineering and fabricating skills. A major re-

sponsibility for the Talos rocket case was assigned to The

M. W. Kellogg Company

Since 1951, M. W. Kellogg has been closely associated with

the development and production of propulsion units for a wide

range of missiles. Kellogg's most recent contribution is the

development of reinforced plastic for rocket cases,

using a unique filament winding method

which produces structures of

unparalleled accuracy and

light weight.

"Actuo/ figures classified

FABRICATED PRODUCTS DIVISION

THE NE. W. KELLOGG COMPANY
711 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK 17. N. V.

A SUBSIDIARY OF PULLMAN INCORPORATED
The Canadian Kellogg Company. Limited. Toronto • Kellogg International Corporation. London

Companhia Kellogg Brasileira, Rio de Janeiro • Compania Kellogg de Venezuela, Caracas
Kellogg Pan American Corporation, New York . Societe Kellogg. Paris

f
JlnV

KELLOGG
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IR+

INFRA-RED
1944. ..RESEARCH • 1957...MASS PRODUCTION

For 14 years Aerojet-General has pioneered

the research and development of infra-red devices.

Now, Aerojet and Aerojet alone has perfected

the high-volume production of infra-red systems for:

GUIDANCE

WIDE-ANGLE SEARCH

AUTOMATIC TRACKING

GUNFIRE CONTROL

A Sul.i.lum- of

The Oornl tin 4 Rukkrt Company

"OFtPOKATIOy

PLANTS AT AZU3A AND

NtAR SACHAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

Electronics engineers. . . physicists. . . Aerojet invites you
to pinpoint your own targets, "lock on" your own future,

in the dynamic new field of infra-red.

Write: Director of Scientific and Engineering Personnel

Box 296B3, Azusa, Calif, or

Box 1947B3, Sacramento, Calif.
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when using HEF instead of penta-

borane, could mean that their HEF is

an alkylated pentaborane or deco-

borane. The addition of an ethyl alkyl

group to the propellant would improve
stability with the resultant loss in heat

content.

OMCC identifies their borane pro-

pellants as HEF-2 and HEF-3. In-

formed sources refer to HEF-2 as ethyl

alkylated pentaborane and HEF-3 as

ethyl alkylated decaborane. Meanwhile,

the successor to HEF-3 is ready to be

phased into production.

Development History

The first synthesized HEF was sub-

mitted to the Air Force two years

after initiation of a concentrated effort

by industry research teams. Preliminary

studies of boron began many years

earlier.

Boron chemistry was first investi-

gated in Germany in 1912. Early
work in the boron hydrides was not

followed up in this country until 1942.

It was the Royal Aircraft Establish-

ment in England which first initiated

studies of boron as a propellant. The
U.S. was soon experimenting with
boron compounds for rocket and ram-
jet fuels. These experiments were ex-

tremely limited by a shortage of avail-

able materials.

Major impetus was supplied by the

Navy in 1952. Research and develop-

ment contracts to Callery Chemical
and Olin Mathieson for Project ZIP,
jgave birth to the present borane pro-

pellant industry. The project was under
the Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics until

1956, when it was placed under the

Air Force.

The pioneer work by Callery and
Olin Mathieson has given them a lead

that has not been challenged to date.

[American Potash & Chemical Co.,

[classed as an intermediate producer
tfor HEF, is also turning out the deca-
Iborane propellant. AP&C's price tag of

$600-800/lb. for the propellant indi-

cates a small scale operation at the

[present time. Their predicted commer-
cial price of $ 1 00/lb. will still be too
high for extended USAF consideration.

Progam Expands

Olin Mathieson's $5.5-million

company-owned pilot plant at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., first to produce borane
propellants on a semi-commercial basis,

is now making deliveries to the Air
Force. A $4.5 million interim plant,
Jnder construction for the Navy, will
>oon go into operation. Output of this

plant is expected to triple present
sroduction of borane propellants. The
USAF's $36-million Model City in
Niagara Falls is scheduled to be com-
sleted by early 1959.

Estimates on the capacity of the

September, 1957

Parker Triple -lok fittings

stand up under severest

temperatures and stresses

Exhaustive tests by Parker and by
missile builders prove that Triple-lok

tube fittings stand up under the sever-

est punishment of rocket stresses and
strains, high pressures and tempera-

tures . . . give you leakproof, depend-

able, safe connections.

Used on missiles and launching
pads, Triple-lok fittings simplify con-

struction, provide trouble-free con-

nections, last longer. No matter how
close the quarters, or how intricate

the system, Triple-lok finings are fast,

easy to install.

Will even hold helium. Parker
Triple-lok fittings can be furnished

with specially treated flare nose
surface that will trap even elusive

helium, which no ordinary metal-to-

metal seal can do.

The industrial standard. Triple-lok

fittings come in a wide range of
sizes and shapes (including straight

threaded and female pipe threaded
bodies). Available in type 316 stain-

less steel; in other alloys on special

order. Warehouse stocks

in all industrial centers.

Ask your Parker Dis-

tributor for Triple-lok

Catalog No. 4310, or

write to —

Tube and Hose Fittings Division, Section 430-X
The Parker Appliance Company

17325 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 12, Ohio

Parker
Hydraulic and fluid

system components

Circle No. 84 on Subscriber Service Card. 161



Model City facility vary but most

sources feel that 2-3 million lb/year

is conservative. Olin Mathieson officials

are quick to point out that Model
City is not intended as a production

facility to meet completely the needs

of an Air Force traveling entirely on

HEF. The "limited production" plant,

with 13-14 times the present borane

propellant processing capability, is ex-

pected to meet the requirements of

engine development. Although present

fuels are being produced solely for jet

aircraft development, such as the WS-
110 project, officials confirm rocket

engine development work utilizing

HEF. Reaction Motors is Olin Mathie-

son's complimentary partner in the

rocket research field.

The role of HEF in the liquid

propellant rocket field is questionable.

This, according to officials of Reaction

Motors, is the conclusion reached after

many years of research. Main objec-

tion is the high weight of combustion
products. Although the HEF heat of

combustion is an attractive feature, the

heavy combustion exhaust lowers per-

formance until it is only slightly above
that of "conventional" propellants. Ad-
ded to this is the high cost, toxicity,

handling and availability problems of

HEF.
HEF for rockets seems destined

for the solid propellant role. An in-

dication of this is the recent Air

Force contract to Olin Mathieson and

Reaction Motors for development of

high energy solid propellants. Re-

action Motors is prime contractor with

a sub-contract to OMCC. Olin Mathie-

son will develop the propellant at its

East Alton, 111. plant while Reaction

will package and test the final product.

Callery Chemical's present HEF
plant facilities expansion program is

on a comparative basis with Olin

Mathieson, except it is under Navy
sponsorship. In addition to their head-

quarters and operating pilot plant at

Callery, Penn., Callery is building two
plants for HEF output. Largest

"chemical" plant, located at Muskogee,
Okla., will be a $38-million Navy facil-

ity. Plant at Lawrence, Kan. will be

a $5-million company financed project.

Olin Mathieson's plants will devote

entire output to HEF while Callery's

production will be more diversified and

flexible.

In 1952, when the Navy was look-

ing around for takers of the ZIP proj-

ect the petroleum people apparently

were not interested. Perhaps a gauge

to the future of the boron industry has

been exhibited by the recent Gulf Oil

Co. merger with Callery Chemical.

One thing is certain. The present

cost of HEF is apparently much too

high. Olin Mathieson, although not

quoting exact figures, stated that their

present fuel is priced considerably

less than $30/lb.

OMCC's goal of $l/lb within ten

years, where reducing agent is re-

covered and recycled, should place

borane propellants firmly and per-

manently in the propellant picture. A
stable continued growth of boron de-

pends upon the extent and urgency

of the military's need for a better pro-
j

pellant.

Era Engineering

Winds Up Van Test

Era Engineering, Inc., Santa

Monica, Calif., has completed initial!

field tests on an instrumentation van!

constructed for Grand Central Rocket!

Co., Mentone, Calif.

Especially designed for use at re-j

mote static rocket motor firing areas,

the unit contains electronic recording

and pickup instruments, a master fire

control panel, and can act as a central

communication center for the test area.

The master fire control panel, a

feature of the van, was developed by

Era expressly for static testing of

rocket motors. The panel functions td

turn on recorders, cameras, calibration

CUSTOM EXTRUSIONS
ROLL-FORMED SHAPES

AND SECONDARY OPERATIONS

WERNER Aluminum plays a vital role in the produc-
tion efficiency and sales success of such industries
as: aircraft— appliances— curtain walls— electrical
fixtures— furniture— railway coaches— storm doors
and windows — sliding door hardware — trailers —
trucks — buses — TV antenna tubing and masts.

WERNER extrusion and roll-forming services cover
all alloys including the High Duty alloys, RR57,
RR58 and RR257.

WERNER equipment includes heat-treating and fab-
ricating facilities as well as other secondary opera-
tions such as punching, drilling, riveting, cutting,
bending, welding. Every manufacturing phase from
coil or billet to finished part can be performed in

our own plant.

WERNER quality controls guarantee exact conform-
ance to critical dimension requirements and design
specifications.

WERNER experience, skill and versatility assure
prompt delivery to meet production schedules.

Get facts and data on what aluminum can
do for you. Send for this free booklet—
"New Horizons In Aluminum."

DEPT. MR-9 • GREENVILLE, PA. • PHONE: GREENVILLE 1600
c/ rrx t rx u rrx
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signals, the rocket motor, and then to

successively turn off the same pieces

jf equipment.

If the test should be interrupted

for any reason, it is possible to stop

the sequence operation and to auto-

matically instigate calibration checks

before turning off the equipment.

The panel is also designed so that

:he switching schedule can be revised

a the field in just a few minutes.

RMI Completes

Huge Test Stand

Reaction Motors Inc. has com-
Dleted, and is operating, a huge new
rocket engine test stand at its Lake
Denmark, N.J. facility. The stand is

claimed to be the largest of its kind

in the country and is believed to be

the only stand in the world capable of

testing engines of over one-million-

pounds thrust in any flight attitude.

The stand uses retractable roof

and front and side curtains, represent-

ing the latest design for test purposes.

The stand was designed by RMI engi-

neers and incorporates test and meas-
urements equipment and closed circuit

television. The control room, contain-

ing instrumentation, recording and
monitoring equipment, is located sev-

eral hundred feet from the test stand.

The large rotating beam, on
which an entire engine assembly (in-

cluding thrust chamber, pumps, regu-

lators, tankage, propellant lines, etc.),

can be mounted, is raised and lowered
by a huge hydraulic cylinder.

During vertical firings, the rocket

engine exhaust is deflected horizontally

by a blast plate so that the energy is

expended in open air. A two-stage

Jwater spray ring system has been in-

stalled between the engine nozzle and
j:he deflector plate to cool the exhaust
gases and prevent erosion.

80,000-lb. Mica Melt

Announced by Synthetic

Synthetic Mica Corp. has produced
,the largest commercial melt of syn-
thetic mica yet attempted. The com-
Ipany says it used 80,000 lbs. of raw
material in the process. After approxi-
mately three weeks of cooling, the

company broke up the mass of crystal-

line Mica and will grind or split it

into usable form.

The company is conducting re-

search toward producing larger area
(crystals in great volume. Crystals as
large as 4" x 4" have been produced
.consistently.

Developments are being watched
jA'ith interest by government agencies
Und manufacturers of high-temperature
plectrical and electronic equipment.

ROCKET POWER PROGRESS REPORT

Servicing Rocket Engines

Part I: Know-How
by Fred Barker

Supervisor of the Product Service Department at

Reaction Motors, Inc., Mr. Barker coordinates the

activities which keep rocket engines on their good be-

havior. A graduate of New York University, with a

B.S. in M.E., he has had diverse experience in en-

gineering— including test, manufacturing liaison and
customer service liaison. Mr. Barker joined RMI
in 1949.

"Know-how" in any business is the result of thorough training and
experience on specific products. RMI Product Service Department person-

nel get a complete grounding on their products right from the development
stages through field installation and operation. The know-how thus attained

is turned into a direct benefit for all RMI customers.

Key service engineers and service representatives join a project during

early development, work actively with Engineering, Component Develop-
ment, Assembly, Test and Inspection Departments. Mock-ups are reviewed
from the standpoint of service— i.e., whether proper consideration has been
given installation, accessibility and serviceability of components and the

overall powerplants.
When a project is ready to move into the field, these same key men

act as instructors, conducting training programs to impart their accumu-
lated knowledge to customer personnel and other service representatives.

With our ROR powerplant (rocket-on-rotor for helicopters), for instance,

Sikorsky, Navy and Marine Corps personnel attended training programs
at RMI and in the field. Scope of these programs covered the rocket power-
plant, its installation and operation in the Sikorsky HRS helicopter, and
the use, transfer and storage of the hydrogen peroxide propellant. Once
ROR settled into operations at the Marine Corps Air Station, Quantico,

Virginia, the service representative's know-how assumed a stand-by
character. Training programs were repeated or amplified only as required

by personnel changes or powerplant modifications.

Safety is a major item in each RMI representative's assignment,

because safe use of the powerplant and safe handling of propellants are of

paramount importance. Safety is improved by service representatives

through on-the-spot lectures and training programs, whereby procedures

and policies are outlined and integrated into the activities routine. Again,

at Quantico, an admirable safety record has been achieved and maintained
in just this fashion. There, over the past few years, our service representa-

tive has assisted the Marines in safely utilizing the ROR powerplant and
the hydrogen peroxide fuel for their HRS helicopters. The result is found in

the simplicity of powerplant operations, peroxide handling and storage

area procedures, and in the attainment of a "no personnel injured" safety

record.
Obviously, know-how is of importance in a clutch situation. Wisely

applied, it leads to the right decision and the proper corrective action on
the scene of a problem. The recently launched Glenn L. Martin No. 13

Viking missile provides a case in point. Pre-static firing inspection revealed

discrepancies in some components of our 20,000-pound thrust rocket

engine. Normal field maintenance sufficed for all but one difficulty: a valve

seat and poppet, scored by foreign material, required lapping to meet
leakage specifications—but no lapping compound was on hand. Our service

representative used common household cleanser, lapped the poppet and
seat to within leakage specifications, and the program moved on with only

minor delay. This difficulty remained minor only because prompt and
proper handling prevented development of a major program obstacle.

Immediate action was required; immediate action was taken.

In Part II, we shall examine the function of the service engineer and
service representative in various areas of Product Improvement.

If you desire one or more reprints of Mr.
Barker's article, or would like to receive fur-

ther information about employment at RMI,
write to our Information Services Coordi-

nator, Reaction Motors, Inc., 16 Ford Road,
Denville, N. J.
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§1 in a series . . .on

the new science of

cable-tronics

fulfillment

of the

missile task

(aircraft too)

relies on

cable

C 1957 Douglas Roesch

For a missile to realize its inherent reliability factor every system

component must "be in tuner The burden of sensitive and complex

electronic functions multiplies the problems. The inadequacy of

conventional electric cabling, using standard jacketing concepts,

is now recognized. Hence there has arisen the demand for cable-

tronics- the new systems design concept of true electronic cable

structures to meet specific requirements.

DR "cable-tronic" pioneers, are equipped to custom fabricate

complete svstems from cable spinning through connectors

.

molded breakouts... metal work ... fasteners ... testing and

assembly to your specifications or research and design systems to

meet your requirements. ^.^^ complete {aciUties brochure.

Rep inquiries invited.

Engineers, investigate your future with Douglas Roesch

ouglas
'oescK

CABLE DIVISION OF

Incorporated,

Major Bomarc Contract

Awarded Boeing

The first large production contract

for the Bomarc surface-to-air missile

has been awarded to Boeing Airplane

Co. Latest contract, from fiscal 1957

funds, totals $139,315,444. Contract

will support limited quantity produc-

tion of the tactical area defense mis-

siles.

The initial production contract oj

over $7 million, released in May of

this year, covered tooling-up opera-

tions. Bomarc will be assembled

Seattle while the major portion ofj

manufacturing will be handled by sub-

contractors.

Reports that the Bomarc has beer

plagued by design problems may bt

related to the recent decision to switch

boost systems. Later models of the mis

sile will employ a solid propellani

booster motor in preference to the Aero

jet liquid engine now being used. One

outstanding design feature, apparem

in the recently displayed Bomarc mis

siles, was the performance-limiting in

tegration of the boost system to the sus

tainer portion. The solid propellan

booster (if droppable) will undoubtedj

ly increase the range, altitude and v<

locity of the missile.

Missile Spending

Exceeding 1957 Estimatej

Military spending for missiles

of May 31 has surpassed the fisca

1957 estimate. The services spent $1

868,000 for missiles—$362,995,00

more than the $1,506,000,000 planne

for the period.

Service breakdown for the

month period and an estimate of tot

spending for fiscal 1957 is

11-Month Total 1957

Actual Estimate

USAF $1,261,138,000 $860,000,00

Army 374,368,000

Wavy 233,489,000

425,000,00

221,000,00

2950 NO. ONTARIO ST., BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

Cable-Tronics • Electronics • Heavy Duty Engines • Industrial Products
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Stavid Earnings Up 13%
Stavid Engineering Co. earninj

for the first six months of this yes

showed a 13% increase over the san

period in 1956. The company n

ported a total of $110,826 for 195'

compared to $86,524 last year.

The firm expects their preset

backlog of orders to increase from $1

million to $13 million by the end (

the year.

Page & Rixon Separate

All interest in Rixon Electronic

Inc. has been sold by the officers

Page Communications Engineers, In

All Rixon common stock held by E
missiles and rocke



^ent/yS flight simulators

reduce the risks

The hazards of missile testing can be materially lowered
when performance is checked out on-the-ground with

a Benddc 3-dimensional Flight Systems Simulator, prior

to take-off. Comprised of two basic units— a flight table

and an electronic analog computer—the BENDix-built
Flight Simulator will foretell complete operating programs
from launching pad to target, for rockets, ballistic and
guided missiles and jet aircraft. It catches bugs without
expensive trial flights, materially reduces guesswork and
adds a valuable safety factor at both ends of the test

shot. For complete technical data, mail the coupon.

OFFICES IN WASHINGTON, D.C., DALLAS, LOS ANGELES AND CHICAGO

Export Representatives

Computing Devices of Canada, P. 0. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario

Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

BENDIX COMPUTER D IVISI ON— BEND IX AVIATION CORPORATION

5630 ARBOR VITAE STREET, LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA

Please mail me information on The Flight Systems Simulator.

NAME_

COMPANY.

ADDRESS_
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Double sealing . . . inorganic construction make

New 'Diamond H' Series S

Relays Doubly Dependable
in dry

Separately sealed coils isolated

from completely inorganic

switches within their hermetically

sealed cases make these new "Dia-

mond H" Series S aircraft type

4PDT relays supremely reliable

in dry circuits.

Physically and electrically in-

terchangeable with "Diamond H"
Series . R relays, widely used in

guided missiles, computers, jet

engine controls, automation con-

trol systems and similar critical

applications because of their

broad range of performance char-

acteristics, Series S relays will

permit intermixing of dry and

wet circuits safely.

Contacts are specially proc-

essed and cleaned before assem-

bly; subsequent contamination

from gases off the coil insulation

is prevented by the coil seal. The
switch mechanism has been sim-

plified and is completely inorganic

to eliminate other possible causes

of malfunctioning.

Standard contact ratings in-

clude 30 V., D. C; 115 V., A. C;

circuits

2, 5, 7-1/2 and 10 A., resistive;

2 and 5 A., inductive, with spe-

cial ratings available to 350 V.,

D. C, 400 MA, or other com-
binations including very low volt-

ages and amperages, or amperages

up to 20 for short life require-

ments. Coils are available with

resistances of 1 ohm to 50,000

ohms. Operating time of 24 V.

models is 10 ms. or less; dropout

less than 3 ms.

Vibration resistances range
from 10-55 cycles at 1/16"

double amplitude to 55-2,000 cy-

cles at 20 "G"; operational shock

resistances to 50 "G" plus, and

mechanical shock resistance up
to 1,000 "G". Nine standard

mounting arrangements, plus a

ceramic plug-in socket, are avail-

able. The unit displaces only 1.6

cubic inches, excluding terminals.

"Diamond H" engineers will be

happy to work out a variation to

meet your specific requirements.

Tell us your needs ... or write

for bulletin on new "Diamond H"
Series S relays.

terly C. Page, Joseph A. Waldschmitt

and John Creutz was sold to James L.

Hollis for an undisclosed amount. Un-
til the time of the sale, Page had been

president of Rixon.

Hollis was formerly executive vice-

president and general manager of Rixon

while it was a wholly-owned research

and development subsidiary of PCE,
and now owns all the common stock of

the company. Completing the separa-

tion of the two companies, Hollis sold

his stock in PCE and resigned as an

officer and director.

Merger Announced By
Radioplane & Northrop

Radioplane Co. has been merged

into Northrop Aircraft, Inc. and will

be operated as a line division of the

parent company. Northrop acquired Ra-

dioplane in 1952 and had operated the

Van Nuys firm as a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary until now.

Under the realignment, Radioplane

will operate under its own group of]

division officers and will have separate

profit-and-loss responsibility. M. W.
Tuttle, Radioplane vice-president and

general manager, will continue as oper-

ating head of the division.

New Firm
Cleans LOX Parts

Decontamination, Inc., a new dij,

vision of Consolidated American Serv-

ices, Inc., has been formed in Culvei|

City, Calif. The company is a westerrl

subcontractor engaged in cleaning

liquid oxygen fuel system parts foil

rocket motors.

Nose Cone Model Tests

Free-flight tests of missile nose cone model

are conducted by GE through use of the I

separation device. Fired from a five-incji

gun, the device extends flaps into the a

stream, allowing the nose cone model to cot;

tinue in free flight. This same principle me!

be applied to large-scale free flight.

missiles and rocket

THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY
161 Bartholomew Avenue, Hartford, Conn.
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Reaction Develops

Liquid Package Unit

Missles and Rockets has learned

reliably that Reaction Motors Inc. has

developed a "package" liquid propel-

lant rocket system. The Navy has ex-

pressed considerable interest in the sys-

tem as a competitor for solid pro-

pellant systems.

Essentially, the system will include

propellant tanks, pressure system and

rocket engine. Operation of the unit

will be the ultimate in simplicity. Com-
ponents common to the present com-
plex liquid systems have been elimi-

nated. There will be no hydraulic lines,

pumps, turbos, or valves. A simple

flow actuator will be the only moving
part. Propellants are hypergolic, elimi-

nating the need for an ignition sys-

tem.

Major feature of the system is its

capability to provide a constant total

impulse. Other features include safe

handling characteristics, cost competi-

tive with solid propellant systems and a

long storage life. In addition the mis-

sile design engineer has the option of

incorporating the power package
either as a fixed or replaceable item.

Reaction Motors initiated the proj-

ect in 1952. As far as is known RMI
is the only company working on this

type of project. Apparently the Navy's

interest in the program has supplied

the necessary incentive for RMI to

continue development. Units develop-

ing up to 10,000 lbs. thrust have been
test fired while a high thrust Polaris-

type missile system is within the present

range of development feasibility

studies.

Martin Employes

I

Plan Space Vehicle

A manned space vehicle is being

planned by the members of the Martin

Astronomical Society. Mainly an edu-

cational program, the project is a feasi-
'

bility study which is expected to in-

i| volve "some of the engineering areas

which will be coming to the fore in this
' industry during the next 15 years."

The society is composed of Mar-
I, tin personnel who devote their own

I
time to a variety of after-hours pro-

grams. Eventually, it is planned to ex-

tend the membership beyond company
employes.

New Field Office

For Lord Mfg. Co.

Lord Manufacturing Co. has
opened a new field office in Kansas
City, Mo., to provide sales and engi-

neering service on vibration and shock
control problems.

Cmt&iy~ MODEL 409

RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH
FOR VIBRATION, TEMPERATURE, STRESS, STRAIN RECORDING

Model 409 with

100 ft. Capacity Magazine

Model 409 with

50 ft. Capacity Magazine

The Century Model 409 Oscillograph was designed for operation under

the most adverse conditions and more especially, where space and

weight considerations are limited.

This Oscillograph is one of the smallest and most compact units avail-

able on the present market, yet it incorporates many features found

in larger oscillographs, such as trace identification, trace viewing,

continuously variable paper speeds and others. The Model 409 Oscil-

lograph has been tested and proven to record faithfully during accele-

rations in excess of 20 g's. This makes it especially desirable for uses

such as missile launching, parachute seat ejection, fighter aircraft and

torpedo studies.

Write for Bulletin CGC-303 and CGC-301

Century Electronics &
1

Instruments, Inc.

1333 No. Utica, Tulsa, Oklahoma
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GE Says Transistor Sales

Might Hit $1 Billion

A General Electric executive has

predicted that annual sales of transis-

tors and other semi-conductors could

reach $1 billion within the next ten

years.

James H. Sweeney, manager of

marketing for GE's semi-conductor

products department, said that sales of

transistors and similar components have

risen so fast in the last few years that

they have continually outstripped even

the most optimistic market projections.

Sweeney noted that the main rea-

son for the great increase in semi-con-

ductor use is the military application of

the component. Nevertheless, the GE
executive ruled out any complete re-

placement of electron tubes by transis-

tors, pointing out that electron tubes,

transistors and other semi-conductors

would probably work side by side in

many future pieces of equipment.

Marquardt Delivers

First Production Ramjet

Marquardt Aircraft Co., Ogden,
Utah, has delivered the first produc-

tion ramjet for the Bornarc missile.

Described by the Air Force as the first

ramjet engine to be manufactured
with production tooling, its delivery

was made one month ahead of

schedule.

The Bornarc uses two of the 28

in. engines to propel the missile to a

velocity in excess of Mach 2. Ignition

velocity is supplied by an Aerojet

liquid propellant rocket engine.

Marquardt has received an addi-

tional $12 million Air Force contract

for continued production of the Bo-

marc engines. This brings total con-

tract value for the Marquardt Ogden
plant to $30 million.

General Dynamics Sales

Increase 75% Over 1956
Net sales of General Dynamics

Corp. during the first six months of

1957 showed a 75% increase over sales

in the same period last year, going

from $414,443,947 in the first half of

1956 to $726,081,499 this year.

General Dynamics, which topped

the billion-dollar sales mark for the first

time in 1956, reported its estimated

backlog of unfilled orders as of June

30. at $1,989,000,000. In addition,

about $654,000,000 in contracts were
under negotiation as of June 30. Gen-
eral Dynamics expects that net sales

and net earnings for the entire year of

1957 will substantially exceed those of

the record year 1956.

The directors of General Dynam-
ics and the Liquid Carbonic Corp. ap-

proved in principle a transaction in

which Liquid Carbonic would become
a division of General Dynamics. A
company spokesman described the

chemical field as a "most logical" ex-

tension of Dynamic's present activities.

American Lithium

Given Study Contract

The American Lithium Institute

has been awarded a contract by the

Materials Laboratory of ARDC to in-

vestigate, analyze and consolidate de-

tailed data on the physical, mechanical

and chemical properties of lithium and

its compounds.

Martin Sales

Top $209 Million

The Martin Co. has reported a

six month sales figure of over $209
million for the period ending June 30,

showing a considerable increase over

the total $138 million in sales during

the same six-month period of 1956.

Matador Contract Awarded
Siegler Corp. has received a $1.5-

million order for miniaturized mag-
netic autopilot amplifiers to be used

on late-model Matadors. The Martin

Co. placed the order with Siegler's

Hallamore Electronics Div.

H E A TIN G
E I E M E N T S

1 ENGINEERED

1 TO FIT YOUR

1 DESIGN

SPRAYED - ON • FILM TYPE

for contour shapes

LIGHT: Weight 1/10 lb. per sq. ft.; only .012" thick

STRONG: Withstands severe thermal shock

THIN: Near zero thermal inertia. Reduces
power requirements due to maximum heat
transfer properties

RESISTANT: Resists electrolytes, water, oils,

abrasion and weather

WIDE RANGE: Operates any voltage; 6 volts D.C.
TV to 220 volts AC.

FREE!
Send for TECHNICAL LITERATURE
and BROCHURE on Electrofilm film-

type Heating Elements
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El&jjiofibn- uc oapt. RH-4, P.O. Bo* 104
North Hollywood, Calif.

Circle No. 125 on Subscriber Service Card.

INSPECTION

PROBLEMS? T§yk
This booklet is for you!

This comprehen-
sive, elaborately

illustrated booklet
provides practical infor-

mation on the use of the

famous A. C. M. I. Bore-

scope in various industries,

for the inspection of inte-

rior areas or surfaces not

otherwise visible—together

with full data on the types

of Borescope available,

and on their care and
maintenance. Have you
received your copy?

To dhwucan Cystoscojye Jtla/ieisjnc.

1241 LAFAYETTE AVENUE NEW YORK 59, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me without obligation a copy of

your booklet on Borescopes.

Name_

Address-

City
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. . . design breakthrough in

miniaturized airborne components

Series 8102B Voltage Regulator Blocks

Series 1303A PW Modulator

Series 1202A Voltage Controlled

Oscillator

Series 1 503B Commutator Gating Unit

Series 1403-4 Mounting Units

Series 1 1 030 Mixer Amplifier

Series 96 IB Transmitter

WRITE NOW FOR FREE DATA BULLETINS.

YNAMICS Inc.
ifmond <zf^oit.n Corporation

SOOO PARKSIDE AVENUE • PHILADELPHIA 31, PENNSYLVANIA
Western Regional Offices: 1501S Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Los Angeles, California

305 Washington Avenue, S.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Borg-Warner Corp.

Opens New Test Lab
Borg-Warner Corp. has placed its

new electronic performance and envir-

onmental test laboratory into operation

at Santa Ana, Calif. The lab will be

used to provide environmental condi-

tions for the critical operating examina-

tion of electronic and electro-mechan-

ical devices and complete systems.

The new lab includes equipment

capable of simulating environmental

conditions of 150,000 feet in two min-

utes, with temperature maintained

throughout the range of — 135°F to

375°F, 70 g peak vibration from 5 to

2000 cps, and shock tests of 18,000

force lbs. with any desired wave form.

Computer Plant

Expanded By Bendix
Computer Division of Bendix

Corp. has doubled the size of its

manufacturing facilities. The expan-

sion is expected to enable the firm to

produce 100 more machines annually.

Cylinder Contracts

Awarded Weatherhead
Weatherhead Co. has been

awarded two contracts by Consolidated

Western division of U.S. Steel for

manufacture of missile cylinders. The

two contracts, calling for expenditures

of over $547,000, are for launching-

rail decelerator cylinders and launcher-

down latch hydraulic cylinders, to be

installed on Nike-Hercules launchers.

Weatherhead also manufactures accu-

mulators, hydraulic and fluid system

components.

Aeroquip Corp.

To Produce LP Hose
Aeroquip Corp. has been granted

production and sales rights by the

Weatherhead Co. for a new permanent

type of fitting for hose connections.

(See New Missile Products.) The roy-

alty-paying agreement was concluded at

the same time as an agreement allowing

Weatherhead to produce and sell the

"super gem" reusable type teflon hose

fitting.

Los Angeles Plant

Slated for Technicraft
Technicraft Laboratories Inc. has

purchased a ten acre industrial site in

the Los Angeles area and plans to be-

gin construction immediately. The com-

pany expects the first production ship-

ments to be made from the new plant

in January 1958.

RMI Apprentice School

Ups Enrollment
Reaction Motors, Inc. has expand-

ed its machinist apprentice program

enrollment from the 20 original stu-

dents to 33 in the class entering last

July. The four-year course in extreme-

precision machine skills is expected to

supply RMI with ".
. . highly skilled

shop labor, which is just as scarce as

—

and just as important as—engineering

personnel."

The program, which was initiated

in July 1956, provides for about 8000

hours of training, of which 6800 hours

are on-the-job training and 1200 hours

are related classroom instruction. RMI
accepts applicants on a competitive

basis from outside candidates or from

within the company.
After entering the program, stu-

dents are expected to turn out work

that is equal or superior to work of

journeymen. Course work is graduated

instruction of increasing difficulty.

Although students have no obliga-

tion to RMI after graduation, the com-

pany expects to retain enough gradu-

ates to make the program a worthy one.

After receiving certification of Class A
Machinist, students may earn an experi-

mental machinist's rating with an addi-

tional 9 to 15 months experience.

Available from stock

,J.I.C.-NEMATypel2

PANEL ENCLOSURES

Heavy gauge
continuous,

hinge

Blueprint
holder *s

Neoprene
gasket^

a
seal

All welded
enclosure. Seals
out oil, water,

dust.

^External
1 cover
clamp

_ Padlock
hasp

Baked
• enamel interior

(white)

Removable
"^"•mounting

panel

These panel enclosures are strong, rigid, cleanly

finished, and comply fully with J.I.C. and NEMA
12 specifications. No knockouts, no holes to

admit oil, waler, dust. We have stock sizes at

low cost for fast delivery. Or, we can make any
size you want. We also make J.I.C. Wiring

Boxes, Troughs, Push Button Stations and Rain-

proof Power Outlets. Can we help you?

' STANDARD STOCK SIZES

-

16" x 12" x 6" 30" x 20" x 6" 36" x 30" x 8"
20" x 16" x 6" 30" x 24" x 6" 42" x 30" x 8"
20" x 20" x 6" 30" x 24" x 8" 42" x 36" x 8"
24" x 20" x 6" 36" x 24" x 8" 48" x 36" x 8"

ENGINEERING
CORPORATION

Dept. MR-33, Anoka, Minnesota

Circle No. 96 on Subscriber Service Card.

A rods, o

MM
ENGINEERE

for Precision a

Plastic Parts J
EPI has produced millions of

precision plastic parts for

electric, electronic, and other

manufacturers. Over 500 dif-

ferent type units of machined

plastic parts were made for

one leading manufacturer

alone.

EPI has unexcelled equip-

ment for producing accurate

work and EPI engineers will

be glad to work out your

problems with you.

. . . also the largest diver-

sified stocks of plastic sheets,

and tubes in the South.

bsonville, N. C.
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IBM Computer
Aids Titan Design

The Martin Co. recently demon-
strated its newly-installed IBM 704
computer which will aid in design of

the Titan. The unit is the same as

that installed in the Vanguard comput-

ing center.

The company's computer, most

advanced of the high-speed electronic

computers developed by IBM, is not

a single-unit machine but a group of

electrically-connected units.

Talos "Automat" System

To be Developed by GE
General Electric Co. has been

awarded a $5-million contract for de-

velopment of a shipboard handling

and launching system for the Talos

SAM. The "automat" system will work
somewhat like "pigeonhole parking" in

that the missiles weigh as much as,

and are as long as, two automobiles.

The equipment must be able to

automatically select whichever type of

missile the fire control officer chooses

by pushbutton, and deliver it rapidly

to the launching station.

The equipment's control system is

more complex than that used in area

telephone switchboard systems because

not only must the system remember
which missile is in what rack, but

must also remember any changes in

the racks themselves.

This is GE's first contract for

missile handling systems. The final

product is expected to weigh more
than 350 tons and require space

enough to hold ten freight cars. The
first naval vessel to carry the new
system will be the cruiser USS Gal-

veston. Planned operational date for

the ship is 1958.

Narmco Builds

New R&D Center

Narmco, Inc. has begun construc-

tion on the first phase of a million

dollar industrial research and develop-

ment center in San Diego. Completion
of the facility is expected by Decem-
ber, and it will be utilized for work
on structural adhesives, reinforced

plastics and sandwich-type structures.

Convair Expands
European Sales Force

Convair Division of General Dy-
namics Corp. will expand its European
sales office in Geneva, Switzerland. The
office will be managed by George C.

Prill.

Chance Vought Sales

Rise Sharply
Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc. has

reported sales of aircraft, missiles, parts

and services aggregating more than $86

million, compared with over $51 mil-

lion in the same period of 1956.

The backlog of the company's un-

filled orders stood at $467 million as

of June 30. In a statement to stock-

holders, the firm said that the present

economy considerations of the govern-

ment "should have no appreciable effect

on current operations and management
believes that its previous estimates of

future business activity will not be ma-
terially affected."

McLean Names Agents
McLean Engineering Laboratories

have appointed several groups of repre-

sentatives to handle the McLean line of

electronic cabinet cooling fans and

blowers in the eastern half of the

country.

Technical Instruments, Inc., of

Waltham, Mass., will represent the firm

in the northeastern states: The Kenneth

E. Hughes Co., of Union City, N.J.,

will cover the middle Atlantic states;

and W. A. Brown & Associates, Inc.,

of Indian River City, Fla., will cover

the southeastern states.

NEW Jlaitfteca

PURAFLO FILTERS
Pneumatic Type for Compressible

Gases—Pressures to 6,000 lbs.

Harmeco PURAFLO Filters are available in

various case designs to suit any piping re-

quirement for filtering helium, nitrogen and

other compressible gases at porosity ratings of

2, 5, io, 20 or 40 microns or coarser. Inter-

changeable multi-tube sintered stainless steel

wire wound elements or strainers are op-

tional. Case is carbon steel forging; stainless _

steel, monel or other materials as specified.

ELEMENT MANIFOLD PIPE ASSEMBLY
Double
elements

tapered one piece Harmeco hollow sintered bronze disc

provide deep uniform, dependable filtration. Spacing between
the discs is uniform when assemblies are

stacked and sealed in ported manifold pipe.

One piece element design eliminates slip

fits or organic bonding materials. The
double tapered, hollow disc design prevents

blocking off of surface area due to possible

cocking of the elements on the manifold

pipe. Result: greater filtering area; uniform

porosity control; clean decontaminated

products.

For further information write to:

HARMAN EQUIPMENT COMPANY

3615 E. Olympic Blvd., Us Angeles 23, California
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NOW . • . shock test with

a controlled 10,000-pound

The HYGE shock tester, manu-
factured and marketed by CEC
under license from the Convair

Division of General Dynamics

Corporation.

thrust
Simulate actual service conditions and

test shock resistance of parts and as-

semblies. Make reflated tests ac-

curately.

The new HYGE shock tester will

produce specific acceleration and/or

deceleration wave forms for desired

durations.

In theory, it can produce a build-up

rate of 200,000 g's per second from

zero to peak acceleration, with a pat-

tern free of high-frequency transients.

HYGE can be used to develop con-

trolled impact shocks from 2,000 to

6,000 g's—accurately.

HYGE is available in standard

types, or in a "kit" of modular com-

ponents. Send for Bulletin P4-70

for details.

Consolidated Electrodynamics
Rochester Division, Rochester 3, N. Y.

formerly Coitsolidated Vacuum

sales and service offices in principal cities

Circle No. 100 on Subscriber Service Card.
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STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

e BOLTS

in *SUPERALLOYS retain their superior strength and

endurance.

Research Engineers in Hi-Shear laboratories areicentbu:
ujjg

engaged in the high temperature evaluation of Hi-Torque Bolts

manufactured from new alloys. Extensive tests and analyses have

made possible the production of Hi-Torque Bolts in a variety of

superalloys for aircraft and missile applications where superior

strength and endurance at elevated temperatures are essential.

The Hi-Torque design is a NAS Standard. Bolts in all diameters

feature excellent "head to thread" balance, close recess tolerance

control, tension allowables comparable to internal wrenching bolts

without the attendant weight penalty, and a recess which may be

machined into any steel or alloy. The Hi-Torque recess is of self-

locking design and increased torque increases the driver locking

action thereby eliminating axial loads and accidental driver slip-

page. This recess always provides positive removal.

^•Superalloys such as A-286, Inconel X S-S16. M-352, J-1570,

Inconel 700 and Haynes 25 are now available in the Hi-Torque

configuration. Precipitation hardening stainless steels AM iM,

17-4PH and AM 355—are also available.

RIVET TOOL
2600 WEST 247TH STREET • TORRANCE

Circle No. 92 on Subscriber Service Cord.

COMPANY
• CALIFORNIA

Cooper Conducts

High-Altitude Research

Cooper Development Corp. is

engaged in Project Sunflare for in-

vestigation of radio propagation inter-

ference and is conducting rocket

launchings from San Nicolas Island.

Calif. The operational phase of the

project began on July 1, to coincide

with IGY, with the launching of a

Nike-Deacon two stage rocket. The

vehicle, carrying a 30 lb. instrument

payload, rose to 80 miles and gathered

background spectral data for about

two minutes.

CDC is also using a Nike-ASP

combination to reach altitudes of 150

miles. The initial data obtained will

be used to establish baselines for

signals recorded during later flights in-

volving flares. A total of 14 rockets

are scheduled to be fired during the

project.

Since sunflares occur with virtu-

ally no warning, and may reach peak

brilliance within 5 minutes after an

alert, the rocket crews and scientists

must be ready to fire at any moment.

The CDC crews, alerted by participa-

ting observatories, have been getting

the rockets off in about 60 seconds.

Military Products Group

Set Up By Honeywell

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator

Co. has made an administrative re-

alignment of its divisions concerned

with products for military use. The

realignment, executed to meet the

management, engineering and manu-

facturing needs of the military, is said

to create "one of the largest sources

in the country for research, engineer-

ing and production capability."

Packard-Bell To Develop

Digital Computer
Packard-Bell Electronics has re-

ceived a research and development

contract from the Army for a high-

speed digital computer to work in con-

junction with equipment at the com-

putation center at Redstone Arsenal.

The digital simulator will compute the

behavior of dynamic systems of missile

airframes, inertial guidance and fire

control devices.

Daystrom Ltd. Formed

Daystrom, Ltd. has been formed

in Canada to handle sales, service

assembly and manufacture of Day-

strom electronic products. By 1960 the

company expects to have a large-scale

Canadian manufacturing operation.

missiles and rockets
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JUL

THERMO^ARMING RELA1

The new Diaphlex Thermo-Arming Relay is designed cations below, including shock, vibration, acceleration,

to close a circuit positively, and with high reliablity,

with the application of 3 to 4 volts, AC or DC poten-

tial.

The Thermo-Arming Relay has been qualification

tested for performance, in accordance with the specifi-

performance at extreme and varying temperatures

and pressure altitude, salt spray, humidity, and stor-

age at varying ambient temperatures. Detailed test

reports by Inland Testing Laboratories are available

upon request. Cook P/N 666-1960.

Weight Less than 0.1 ounce
Operating Temp. Range —55 :

C. to +85° C.

Altitude In excess of 75M'
Shock 250 G, 2-4 MS deceleration

Vibration 20-2000 CPS, to 40G
Acceleration ' 150 G
Operate Time Less than .3 second with 3-4 VDC applied

Container Herm. sealed in high thermal-shock resistant glass container

Trigger Ckt. Resistance 1.2 ohms minimum
Contact capacity 5 ma. to 5.0 amperes DC
Insulation Resistance 200 Megohms minimum @ 500 VDC

Cook Electric Company
2700 SOUTHPORT AVE., CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

DIAPHLEX-Aircraft Components and Accessories. COOK RESEARCH LABORATORIES— Basic & Applied Research. INLAND TESTING LABORATORIES—
Qualification Environmental, Reliability and Radiation Testing. MAGNILASTIC— Expansion Joints and Large Scale Metal Fabrications. WIRECOM—Wire
Communication Protection & Distribution Equipment. ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION—Engineering and Production of Electronic Gear. AIRMOD
CORPORATION—Modernization, Modification, and Repair of Aircraft. NUCLEDYNE CORPORATION— Engineering and Design of Highly Complex Type

Facilities. CANADIAN DIAPHLEX, LTD.—Aircraft Components and Accessories.
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IFI1CO test equipment

serves special missile

requirements

bernco
Controls

""V- Test Equipment

Wiring Harness

Thermocouples

A leading missile producer removed an obstacle to production,

and safeguarded ultimate operation of his beam-riding missile,

when he designed the special test and control unit pictured above.

By monitoring two critical voltage values, and by acting as a

circuit breaker if either circuit departs from its predetermined

voltage, the unit prevents damage, or complete destruction of the

missile's electronic components, during tests. The result—a saving

of thousands of dollars.

To build this special unit, competent engineering, skilled crafts-

men and adequate facilities were necessary. The prime contractor

selected Bernco where a reputation for producing reliable com-
ponent parts at reasonable costs has won the confidence of many of

the nation's other leading manufacturers and government agencies.

In just a few months, the missile will be ready for operation.

Meanwhile, Bernco would like to be of service to you— if you have
need for electrical, electronic or electro-mechanical component
parts. An illustrated brochure describing Bernco's services and
facilities is yours for the asking. Write for your copy, now.

BERNCO ENGINEERING CORPORATION • 2322 SOUTH TIBBS AVENUE • INDIANAPOLIS 41, INDIANA

Litton Industries

On Stock Exchange
Litton Industries, organized in No-

vember 1953, became one of the young-
est firms to be listed on the New York
Stock Exchange when its common stock

was called for trading on July 30. The
company's common stock has been

traded on the American Exchange since

September 1956.

With recent establishment of an

activity in Salt Lake City, Litton now
is in operation at 1 1 locations across

the country. The firm is engaged in

research, development and manufacture

of advanced electronics.

American Aerophysics

Adds Fiberglass Division

American Aerophysics Corp. has

added a fiberglass division with facili-

ties for development and fabrication

of high-strength fiberglass-reinforced

laminates for the missiles industry.

The new division will design and

produce jet vanes, rocket exhaust

nozzles, missile fins and control sur-

faces, radomes and other equipment.

Callery Chemical

Moves Headquarters
Callery Chemical Co. has moved

its administrative and sales offices from

Callery, Penna., to Pittsburgh. The com-

pany recently established new plants at

Muskogee, Okla., and Lawrence, Kan-

sas. The Callery, Penna., facilities will

remain as R&D division headquarters

for the company, which manufactures

boron chemical compounds and HEF
for missiles.

Laniinair Has New Plant

Laminair, Inc., specializing in mis-

sile structural and radio frequency fi-

berglass laminates, has opened its new
plant in Gardenia, Calif. The new plant

has complete tooling and production

facilities for work in polyester, epoxy,

phenolic and silicone resins.

Ryan Declares Dividend
Ryan Aeronautical Co. has de-

clared a regular quarterly dividend of

10 cents. This will be Ryan's 28th con-

secutive quarterly dividend and the

48th since incorporation.

Temco Sales Up
Temco Aircraft Corp.'s sales for

the first half of 1957 were at a record

high level, rising 56% over a like

period in 1956. Backlog of orders at

the company's three plants stands at

approximately $172 million.
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West Coast Industry

By Fred S. Hunter

Lockheed Missile Systems division's new test facility is beginning
to take shape near Santa Cruz. Only a few pre-fabricated buildings have
been erected, but during the coming year more than $1 million will be
spent for site improvement and, if the program is expedited, this figure

may go to $2.25 million. First steel test stand is to be ready for

rocket firing to begin in February. Four more stands may be erected by
the end of 1958 at which time Lockheed expects to have 100 to 150
employes permanently stationed at the Santa Cruz mountain site. Four
members of a small-explosive test group comprised the first transfers to

the new test center from Newhall recently.

Marquardt Aircraft added 300 people to its payroll in one month
this summer, highest monthly hiring record since the company's forma-

tion. Total is now 3500. Expansion of Marquardt's Van Nuys plant

reflects the more realistic view taken by the Air Force toward dispersal.

When the late Harold Talbot was secretary and running the show, plans

were to move everything to Ogden, including the executive offices. Now
research and development stays in Van Nuys with production at

Ogden. Marquardt has 450 employes at Ogden where it is now turning

out Y ramjet engines for the Bomarc.

Ryan Aeronautical has completed transfer of all Firebee jet drone

missile assembly activities to its new Torrance division. Included are

final assembly, sub-assembly, electrical shop, painting and engine run-up

operations. Fabrication work remains in San Diego. The old Firebee

final assembly building at the east end of the Ryan Plant at San Diego
is now being occupied by Douglas DC-8 pylon main assembly fixtures.

Fred H. Rohr, chairman of Rohr Aircraft Corp., says his com-
pany expects to participate in missile programs when production manu-
facturing gets under way. Rohr has been phenomenally successful in the

development of aircraft manufacturing techniques, particularly in the

field of power packages, and rates very high with old customers like

Boeing, Convair and Lockheed. The Chula Vista company undoubtedly

will become an important sub-contractor in missile production when
the market is ready.

•

Douglas Aircraft's Elizabeth, N. C. division, which started out

to be a second source for the Nike, is now the sole source, following the

Army's transfer of all production on the ground-to-air missile from

Santa Monica. But Santa Monica isn't hurt particularly. It can make
use of both facilities and manpower on its nuclear tipped air-to-air

MB-I Genie program. The potential here is very high. This rocket is re-

ported to be so good you might describe it as being "almost as good as

they say it is."

•

Air Force cancellation of the Navajo was not as abrupt or

unexpected as the Los Angeles press made out, but it was a mistake in

view of the fact that it came after around $625 million was spent on

the program. For that much money the Air Force should have carried it

on a little further, or it should have cancelled it before it spent so much.

Most people out this way, of course, think the program should not

have been cancelled.

But this is the age of

LIQUID OXYGEN
You can produce your own liquid

oxygen with a Supairco plant, avail-

able in sizes up to 25 tons per day,

with provisions for production of liquid

nitrogen and argon as additional

products.

Refrigeration is provided by a slow

speed, heavy duty, single stage ex-

pansion engine.

High efficiency is attained in these

plants through the use of a time
proved cycle of our own design, the

result of a quarter century of experi-

ence in the low temperature field.

Catalog on request.

SUPERIOR AIR PRODUCTS CO.

128 Malvern St., Newark 5/ N. J.

Manufacturers of production and storage
equipment for gaseous or liquid oxygen,
nitrogen, air, hydrogen and helium.

Circle No. 123 on Subscriber Service Card.

Publication E.1000

MUIRHEAD MAGSLIPS-
applications and methods of

use

60 pages of technical information and

diagrams for designers, and for users of

magslips and synchros.

Write for your copy today

MUIRHEAD

MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS INC.
677 Fifth Avenue. New York 22. N.Y., U.S.A.

Murray Hill 8-1633

MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
Stratford. Ontario, Canada

Stratford 3717

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED
Beckenham, Kent, England

September, 1957
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Cool as a transistor, JUPITER radio-inertial guidance confj.ees choose a reliable way to escape 110° Phoenix heat.

A young lady whose name for reasons of propriety shall remain anonymous umpires from the shoulder of Milce

O'Connor, Motorola's JUPITER contract manager. And swinging around tho back arc I. to r. are Lloyd Hershey,

Motorola-Phoenix's project manager; Carl Shannon, administrator of Motorola engineers at Jet Propulsion Laboratory;

Charles Raudenbush, Motorola-Riverside (Calif.) JUPITER program director; Jerry Landsman, Motorola-Riverside field

representative; and Major L. Frankenstein, planning officer, JUPITER project at Army Ballistic Missile Agency,

Huntsville, Ala. The three in front are Bob W. Barton, military electronics marketing manager for Motorola; Cliff

Cummings, JPL's JUPITER program director; and Daniel H. Murphy, acting legal director for Army's ABMA.

To left, Cal-Tech's rocket pioneer Milliken,

AF Deputy Chief of Staff for Development,

Lt. Gen. D. L. Putt, and AFOSR chief Brig.

Gen. H. F. Gregory at a party at Trade

Winds Club Hotel, Melbourne, Fla., during

recent meeting of Scientific Advisory Board.

Above, Chrysler Corporation Vice President

for Defense and Special Products T. F.

Morrow has his problems too, as JUPITER-
THOR decision day approaches. Chrysler is

prime contractor for REDSTONE & JUPITER.

To the left, Gen. Earle E. Partridge, Com-
mander in Chief, Continental Air Defense

Command, and Gen. James E. Doolittle

(Ret.), of the Shell Oil Co. at SAB party.
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To the right, Dr. Hubertus Strughold (left),

Maj. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever and an asso-

ciate discuss space medicine problems of the

future when manned rocket flight is common.

Below, Commander Robert Truax, USN, has

had his tour of duty with AF ARDC Ballistic

Missile Division extended, which means he

will not work on the POLARIS for some time.

To right, Dr. Joseph Kaplan, Professor of

Physics, University of California and a mem-
ber of AF Scientific Advisory Board snapped
with missile friends at Trade Winds Club.

C. A. Brady, Operating Manager of Missile

Operations, Chrysler Corporation. At stake

in current Army-AF squabble over IRBMs is

his company's contract for Army's JUPITER.

General Curtis E. LeMay, Vice Chief of Staff,

USAF, Lt. General Thomas S. Power, Com-
manding, USAF Strategic Air Command, and
Maj. General Bernard A. Schriever, Chief of

the AF Ballistic Missile Division (standing),
at recent Scientific Advisory Board party.
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PRECISE

CURRENT

Many other one-shot and
rechargeable designs

available

SILVER-ZINC

BATTERIES FOR:

• MISSILE

• DRONE
• 4IRCR.4FT

Design - Production

of contemporary

Electro-Mechanical and
Electro-Chemical equipment

WRITE FOR
COMPLETE DATA

fr_a.3stic Ft. cook: c|
36 South Santa Fe Drive

Denver 23, Colorado ;j SH4-1>
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VARIABLE FREQUENCY
FULLY AUTOMATIC
MOTOR GENERATOR SETS
ADJUST 360 to 400 CPS.
Generator mounted controls
include reset buttons, limit

switch. Motor and generator
remain stationary. Vari-drive

pulley adjustment controlled
by small motor. Remote con-

trol panels available.

Units can be equipped with

synchronous motor starter and
magnetic amplifier, auto-

matic voltage regulator ..

*

KATO 400 CYCLE
MOTOR GENERATOR SETS
NOW UP TO 250 KWI

KATO MOTOR GENERATOR
SETS are available in fre-

quencies, speeds and sizes for

every specialized use . . . op-
erating high cycle tools, test-

ing components and electronic

equipment.

INPUT
60 CYCLES

OUTPUT
400 CYCLES

WRITE FOR NEW FOLDER)

Buildffcof Fine Electrical Machinery fine* 1928

KATO
1489 FIRST AVENUE, MANKATO, MINN.

Circle No. 122 on Subscriber Service Card.

Metallurgists & Specialists in Small Wire

Serving Industry-FOR OVER 56 YEARS

BASE METAL WIRES . . . Very small

diameter — for filaments, thermo-

couples, resistance units.

PRECIOUS METAL WIRES . . .

Produced in Platinum, Gold, alloys

and pure metals— small diameter

. . . Platinum alloy resistance wires.

COATED WIRES . . . Comprising

an extensive range of electroplated

grid wires . . . Enamel insulated

wires for precision resistors and
potentiometers.

We invite your inquiry regarding

unusual problems or specifications

. . . Write for latest List of Products.

Since
Specialists in the Unusual

SIGMUND COHN CORP. ui So. Columbus Avenue • Mount Vernon. N.Y.
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people

Anthony Drabicki has been appointed
chief application engineer for fluid sys-

tems and components for the Waldorf
Instrument Co. The company, a division

of F. C. Huyck & Sons, also named John
Borah as southwestern sales manager.

Dr. Martin J. Gould is now director

of research at National Electronics Lab-
oratories, a subsidiary of Thiokol Chem-
ical Corp. Dr. Gould recently served as
research specialist at the missile test cen-
ter, Patrick AFB. He will direct guided
missile research at NEL with two assist-

ants, K. W. Hoover and H. R. Corbett,
Jr., both of whom were also at Patrick's

missile test center previously.

Willard D. Walker has been ap-

pointed chief electronics engineer at Con-
vair-Astronautics.

William H. Shapiro has been ap-
pointed manager of engineering services

for the rockets division of Bell Aircraft
Corp. Shapiro has been with Bell since

1936 and worked on the first jets produced
by the company, as well as the X-l series

of rocket-powered planes.

James B. Kendrick has joined the

guided missile research division of Ramo-
Wooldridge Corp. as chief of preliminary
design. Kendrick was formerly instructor

of aeronautical engineering at MIT.
Stephen J. Jatras has been appointed

to the newly-created post of assistant to

the director of Lockheed Missile Systems
Division's research and development
branch at Palo Alto. Jatras will be suc-

ceeded as manager of the R & D coordina-
tion division by Russell L. Reiserer, for-

merly assistant chief of the fighter design
branch, Navy Bureau of Aeronautics.

Frank S. Wyle has formed a national

organization of sales and service engineer-
ing specialists in missile testing which will

represent independent testing laboratories
and test equipment manufacturers.

Dr. Sholom Arzt, research physicist

who worked on the Terrier and Talos
missiles, has joined Universal Transistor
Products Corp.

Brig. Gen. Romulus W. Puryear has
been named Chief of Staff for Head-
quarters, Air Defense Command. He as-

sumes his post after having served as Com-
mander, 25th Air Division at McChord
AFB, Washington.

Lt. Col. Carlo R. Tosti has been
named director of information services for

ARDC succeeding Col. Albert A. Arnhym,
who is being reassigned to SAC.

John B. Pearson (RADM, USN, Ret.)

has been named director of development
planning for North American Aviation.

He will head a new corporate office re-

sponsible for analysis and coordination of
planning for future product developments.

U. Victor Turner is newly-appointed
general manager of Vitramon, Inc., pro-
ducers of electronic components, and will

direct all plant operations of the company.
Edwin R. Gamson has joined Tele-

meter Magnetics computer memory pro-
ducer, as director of manufacturing. He
was formerly reliability coordinator for

Autonetics Division of North American
Aviation.

Four appointments to the newly-cre-

ated Policy Advisory Board of Argonne
National Laboratory, the AEC's R&D
center, have been made. They are H. R.
Crane, University of Michigan; Robert C.
Gunness, vice-president, Standard Oil

Company (Indiana); George A. Hawkins,
Purdue University; and the Very Rev.
Theodore M. Hesburgh, president of Notre
Dame University.
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NEW MISSILE PRODUCTS
PERMANENT FITTING FOR FLEXIBLE LINES

A new type of permanent fitting, de-

scribed as optimum in both design and per-

formance, has been developed by Tite-

flex, Inc. Flexible lines equipped with
the fittings have exceeded MIL-H-25579
(USAF) and are applicable to 1500-psi

fluid systems in missiles and rockets.

As shown in the figure, the hose is

retained between an insert and a collar.

Originally a loose fit over the wire braid,

the collar diameter is reduced a prede-
termined amount by radial pressure ap-
plied progressively along its length in a

rotary hydroforming machine. The plastic

innercore and the braid are worked for-
ward toward the hex nut, resulting in a

FLIGHT CONTROL ACCELEROMETER
A remote-control electric actuating

device has been made an auxiliary feature

in the Genisco model DDL accelerometer
now in production. The new configuration
is designated the model DDT and em-
bodies a pair of miniaturized solenoids
which permit either pre- or in-flight simu-
lation of full-scale operational accelera-
tions by displacement of the sensory
mechanisms.

The device is useful when rapid func-
tional tests are required to insure instru-
ment reliability prior to or during flight.

Inclusion of the device does not modify
the performance of the standard DDL
model.

Complete performance and environmen-
tal figures are available from the company.

Circle No. 210 on Subscriber Service Card.

lock between braid and fitting, and be-

tween innercore, braid and insert.

The amount and direction of flow of
both the plastic and wire braid are care-

fully controlled to obtain the optimum
distribution of forces between the hose
and the fitting. The seal does not leak

in a temperature range from —70 "F to

450°F. Titeflex reports that they have
never had a fitting blow off a line during
their entire test program.

The company has straight fittings,

45° and 90° elbows, and sizes range
from 3/16" nominal hose diameter up
to 1V4" hose diameter.

Circle No. 220 on Subscriber Service Card.

ALL-PURPOSE OSCILLOGRAPH
An improved model of the Hathaway

S-25 oscillograph has been introduced by

the company, a division of Hamilton
Watch Co. The unit, named the S:25C,
is a multi-element, all-purpose oscillo-

graph designed for unlimited application,
convenience of operation and high-quality
recording. The device is cartridge-loaded
and uses 12" wide recording paper cap-
able of recording 18 or 48 channels.

Circle No. 206 on Subscriber Service Card.

ALIGNMENT DEVICE

A device to monitor inertial guidance
systems has been developed by Perkins-
Elmer Corp. The instrument is designated
the Model 169 Auto-Theodolite, and
makes it possible to align inertial guidance
systems in missiles by detecting angular
displacements in the azimuth alignment
of the basic monitored equipment.

Functioning of the device is as fol-

lows: Two modulated glow lamps in the

optical unit of the theodolite direct to the

mirror of the monitored system. If the

gyro in the guidance system is perfectly

squared with the optical axis of the theol-

oiite, the reflected light from the mirror
reenters the theodolite objective and is

lost back in the light source. If the mir-
ror in the monitored unit is rotated
slightly in azimuth, the returning light

beams will not be centered on the optical

axis and some energy will enter a light-

responsive device through a slit. This en-

ergy is transduced to an electrical signal

which indicates an error in alignment. A
corrective signal can then be applied

manually or automatically to the drive

elements of the monitored system.
The Auto-Theodolite consists of three

major components—an optical unit,

mount unit and electronic unit. Two dis-

tinct and independent systems comprise
the optical unit—a supporting base with
levelling means and a precision optical

limb and reading system for setting off

the desired angle between the two op-
tical axes. The theodolite has the elec-

tronic control box mounted directly on it

to form a compact and readily accessible

unit.

Circle No. 228 on Subscriber Service Card.

VARIABLE TIMER
Universal Winding Co. has developed

a variable timer for use in missile sys-

tems, programming devices and explosive
element initiation. The unit provides for

a settable time delay between 0.3 and 10
seconds, with an accuracy of ±5%, and
output energy in excess of 35,000 ergs.

Temperature ambients from —70°F to

165°F and accelerations up to 100 g's

have no effect on the device, which is

termed the PM-47.
Transient circuits are used to achieve

the delay, which is furnished by com-
ponents of the weapon approved non-
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power-consuming type, i.e., no tube fila-

ment power, etc., is required. The selected

time delay is obtained by applying be-

tween 100 and 400 volts to the device,

depending on the delay desired. The de-

lay is initiated by release of a pull wire

which allows a spring driven plunger to

complete the necessary switching action.

At the close of the delay period a pulse

of electrical energy is applied to the load.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

PRECISION STEEL TUBING
Recent order of stainless steel tubing

by Carpenter Steel Co. for AEC met
tolerances of +.000" —.025" and similar

tolerances are available from the com-
pany. The tubing is available for missile

& rocket applications. It may be covered

with insulating material if necessary. Op-
erating temperature on AEC order is said

to be 2000 °F.

Circle No. 221 on Subscriber Service Card.

PaitaAie

AN-ECK-OIC

Portable test chamber as shown (Size 65" x
54'//' x 65 I and designed for a low-frequency
cut-off at 250 cps. Chamber is mounted on
Korfund spring vibro-isolators.

DESIGNED FOR SOUND TESTING SMALL
ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL DEVICES

AN-ECK-OIC® Chambers are used for:

* determining acoustical characteris-
tics of radio, TV, audio equipment;

* analysis of noise in mechanical and
electrical equipment such as air con-
ditioners, refrigerators, household ap-

pliances, office machinery, motors,
transformers;

* free field calibrations of micro-
phones, loudspeakers, hearing aids,

etc.:

* psycho-acoustic studies;

* sound power level measurements
and other applications.

Low-frequency cut-off in porloble chambers
down to 150 cps.

Low-frequency cut-offs in built-in chambers
down to 50 cps.

the Eckel Corporation
155 Fawcett Streel

Cambridge 38, Mass.

AN-ECK-OIC * Wedges ECKOUSTIC" Panels

Circle No. 93 on Subscriber Service Card.
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SECONDARY PRESSURE STANDARD
A pressure standard for calibration

of pressure instruments and for making

direct pressure measurements is being in-

troduced by Wianco Engineering Co. The
portable, compact unit has an overall ac-

curacy of ±0.05% of full-scale ranges of
5 psi to 2500 psi, and ±0.1% for ranges
of 3000 psi to 10,000 psi.

The unit weighs 25 lbs., has inter-

changable pressure heads, and only one
secondary standard is necessary for any
number of pressure heads. The unit's out-

put may be displayed on a frequency
counter or recorded in digital form on
standard digital printers. The device is

adaptable to measure other parameters,
such as force, acceleration and displace-

ment.
Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE
An adhesive designed to eliminate

the need for core priming in missile sand-

MODIFIED PHENOLIC RESIN .

- METAL FACE

ASYMETRIC NARMTAPE XP-108

c-^- NYLON CARRIER FILLETING RESIN'

SANDWICH CORE

CIRCUIT TESTER

A device capable of testing 1200
electrical circuits in a minute has been
introduced by Republic Aviation Corp.
The automatic circuit analyzer is simple
to operate and can be used on any mul-
tiple-circuit assembly. Removable pro-
gram boards that mate with a receiver
mechanism can be employed to reduce
costs. The analyzer not only detects re-

versed, shorted or open circuits, but also
determines immediately all those circuits

involved.

Five models of the checker have
been designed with capacities of 200,
400, 800, and 1200 circuits, in addition
to a 100 circuit light-weight portable
model for field use. The units can be
built to operate from any power source
and no modification is necessary to test

different types of circuit harnesses, the
changeover between types achieved with
plug-in, pre-assembled adapters. An auto-
matic megger to detect current leakage
through wiring insulation is optional.

Other special requirements can be built

to customer specifications.

Circle No. 239 on Subscriber Service Card.

AUTOMATIC MOTOR TESTER
Servo-motors of 1/50 to 1 hp capac-

ity, as well as other motor types, may be

c:
NYLON CARRIER

rllMIIMI
V FILLETING RESIN SANDWICH CORE -

wich component fabrication and also to
provide materially improved peel strength,

has been developed by Narmco Resins
and Coatings Co. Tradenamed "Narm-
tape XP-108," the new adhesive is said to
be the first asymmetric structural adhesive
available to the missile industry, and con-
sists of a nylon carrier impregnated
with a modified phenolic resin. It is over-
coated on one surface with a highly
mobile filleting resin.

The addition of this filleting resin, ac-
cording to Narmco, will eliminate the
priming step of bonded sandwich con-
struction operations. The new adhesive is

resistent to fuels, salt spray, solvents and
corrosive materials.

Circle No. 202 on Subscriber Service Card.

tested in a new test stand developed by
Magtrol, Inc. The test stands are designed
to completely test a motor in three or
more dynamic phases of torque, speed and
current characteristics and feature four-
digit electronic tachometers to indicate

motor speed.
Seven basic dynamometer heads are

available, covering the range from 1 oz.

in. to 750 oz. in. torque capacity, and
capable of checking motors in three
phases: no-load check of speed and cur-
rent; dynamic check of speed, torque and
current; second dynamic check of speed,
load and current at any point on the
curve, of stall current and stall torque
check.

The control sequence may be initi-

ated manually by a single start button for
each phase, or it may be sequenced auto-
matically.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.
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10,000 P.S.I.

NEW
LOW-NOISE
CHOPPER
Bristol's Syncroverterf chopper is now available in a low-noise,

external-coil model for critical dry circuit applications.

This new external-coil chopper virtually eliminates capaci-

tive coupling between signal-circuit contacts and driving coil

leads. Peak-to-peak noise levels are usually less than 100 micro-

volts across a 1 megohm impedance (rms noise, in the order of

10 microvolts).

LONG LIFE and immunity to severe shock and vibration are

outstanding characteristics of the new Syncroverter chopper.

Withstands vibration, 5 to 2000 cps, up to 30G, and up to five

30G impacts on any major axis. SPDT switch action. Nominal

contact ratings: up to 10 V, 1 ma.

Write for complete data on this latest addition to the Bristol

Syncroverter line. The Bristol Company, 173 Bristol Road,

Waterbury 20, Conn. 7.31

tT. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Driving Frequency

Range:

Coil Voltage:

0—1800 cps

6.3 V sine, square,

pulse wave

70 milliamperes

52 ohms

60° ± 10°

15° max.

15° ± 5°

-55°C to 100°C or

-65°C to 125°C

Any

Flange; 2-hole or 4-hole

Plug-in; fits 7-pin

miniature socket

*These characteristics based on sine-wave excitation, 400 cps.

-Coil Current :

Coil Resistance:

*Phase Lag:

-Dissymmetry:

'Switching Time:

Temperature Ranges:

Operating Position

:

Mounting:

BRISTOL FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Circle No. 104
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4A WAY VALVE
FOR LIQUIDS OR GASES

90° TURN Of HANDLE.
POSITIVE STOPS ON
EXTREME POSITIONS.

DETENT STOP IN CENTER
(OPEN CENTER OR CLOSED CENTER
FLOW PATTERNS.)

STAINLESS CONSTRUCTION
THROUGHOUT

LARGE BALL THRUST BEARING
FOR EASY OPERATION.

Subscriber Service Card.

This new four-way valve series comes in pipe sizes from

Va to 1 inch, but may be obtained with tube, AND 1 0050,
or any preferred special high pressure connection. It will

withstand surges of up to 15,000 P.S.I, without damage
to the valve's sealing qualities. It is designed for a burst

pressure of 30,000 P.S.I.

No port to port leakage occurs in the detented positions

because of the exclusive "Shear-Seal" design.

Long, maintenance-free service is assured because the

optically flat metal to metal sealing surfaces of the seal-

ing rings and mating rotor faces are protected by staying

in constant intimate contact; flow is always through the

center of the "Shear-Seal", never across sealing surfaces

( as in conventional valve design ) . Sealing qualities actu-

ally improve as the self aligning "Shear-Seals" lap them-

selves to a more perfect fit with each valve operation.

Of course, there is no external shaft leakage, because

the pressure is confined to the flow passages.

This highly successful principle of extreme pressure control

is fully described in "Shear-Seal" bulletin BVM-2.

BARKSDALE VALVES
^jttyj 5125 Alcoa Avenue, lot Angeles 56, California

Circle No. 105 on Subscriber Service Card.
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LINEARITY TESTER

Linear accuracy in precision poten-
tiometers may be tested with the model
TP-800 tester of Technical Products Co.

Use of a long persistent oscilloscope pro-
vides display of error signal, and noise
due to contact resistance over frequency
range of to 100,000 cycles. Individual
wire commutation may be shown. Mag-
netic clamping allows rapid set-up and
alignment of test potentiometers.

The unit's oscilloscope reads linearity

error directly in per cent, in five ranges
from .05 to 1.0 per cent of full scale,

with accuracies of 0.01%. Terminals pro-
vided for recorder operation. A motor-
driven precision gear box couples a 40-

turn master helipot of .007% linearity to

the test potentiometer.
Units of 1, 3, 10, 15, 25, and 40

turns can be accommodated. Test volt-

ages may be selected between 22.5 and
135 volts to give maximum sensitivity for

each unit being tested.

Circle No. 222 on Subscriber Service Card.

FERRITE MINIATURE ISOLATOR
Airtron, Inc. is offering a "C" band

150 kw ferrite miniature isolator designed
to operate in the 5000 mc frequency range.

The resonant absorption isolators furnish
constant uni-directional magnetron to load
isolation and feature a waveguide size
of 2.00 x 1.00 O.D. with a weight of
less than 3.5 lbs. Electrical characteristics
guarantee an isolation of 10 db minimum,
insertion loss of 0.5 db maximum, input
VSWR 1.10 maximum with matched load
and power handling capabilities of 150
kw peak power with 100 watts average
into a 2 to 1 mismatch.

Ferrite material is mounted directly

on the waveguide wall and full wave-
guide opening has been used. Heat con-
duction away from the waveguide is said

to be rapid enough to allow operation
without forced air cooling. Five units are

available to collectively cover the fre-

quency range 5250 to 5750 mc/s.
Circle No. 212 on Subscriber Service Card.

TUNABLE THERMISTOR MOUNT
A Ka-band tunable thermistor mount,

with thermistor, designed for sensitive

measurement of RF power in RG-96/U
waveguide transmission systems is avail-

able from Microwave Associates, Inc.

Frequency coverage of the unit is 34.0

—

36.0 kmc/s with maximum VSWR of 1.5.

The unit may be used over the com-
plete waveguide range if higher input

VSWR's are not a consideration. Nominal
operating resistance is 200 ohms and
power handling capacity is 10 milliwatts

maximum. Insertion loss is determined at

34.86 kmc/s and the value marked per-

manently on each unit and the accuracy

of the measurement is ± V* db.

Circle No. 214 on Subscriber Service Card.
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DATA PROCESSING SPECIALISTS!

Get in now— at the beginning

of the new era in missiles!

When you join Telecomputing's

Engineering Services Division,

you will be given full scope to

allow you to grow . . . your talents

will be used to the fullest. .

.

recognition and rewards will be
yours as a matter of course.

Engineering services is a mem-
ber of an integrated five-com-

pany missile systems corporation
which designs and manufactures
its own data-processing equip-
ment. Our efforts are directed to-

ward the "systems concept." We
are engaged in the reduction of
large amounts of flight test data
being generated by the daily mis-
sile firings on the integrated Hol-
loman-White Sands range.

ATTRACTIVE SALARIES

PROFIT SHARING

RELOCATION PAY

ACCREDITED EDUCATION

GROUP INSURANCE

A NEW LIFE IN NEW MEXICO'S

FABULOUS "LAND OF ENCHANTMENT"

MOUNTAIN SKIING AND DESERT

RESORTS WITHIN 30 MINUTES I

A WONDERFUL PLACE

TO MAKE YOUR HOME -
GRAND COUNTRY TO RAISE KIDS I

Send resume to DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

TELECOMPUTING CORPORATION
Engineering Services Division

BOX 447 • HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE • NEW MEXICO

IfflinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM
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LOX
GRADE
KEL-F*
Unsurpassed resiliency at—320*F t

offered in our especially processed

Kel-F* for rocket and missile seals.

Sheets and tubes to 18 inch diameter

are available, exhibiting unusual

clarity and a minimum of cold flow

throughout the ambient range.

Our engineering department is avail-

able to work with you on your

Kel-F* and TEFLON** problems.

We are approved to work under all

military and commercial specifica-

tions.

THE

FLUOROCARBON
COMPANY
1206 East Ash Avenue
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
Tel. Lambert 53563
* JM Company Retlrttred Tndmeit

** DuPent Company BhIIoti* Trmtfemiit

Circle No. 106 on Subscriber Service Card.



VALVE WARMER
A valve warmer incorporating low

cost features as well as light weight, easy
installation and space saving has been in-

troduced bv Dean Products, Inc.

The device is made of two sheets of

metal, with the outside sheet embosed to

create flow channels. The inside sheet,

which is flat, provides greater heat-trans-

mitting contact. The two sheets are

welded together and curved to fit the

vaive.

The unit is said to be easy to install

or remove for valve inspection.

Circle No. 227 on Subscriber Service Cord.

THERMAL SWITCH
A hermetically-sealed two-wire ther-

mal switch designed for use in bearings,

pipes, etc., and using a bimetal element

n a stainless steel body has been in-

roduced by Control Products, Inc. The
;witch operates in ambient temperatures
from —65 °F to 700 °F, has an electric

rating of 2 amps and is resistive at either

28V dc or 115V ac. Length over AN
;onnector is 5/16" and it is designed to

neet environmental, shock and vibration
equirements of MIL-E-5272A.
Circle No. 215 on Subscriber Service Cord.

THREE-WAY VALVE
Designed for highly corrosive ma-

erials, this valve features flow through
my two selected ports, while automatic-
illy shutting off the third port. Valve
jperation employs a self-wiping and self-

apping action which is free of wear-
iroducing shocks and needs no lubricants

EMPLOYMENT

TEST EQUIPMENT
The Test Equipment Engineer is engaged
primarily in the design of specialized missile

check-out equipment. As missiles push the
state of the art, test equipment must exceed
the missiles in precision and reliability. Auto-
matic programing, go-no-go evaluation, and
automatic data processing add up to auto-
mation in missile testing.

This engineer is evaluating his design of
a precision power supply—one of the build-
ing blocks that will be system engineered
into a family of versatile matched missile

and sub-system test equipment. Engineers
work as individuals.

HYDRAULIC DESIGN
Excellent opportunities are avaifable for the
engineer to observe the performance of his

design. Here, under the watchful eyes of its

designer, a hydraulic power unit is under-
going adjustment and setting prior to severe
testing at simulated high altitude conditions.
Many components, which a few months

ago seemed almost impossible to design,
are now being tested under the severe con-
ditions required to qualify them for flight

operation— and passing with flying colors.

STEERING INTELLIGENCE
Two Steering Intelligence Engineers discuss
space allotment in a new guidance com-
ponent. This close association of engineers
with the "flying" equipment is typical of the
Steering Intelligence Section. Engineers in

this section are primarily and directly con-
cerned with refining the guidance equipment
to steer the missile with greater accuracy,
at greater ranges and with simpler and more
reliable electronic equipment and, con-
sistently, with minimizing the cost. Work is

actively in progress in every principal field

from microwave equipment to inertial end
instruments.

PRIME CONTRACTOR

FOR TALOS MISSILE

Offers more interesting

and challenging

job opportunities!

If you are interested in guided missiles, you

will be especially interested in Bendix. As
prime contractor for the important and

successful Talos Missile, the job opportunities

here cover the widest possible scope, and the

opportunities for advancement are practically

unlimited.

Here is a compact, hard-hitting organization

backed by all the resources of the nation-wide

Bendix Aviation Corporation—an organiza-

tion dedicated to the design and production

of the finest in guided missiles.

If you can accept a challenge, want an oppor-

tunity to grow with a leader in its field, and
can accept the responsibility that goes with

opportunity, send for the thirty-six-page book

"Your Future in Guided Missiles". It gives

the complete, detailed story of the function of

the various engineering groups and the many
job opportunities available for you.

Just fill out the coupon. It may help you plan

a successful future in the sruided missile field.

Bendix Products Division— Missiles

*I2 I. Bendix Drive, South Bend. Indiana

Gentlemen : I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided

missiles. Please send me the booklet "Your Future In Guided Missiles".

_STATE_
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I Ford Instrument Company's new Missile Development

Division is expanding because of increased activity on

guidance and control work for major ballistic missiles such

as the Redstone and Jupiter.

Are you interested in the opportunities this could bring

you — and the increased responsibilities? To those engi-

neers who feel they can measure up to the high standards

of our engineering staff and who wish to do research,

development and design work in the expanding new field

of missile engineering, write or phone Allen Schwab for

an appointment or further information.

M FORD INSTRUMENT CO.
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
30-10 -41st Avenue • Long Island City 1 , New York

that might contaminate fluids.

Also available from the company.

Progressive Research and Development

Co.. are 2- or 4-way valves from Vi" to

\Vi" and operating pressures up to 3500

psi, as well as LOX shut-off valves for

line sizes up to 3".

Circle No. 223 on Subscriber Service Card.

DIGITAL FLOW INDICATOR

A digital flow indicator and totalizer,

which gives a direct reading in gallons per

minute or per hour, can be adjusted to

specific gravity changes to give readings

in pounds per minute or hour, and will

give direct readings of speed in revolu-

tions per unit time has been announced

by Potter Aeronautical Corp.

When used with two Pottermeters,

the instrument, designated Model 43, will

indicate the ratio between two flows.

It samples desired information for a

controlled sample period, and is adjustable

from 1/10 millisecond to 10 seconds in

increments of 1/10 millisecond.

The unit is suitable for all types of

flow rate measurement and may be used

as a short-time totalizer with a four

digit readout in %" high figures on

Burroughs Nixie Tubes.

Circle No. 207 on Subscriber Service Cord.

I.F.F. means Identif ication-Friend-

or-Foe. A system of challenge and

response by radar.

Be your own best friend and in-

vestigate the challenging potential

of your own future with ASCOP.

Many unusual opportunities exist

at this very moment. Call or write.

Technical Personnel Manager.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Skilled In

Data Acquisition

Data Handling

RF Techniques

Circuit Design

Transistor Applications

Technical Writing

t^mscop
APPLIED SCIENCE CORP.

OF PRINCETON

10 Wallace Rd., Princeton, N.J.

Phone PLainsboro 3-4141

Dept. E. 15551 Cobrito Road

Van Nuys, Calif.

Phone State 2-7030

AN FITTINGS
Stainless. Aluminum. Brass. Steel. All

sizes—immediate delivery Irom world 6

largest shelf stock. Buy direct Irom
manufacturer. Lower prices—quicker

service Send for free wall charts shew-

ing complete line of AN Fittings.

COLLINS ENGINEERING CO.
9050 Washington Blvd., Culver City. Caur.

184
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Flight Propulsion—

Some Aspects Pointing Up Engineering Opportunities

in Small Aircraft Gas Turbine Engineering

From store's law for the very

small to Hoyle's work with the

very large, the "3/2 power" prin-

ciple maintains its validity. For an

example in the middle range of

our immediate experience, note the

curves on the chart (1).

The variation of propulsive thrust

with the square, and of "engine"

weight with the cube of linear di-

mensions results in the well-known

fact that propulsive efficiency in-

creases with decreasing power plant

size .. .whether one studies insects,

birds, or aircraft gas turbines.

For the engineer who is curious

about the application of engineer-

ing principles in nature, we recom-

mend D'Arcy Thompson's "Growth

and Form".

For the engineer who is specially

curious about the small curve on

the plot, we can recommend no bet-

ter course for him than to contact

Roger Hawk of General Electric's

Small Aircraft Engine Department.

Engineers at SAED are busy extend-

ing the 3/2 principle to AGT appli-

cations. The success with which

they have met in developing small

highly efficient power plants (2)

has created many new openings for

engineers with strong backgrounds

in AGT work.

September, 1957

o 10

WEIGHT (LBS.)

"ENGINE SPECIFIC WEIGHT" VS. WEIGHT

Some of the particular components

demanding the attention of capable

engineers are : combustors, controls,

exhaust nozzles, frames, reduction

gears, rotors and blading.

If you feel that you would like to

put your degree and AGT experi-

ence (3) to work in the exacting

region of that small lower curve,

you can get additional details on

these positions from Mr. Hawk.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

1. Values for the "engine specific weight" of the in-

sects and birds were derived from Thompson . . . cf.

"Growth and Form." 2nd Ed., 1942, Cambridge Uni-

versity Press; Chapter II on magnitude, especially pp.

45. 47. Birds were assumed to fly at 30 mph, insects

at 5 mph.

2. The T58 Turboshaft— 250 lbs. without reduction

gear, 1050 HP — now in production. The T64 Con-

vertible — for turboprop or turboshaft use, depending

upon gearing— now in development; the J8o Turbojet

— details still classified.

3. A degree in engineering or science, plus AGT expe-

rience qualifying you for combustor, compressor, tur-

bine and other mechanical design, field and flight test,

aerothermodynamics, fluid mechanics, accessories and

systems, engineering liaison.

SMALL AIRCRAFT ENGINE DEPARTMENT

GENERAL ELECTRIC
1000 WESTERN AVENUE, WEST LYNN, MASS.
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

For additional information about any product or service advertised

or mentioned in the editorial pages of this issue of Missiles and
Rockets:

Use the attached prepaid reply cards. Circle numbers shown on
the reply card that correspond with numbers appearing beneath items

described. If no circle number accompanies the article or advertise-

ment, give page number (and advertiser's name) on line provided at

bottom of the card.

Your requests for information will be forwarded promptly to the

companies concerned.

NEW PRODUCT BRIEFS
QUID PROPELLANT HOSE. A new
>se capable of handling concentrated

rdrogen peroxide without causing de-
jmposition of the liquid, or being
fected by it, is available in sizes up
i 6" ID and in lengths up to 50 feet.

ewitt-Robins, Inc.

rcls No. 240 on Subscriber Service Card.

: COAXIAL CONNECTOR. Feather-
sight type N and HN hermetically
aled RF coaxial connectors meet spec-
cation MIL-E-5272A. The unit weighs
45 oz. and has a constant impedance
50 ohms. Don-Lan Electronics Co.

rcle No. 241 on Subscriber Service Card.

•RING ASSORTMENT. Assorted
rings for experimental purposes in-

ude a variety of sizes and types.
>rings made of beryllium copper,
rome-silicone, high-niclcel alloys, steel

usie wire, corrosion-resistant wire and
her materials are included. California
>ring Co.
-de No. 242 on Subscriber Service Card.

JLCAN1ZED FIBRE weighing half as
Jch as aluminum but .9 times as
ong is available as protective packag-
3 material for missile components,
eets specifications MIL-F-II48 and
IL-U95A. National Vulcanized Fibre

de No. 243 on Subscriber Service Card.

jRRITE ISOLATORS. Series of test
ijuipment isolators covering broad fre-
fency ranges. Waveguide sizes ob-
nable in variety of flange combina-
ns. Airtron, Inc.

de No. 251 on Subscriber Service Card.

»RIABLE INDUCTORS & COILS.
I >mponents designed for printed cir-
it use, covering 2 to 2000 microhenry
lge and the 1.5 millihenry to 1.0
iry range. Complete information and
falog available. North Hills Electric.

' de No. 252 on Subscriber Service Card.

I INTED CIRCUIT MATERIAL Copper
' d Jeflon sheet and tape for printed
' cuit and cable strip applications.
I s a uniform low dielectric constant
• i no delamination of insulation ma-
I ial. Ruorocarbon Products, Inc.
» :le No. 253 on Subscriber Service Card.

I'TARY SELECTOR SWITCH. Nine-
jiition, one-pole switch operates con-
hously at 250 "F, or intermittently at
[IF, is electrically rated at 6 amps
listive load at 1 15V ac and 28V ac
'i 3 amps inductive load at 28 dc.
• ico Corp.
•He No. 254 on Subscriber Service Card.

TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYZER.
Potential users invited to male own one-
weelc test and evaluation of servo test

equipment. Unit is designed to test

servo-mechanisms under conditions

where servo output may be non-linear.

Solartron.

Cirds No. 244 en Subscriber Service Card.

UNIVERSAL STABILIZED AMPLIFIER.
Compact, chopper-stabilized unit has
open-loop dc gain of 10 million, output
range of ±115 V, and accuracy main-

tained beyond I kilocycle when used at

100 gain. Phil b rick Researches, Inc.

Circle No. 245 on Subscriber Service Card.

ANEMOMETER. Constant-temperature
hot wire anemometer has frequency re-

sponse of dc to 1000 cps and noise

level is less than 1% of mean flow level.

Three of the units fit into a 19" rack.

Other systems available. Aero Research
Instrument Co.
Circle No. 246 on Subscriber Service Card.

ELECTRONIC BATTERY. Model 170

battery input is 105-125/210-250 volts,

50/60 cps. Output is 6 volts adjustable

±5%, 0-5 amps; 2 volts adjustable

±5%, 0-100 amps. Has high stability

and low noise. American Electronics

Laboratories, Inc.

Circle No. 247 on Subscriber Service Card.

RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM.
Self-contained battery-operated unit

measures, displays, records and con-

trols alarms for gamma radiation from
background .025 mr/hr to 100 kr/hr or

higher in the energy range from 80 kv

to 1.5 mev. Riggs Nucleonics Co.
Circle No. 248 on Subscriber Service Card.

CERAMIC MISSILE RADOME. High-
temperature radar-transparent ceramic
radomes with the hardness of diamonds
have been developed by Gladding
McBean & Co.
Circle No. 249 on Subscriber Service Card.

SYNCHRO INDEX STAND. Mechanical
device for holding and accurately lo-

cating rotor shaft of synchros to desired

angular position. Determines various

parameters such as electrical error, etc.

Kearfott Co., Inc.

Circle No. 250 on Subscriber Service Card.

ROCKET BLAST FENCE. A blast deflec-

tion and noise reduction fence for use

in missile and rocket launching opera-

tions. Utilizes a 2" perforated water line

at its leading edge to allow water, con-

trolled by a thermostatically operated
valve, to flow over the surface of the

fence. Lynn Engineering Co.

Circle No. 255 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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Atlas Powder Co
Autonetics Div.,—North American Aviation, Inc.

Avco Mfg. Co.,

Research & Advanced Development
B & H Instrument Co., Inc.

Barksdale Valves

Barnes Engineering Co.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
Barco Mfg. Co.

Bell Aircraft Corp
Bendix Aviation Corp.—Bendix Computer Div.

Bernco Engineering Corp.
Boeing Airplane Co.
Breeze Corporations, Inc

Bristol Co., The—Aircraft Components Div.

Brooks & Perkins, Inc.

Brush Beryllium Company, The
CDC Control Services, Inc.

Century Electronics & Instruments, I nc.

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc

Sigmund Cohn Corp.
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.
Control Products, Inc.

CONVAIR,

SILICONE RUBBER. Brochure dealing

with the physical properties of Silastic,

the Dow-Corning silicone rubber, has

been released by the company. Resist-

ance to heat, cold, weathering, ozone,

moisture, oils and chemicals are treated

in turn. Publication is illustrated with

graphs, tables, etc. Dow-Corning.
Circle No. ISO on Subscriber Service Card.

THERMENOL ALLOY. Two reports of

studies on the properties and potential

uses of thermenol, the non-strategic

alloy, have been released by the Navy
and are available to industry. OTS, De-
partment of Commerce.
Circle No. 151 on Subscriber Service Card.

HALOFLUOROCARBON POLYMERS. A
technical booklet on "Kel-F" brand
halofluorocarbon polymers, discussing

their properties and possible applica-

tions, has been published by the Min-
nesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.
Circle No. 152 on Subscriber Service Card.

INFRARED GUIDANCE. A 20-page
brochure appraising the role of IR in

missile guidance, target detection, fire

control and mapping has been pub-
lished by Barnes Engineering Co.
Circle No. 153 on Subscriber Service Card.

TITANIUM ALLOYS. Two reports of

research for USAF on titanium alloys,

one on a heat-treatable alloy having

adequate formability and the other on
effects of alloying elements on the

weldability of titanium sheet. OTS, U.S.

Department of Commerce.
Circle No. 154 on Subscriber Service Card.

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING. "Cost Sav-
ing Packaging" by Celotex Corp. is a

12-page brochure pointing out effective

bracing, blocking and cushioning

methods, using Celotex fiber board
inner-packs. The Celotex Corp.
Circle No. 155 on Subscriber Service Card.

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY
KITS. Instruction book containing tables

of common gear ratios and moments
of inertia for Servoboard electro-me-

chanical assembly kits. Servo Corp. of

America.

Circle No. 156 on Subscriber Service Card.

HYDRAULIC PUMPS. Bulletin A-5216
Vickers Inc. describes miniaturized hy-

draulic components for missile use.

Pumps also alterable to function as

hydraulic motors. Vickers Inc.

Circle No. 1S7 on Subscriber Service Card.

FILTERS. Micro-magnetic filters de-
signed to operate at pressures to 3500
psi are described in a folder published

by Cuno Engineering Corp.
Circle No. 158 on Subscriber Service Card.

ELECTRONIC FLUOROSCOPY. Modern
techniques for applying electronic fluor-

oscopy in metai examinations are de-
scribed in a six-page folder available

from Philips Electronics, Inc. Instrument
Division.

Circle No. 159 on Subscriber Service Card.

HEATING PROBLEMS SOLVED. Elec-

trofilm's sprayed-on, film-type heating
elements are described in a report
published by the company. Method re-

portedly solves heat problems due to

odd contour shapes, space and/or
weight limitations, etc. Elements weigh
1/10 lb. per sq. foot and are approxi-

mately 0.015" thick. Electrofilm, Inc.

Circle No. 160 on Subscriber Service Card.

MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS. 1

ten on intermediate level, book di

mechanics into those of particles

of rigid bodies. Takes up nece
operations with forces, applies coi

of equilibrium to problems and i

duces practical situations.

Circle No. 161 on Subscriber Service

MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS,
page leaflet describes line of s

microwave oscillators and introc

Model 815, which covers freqi

band 9000 to 10,500 mc. Other m
described are the 803 at S-band
the 814 at the X-band between
and 10,000 me. Laboratory for

tronics, Inc.

Circle No. 162 on Subscriber Service

LUBRICANTS. Four publications

lubricant studies by Armed f

sponsored research are available. "K

Lubricant Test Methods", "Evalu

Tests of Arylurea-Silicone Grease
Aircraft Equipment", "Theoretical

Experimental Studies of Liquid Vise

Cell Theory of Liquids", and "Lubi

ing Properties of Certain Synt
Fluids". OTS, Department of Comm
Circle No. 163 on Subscriber Service

INVESTMENT CASTING. Fifty-

engineering and design manual c

ing the investment casting pre

Said to be the most complete
published on the method. Invest

Casting Institute.

Circle No. 164 on Subscriber Service

CORROSION CONTROL. Halofli

carbon dispersion coatings for corn

and contamination control are cov

in four-page booklet. Chemical n

ance, thermal stability, flexibility, <

sion resistance, dielectric strength

anti-sticking surfaces are among pre

ties inherent in the method. Minn<
Mining and Manufacturing.

Circle No. 165 on Subscriber Service I

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS. Two 1
evaluations of antioxidants for us<

synthetic lubricants subjected to

temperatures are available. Titles

High Temperature Evaluation of I

oxidants in Diester Base Fluids,

High Temperature Antioxidants for

thotic Base Oils. OTS, Departmen
Commerce.
Circle No. 166 on Subscriber Service <

SPECTROCHEMICAL analysis.
third in a series of guidebooks on s

trochemical analysis. Features data

the design, application and charai

istics of each type of instrument

contains specification tables and gra

Hilger & Watts Ltd.

Circle No. 167 on Subscriber Service <

SELF-BALANCING POTENTIOMETI
Illustrated bulletin describes new
of small-size self-balancing elecfr

potentiometers and bridges. Bristol

Circle No. 168 on Subscriber Service C

SELECTOR SWITCHES. Key or p
button selector switches for ther

couple or resistance bulb circuits

detailed in a bulletin published

Thermo Electric Co.
Circle No. 169 on Subscriber Service C

SYNCHROS. A four-page folder

servomotors, control transmitters,

ferential transmitters, torque racer-

and similar components has been f

lished by Muirhead & Co.
Circle No. 170 on Subscriber Service C




